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Abstract 
The Large-Scale Structure and 
Dynamics of the Local Universe 
by David James Radburn-Smith 
PhD Thesis, September 2007 
This thesis investigates the dynamics of the local Universe with particular reference to 
discovering the source of the Local Group (LG) motion. 
A redshift survey of the Great Attractor (GA) region, thought responsible for a significant 
fraction of the LG motion, is presented. Over 3053 galaxies, located in both clusters 
and filaments, were targeted using the 2dF on the AAT. Velocity distributions and mass 
estimates for nine clusters are reported. Together with redshifts from the literature, this 
survey reveals the dominant feature in the core of the GA to be a large filament extending 
fromAbell S0639 (l= 281°, b=+11°) towards a point at l- 5°, b- -50°, encompassing the 
Cen-Crux, CIZA Jl324.7-5736, Norma and Pavo 11 clusters. 
A new model of the local velocity field out to 300h-1 M pc is derived from the combined 
REFLEX, BCS and CIZA surveys: the RBC catalogue. This is the first all-sky, X-ray se-
lected galaxy cluster sample. The reconstruction includes an intrinsic correction for the 
bias of clusters in tracing the total density field. The velocity fields from both this recon-
struction and that of the PSCz survey are compared to the observed peculiar velocities 
of98local type la supernovae (SNia). The best fits are respectively found for values of 
fJRBc ( = 0~6 / ~Be) = 0.39 ± 0.20 and fJ 1 = 0.55 ± 0.06. These results are found to be robust 
to culls of the SNia sample by distance, host-galaxy extinction and the reference frame 
in which the comparison is carried out. 
As the PSCz preferentially samples late-type galaxies, the derived density field under-
s.amples the contributions from regions of greatest overdensity, precisely the regions 
traced by the RBC survey. When combined in the ratio 78% PSCz, 22% RBC these two 
complimentary reconstructions are a better fit to the peculiar velocities of the same 
SNia sample than either one alone. 
Compared to galaxy surveys, which only see contributions to the LG motion from struc-
tures within -6oh-1 Mpc, previous cluster surveys have argued that sources at much 
greater distances ( -150h-1 Mpc) influence local dynamics. However, the RBC recon-
struction presented here shows similar contributions from the same depths as the PSCz, 
which is partly attributed to the intrinsic bias correction and inclusion of the Virgo clus-
ter in the RBC. The extended GA region, defined as the volume enclosed by 250 < l < 
350°, -45 < b < 45° and 2000 <cz< 6000 kms-1, is found to be responsible for 65% of 
the LG motion, whilst the more distant ( -145h-1 M pc) SSC only accounts for 12%. 
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Introduction 
1.1 The Evolution of Structure and Dynamics 
The present day view of the Universe consists of a sponge-like distribution of galaxies; far 
from the picture of a homogeneous system of galaxy clusters popular until the early 80s (see 
Fairall1998 for a review of the literature). Around the massive voids, galaxies group into 
clusters, which in turn are interconnected by a rich network of filaments. This structure 
has been highlighted by recent deep redshift surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
(SDSS, York et al. 2000) and the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al. 2001a, 
see Fig. 1.1). 
Comparatively, we are able to directly observe the primordial density field as temperature 
fluctuations frozen into the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) when matter and pho-
tons decoupled at the time of recombination. Observations by balloon and satellite borne 
instruments have charted these anisotropies with ever increasing resolution, revealing the 
initial temperature, and therefore density fluctuations to be as small as one part in 100,000. 
Fig. 1.2 shows the most recent CMB map from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 
( "W.i\1AP) satellite (Hinshaw et al. 2007) . 
In the current paradigm, these initial small-scale perturbations are believed to have grown 
into the structure we see today through gravitational instability (GI). The regions that were 
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FIGURE 1.1: The present-day distribution of galaxies as seen from the 2dFGRS (Col-
less et al. 2001). Comprising some 250,000 galaxies, this approximately 
10° thick slice highlights the cellular structure of our Universe. 
FIGURE 1.2: The density distribution at z-1100 as seen by WMA.Pfrom temperature 
fluctuations in the CMB (from Figure 9 of Hinshaw et al. 2006). This 
'Internal Linear Combination' map combines WMAP observations at dif-
ferent frequencies in such a way as to remove foreground emissions from 
our own galaxy whilst preserving the CMB signal. The Doppler induced 
dipole due to the motion of the WMA.P satellite relative to the CMB has 
also been removed. The typical amplitude of the remaining contrast is 
only 1 x w-5 of the signal. 
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slightly overdense compared to their immediate surroundings accreted more matter than 
average. This in turn led to an even larger gravitational potential, fuelling the amplifica-
tion of the initial density contrast. Over time, stars and galaxies condensed out of the gas 
accumulated in the overdensities. 
Under GI, the motion of galaxies may be attributed to two components: the Hubble ex-
pansion, due to the overall growth of the Universe, and the infall onto overdense regions 
under the influence of gravity, known as a galaxy's peculiar velocity. The expansion compo-
nent was first noted by Hubble (1929) as an increase in radial velocity with distance, which, 
when ignoring peculiar motions, is simply expressed by: 
cz= Hod, (1.1) 
where the combination of the speed of light (c) and the observed redshift (the shift in ob-
served spectral wavelength, z = [A-observed- Aemitted1 I A-emitted) is the object's recessional ve-
locity, Ho is the Hubble constant (with units km s-1 Mpc-1) and d is a measure of the dis-
tance to the source. 
Although galactic peculiar motions may be up to several hundred km s-1, they account for 
only a small fraction of the combined velocity for distances ~50 M pc (~ 10%). Hence, as a 
first approximation, equation 1.1 may be used to infer distances directly from redshifts. In 
this case, distances are often quoted in units of h-1 Mpc, where 100 x h = H0 , thus negating 
the uncertainty in the value of Ho 1. 
Alternatively, the inverse of equation 1.1 may be used to directly measure H0 • However, 
whilst the radial velocity of a galaxy can be determined to a high degree of accuracy, mea-
surements of distance carry a large uncertainty (see Section 1.3). Together with inaccurate 
peculiar velocities, this uncertainty in distance has yielded a wide range of estimates for 
H0. To date, the most accurate determination of Ho is quoted by the 'Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) Key Project to measure Ho'. By using Cepheid variables to measure distances 
to 31 nearby galaxies, Freedman et al. (2001) have been able to calibrate 78 distances from 
secondary indicators covering the range 60-400h-1 Mpc. Amalgamating the sample they 
find Ho= 72 ± 8 kms-1. 
An alternative derivation may be found by combining WMAP observations of the CMB 
anisotropies with clustering analysis from the 2dFGRS. Assuming a Lambda-Cold Dark 
Matter (ACDM) cosmology yields Ho= 73.2~~:~ km s-1 Mpc-1 (Spergel et al. 2007), which is 
1Unless otherwise indicated by a subscript number, Ho is taken as 100 kms-1 Mpc-1 throughout this 
thesis. 
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FIGURE 1.3: A 6° x 117° slice through the Coma cluster using data from the extended 
CfA survey (de Lapparent, Geller & Huchra 1986). The walls marking the 
edges of the voids are clearly visible. 
in excellent agreement with the HST Key Project result. 
1.2 Mapping the Universe: Redshift Surveys 
The exploitation of redshift surveys to measure galaxy distances and map large-scale struc-
ture began in the late 1970s (Gregory & Thompson 1978, 1984; Gregory et al. 1981). These 
early pencil beam surveys were only able to drill out small regions in the direction of nearby 
clusters. However, shallower surveys of much larger areas of the sky followed soon after. Of 
these, the Center for Astrophysics ( CfA) redshift survey (Huchra et al. 1983), which includes 
redshifts from several sources in the literature, is notable for first highlighting the cellular 
structure of the global galaxy distribution (see Fig. 1.3). 
Early surveys relied on images of the sky taken in optical bands to identify targets for spec-
troscopic follow up. However, due to stellar contamination and foreground extinction from 
our own galaxy, a band of sky defined by the plane of the Milky Way (b~ 15°) is effectively 
unobservable in the optical. This region, known as the Zone of Avoidance (ZoA), is less 
severely affected by Galactic extinction in the infrared. Therefore, target catalogues ex-
tracted from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) Point Source Catalogue (PSC, Be-
ichman et al. 1988) have now been extensively used for all-sky redshift surveys. 
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FIGURE 1.4: The density and velocity fields in the supergalactic SGX/SGY plane out 
to 120h-1 Mpc from the PSCz (Figure 12 from Branchini et al. 1999). The 
fields have been smoothed with a Gaussian Kernel of radius 6h-1 Mpc. 
Density contours are plotted at o g = 0.5 intervals and velocities are arbi-
trarily scaled. The heavy solid contour marks the o g = 0 boundary. 
The first two major IRAS redshift surveys were the IRAS-1.2 Jy survey of 5339 galaxies at a 
median redshift of 5800 km s-1 (Fisher et al. 1995a) and the sparser, but deeper, QDOT sur-
veywith 2184 galaxies and a median redshift of8400 kms-1 (Rowan-Robinson et al. 1990). 
From these surveys, the benefits of a statistically complete redshift survey drawn from the 
entire PSC soon became clear. The resulting Point Source Catalogue Redshift (PSCz) survey 
includes 15,411 IRAS galaxies with a median redshift of 8500 km s-1 and is the deepest all-
skysurveyto date (Saunders et al. 2000b). The smoothed PSCz galaxy density field is shown 
in Fig. 1.4. As detailed in Section 1.5 and Chapter 3, the peculiar velocities of the galaxies 
have been taken into account to reveal the realspace distribution of the structures. Fig. 1.5 
shows the equivalent map from the recently published 2-Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) 
Redshift Survey (2MRS) (Huchra et al. 2005; Erdogdu et al. 2006b). So far, the 2MRS has 
measured redshifts for- 24,000 targets taken from the ground based infrared 2MASS cata-
logue (Jarrett et al. 2000). Although this is a much higher density than the PSCz, the median 
redshift is significantly closer at - 6000 km s-1. 
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FIGURE 1.5: The same supergalactic plane as in Fig. 1.4 but as seen from the 2MRS 
(Figure 19 from Erdogdu et al. 2006b) out to 200h-1 Mpc. The re-
constructed density contours are plotted at Og = 0.1 intervals (with the 
heavy green contour indicating 6 g = 0) and velocities are approximately 
300 kms- 1per cell. 
1.2.1 Cosmography 
At M pc scales, galaxy clusters group together to define even larger structures that make up 
the cosmic web seen in Fig. 1.1. Our own galaxy, the Milky Way, resides on the outskirts of a 
supercluster known as the Virgo Supercluster. This system appears considerably flattened 
forming a natural plane, as first hinted at in observations by William Herschel in the 18th 
century. However, the true extragalactic origin of the supergalactic plane (SGP) was only 
realised some 200 years later by de Vaucouleurs (1953) who used the plane to define the 
supergalactic coordinate system (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976). The extent of the SGP is still 
debated; however, many of the large scale structures situated beyond the Virgo Superclus-
ter are all known to be associated with this plane. Notably, Lahav et al. (2000) were able to 
identify an overdensity of galaxy filaments lying on the SGP out to - 80 h-1 M pc. 
Fig. 1.4 and 1.5 plot the SGP as seen in the PSCz and 2MRS. The Milky Way sits at the cen-
tre of the map, embedded in the Virgo supercluster. The core of this structure is the Virgo 
cluster located at (SGX, SGY)- ( -3, 12) h-1 M pc. The Virgo cluster itself is an unrelaxed sys-
tem composed of three separate infalling clumps centred on the galaxies M87, M86 and 
M49 (Binggeli et al. 1987, 1993; Bohringer et al. 1994). Beyond Virgo lies the Coma super-
cluster at (0, 65)h-1 Mpc. This system is primarily composed of the two very rich clusters: 
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Abell 1656 (Coma) and Abell 1367. With the applied smoothing lengths in both Fig. 1.4 
and 1.5, this supercluster appears isolated from other structures. However, it forms part of 
the Virgo-Coma 'Great Wall', the first large-scale wall of galaxies to be identified (Geller & 
Huchra 1989). 
The most striking feature in these maps however, is the apparent connection between the 
Perseus-Pisces supercluster (PP) at (50,-15), The Great Attractor (GA) at (-45,0) and the 
Shapley Supercluster (SSC) at (-130, 75). PP lies in the plane of the map and is a remark-
ably dense filament embedded with many clusters (Giovanelli et al. 1986). The GA has a 
somewhat chequered history as explained in Section 1.4. The structure was first proposed 
by Dressier et al. (1987) and Lynden-Bell et al. (1988), yet the extent and composition of the 
GA are still unclear. This is due to the structure's location in the ZoA, which runs horizon-
tally (SGY=O) across these maps. The SSC was first observed by Shapley (1930) but it was 
only much later that it was identified as a supercluster (Melnick & Moles 1987; Raychaud-
hury 1989). With an estimated mass of approximately 5 x 1016 h-1 M0 , the SSC is the largest 
overdensity in the local Universe. 
With the advent of multi-object spectrographs, redshift surveys are now able to efficiently 
cover large swathes of the sky to great depths. The SDSS, still in progress, aims to map a 
million redshifts over a quarter of the sky, whilst the 6dF Galaxy Survey (6dFGS), which is 
nearing completion, has recorded approximately 150,000 redshifts with a median redshift 
of- 16,000 kms-1, over almost the entire southern sky Uones et al. 2004). These surveys 
promise to map the structure of the local Universe to an unprecedented level of resolution. 
1.3 Distance Indicators: Measuring Peculiar Velocities 
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the infall of galaxies into overdense regions causes perturba-
tions around the smooth Rubble flow described by equation 1.1. These peculiar velocities 
are included in the redshift measurements of galaxies. However, the amplitude of the mo-
tion is dependent on the reference frame in which the redshift is recorded. 
Redshift measurements from Earth (or near Earth orbit) will include contributions from 
our orbit around the Sun (- 30 kms- 1) and the Sun's own orbit around our Galaxy 
(- 220 km s-1 ). However, the Milky Way and our nearest neighbour, the Andromeda galaxy, 
are moving towards each other at - 100 km s-1• Together, the Milky Way and Andromeda, 
along with over 40 smaller galaxies, form the Local Group (LG) and, as described in Sec-
tion 1.4, this group itself takes part in a larger flow of galaxies. Hence several frames of 
reference exist including the heliocentric and LG frame. However, if the cosmic origin of 
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the CMB holds true, this background signal offers us an absolute reference frame for the 
entire Universe. 
In all frames a positive peculiar motion infers that the galaxy is moving away from the rest 
observer. Hence, for example in the LG frame, the recessional velocity measured will be a 
combination of the Hubble expansion, as given by equation 1.1, and the peculiar motion 
Wpec): 
cz =Hod +f· [Vpec- V(O)] (1.2) 
where f is the unit direction vector of the galaxy and V (0) the motion of the LG. 
Clearly, peculiar velocities carry information about the underlying mass density field, which 
we are unable to observe directly. Techniques such as strong and weak gravitationallens-
ing often allow us to reveal the hidden mass in overdensities such as clusters as well as 
the broad distribution of matter in the largest -scale structures. However, only peculiar ve-
locities are able to reliably map the total matter distribution on galaxy scales in the local 
Universe. Unfortunately the accuracy with which we can calculate a given galaxy's pecu-
liar velocity is governed by the uncertainty of the distance (d) to that galaxy. Much work 
has therefore been devoted to improving and developing methods for measuring distance. 
These distance indicators are defined as either standard candles or standard rulers, where 
respectively, the absolute magnitude or physical size of the source may be inferred from a 
second observable. These are then compared to the apparent magnitude or angular size to 
calculate the distance. 
Standard candles and rulers are able to reliably measure distances once they have been 
properly calibrated. Typically this is achieved through a process known as the distance 
ladder: techniques that are able to accurately measure nearby galaxy distances are used to 
calibrate indicators for which there may be few local targets available. In turn, these may 
then be used to calibrate indicators that operate over even greater distances. The most 
commonly used indicator for nearby galactic comparisons are Cepheid variables, which 
are calibrated in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds from distance measurements using 
techniques such as the red clump, eclipsing binaries, RR Lyrae Stars and Mira Variables (e.g. 
see Westerlund 1997; Gibson 2000). 
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1.3.1 Cepheid Variables:~ 20h-1 Mpc 
Cepheids are bright, post main-sequence stars that pulsate with a period directly corre-
lated with their average absolute magnitude. With dispersions in this relation as small as 
- ±0.1 mag in the I band (Udalski et al. 1999), they are ideal standard candles. However, as 
they are often found in dusty environments there has been some concern over extinction 
corrections as well as the effect ofmetallicity on the period-luminosity relation (Freedman 
& Madore 1990). Furthermore, they can only reliably be used for apparent magnitudes 
mv~26mag, which limits them to distances comparable to the Virgo Cluster. The 'HST 
Key Project to measure Ho' used Cepheids in 31 nearby ( < 21 M pc) galaxies to calibrate all 
their secondary distance indicators to determine Ho (Freedman et al. 200 1). 
1.3.2 'IWly-Fisher Relation:~ 30oh-1 Mpc 
First proposed byThlly & Fisher (1977) as a distance indicator, the Tully-Fisher (TF) relation 
correlates the observed rotational velocity of spiral galaxies with their total luminosity. A 
precise explanation of the underlying mechanism responsible for this universal relation 
remains unclear. However in a broad sense, if luminosity (L) is proportional to mass (M), 
then the virial relation tells us that: 
(1.3) 
where r is the galaxy radius and v the rotational velocity. If surface brightness (I ex Ll r2) 
also varies little between galaxies then we find the relation 
(1.4) 
However, the observed exponent is often closer to 3 with the precise value dependent on 
wavelength (e.g. Strauss & Willick 1995). The reason for these effects and the role of dark 
matter in the relation requires further study. 
Early studies found values for the intrinsic scatter in the optical TF relation ranging from 
- 0.1 mag (Bemstein et al. 1994) to > 0. 7 mag (e.g. Kannappan et al. 2002) (for a literature 
review see Strauss & Willick 1995). However, with greater understanding of sample selec-
tion and the use of modem CCDs, the scatter is now typically measured as ±0.4 mag (e.g. 
as most recently determined by Pizagno et al. 2007). This is equivalent to a distance error 
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of- ±20%. 
1.3.3 Fundamental Plane:;: 150h-1 Mpc 
At the same time as the TF relation was found for spirals, a similar correlation between 
luminosity and velocity dispersion (a) was discovered for ellipticals: the Faber-Jackson (FJ) 
relation (Faber & Jackson 1976): 
(1.5) 
where a - 4± 1 (Faber & Jackson 1976; Schechter 1980; Tonry & Davis 1981). The dispersion 
is typically 0.8 mag but it was soon realised that including surface brightness in the relation 
significantly improved the correlation (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressier et al. 1987). To-
day, we define the Dn- a relation as: 
(1.6) 
where Dn is the diameter within which the mean surface brightness is equal to a given 
value and y = 1.2 ± 0.1 (Lynden-Bell et al. 1988). Dn- a is a variant of the more general 
relation between radius (r), surface brightness (I) and velocity dispersion known as the 
Fundamental Plane (FP) of elliptical galaxies (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressier et al. 1987): 
(1.7) 
where a and fJ are approximately 1.3 and 0.8 respectively (e.g. Faber et al. 1987; Djorgov-
ski & Davis 1987; Jorgensen et al. 1996). When measuring distances to clusters with this 
method, the scatter is typically found to be 20%. 
1.3.4 Surface Brightness Fluctuations:;: 150h-1 Mpc 
An individual pixel in a CCD image of a galaxy with a uniform distribution of stars (e.g. 
an elliptical) will contain a finite number of stars and so be subject to Poisson noise. If 
the average pixel contains N stars, each of mean flux f, then the total flux recorded by the 
pixel will be Nf. The root mean square (rms) pixel-to-pixel fluctuation will accordingly 
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be v'N f, corresponding to a variance of N f 2 • Dividing the variance by the mean pixel 
intensity will thus recover the flux measured from a typical star. If the luminosity of that star 
is know, then the distance to the galaxy may be derived. This forms the basis of the Surface 
Brightness Fluctuation (SBF) method extensively developed by Tonry & Schneider (1988); 
Tonry et al. (1997, 2000). In practise, however, the situation is complicated by the point 
spread function (PSE which may cover many pixels), the telescope optics, atmospheric 
effects and assumptions about the stellar population. 
The accuracy of SBF is significantly greater than TF or D n -a with distance errors typically 
- 8% (Tonry et al. 1997). Practically, the technique may only be used with ellipticals or the 
dominant bulges of spirals out to - 60 M pc with ground based telescopes, although the 
method may be applied to larger distances with the HST (e.g. Lauer et al. 1998). 
1.3.5 Type la Supernovae: :5. lOOoh-1 Mpc 
When a white dwarf star exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass limit of 1.4M0 (where 1M0 is the 
mass of our Sun) it explodes as a Type la supernovae (SNia). As the progenitor will approxi-
mately always be similar in mass and composition, all SNia detonations will exhibit similar 
characteristics. However, when directly using SNia peak luminosity as a standard candle, 
the scatter around the Hubble flow was found to be greater than the expected errors (e.g 
van den Bergh & Pazder 1992). Subsequently, Phillips (1993) discovered a relation between 
the relative SNia peak luminosity and the optical light curve decline rate (as first suggested 
by Pskovskii 1977). This decline rate is parametrised by the difference in B-band magni-
tude 15 days after maximum, Llmis(B). Generally, doubling Llmis(B) (i.e. narrower light 
curves) reduces the V -band magnitude by 2 mags. Further refinement of the technique 
(Hamuy et al. 1995) and the inclusion of colour information to account for intrinsic extinc-
tion, led to the Multi-Colour Light-curve Shape (MCLS) method (Riess et al. 1995). Using 
MCLS to correct the relative peak luminosities for a sample of 50 SNia, Riess et al. (2001) 
find a decrease in the scatter around the Hubble flow from 0.44 mag to 0.15 mag. 
Modern SNia catalogues quote errors of- 8% in distance (- 0.17 mag). However, more fun-
damentally, SNia are able to probe vast distances. Recent studies have used HST-discovered 
SNia out to z- 2 to analyse the early expansion of the Universe (e.g. Riess et al. 2004). 
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1.3.6 Malmquist Bias 
An important error to correct for in using distance indicators to calculate peculiar velocities 
is Malmquist bias. Originally this term referred to the bias resulting from the mean lumi-
nosity of observable galaxies being brighter than the mean luminosity of the underlying 
population in a flux limited survey (Malmquist 1920). However, here and in later studies it 
refers to the bias inherent in using distance indicators, where the line of sight galaxy density 
is not constant, as first discussed in this context by Lynden-Bell et al. (1988). 
If galaxies were homogeneously distributed throughout the Universe, then the number of 
galaxies along the line of sight in a given solid angle would increase as r 2• As distance in-
dicators carry a significant error, galaxies observed at a given distance d will be sampled 
from a range of true distances (r). Given the previous statement, more galaxies are likely 
to scatter in from greater distances. Hence on average d will underestimate the true dis-
tance. This is commonly known as homogeneous Malmquist bias (HMB). However matters 
are complicated by including variations in galaxy number density. Specifically, if a density 
peak exists along a given sight line at r p, then distances inferred to be d < r P will underes-
timate the true distance and at d > r p the distance will be overestimated. As the observed 
recessional velocity is not affected by this, the inferred peculiar velocities will also be bi-
ased: at d < rp the peculiar velocities will be more positive and at d > rp they will be in-
creasingly negative. Hence this inhomogeneous Malmquist bias (1MB) will add a spurious 
component to the observed infall onto density peaks. Generally, 1MB increases with the 
square of the distance indicator's error, with a 20% distance error corresponding to an ad-
ditional- 15% IMB. Clearly, correcting peculiar velocities when using distance indicators 
with large uncertainties is important for the study of large-scale structure and flows (e.g. 
Hudson 1994a). 
1.4 Peculiar Velocity Studies: Determining the LG motion 
Stewart & Sciama (1967) predicted that the motion of the Sun would be observable as a 
Doppler induced dipole on the heliocentric CMB signal. Shortly afterwards, from early 
measurements of the all-sky CMB signal, both Conklin (1969) and Henry (1971) were able 
to measure a LG velocity in the CMB frame of -590 kms-1 towards (l,b)- (282°, 18°). 
Today, the Cosmic Background Explorer satellite (CoBE) observes in the heliocentric frame 
a dipole of 3.358 ± 0.027 mK in the direction (264.4 ± 0.3, 48.4 ± 0.5), corresponding to a LG 
velocity of 627 ± 22 km s-1 towards (276 ± 3°,30 ± 3°) (Kogut et al. 1993) relative to the CMB. 
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FIGURE 1.6: Figure 13 from Aaronson et al. (1986). The components of the LG motion 
are shown as well as the bulk motion of the local supercluster. The Virgo-
centric infall is found to be comparable to the Virgo supercluster's own 
motion. 
Early peculiar velocity studies sought to observe this motion in reflex by measuring the pe-
culiar velocities of more distant galaxies. Initially, authors focused on the infall into the 
local supercluster (e.g. Peebles 1976; Yahil et al. 1980). However it was quickly realised 
that Virgo could only account for a fraction of the LG motion with respect to the CMB 
(Tammann & Sandage 1985). By observing members of 10 nearby clusters, Aaronson et al. 
(1986) found the local supercluster itself to be moving at ( -300-450 km s-1) towards (270°, 
0°), roughly coincident with the Hydra-Centaurus supercluster (see Fig. 1.6). Using TF dis-
tances for 230 nearby galaxies, Lilje et al. (1986), measured this effect locally as a shear in 
the local supercluster. Subsequently, Dressier et al. (1987) (now colloquially known as the 
Seven Samurai) used the Dn -a relation for a sample of 289 ellipticals to measure a local 
bulk flow of 599 ± 104 km s-1 towards (312 ± ll o, 6 ± 10°). Refining the distance indicator 
and extending their sample to 400 nearby ellipticals, the same authors found the motions 
to be best fit by a single attractor centred on (307°, 9°) at a distance of 4350 ± 350 km s-1: 
the GA (Lynden-Bell et al. 1988). This overdensitywas predicted to contain an excess mass 
of -5.4 x 1016h-1 M0 , comparable to the largest superclusters known. Many authors have 
since undertaken peculiar velocity studies attempting to verify or refute the presence of the 
GA with contradicting results (e.g. Lucey & Carter 1988; Dressier & Faber 1990; Mathewson 
et al. 1992; Tonry et al. 2000; Kolatt et al. 1995). 
Direct observation of the GA is hampered by the structure's location in the ZoA. However as 
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discussed in detail in Chapter 2, recent progress using multi-band surveys have had some 
success. Most notably, it has recently been proposed that the Norma cluster (Abell3627), 
lying at (325°, -7°, 4848 kms-1) with a mass of -1 x I015 h-1 M0 forms the core of the GA 
(Kraan-Korteweg et al. 1996; Woudt 1998). 
Early evidence for the invalidity of the GA model was based on the lack of a clear back-
side infall signal (Mathewson et al. 1992; Mathewson & Ford 1994). If the GA really is the 
dominant structure in the nearby Universe, then we would expect to observe the infall of 
galaxies on the farside of the structure towards us. However this is not generally seen (e.g. 
Hudson 1994a). It was therefore suggested that the more distant SSC, lying directly be-
hind the GA, may dominate the LG motion (Melnick & Moles 1987; Raychaudhury 1989; 
Scaramella et al. 1989; Alien et al. 1990). Described in Chapter 2, the SSC is centred on 
Abell3558 (312°, 31°, 14 500 kms-1) and is comprised of galaxy clusters with a combined 
mass of -5 x I016 h-1 M0 . 
The bulk flow across our local region of space is clearly evident in Fig. 1. 7. By combining 
peculiar velocities from several recent studies, including SNia, SBF, FP and TF analyses, 
Hudson (2003) identifies a consistent bulk flow of 350 ± 80 km s-1 towards (/=288°, b=+8°) 
over 82h-1 Mpc. However the extent to which this flow remains coherent continues to be 
debated. As summarised by Willick (2000), ACDM predicts that the Universe is homoge-
neous on scales~ 60h-1 Mpc (e.g. see Jenkins et al. 1998). Hence we should not expect to 
observe bulk flows over such distances. Indeed, analysis of the PSCz dipole indicates little 
contribution from structures beyond 140h-1 Mpc (Rowan-Robinson et al. 2000; Schmoldt 
et al. 1999) and Erdogdu et al. (2006a) find the majority of the 2MRS dipole to be in place 
by - 60 km s-1. However, studies of the Abell cluster dipole (Plionis & Valdarnini 1991) 
together with the sparsely sampled QDOT dipole, also based on IRAS data, suggests sig-
nificant contributions from distances beyond -150h-1 Mpc (Plionis et al. 1993). A result 
confirmed by both Plionis & Valdarnini (1991) and Scaramella et al. (1991) using X-ray se-
lected samples of Abell and ACO (Abell et al. 1989) clusters (now combined into the XBACs 
sample, Ebeling et al. 1996). Similarly, studies based on the combined XBACs and Clusters 
in the Zone of Avoidance (CIZA, Ebeling et al. 2002) surveys as well as the newly compiled 
REFLEX/BCS/CIZA survey (RBC, Kocevski & Ebeling 2006, detailed in Chapter 4) argue for 
large contributions from structures beyond - 60h-1 Mpc. The source of this discrepancy 
between galaxy and cluster based dipoles and the consequent implications for ACDM re-
mains unclear. 
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FIGURE 1. 7: Figure 1 from Hudson (2003). Local peculiar velocity measurements in 
the supergalactic plane from the STEWS sample, combined from SMAC 
(Hudson et al. 1999), Tonry et al. (2003), EFAR (Colless et al. 2001b), 
Willick (1999) and Se (Dale et al. 1999). Larger circles indicate sources 
with smaller errors, whilst inflowing and outflowing measurements are 
labelled by open and solid circles respectively. Visually, a shear across 
the field can be inferred from an over abundance of inflowing objects in 
the lower right quadrant and outflowing objects in the upper left. 
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1.5 Reconstructing the All-Sky Density and Velocity Fields 
To fully understand the source of the local group motion and the extent of the local bulk 
flow, the density field and hence the peculiar velocity field need to be mapped contiguously 
across the whole sky. 
As detailed in Chapter 3, under GI and assuming linear theory the peculiar velocity field 
Vpec and galaxy density field o g can be related via the equations: 
(1.8) 
and 
HofJg J I (rl -r) 3 I 
Vpec (r) = -- o g (r ) 1 3 d r 4n lr -r I (1.9) 
where {Jg is the redshift distortion parameter defined by: 
(1.10) 
and bg is the linear bias between the galaxy density fluctuation and the total density fluc-
tuation. The subscript on fJ and b denotes the sample used to map the density field. Gen-
erally, the bias and hence fJ will be different for various samples due to varying clustering 
amplitudes. 
Using equation 1.8, density and 3D velocity fields free from bias may be inferred from ob-
servations of the radial peculiar velocities. The reconstructed density field can then be 
compared with measurements of the true density field from galaxy redshift surveys. Typi-
cally the POTENT method is used to reconstruct the fields and it has been extensively ap-
plied to the MARK Ill catalogue (Bertschinger & Dekell989; Dekel et al. 1990) ofTF mea-
surements. POTENT works under the assumption that the large-scale velocity field is irro-
tational (which is true to first order). Hence, the field may be expressed as the gradient of a 
potential field: 
V (r) = - V'<l>(r) (1.11) 
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This potential is calculated by simultaneously fitting all the radial peculiar velocities of a 
given sample. By differentiating cp, the full 3D velocity field can be constructed, which 
through equation 1.8, may be used to produce the corresponding density field. The main 
caveat to POTENT is that the sparse and noisy peculiar velocities need to be heavily smoo-
thed onto a grid such that the radial component of the velocity field is defined everywhere. 
Alternatively, equation 1.9 may be used to reconstruct velocity and density fields from the 
observed redshift space galaxy distribution. The velocities are then compared with ob-
served peculiar motions measured using the techniques detailed in Section 1.3 . Although 
the galaxies are biased tracers of the density field, they are a far less noisy tracer than pe-
culiar velocities. Several methods have been developed to exploit this strategy by mapping 
the galaxy distribution from redshift space to realspace. The simplest approach is to iter-
atively apply equation 1.9 for each galaxy in the sample, solving for the galaxy's peculiar 
motion at each step. Although computationally expensive, this method has been success-
fully applied to several surveys, e.g. the QDOT (Kaiser et al. 1991), IRAS (Yahil et al. 1991), 
PSCz (Branchini et al. 1999, see Fig. 1.4) and 2MASS (Pike & Hudson 2005) surveys. As de-
tailed in Chapter 3, many extensions to comparisons using equation 1.9 have also been 
developed. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
This thesis studies the local large-scale structures that influence the LG motion and inves-
tigates the differences between mappings of the LG dipole from galaxies and clusters. In 
Chapter 2, new redshift measurements of galaxies in the GA region will be reported and to-
gether with data from the literature, a consistent picture for the composition of the GA will 
be presented. In Chapter 3 the Gl framework is derived and the PSCz density and velocity 
fields reconstructed by Branchini et al. (1999) are analysed. By comparing the predicted 
velocities with the observed proper motions of local SNia, the GI framework will be tested 
and a new determination of f3 1 will be made. In Chapter 4, new velocity and density fields 
will be computed from the first, all-sky, X-ray selected cluster catalogue. The measured 
peculiar velocities oflocal SNia will again be used to constrain the value of f3x. In Chap-
ter 5, The PSCz and X-ray reconstructions will be compared and their respective dipoles 
will be studied in light of the model of the GA presented earlier. Finally, in Chapter 6 the 
key findings of the thesis will be summarised. 
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Unveiling The GA 
2.1 A Hidden Supercluster 
As summarised in Section 1.4, early work by Lynden-Bell et al. ( 1988) made the unexpected 
discovery of a 600 kms-1 outflow towards Centaurus. This led to the idea of a large, ex-
tended mass overdensity, nicknamed the Great Attractor (GA), dominating the dynamics 
of the local Universe. Whilst many studies have confirmed the presence of the GA (e.g. 
Aaronson et al. 1989), the precise mass, position and extent of the overdensity remain 
uncertain. Lynden-Bell et al. (1988) originally located the GA at (l, b, cz) - (307°, +9°, 
4350 ± 350 kms-1) with a mass of 5.4 x 1016 h-1 M0 • However a subsequent study by Ko-
latt et al. (1995) placed the GA peak at (320°, 0°, 4000 kms- 1), whilst Tonry et al. (2000) 
favoured an even closer locale at (289°, +22°, 3200 ± 260 km s-1) and a mass approximately 
six times smaller ( -8 x 1015 h-1 M0 ). This range of values is partly attributed to the different 
models for the GA which the authors have advocated as well as the foreground extinction 
and high stellar contamination that has hampered studies of the underlying galaxy distri-
bution. Recently, however, several key results have emerged. 
The Norma cluster (Abell3627), located at (325°, -7°,4848 kms-1), is now recognised to be 
comparable in mass, richness and size to the Coma cluster (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 1996). 
Lying -9° from the Kolatt et al. (1995) location of the GA, the cluster has been identified as 
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a likely candidate for the 'core' of the overdensity (Woudt 1998). Furthermore, it has been 
suggested that the GA is a 'Great Wall' like structure that extends from low galactic lati-
tudes, encompassing the Pavo 11 (332°, -24 o, 4200 km s - 1, Lucey & Carter 1988) and Norma 
clusters before bending over and continuing towards 1-290° (Kraan-Korteweg & Woudt 
1994; Woudt et al. 1997, 2004). This connection has been labelled the Norma supercluster 
(Fairall et al. 1998) and constitutes the major structure in the GA region (defined here as 
280° < [ < 360°, -45° < b < +30°, 3000 <CZ < 7000 km s-1 ). 
The richness of such connective structures in the region have been highlighted by recent 
blind HI surveys in the southern sky (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2005b; Koribalski 2005; Hen-
ning et al. 2005). Because the ZoA is effectively transparent to 21 cm radiation, these sur-
veys are able to trace the full extent of the local large-scale filaments as they pass through 
the plane. Notably, between galactic latitudes of -5° and +5°, Henning et al. (2005) find 
evidence for an extension of the Norma supercluster at cz- 5000 kms-1, running from 
b = 300° to 340°. 
The X-ray selected 'Clusters In the Zone of Avoidance' (CIZA) project (described further in 
Chapter 4) has revealed several new X-ray clusters at low galactic latitudes (Ebeling et al. 
2002; Kocevski et al. 2005). In the GA region, this survey has identified CIZA Jl324. 7-5736 
as another potentially sizable contributor to the GA's mass. Lying at (307°, +5°, 5700 km s-1) 
this cluster has been associated with the overdensity previously identified as the Cen-Crux 
cluster (Woudt 1998). X-ray measurements suggest that the structure is comparable in 
mass to the Norma cluster (Mullis et al. 2005). 
Another important cluster in the GA region may exist around PKS 1343-601, an extremely 
strong radio source lying in the ZoA (Kraan-Korteweg & Woudt 1999). The host galaxy is a 
large EO (Laustsen et al. 1977; West & Tarenghi 1989) located at- (310°, +2°, 3900 kms-1). 
Despite the lack of an associated X-ray source (Ebeling et al. 2002), recent near-infrared 
surveys are consistent with the presence of an intermediate mass cluster centred on the 
radio source (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2005a; Schroder et al. 2005; Nagayama et al. 2004). 
Attempts to analyse the extent and mass of the GA from peculiar velocity measurements 
have remained inconclusive. To date, no clear sign of any backside infall has been de-
tected (Mathewson et al. 1992; Hudson 1994a). This has been attributed to a continuing 
high amplitude flow, possibly due to the gravitational pull of the Shapley supercluster (SSC, 
Scaramella et al. 1989; Raychaudhury 1989; Branchini et al. 1999; Hudson et al. 2004). Cen-
tred on Abell3558 (312°, 31°, 14,500 kms-1), the SSC is an extremely rich concentration 
of galaxies. Dynamical analysis by Reisenegger et al. (2000) of the collapsing core of the 
SSC, indicates that the mass contained within the central 8 h-1 Mpc is between 2 x 1015 
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and 1.3 x 1016 h-1 M 0 . However different estimates of the SSC's mass, derived from vari-
ous surveys of the region, vary significantly due to differing assessments of the extent and 
geometry of the structure (see Bardelli et al. 2000). Furthermore, recent analysis suggests 
that intercluster galaxies in the SSC may contribute twice as much mass as the galaxies 
within clusters, thus severely biasing previous estimates based solely on summed cluster 
masses (Proust et al. 2006). Accounting for all the galaxies in their 285 deg2 survey of the 
SSC, Proust et al. (2006) estimate an enclosed mass of5 x 1016 h-1 M0 • 
This uncertainty in the relative masses of the GA and the SSC has led to much dispute over 
the predicted source of the bulk flow observed in the local Universe and hence the source 
of the Local Group's (LG) own motion. Using respectively X-ray cluster observations and 
reconstructions from the PSCz, Ettori et al. (1997) and Rowan-Robinson et al. (2000) esti-
mated that the SSC was only responsible for approximately 5% of the LG's motion. How-
ever, from a dynamical analysis of the redshift distribution, Bardelli et al. (2000) placed the 
contribution closer to -15% whilst others have advocated values of up to 50% (e.g Smith 
et al. 2000; Lucey et al. 2005; Kocevski et al. 2005). 
In order to further understand the nature of the GA, and hence the role it plays in the LG's 
motion, we have undertaken a redshift survey with the 1\vo-degree Field multi-fibre spec-
trograph (2dF, Lewis et al. 2002). Targets include five of the CIZA clusters (including the 
Cen-Crux cluster), the PKS 1343-601 region and over-densities located along the proposed 
filamentary structures. 
2.2 Observations and Data Reduction 
Observations were carried out in two runs on the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope (MT). 
The 2dF was configured using the same set up as that used for the 2dFGRS (Colless et al. 
2001a). This included using the 300B gratings with the 1024 x 1024 24 J.Lm pixels on the 
Tektronix CCDs, resulting in a dispersion of 178.8 A mm-1 or 4.3 A pi.xel-1. At the centre 
of the chip, the FWHM of the focus is about 2 pixels, hence the typical spectral resolution 
is 9 A. Additionally, a central wavelength of 5800 A was chosen to cover a range of about 
3650--8050 A. The typical seeing encountered during the two runs was -1-1.5 arcsec. 
In total, we observed 25 separate fields as listed in Table 2.1. A repeat observation of one 
field was also taken in order to assess systematics. Field centres were chosen to maximise 
the number of targeted galaxies, whilst fully encompassing known clusters and notice-
able overdensities. Target galaxies were taken from the 2MASS Extended Source Catalogue 
(2MASS XSC, Jarrett et al. 2000) and the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED). Additional 
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3: TABLE 2.1: Summary of 2dF observations. The {l, b) coordinates for each targeted field are listed. These are 0 I» :I: 
"0 
not necessarily identical to the coordinates of cluster centres, as small adjustments were made )> "'0 
"'tJ s· 
to maximise the number of galaxies available to fibres in each field. -I (0 m 
-
:D '::1" Field No. Target l b Exposure length (s) UT Date No. Redshifts (1) 1\) 
r 1 Cen-Crux/ CIZA Jl324. 7-5736- 1 307.4 4.9 3 X 9QQ 2004Feb29 46 ~ c 2004 Feb29 ::::::1 2 Cen-Crux/CIZA Jl324.7-5736- 2 305.4 5.1 3 X 9QQ 51 ~ Cl 3 Cen-Crux/CIZA Jl324. 7-5736-3 305.1 7.1 3 x900 2004 Feb 29 40 (1) s· 
::::::1 (0 
Cl) 4 Cen-Crux/CIZA Jl324. 7-5736-4 304.6 9.4 3 x900 2005Jun 9 87 -I ~ '::1" 
I» 5 PKS 1343-601 309.7 2.3 7x900 2004 Feb29 5 (1) 
::::::1 Ci) 
a. 6 Abe11S0639 281.3 10.7 3 X 12QQ 2004Feb29 174 )> ~ 7 Triangulum -Australis/ CIZA J 1638.2--6420 324.7 -11.7 3 x900 2005 Jun8 252 0 (") 8 Ara/CIZA Jl653.0-5943 329.2 -9.8 3 x900 2005 Jun8 179 ~ 
"TI 9 Cluster 1 314.3 13.9 3 x900 2005 Jun8 225 a;· 
0:: 10 CIZA Jl514.6-4558 327.3 10.2 3 X 1200 2005Jun 7 226 
Cl) 
11 CIZA Jl410.4-4246 317.9 17.8 3 X 9QQ 2005 Jun8 182 
12 Filament 1 296.3 9.1 4 X 900, 1 X 712 2005 Jun8 135 
13 Hydra-Antlia Extension 1 281.8 --6.2 3 x900 2005Jun9 91 
14 Hydra-Antlia Extension 2 280.6 -7.8 3 x900 2005 Jun9 126 
15 Filament2 300.4 9.0 3 x900 2005 Jun 9 83 1\) 
16 Filament3 299.8 6.9 3 X 900 2005 Jun 9 50 i\l 0 
17 Filament4 312.5 5.0 4 x900 2005 Jun8 60 tT Cl) 
(1) 
18 FilamentS 316.6 8.1 3 X 9QQ 2005Jun9 70 ~ 19 Filament6 312.9 9.0 3 x900 2005Jun 9 101 ()" 
20 Filament7 312.6 12.4 3 x900 2005Jun8 111 ::::::1 Cl) 
I» 
21 FilamentS 351.0 -22.6 3 x900 2005 Jun8 146 ::::::1 a. 
22 Filament9 355.3 -33.0 2 x900 2005Jun 8 175 Cl !!l 
23 Filament 10/RXC Jl840.6-7709 317.7 -25.5 3 X 9QQ 2005Jun 9 156 I» 
24 Filament 11/ CIZA J 1407.8-5100 315.0 10.2 3 x900 2005Jun 9 91 :D (1) a. 
25 Cluster 2 322.3 13.6 3 x900 2005Jun 9 155 c: ~ @) 26 Ara/CIZA Jl653.0-5943- repeat 329.2 -9.8 4 x900 2005Jun 9 169 ()" ::::::1 
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targets in the Cen-Crux and PKS 1343-601 fields were identified from ], H and Ks 
observations taken with the 1.4 m InfraRed Survey Facility (IRSF, Nagayama et al. 2004, 
2005) and 1-band images from the Wide Field Imager (WFI) at the ESO 2.2m telescope at 
La Silla (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2005a). Suitable guide stars were selected from the Tycho 
2 catalogue CH0g et al. 2000). 2MASS positions were used for both targets and guide stars, 
with counterparts identified from the 2MASS Point Source Catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003) for 
sources with no equivalent 2MASS XSC position. 
After acquiring each target field, a flat field and an arc exposure, using copper-argon 
and copper-helium lamps, were taken for fibre identification and wavelength calibration. 
Three 900 s exposures of the fields yielded signal to noise ratios of -15-30. However, seven 
900 s exposures of targets in the PKS 1343-601 field achieved an average SIN ratio of only 
- 5 due to high galactic extinction (AB -10). 
The data were reduced using the 2DFDR automatic data reduction program as described 
in Colless et al. (2001a). The default settings were used with the exception of the use of 
sky flux methods for fibre throughput calibration, as no off-sky measurements were taken. 
Once reduced, redshifts were measured using the RUNZ program developed for the 2dFGRS 
(also described in Colless et al. 2001a). This program uses the Tonry & Davis (1979) tech-
nique to cross correlate nine templates with the observed spectra in order to obtain the 
best absorption redshift. Where available, the program also determines emission redshifts 
by matching 0 11, HtJ, 0 m, Ha, N 11 and S 11 features. 
2.2.1 Redshifts 
A total of 3053 redshifts were measured, 2603 of which were not listed in NED at the time 
of the original data release (July 2006). Table 2.2lists a representative sample of the com-
plete table which can be found in Appendix A. As of July 2006, seven galaxies were con-
tained in neither the NED or 2MASS XSC catalogues: Two galaxies identified with the prefix 
KKOWA were found from ESO 2.2m WFI /-band observations around PKS 1343-601 (Kraan-
Korteweg et al. 2005a), two galaxies, labelled NNSW, are taken from NIR IRSF observations 
around Cen-Crux (Nagayama et al. 2005) and a further three galaxies, labelled DJRS, are 
new identifications from searches of DSS images. 
Emission line redshifts are reported for approximately 32% of the sample, whilst absorp-
tion line based cross correlation redshifts are available for -96%. For the -27% identi-
fied through both absorption and emission features, the absorption redshift is found to be 
larger on average by -58 kms-1• This difference, which is usually attributed to gas out-
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TABLE 2.2: A representative sample of the full table listed in Appendix A. Both he-
liocentric absorption and emission redshifts are listed where measured. 
Column 1 lists the galaxy identification. The 2MASS XSC name is given 
first and then the equivalent NED identification.equatorial coordinates 
are listed as either part of the name of the target or after the colon in the 
first column. The 2MASS ]-band magnitude {jm,extl. extrapolated from a 
fit to the radial surface brightness profile, is listed in column 2 where avail-
able. Columns 3 and 4list the heliocentric velocities (cz km s-1) identified 
through absorption and emission features respectively. As discussed be-
low, the uncertainty on each measurement is ± 85 km s-1. 
Name lExt CZab CZem 
Field: 1 (RA:20 1.17° Dec:-57 .68° 1:307.78° b:4.90°) 
2MASX }13184671-5804502 13.00 14774 
2~SXI13190643-5744311 12.38 5552 5507 
2MASX }13200919-5725561 12.15 4578 
2~SXI13203723-5752421 11.57 5469 
2~SXI13211580-5827564 12.71 6155 
2~SXI13212199-5718084 14.11 6949 6835 
2~SX I 13220594-5728001 12.15 5706 
2~SX I 13230235-5732041 12.15 5204 
2~SX }13230489-57 40301 12.38 5841 5798 
2~SX Jl3231390-5709190 12.28 5763 
2~SXI13232993-5744020 13.22 6068 
NNSW71:I13233545-5747205 32701 
flows, is consistent with offsets found in other galaxy surveys (e.g. Cap pi et al. 1998). 
1n order to assess the combined reliability of the observations and data reduction, a repeat 
observation of one field (Ara/CIZA Jl653.0-5943) was made. The difference between these 
measurements (shown in the top panel of Fig. 2.1) implies an rms uncertainty on a single 
measurement of81 kms-1. 
The lower panel of Fig. 2.1 shows the residual differences between our data and those from 
ZCAT (Huchra et al. 1992, , 2005 November 27 edition). Coincident galaxies between the 
catalogues were found through name matching and searching for separations of less than 
4 arcsec. For the resulting 433 galaxies, a negligible mean offset of only +2 km s-1 is found. A 
value of x~ - 1 is achieved by adopting an uncertainty of 89 km s-1 on our values and using 
the quoted ZCAT errors, which in the absence of multiple measurements are taken directly 
from the original source. At cz- 6500 km s-1, the comparison exhibits an excess of negative 
values (i.e. ZCAT values significantly lower than the redshifts reported here). This can be 
attributed to the inclusion in ZCAT of redshifts for galaxies in Abell S0639 as measured 
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FIGURE 2.1: The top panel shows the difference between repeat observations of 
the same field. A Gaussian fit to the dispersion yields a value of 
a= 114 kms-1, corresponding to a single measurement rms uncertainty 
of 81 kms-1. The bottom panel plots the difference between coinci-
dent measurements from the ZCAT catalogue. Histograms are plotted 
separately for data within 10,000 kms-1 and for data beyond as co-
incident measurements primarily fall into two distinct velocity ranges 
around 6000 km s-1 and 15,000 km s- 1• The mean offset of the points is 
+2 km s-1 and the scatter is consistent with an error of 89 km s-1 on our 
data points. 
by Stein (1996). These measurements are offset from the rest of the ZCAT catalogue by 
approximately -140 km s-1, causing the enhancement around this value in the residual 
histogram that represents comparisons within 10,000 km s-1. 
Comparison of the 221 galaxies in common with the 6dF Galaxy Survey (6dfGS 2DR, Jones 
et al. 2005) indicates an error of94 kms-1 with a mean offset of +3 kms-1• While analysis 
of the 96 galaxies also observed byWoudt et al. (2004) yields an 89 kms-1 uncertainty and 
+ 19 km s-1 offset. Hence, as with the 2DFGRS (Colless et al. 2001a), we adopt an underlying 
random error of 85 km s-1 on all our measurements. 
The completeness of the observed 2MASS galaxies as a function of the extrapolated I-band 
magnitude is shown in Fig. 2.2. The vast majority of targeted galaxies are found in the 
range 12 <]Ext.< 16 mag. Typically 10% of these yield no reliable redshift due to dominant 
stellar contamination. Hence this survey has good completeness to J = 13 mag, after which 
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FIGURE 2.2: The completeness of targeted galaxies. The solid histogram indicates 
the percentage of targeted galaxies in each 0.5 mag bin for which a reli-
able redshift was discernible. The short and long dashed lines show re-
spectively the total number of galaxies targeted and the number actually 
recorded in each corresponding bin. 
a steady decline is observed down to an effective completeness of -60% for the faintest 
galaxies at J > 16 mag. To illustrate the depth of the survey we calculate the characteristic 
magnitude at the distance of the GA and the SSC. By fitting a Schechter function to the 
combined 2dFGRS/2MASS infrared catalogue, Cole et al. (2001) find a magnitude corre-
sponding to the characteristic luminosity L* of Mj -Slog h = -22.36±0.02. Using this value 
we find an apparent magnitude of J-11 mag at the GA (cz- 4500 kms-1) and -13.5mag 
at the SSC (cz- 14,500 km s-1 ). These values include corrections for foreground extinction, 
which around the Norma cluster and the SSC, is typically A1 - 0.17 and 0.05 mag respec-
tively. 
2.3 Large-Scale Structures in the GA/SSC direction 
The redshift distribution for each of the surveyed fields is shown in Fig. 2.3. Immediately 
obvious are the large over-densities in fields 1,2 & 6-11 corresponding to the targeted clus-
ters. The structures in which these clusters are embedded are also apparent in many of the 
fields as features at redshifts of around 2000-6000 km s-1 and -15,000 km s-1, correspond-
ing to the GA and SSC respectively. 
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FIGURE 2.3: Distribution of radial velocities in each of the 26 targeted fields listed 
in Table 2.1. Dashed lines refer to redshifts derived through observed 
emission lines, whilst solid lines indicate measurements made via cross-
correlation with template spectra. Note that field 26 is a repeat observa-
tion of field 8. 
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2.3.1 Review of large-Scale Structures 
The number of redshifts known in the GA and SSC region have greatly increased with the 
recent completion of surveys such as FLASH (Kaldare et al. 2003), 6dFGS, the SSC study of 
Proust et al. (2006) and the 'extragalactic large-scale structures behind the southern Milky 
Way' project (Kraan-Korteweg & Woudt 1994; Fairall et al. 1998; Woudt et al. 1999; Woudt 
et al. 2004). Together with our measurements, we use these recent surveys to assess the 
large-scale structures traced by the galaxies in this important region. Fig. 2.4 plots the 
combined projected distribution of the redshifts. The first panel identifies the 2dF fields 
observed by this survey. The majority of fields lie in regions outside the 6dFGS survey limit 
(i.e. b< 1101°) and predominantly near 2MASS over-densities close to the classic GA centre. 
Abell clusters are identified in the last two panels. whilst the remaining panels present the 
data in successive redshift slices, which contain the following relevant structures: 
cz::::; 2000 km s-1: In this panel, a line of galaxies crossing the Galactic plane at l = 280° and 
extending to the centre of the Virgo Cluster (off the panel at 1=280°, b=+74°) is clearly 
seen. These belong to the Virgo Supercluster, which encircles the entire sky and defines 
the Supergalactic Plane. The smaller Fornax Wall is also seen here face-on (Fairall1998). It 
appears as a filament of galaxies running from the Fornax cluster (237°, -54°) and crossing 
the Galactic plane at l = 295°. The extension of these filaments through the ZoA is traced by 
the HI galaxies from surveys based on the HI Parkes All-Sky Survey (HIPASS, Barnes et al. 
2001), most notably the HIPASS Bright Galaxy Catalogue (Koribalski et al. 2004) and the 
deep HIPASS catalogue (HI CAT, Meyer et al. 2004). 
2000 < cz::::; 4000 km s-1: Immediately apparent in the third panel, is the Centaurus cluster 
(Abell3526) lying at (302°, +22°). Extending down from this cluster and through the galactic 
plane is the Centaurus Wall. This wall crosses a large part of the southern sky and is one of 
the most prominent features in all-sky maps of galaxies within 6000 km s - 1 (Fairall 1998). 
As we lie close to the plane of the Centaurus Wall, the structure is seen edge-on (Fairall 
1998). 
Almost perpendicular to the Centaurus Wall is the Hydra Wall (Fairall1998). This is seen 
here as a filament of galaxies reaching out from the Centaurus cluster, through the Hydra 
(270°, +27°) andAntlia (273°, +19°) clusters before heading on to the Puppis cluster (240°, 
0°, Lahav et al. 1993) and down towards (21 0°, -30°). 
The Hydra-Antlia extension (Kraan-Korteweg & Woudt 1994) forms a third filamentary 
structure in this slice. From the Hydra cluster, this feature passes through the Antlia clus-
ter, crosses the Galactic plane at b =278° and ends in a group of galaxies at (280°, -8°). 
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FIGURE 2.4: Aitoff projections of redshift slices containing galaxies in the range 
240° < l < 360° and -30° < b < +30° from this survey and the NED 
database (as of May 2007). The projected circles in the first panel rep-
resent the actual size of each 2dF target field located in the region. The 
dashed circle represents the core radius used in the spherical GA model 
of Faber & Burstein (1988) centred on (306°, +9°). Panels 3b and 4b il-
lustrate the key features observed in the corresponding redshift slices. 
AbeD clusters within 8000 km s-1 are labelled in Panel 7, whilst in panelS, 
AbeD clusters between 8000 and 16,000 kms-1 are plotted and the clus-
ters composing the SSC are indicated. 
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Kraan-Korteweg & Woudt (1994) suggested that an overdensity of galaxies, named the Vela 
overdensity and located at (280°, +6°), formed part of the Hydra-Antlia extension. However 
subsequent observations of this group have revealed that it lies significantly behind the 
extension at cz= 6000 km s-1 (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 1995). 
4000 < cz !5 6000 km s-1: The fourth panel reveals the massive Norma cluster of galaxies ly-
ing at (325°, -7°). Below this and connected by a trail of galaxies is the Pavo 11 cluster (Abell 
S0805, l = 332°, b= -24 °). Additionally, two smaller filaments of galaxies are seen extending 
down from the Norma cluster to both lower and higher galactic longitudes. 
A less pronounced linear feature is also observed in this panel. Continuing from the con-
nection between the Pavo 11 and Norma clusters, the structure extends across the Galactic 
plane and on through CIZA Jl324.7-5736 (307°, +5°) and the Cen-Crux (305°, +5°) clus-
ter before ending at Abell S0639 (281°, +ll 0 ). Collectively, this structure is known as the 
'Norma supercluster' (Woudt et al. 1997) and is discussed further in Section 2.3.3. 
6000 < cz !5 11,000 km s-1: The Norma cluster 'finger of God' is still evident in this panel. 
The linear feature at b = -10° that extends from this overdensity towards lower galactic lat-
itudes, is an artificial enhancement due to the survey limit (b :5 -10°) of the combined 
southern Milky Way survey (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 1995; Fairall et al. 1998; Woudt et al. 
1999). The Vela overdensity and continuation of the Cen-Crux structure are both seen as 
distinct groups at (305°, +6°) and (280°, +6°) respectively. Also present is the Ophiuchus 
cluster (Hasegawa et al. 2000; Wakamatsu et al. 2005) lying at the edge of the panel (360°, 
+9°, 8500 kms-1). 
11,000 < cz !5 16,000 kms-1: In the last panel, the massive concentration of clusters that 
constitute the SSC becomes apparent around (314°, +30°). Also visible are the large Ara 
(329°, -10°) and Triangulum -Australis (325°, -12°) clusters (lying almost directly behind the 
Norma cluster), CIZAJ1514.6-4558 at (327°, +10°) and CIZAJ1410.4-4246 at (318°, +18°). 
2.3.2 Clusters 
Of great importance in studying the GA flow is an assessment of the relative masses of the 
rich clusters in the region. Notably, the CIZA survey has identified several new X-ray clus-
ters in the GA direction. We targeted six of these sources, which together with noticeable 
overdensities in the 2MASS XSC, made up nine fields containing possible clusters. 
To determine if these systems were indicative of relaxed clusters, their velocity dispersions, 
culled by an iterative 3-a clipping procedure about their median, were tested for Gaussian-
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ity. With no prior on the mean or standard deviation, the Shapiro-Wilk W-statistic (Shapiro 
& Wilk 1965) is able to test the null hypothesis that data is indeed sampled from a normal 
distribution. We accept this hypothesis if the associated p-value, calculated via the analyt-
ical approach ofRoyston (1995), is greater than 0.05. 
If the W-statistic for a sample indicates that the redshifts were taken from a normal dis-
tribution, the corresponding velocity dispersion was determined using a method that in-
cludes measurement errors on individual redshifts (Danese et al. 1980). Uncertainties on 
the derived values were calculated by bootstrap resampling. 
The masses of the corresponding systems were calculated using the classical virial mass 
estimator, defined by Heisler et al. (1985) as 
M. _ 3nN [;(v;- v) 2 
vu- 2G 't"' R-1 
.t....i,j<i ij 
where 
is the projected galaxy separation. This virial method has been shown to be a reliable first 
order approximation to the mass of a dynamically relaxed system which is fully contained 
within the observed field (e.g. see Rines et al. 2003). The projected mass estimator for each 
cluster was also calculated: 
32 ' -2 Mproj = --£....,R;(v;- v) . 
NnG ; 
Errors on both mass estimates were again assigned by bootstrap resampling. With their 
sample of nine clusters in the CAIRNS project, Rines et al. (2003) find that the projected 
mass is only 1.18 ± 0.05 times greater than the estimated virial mass. Hence, given the ex-
pected errors on the dispersions, the two estimators should be consistent. 
Table 2.3lists the mean redshift, velocity dispersion, mass estimate, W-statistic and associ-
ated p-value for the best fit to each of the observed clusters. These fits are plotted with the 
corresponding velocity histograms in Fig. 2.5. 























TABLE 2.3: Parameters for the fits to the velocity distributions of the observed clusters as detailed in Sec-
tion2.3.2. 
Cluster Name ii a Mvrrial M Projected w N 
k:ms-1 k:ms-1 h-1 M0 h-1 M0 
CIZA Jl324. 7-5736 5570± 92 618± 72 (3.5 ± l.Q) X 1014 (3.9 ± 0.7) X 1014 0.9555 40 
Abell S0639A 6501± 61 405± 40 (1.2 ± 0.3) X 1014 (1.7 ± 0.4) X 1014 0.983 40 
Abell S0639B 14125 ± 66 412± 39 (3.6 ± 0.8) X 1014 (5.3 ± 0.6) X 1014 0.951 41 
Triangulum Australis 15060± 97 1408± 67 (5. 7 ± 0.6) X 1015 (6.9 ± 0.5) X 1015 0.9855 220 
(corrected) 14898± 90 1246± 59 (4.4 ± 0.4) X 1015 (5.4 ± 0.4) X 1015 0.9919 210 
Ara 14634± 76 881± 48 (2.0 ± 0.3) X 1015 (2.6 ± 0.2) X 1015 0.9840 147 
CIZA Jl514.6-4558 16715± 50 601± 35 (1.2 ± 0.1) X 1015 (1.5 ± 0.1) X 1015 0.9953 149 
CIZA Jl410.4-4246A 15574± 63 497± 40 (5.2 ± 0.9) X 1014 (6.2 ± 0.8) X 1014 0.9761 66 
CIZA Jl410.4-4246B 20463± 53 345± 37 (5.3 ± 1.3) X 1014 (7.5 ± 0.8) X 1014 0.9569 45 
Cluster 1 (Field 9) 21445± 78 925± 52 (3.1 ± 0.3) X 1015 (3.8 ± 0.3) X 1015 0.9851 151 
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FIGURE 2.5: The radial velocity dispersions and corresponding virial fits for the ob-
served clusters are shown in the upper panel. The corrected fit is plotted 
for the Triangulum-Australis cluster. The lower panel shows the com-
bined velocity distribution for the 11 non-cluster fields. 
2.3.2.1 Cen-Crux/CIZA Jl324. 7-5736 
Multi-object spectroscopy of the GA region revealed an overdensity of galaxies at (305°, 
+5°, 6214 km s-1 ), which was named the Cen-Crux cluster (Woudt 1998; Fairall et al. 1998; 
Woudt et al. 2004). Later, an associated X-ray cluster signature was detected by the CIZA 
survey at (307°, +5°). Preliminary analysis of the X-ray source (CIZA }1324.7-5736) sug-
gested that it was comparable in mass to the Norma cluster (Ebeling et al. 2002). 
We have observed one field centred on the X-ray source and three further fields targeting 
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FIGURE 2.6: Galactic longitude and latitude of galaxies measured by this survey for 
the four denoted 2dF fields in the Cen-Crux region. The large cross marks 
the centre of the X-ray source CIZA Jl324.7-5736. The right hand pan-
els show the corresponding velocity histograms for each of the fields be-
tween 3000 and 9500 km s-1. 
the surrounding overdensities (see Fig. 2.6). Of the 223 identified redshifts in the targeted 
fields, 110 are within 7500 km s-1. 1\vo distinct structures are observed within these fields. 
Ebeling et al. (2002) noted that the appearance of the X-ray emissions in the region and 
their association with the brightest cluster galaxyWKK2189 (cz= 5585 km s-1 ), were sugges-
tive of a dynamically relaxed cluster. 40 of the observed galaxies are found to be associated 
with the X-ray source. Shown in the Field 1 histogram on the right hand side of Fig. 2.6, the 
velocity dispersion of these galaxies is 539±80 krns-1 centred on 5570±92 kms-1• The 
Shapiro-Wilk test on this distribution yields a p-value of 0.1176 and the estimated virial 
mass is (3.5 ± 1.0) x 1014 h-1 M0 • Hence the interpretation of a large relaxed cluster is sup-
ported here by the observed Gaussian velocity distribution. 
Comparison with the Norma cluster velocity dispersion of 897 kms-1 (Kraan-Korteweg 
et al. 1996) suggests that CIZA }1324.7-5736 is approximately 0.3-0.5 times as massive. 
This is in agreement with the Mullis et al. (2005) comparison of XMM-Newton observa-
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tions of CIZA Jl324.7-5736 with the X-ray temperature of the Norma cluster inferred by 
Tamura et al. (1998). Using the mass-temperature scaling relations, they conclude that 
CIZA Jl324.7-5736 contains about a third of the mass of the Norma cluster. A future 
study of the extinction -corrected Ks-band luminosity function should provide further con-
straints on the relative mass (Nagayama et al. 2005). 
The second distinct feature observed in the fields is that of the Cen-Crux overdensity it-
self. This appears as a filament like trail of galaxies separated from the X-ray source both 
spatially on the sky and in redshift. Although no connective structure is evident between 
this overdensity and CIZA Jl324. 7-5736, their close proximity suggest that they are gravita-
tionally bound. As the structure is not dynamically relaxed, virial theorem does not apply. 
However the extent of the Cen -Crux structure and the number of galaxies contained within 
it implies a mass similar to that of the CIZAJ1324.7-5736 cluster. 
2.3.2.2 PKS 1343-601 
PKS 1343-601 is the second brightest extragalactic radio source in the southern sky (Mills 
1952). The associated galaxy, lying at (309.7°, +1.7°, 3872 kms-1, West & Tarenghi 1989), is 
a large elliptical galaxy (Laustsen et al. 1977; West & Tarenghi 1989), typical of those found 
in cluster cores. Hence it has been suggested that PKS 1343-601 may mark the centre of 
another highly obscured (AB- 12) cluster (Woudt 1998; Kraan-Korteweg & Woudt 1999). 
X-ray studies have yet to reveal any indication that such a hidden cluster exists. No cor-
responding source is seen in the CIZA survey and the point-like X-ray emissions reported 
by Tashiro et al. ( 1998) are consistent with the radio lobes of PKS 1343-601 rather than in-
tracluster gas (Ebeling et al. 2002). However in HIPASS observations, a small overdensity 
around the radio galaxy has been detected (Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2005b). The nature of 
this overdensity has recently been examined by three near-infrared surveys (Schroder et al. 
2005; Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2005a; Nagayama et al. 2004). Through radial velocity studies, 
simulated sky-projections and extrapolation of luminosity functions, these surveys are all 
consistent with the notion of a low mass group or poor cluster centred on PKS 1343-601. 
Unfortunately, of the 84 targets we identified in the 2dF field, our 6300 s observation yielded 
only five reliable redshifts. Of these is a reconfirmation of the redshift of PKS 1343-601. 
At 4065 ± 85 km s-1, this is in agreement with the West & Tarenghi (1989) value. Of the 
other four new measurements, all identified through emission lines, two are located within 
500 km s-1 of the radio galaxy. NWN2004 45 and NWN2004 51 are both taken from the Na-
gayama et al. (2004) catalogue and lie at 3861 and 3571 kms-1 respectively. These galaxies, 
together with those identified both optically and in HI by Schroder et al. (2005), brings the 
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number of galaxies with known redshifts that are associated with the PKS 1343-601 group 
up to20. 
2.3.2.3 Abell S0639 
The Abell S0639 cluster, which lies at (281 o, + 11 °), was first studied in detail by Stein (1994, 
1997), who for 32 galaxies measured a mean velocity of6194 ± 78 kms- 1 and a velocity dis-
persionof431 ±52 kms-1. Using a sample of40 galaxies with a mean cz=6501 ± 61 kms-1, 
we find a similar dispersion of 409 ± 55 km s-1. An additional feature is located in the same 
field, offset from Abell S0639 by 1.5°. At 14,065 ± 69 km s-1, the structure lies at the same 
distance as the SSC and is not inconsistent with a normal distribution (p-value = 0.0648). 
The measured virial velocity dispersion is 597 ± 91 km s - 1, corresponding to a mass of 
(4.9 ± 1.2) x 1014 h-1 Me. 
2.3.2.4 Triangulum Australis, Ara, CIZA Jl514.6-4558 & CIZA 11410.4-4246 
In the extended CIZA catalogue, Kocevski et al. (2005) have identified several X-ray sources 
located at z - 0.05, which they suggest form an extension to the SSC. In Ebeling et al. 
(2002), the same authors argue that these clusters may be responsible for the observed 
continued flow towards a point behind the GA. Of these sources we have targeted the 
four largest: CIZA J1638.2-6420 (the Triangulum-Australis cluster) located at (324.5°, 
-11.6°, 15,060 kms-1), CIZA Jl653.0-5943 (the Ara cluster, Woudt 1998) at (329.3°, -9.9°, 
14,634 kms-1), CIZA Jl410.4-4246 (318.0°, 17.8°, 15,574 kms-1) and CIZA Jl514.6-5736 
(327.3°, 10.0°, 16,715 kms-1). All four structures have clearly identified Gaussian veloc-
ity distributions from which we are able to infer virial and projected masses as listed 
in table 2.3. The Triangulum-Australis cluster yields a noticeably low p-value (0.0242). 
This is due to the overdensity seen in the right hand tail of the dispersion. Removing 
the 10 galaxies with cz > 18,000 km s-1 from the field results in a more respectable p-
value of 0.2945 (listed as corrected in table 2.3). With a corresponding virial mass of 
(5. 7 ± 0.6) x 1015 h-1 Me, this large cluster is similar in mass to the Norma cluster. 
Despite a p-value of 0.0850, the Ara cluster appears to display a bimodal veloc-
ity distribution. Fitting two Gaussian profiles to the data results in velocity dis-
persions of 498±68 kms-1 and 731±112 kms- 1 centred on 14,016±84 k:ms-1 and 
15,310 ± 124 k:ms-1 respectively. These fits are shown in the inset to the Ara cluster panel 
of Fig. 2.5. There is no discernible separation in the projected sky distribution of the two 
populations, hence they may be two infalling clumps collapsing along the line of sight. A 
7.5 ks ROSATHRI observation of the cluster supports this argument, as two distinct peaks, 
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separated by only 4 arcmin, were observed in the elongated X-ray emissions (Ebeling et al. 
2002). Summed in quadrature, the two velocity dispersions are similar to the dispersion of 
the overall fit (881 ±48 kms- 1); hence, even though virial theorem is not strictly applica-
ble to such a system, the mass derived from the total fit provides a likely upper limit to the 
combined mass of the two clumps. 
The results of the Shapiro-Wllk test for CIZA 11514.6-4558 and CIZA 11410.4-4246 indicate 
that they are consistent with being dynamically relaxed clusters as shown in Fig. 2.5. Be-
hind CIZA J 1410.4-4246 there appears a second group with a velocity dispersion consistent 
with a normal distribution. However with a skewness of 0.094, the mean distance and the 
velocity dispersion of the feature are likely overestimated. 
The Triangulum-Australis and Ara clusters are physically separated by only -13.7 h-1 M pc 
and lie in approximately the same plane as the CIZA 11514.6-4558 and CIZA 11410.4-4246 
clusters. Abell3558, the core of the SSC, lies only 38 Mpc from CIZA Jl410.4-4246 and so 
these clusters may well form an extension to the SSC. Nevertheless the presence of such 
large masses in close proximity to each other has a sizable influence on the X-ray based 
dipole (Kocevski et al. 2004). 
2.3.2.5 Additional Clusters 
Examination of 2MASS maps of the GA/SSC region reveals two further overdensities cen-
tred on (314.5°, +13.7°) and (321.7°, +13.4°). These were targeted in fields 9 (314.3°, +13.9°) 
and 25 (322.3°, + 13.6°) respectively. Recently, Kocevski et al. (2005) have reported the pres-
ence of an X-ray source, identified as CIZA 11358.7-4750, at (314.5°, +13.5°), coincident 
with the structure in field 9. At cz=21,445 ± 78 kms-1 this cluster is far enough removed 
to have little influence ( VLG < 3 km s - 1) on local dynamics despite the large predicted mass 
(-3 X 1015h-1 M0). 
As evident in the lower right panel of Fig. 2.5, The galaxies between 21,000 and 27,000 km s-1 
in field 25 are concentrated into numerous sub-clumps loosely associated in a broad dis-
tribution. The associated p-value of 0.0345 confirms that this is not consistent with a dy-
namically relaxed cluster and hence we do not assign it a mass. 
2.3.3 The Extended Norma Supercluster 
Several large clusters are now known to reside in the GA region, i.e. Norma, Pavo 11, Cen-
taurus, Hydra and CIZA 11324.7-5736. However the connections between these clusters 
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FIGURE 2. 7: The pieplot represents the radial distribution of galaxies along the red 
projected rectangular strip shown in the lower panel. The strip covers a 
region 120° x 10°, orientated to lie along the filament. From the Norma 
cluster, lying 86° along the strip, the Norma supercluster is clearly seen as 
a wall of galaxies extending through the Pavo II cluster (at 71 °) towards 
a point - zoo along the strip. The Centaurus Wall appears as a smaller 
connection of galaxies, running almost parallel to the Norma superclus-
ter at 2600 kms-1. The void lying between the Norma supercluster and 
the Centaurus Wall is an extension of the massive Microscopium Void. 
are still poorly resolved. As shown in Fig. 2.4, the Pavo II and Norma clusters are connected 
by a structure, which Woudt et al. (1997) have suggested extends through the ZoA towards 
the Cen-Crux overdensity. This connection is highlighted by the noticeable peak around 
5500 km s-1 in the combined velocity distribution of non-cluster fields shown in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 2.5. To examine this feature further, Fig. 2. 7 and Fig. 2.8 plot redshift slices 
of the filament below and above the Galactic plane. 
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FIGURE 2.8: The pieplot contains the galaxies in the red 80° x 15° rectangular strip 
shown in the Aitoff projection. The proposed Norma supercluster, seen 
as a trail of galaxies lying between the red dashed lines, connects the 
'fingers-of-God' of the Norma cluster (ll o, 4500 km s- 1 ), CIZA ]1324.7-
5736 (31 °, 5570 kms- 1) andAbell S0639 (58°, 6501 kms- 1). The overden-
sity at (70°, 2800 kms-1) is the superposition oftheAntlia cluster and the 
Hydra-Antlia extension seen in cross-section. 
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Evident in the foreground of the diagram in the upper panel of Fig. 2. 7 is the Centaurus 
Wall. Appearing as a filament of galaxies running across the sky at cz- 2600 kms-1, this 
structure is separated by some 2000 kms-1 from the Norma structure. This is in contra-
diction with earlier studies that have suggested the Norma cluster is a nexus between the 
Centaurus Wall and the Norma Supercluster (Woudt et al. 1997). The dearth of galaxies 
in the ZoA is clearly seen as the gap in the wall between the Norma and CIZA 11324.7-5736 
clusters, which respectively appear as 'fingers-of -God' at 86° and 108° along the strip. How-
ever, below the ZoA, the extent of the structure is clearly evident as the broad wall of galax-
ies extends out from the Norma cluster, through the Pavo 11 cluster and on towards higher 
redshifts. In the Aitoff projection shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2.7, many additional, 
smaller filaments are seen branching off from the main structure, primarily at the location 
of the clusters. However a major branch splits off at around - (345°, -35°, 5000 km s-1) and 
continues to- (17°, -22°, 6000 kms-1). The main filament appears to disperse at- (5°, 
-50°, 5000 kms-1), with apparent overdensities at greater galactic longitudes (5°< l< 30°, 
-60° < b < -45°) resulting from the projection along the line of sight of clumps, including 
galaxies in the Centaurus Wall. 
Fig. 2.8 shows a possible extension of the Norma supercluster filament through the plane 
to higher galactic latitudes. Here the progression to higher redshifts is hinted at as the 
filament extends from the Norma Cluster (lying 11 o along the strip), through CIZAJ1324. 7-
5736 (at 31 °) and the Cen-Crux feature (33°) and on towards Abell 50639 (58°). From this 
last cluster an extension towards another overdensity located off the panel at (268°, + 17°, 
9000 kms-1) may exist, but lack ofredshifts makes this difficult to discern. The Vela over-
density (280°, +6°, 6000 kms-1) lies next to Abell 50639 and so forms a spur to the main 
filament. However, another intercluster connection from Abell 50639 appears to run at al-
most right angles to the Norma supercluster. This filament extends through the overdensity 
located at (272°, +13°, 4500 kms-1), which is likely associated with Abell 50631 and Abell 
50628, both of which currently have no reported redshift, before joining the Hydra cluster. 
As detailed in Section 2.3.1, the large Hydra cluster is connected by the Hydra Wall to the 
Centaurus cluster and by the Hydra-Antlia extension to the Antlia cluster and galaxies at 
lower galactic latitudes. 
Thus, from Abell 50639 to -(5°, -50°), there appears to exist a continuous filament of 
galaxies stretching across approximately 100° (i.e. -120 Mpc) of the southern sky, with a 
velocity dispersion < 400 km s-1. From studies of inter-cluster filaments in simulations, 
Colberg et al. (2005) find a typical overdensity along these structures of - 7 and cross-
sectional radii of- 2 h-1 Mpc. Thus, not including the associated clusters, a filament of 
this size, dynamically centred at- (325°, -10°,4800 kms-1), might contain a mass as high 
as - 2.5 x 1015 h-1 M0 . This is comparable to the mass of a large cluster and so represents 
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another potentially significant component of the GA. 
2.4 Summary 
Using the 2dF on the AAT, we have measured 3053 redshifts in the GA/SSC region, of which 
2603 are new measurements. These redshifts have helped reveal the composition of the 
GA, principally with the resolution of the CIZA J1324.7-5736/Cen-Crux feature. The X-ray 
source is revealed to be a dynamically relaxed cluster with a mass approximately 0.3-0.5 
times that of the Norma Cluster, in good agreement with previous estimates. 
By combining the results of this survey with redshifts from the literature, the major clus-
ters associated with the GA are found to be joined by a possibly wall-like structure. This 
filament extends from Abell 50639, through the ZOA, where it meets the Norma clus-
ter, and continues down to- (5°, -50°, 5000 kms-1). Together with the Norma, Pavo 11, 
CIZA J1324. 7-5736 and Abell S0639 clusters, we can expect these structures to contribute a 
mass of- 1016 h-1 M0 towards the GA. 
We have also measured the masses and composition of several other clusters behind the 
GA, including the Triangulum-Australis, Ara, CIZA Jl514.6-4558 and CIZA Jl410.4-4246 
clusters. These have been proposed as possible sources to a continued flow beyond the GA. 
The significance of these X-ray clusters, and the implications of the GA model presented 
here, will be further analysed over the subsequent chapters as we study their influence on 
local dynamics as determined from redshift surveys. 
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The IRAS Gravity Field 
3.1 Gravitational Instability in the Linear Regime 
In order to study large-scale structure and local dynamics, we need to reconstruct from 
redshift surveys both the real-space density field and the real-space peculiar velocity field. 
The first step in this process is to construct a direct relation between the two fields. This 
is accomplished by restricting our analysis of the GI framework to the linear regime: i.e 
Vpec < < c and the density contrast is defined such that 
8 = p(r, t) - ij(t) p(t) I (3.1) 
where p(r , t) is the density field and p[t) the average density, which at the present epoch 
may be taken as 3Hgn0 /8nG. In this regime the present day density field is a direct scaling 
of the initial perturbations set in place after inflation. 
We begin by expressing the pressureless fluid equations for mass continuity, force and grav-
ity in proper coordinates: 
(3.2) 
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av 
-+{V·V)V + V'"=O at "' ' (3.3) 
(3.4) 
where p is the mass density field p(r, t), V is the velocity field V (r, t) which includes the 
Hubble expansion at r and cp is the gravitational potential cp(r, t). Expanding equations 3.2 
and 3.3 to first order, converting V to comoving coordinates and removing the background 
(zeroth order) solution, yields: 
iJ{j 1 
- + -V·Vpec = 0 
iJt a 
oVpec a 1 
-;a-+ -Vpec +-Vcp=O 
ut a a 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where a is the scale factor a(t), an increasing function of time, and Vpec is the peculiar 
velocity field as introduced in equation 1.2. Substituting the time derivative of equation 3.5 
and the divergence of equation 3.6 into equation 3.4 yields: 
o2o 2a ao 
-+-- =4nGpoli 
iJt2 a ot 
(3.7) 
which, as a second-order partial differential equation in time alone, may be solved by sep-
arating the spatial and time dependent components as follows: 
8 = A(r)DI(t) + B(r)D2(t) (3.8) 
where D1 and D2 are growing and decaying modes respectively. Hence at late times the D1 
component will dominate and equation 3.5 reduces to 
(3.9) 
since H( t) = a/ a and the growth factor f is given by: 
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(3.10) 
D1 and so fare functions of nm and A. l.ahav et al. (1991) have shown that the present day 
value off may be approximated as: 
f ez= O) ~ n°·6 + ~ (1 + ~n ) m 70 2 m (3.11) 
As this is only weakly dependent on A, f is often taken as n~6 (e.g. Peebles 1980) and so: 
(3.12) 
which may be solved by the methodology of electrostatics to yield in proper coordinates 
the expression: 
H0n~6 J 1 (r1 -r) 3 1 VpecCr) = o(r ) 1 3 d r 4n lr -rl (3.13) 
We are unable to observe the mass density field o(r) directly, instead we assume that galax-
ies linearly trace o(r) with a constant bias defined by bg: 
(3.14) 
where Og(r) is the observed galaxy density contrast. Using this approximation we may 
replace o(r) in equations 3.12 and 3.13 with Og(r) provided we also replace n°·6 with the 
redshift distortion parameter {3, defined earlier as 
(3.15) 
Hence: 
V· Vpec = -ll{)Hof38g(r) (3.16) 
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and 
Hof3J 1 (r1 -r) 3 1 Vpec (r) = -- 8 g (r ) 1 3 d r 4Jr lr -r I (3.17) 
3.2 Application to Galaxy Catalogues 
As explained in section 1.5, equations 3.16 and 3.17 offer two alternative strategies for de-
termining the value of {3. Using equation 3.16, density and 3D velocity fields may be in-
ferred from the observed radial peculiar velocities. With equation 3.17, the fields are de-
rived from the observed positions of the galaxies. The former approach has typically been 
implemented with the POTENT method (see Hendry 2001). Importantly, this technique re-
constructs the density field free from any bias in the population used to trace the velocity 
field. However, POTENT has been shown to be particularly susceptible to errors and biases 
in distance estimates, thus requiring careful treatment of the data (Newsam et al. 1995). 
Comparatively, many techniques beyond the simple iterative approach described in sec-
tion 1.5 have been developed for solving equation 3.17. Willick et al. (1997b), for instance, 
have produced a maximum likelihood based code named VELMOD. This analysis uses sev-
eral reconstructions with different values of f3 to relate the observed radial velocity with 
distance. It then minimises 5£ = -2lnP for each reconstruction, where Pis the combined 
probability for each galaxy of observing either the apparent magnitude or velocity width 
given the corresponding TF observable and the observed radial velocity. The minimum of 
a fit to 5£({3) is taken as the best fit {3. 
Non-iterative techniques have also been used for mapping redshift space to real space. 
Most notably (Nusser & Davis 1994, ND94) have used a method based on the Zel'dovich 
approximation. This approximation extends linear theory by including displacements of 
galaxies from their initial positions as structure grows (Zel'Dovich 1970). The method em-
ployed by ND94 again assumes that the velocity field is irrotational (however this time us-
ing the redshift space derivation), such that it may be expressed as the gradient of a velocity 
potential field: 
V (s) = -V<l>(s) (3.18) 
where s is the redshift space radial coordinate. 
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Using the Zel'dovich approximation the redshift space peculiar velocity field defined in 
equation 3.18 may then be directly related to the redshift space density field. Expanding 
the angular dependence of this expression for <I> and o g in spherical harmonics then yields: 
2_~ (;d<l>zm) _ _ 1_l(h)<l>zm = __!!__ (o lm _ ~ dlncp d<l>tm) 
s2 ds ds 1 + f3 s2 1 + fJ g, s dlns ds (3.19) 
where the subscript l m denotes the spherical harmonic coefficients, s is the redshift space 
radial coordinate and <P is the selection function of the sample. The redshift space galaxy 
density field is then smoothed, the components of Og,lm are computed, equation 3.19 is 
solved for <I> I m and the redshift space 3D velocity field is computed from equation 3.18. 
The real-space velocity field may then be inferred by using the redshift space velocity field 
to map the redshift space positions to real-space positions along the line of sight. 
Similarly, Fisher et al. (1995b) expand the density field into orthogonal radial spherical 
Bessel functions, j{(x), and angular spherical harmonics, Ytm(f), satisfying 
p(r) = [ CtnPs,lmnhCknr)Yim(f) 
lmn 
(3.20) 
where C1n is the spherical Bessel function normalisation and Ps,lmn is the redshift space 
density coefficient. In this prescription, the peculiar velocities only couple to the radial 
component of the density field. The coupling may be described by the matrix (Zt) mn': 
Ps.lmn = [CZilmn'Pr.lmn' 
n' 
(3.21) 
where the subscript r denotes the real-space component. The real-space density harmon-
ics can thus be derived by inverting equation 3.21, however shot noise leads to an unstable 
solution. This behaviour can be suppressed by using a Wiener filter in the inversion: 
(Pr,lmnlWF = [ (SI[SI +Nil-1lnn'CZI 1ln'n"Ps,lmn" (3.22) 
n'n" 
where S1 and N1 are the signal and noise matrices. The real-space velocity field may then 
be extracted from the harmonics of the real-space density field. 
Nusser & Davis (1994) have used a similar decomposition of radial spherical Bessel func-
tions and angular spherical harmonics to describe the real-space velocity field as measured 
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by the inverse Tully-Fisher relation (ITF). In this method the likelihood of observing the ve-
locity widths given the absolute magnitude (inferred from the velocity field) is maximised 
by adjusting the model parameters. The resulting smoothed velocity field can then be di-
rectly compared to reconstructed fields from the above methods. 
Typically comparisons based on the POTENT analysis have yielded values of f3 I (where 
the subscript I denotes comparisons using catalogues from Infrared Astronomical Satellite 
[IRAS] based data) of approximately one. Comparatively, studies based on the velocity-
velocity comparison methods such as VELMOD yield values of - 0.5 as summarised in 
table 3.1. Density-density comparisons like POTENT should yield results consistent with 
these velocity-velocity analyses and so this marked difference in f3 is difficult to explain. In-
triguingly, Zaroubi et al. (2002) have used an unbiased minimal variance (UMV) estimator 
to reconstruct both density and velocity fields from the SECat catalogue (Zaroubi 2000): a 
combination of peculiar velocity measurements from the SFI (Giovanelli et al. 1999) and 
ENEAR surveys (da Costa et al. 2000). Comparing the velocity field with the PSCz recon-
struction yields a value of f3I = 0.51 ± 0.06, similar to previous determinations. However, 
unlike POTENT, comparison of the two density fields results in a value of f3I = 0.57~g:g. 
consistent with the velocity-velocity comparisons. This suggest the high POTENT values 
may be attributed to a high noise sensitivity in the code. This principally arises through 
the procedures used to smooth the sparse peculiar velocity measurements to a continuous 
velocity field. 
3.3 The PSCz Velocity Field 
The PSCz survey consists of redshifts for 15,411 galaxies uniformly distributed over 84.1% 
of the sky with a median redshift of 8500 km s-1. The survey's depth, excellent sky cover-
age and density allow for the reliable mapping of the distribution of galaxies in the local 
universe. Several independent determinations of the PSCz density and velocity fields have 
therefore been made; most notably by Branchini et al. (1999), Schmoldt et al. (1999) and 
Rowan-Robinson et al. (2000). As summarised in table 3.1, recent comparisons of these 
fields with peculiar velocity measurements typically yield values of f3 I in the range 0.4 - 0.6 
(see Zaroubi 2002). 
However, a significant source of error in determining f3 arises from the uncertainty in the 
peculiar velocity measurements. As detailed in section 1.3, galaxy distance estimates from 
the Tully-Fisher and Fundamental Plane relations are subject to errors that are typically 
-20% per galaxy. At depths greater than- 50 h-1 Mpc this is considerably larger than the 




































TABLE 3.1: The determination of fJ 1 using several reconstruction and comparison techniques. 
Comparison 
o-o Comparison 
Various infrared TF & Dn- a measurements vs. IRAS 1.9 Jy 
MARK Ill vs. IRAS 1.2 Jy 
SEcat vs. PSCz 
v-v Comparison 
MARK Ill vs. IRAS 1.2 Jy 
SPivs. PSCz 
MARK Ill vs. IRAS 1.2 Jy 
SFI vs. IRAS 1.2 Jy 
SNia vs. IRAS 1.2 Jy 
SBF vs. IRAS 1.2 Jy 
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peculiar velocities of the individual galaxies. With distance errors less than 10%, Type la 
supernovae (SNia) are less susceptible to inhomogeneous Malmquist bias (Hudson 1994a) 
and hence offer an important alternative probe of the local velocity field. An early attempt 
to use SNia was carried out by Riess et al. (1997) who compared the peculiar velocities of 
24 SNia with the velocity fields predicted from the 1.2 Jy IRAS redshift survey (Fisher et al. 
1995a) and the Optical Redshift Survey (Santiago et al. 1995; Baker et al. 1998). They derived 
fJI = 0.4 ± 0.15 and fJo = 0.3 ± 0.1 respectively, with the relatively large error resulting from 
the small sample size. 
Branchini et al. (1999) used the PSCz redshift survey to determine the density and peculiar 
velocity fields in real space in a self-consistent way by using equation (3.17) under the as-
sumption that mass follows the number density of IRAS galaxies. These fields are smoothed 
with a Gaussian filter of radius 5 h-1 Mpc. Analysis by Berlind et al. (2000) indicates that 
this smoothing radius should yield unbiased results for fJ I· In an independent analysis, 
Schmoldt et al. (1999) derived the PSCz velocity and density fields by using a Fourier-Bessel 
approach. They found the resulting fields to be consistent with the Branchini et al. (1999) 
fields used here. 
The integral in equation (3.17) extends over all space. The PSCz survey, however, does not 
extend to infinite depth, nor does it contain data in the Zone of Avoidance (ZoA). For the 
ZoA, Branchini et al. (1999) have implemented a similar approach to that of Yahil et al. 
(1991) by dividing the region Clbl ~ 8°) into bins of 10° latitude by 1000 kms-1. These bins 
are then populated with enough synthetic galaxies to reflect the number density of the cor-
responding bins at greater lbl. The systematic effect on the derived value of fJI due to this 
interpolation procedure can be estimated from the results of Hudson (1994b). He com-
pared fJ values derived from an optically-selected density field with a larger ZoA Cl bl ~ 12°) 
using different techniques to account for the missing structure. Only an 8% difference was 
observed between the fJ value derived from the interpolated density field and that derived 
from a density field in which the ZOA was assumed to be at average density. Since the av-
erage density assumption is rather extreme, this result may be taken as an upper limit on 
the systematic uncertainty. Therefore, as the PSCz ZoA is only two-thirds the thickness of 
this ZoA, we might expect a systematic uncertainty on our result of the order 5%. This is 
considerably smaller than our random errors. 
As stated previously we have truncated the PSCz velocity field at 150 h-1 Mpc due to in-
creasing shot noise. Sources beyond this depth, however, may still contribute to the LG's 
motion. Because the statistical weight of the SNia sample is dominated by nearby objects 
these external contributions can be modelled as a dipole term. For peculiar velocity com-
parisons in the LG frame this dipole term cancels out as the motions of the LG and SNia are 
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affected in the same way. LG-frame comparisons assume, however, that the LG's motion is 
exactly given by linear theory. In practise, the LG is expected to exhibit a nonlinear 'ther-
mal' component to its velocity that is not well modelled by linear theory. An alternative to 
the LG-frame comparison is to omit the LG from the analysis entirely. This can be achieved 
by fitting the SNia peculiar velocities in the CMB frame with an additional dipole compo-
nent to allow for contributions not included in the PSCz density field. Ideally, analyses in 
both these frames should produce similar results. However, due to the larger uncertainty 
in the CMB analysis, we regard the LG result as a more reliable solution. 
3.4 The SNia Dataset 
(Tonry et al. 2003, hereafter T03) have recently produced a homogenised compendium 
of 230 SNia for constraining cosmological quantities. The release of this compendium 
presents a new opportunity to measure f3 with a significantly smaller error. 
The T03 dataset is compiled from many recent studies. Most notably from the Jha (2002), 
Perlmutter et al. (1999), Hamuy et al. (1996), Riess et al. (1999) and Germany et al. (2004) 
datasets, which comprise the majority of the data. Using a variety of fitting techniques 
such as MLCS (Riess et al. 1998 and the work of Jha and collaborators) and dm15 (an ex-
tension of the L\mt5 (B) method as described by Germany 2001), T03 have re-calculated 
the relative SNia distances where the original photometric data is available. The system-
atic offsets of each dataset were reduced by minimising the differences between all pairs of 
datasets where overlaps exist. The residuals of this fitting procedure are 0.02 mag or bet-
ter for the majority of the samples. Table 15 of T03 lists the redshift (logcz), luminosity 
distance (log d Ho), distance error and host galaxy V -band extinction (Av) for each SNia. 
T03 fix the zero point of nearby SNia (0.01 < z < 0.1) by assuming an 'empty universe' 
en m = 0, nA = 0) cosmology. For our analysis, we have converted the T03 quoted distances 
to a ACDM cosmology (QA = 0.7, Om = 0.3). However, the derived f3I is unaffected by the 
choice of cosmology. 
In this study we only consider the 107 SNia that lie within 150 h-1 M pc as the PSCz density 
field is incomplete at greater distances for all galactic latitudes (Branchini et al. 1999). We 
further restrict the sample to SNia with extinctions Av < 1.0 mags, for reasons discussed 
below. These selection criteria leave 98 SNia, which we refer to as the "default sample". The 
median distance error for this local SNia sample is - 8%. 
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FIGURE 3.1: The Rubble flow residuals for all107 SNia lying within 150 h-1 M pc in the 
LG frame. The upper panel shows the original uncorrected data whilst 
the lower shows the data with the predicted PSCz peculiar velocities re-
moved. Note the reduction in scatter, particularly in the distance range 
20-80 h-1 Mpc. SNia with host-galaxy extinctions Av::: 1.0 are plotted 
as open circles whilst filled circles show the default sample used in this 
paper. 
3.5 Determining fJ 1 
There is a very good agreement between the peculiar velocities measured by the SNia and 
predicted from the PSCz. This is shown in Fig. 3.1 where the scatter around the Hubble 
flow before and after the PSCz velocities for fh = 0.5 are removed. In the range 20-80 h-1 
M pc, where the majority of SNia lie, the removal of the predicted PSCz peculiar velocities 
reduces therms scatter around the Hubble flow from 490 km s-1 to 390 km s - 1. In Fig. 3.1, 
nine SNia with Av > 1.0 are plotted as open circles, three of which are distinct outliers. In 
our analysis we have chosen to exclude all objects with host galaxy extinctions greater than 
1.0 as we expect that their errors are significantly underestimated. 
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TABLE 3.2: "Redshift error", acz, comparison for the default sample of98 SNia in the 
LG frame. The errors have been determined from the la deviation in the 
distribution of the medians of 1000 bootstrap re-samples. 
a~z (km2 s 2) fh x2 
1502 0.55±0.06 167 
2002 0.54±0.06 131 
1502 -tu 2 'Trial I' 0.55±0.06 98 
2002 + at;} 'Trial 1' 0.54±0.06 89 cl 
1502 'Trial2' 0.57±0.05 97 
2002 'Trial2' 0.57±0.06 88 
To determine f3 I in the LG frame we minimise the x2 relation: 
(3.23) 
where v; is the radial peculiar velocity of the ith supernova, Vi,PSCz is the PSCz-predicted 
radial peculiar velocity which depends on f3I from (3.15), ad is the distance error and acz 
incorporates both an estimate of the error in redshift determination as well as errors in the 
PSCz predictions due to shot noise or non -linear peculiar velocity contributions. 
Various studies have adopted different schemes for acz· Riess et al. (1997), adopt a value 
of 200 km s-1 for all the SNia, whilst Blakeslee et al. (1999) use values of 150 km s-1 and 
200 km s - 1. However Blakeslee et al. ( 1999) also account for the extra velocity dispersion of 
cluster galaxies using two different approaches. Their 'Trial 1' method adds in quadrature 
an extra factor of ac~(r) = aol Vl + (rlro) 2 to acz where ao = 700(400) kms-1 and ro = 2(1) 
Mpc for galaxies in Virgo (Fornax). Their 'Trial2' scheme uses the standard acz but resets 
the individual galaxy velocities for group members to the group-average velocities as listed 
in Tonry et al. (1997) for 37 separate clusters. In our analysis we extended both these tech-
niques to account for galaxies which lie near one of the X-ray selected clusters of the NOAO 
fundamental plane survey (Smith et al. 2004). 
Table 3.2 lists the derived f3 I values for these different weightings for our default sample. 
The la quoted errors are calculated from bootstrap re-samples of the dataset which are 
broadly consistent with the confidence levels defined by ~x2 (e.g. as given in Numerical 
Recipes). If the nine Av > 1.0 SNia had not been removed, the resulting x2 would be larger 
by-40. 
Increasing the redshift error a cz for SNia lying close to nearby clusters has a sizable effect 
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on the x2 but appears to have no significant effect on the value of f3 I. Overall, little variation 
from the preferred value of f3 I = 0.55 ± 0.06 is observed and f3 I is effectively independent of 
the weighting schemes used. 
In order to determine f3 I in the CMB frame an extra dipole component is added as an extra 
free parameter in the minimisation of equation (3.23). Using the default sample with acz 
given by'Trial1' as J1502 + a~1 , the best fit has fh = 0.48±0.09 and Vdipole = 206±97 kms-1 
towards l = 290° ± 25°, b = 0° ± 18°. This extra dipole component is consistent with zero 
but is also consistent with the value of V dipole = 372 ± 127 km s-1 towards l = 273° ± 17°, 
b = 6° ± 15° as found by Hudson et al. (2004) for the Streaming Motions of Abell Clusters 
(SMAC) sample. The calculated value of f3 I agrees well with the result derived in the LG 
frame. 
The good agreement between the observed and predicted peculiar velocities in both the 
LG and CMB frames is shown in Fig. 3.2. If the peculiar velocities predicted by the PSCz 
and observed from the SNia are in exact agreement for the chosen value of f3 b the SNia 
would be expected to lie along the 1:1 line. This trend is indeed observed. The differences 
between the measured and predicted velocities are as expected given the errors in both 
distance and velocity measurements, i.e. the data is consistent with a reduced x; of - 1. 
Thus the two datasets agree exceptionally well. 
A complete list of the peculiar velocities for the 98 SNia in the default sample can be found 
in table B.1 of Appendix B. This table also lists the values predicted by the PSCz in the LG 
and CMB reference frames for the best fit values of f3 I = 0.55 and f3 I = 0.48 respectively. 
3.6 Robustness 
To assess the robustness of the derived f3 I we have examined various sub-samples of the 
local SNia dataset. Unless otherwise stated all sub-samples use our default sample in the 
LG frame with acz = J1502 + a~1 determined using the 'Trial1' approach. Table 3.3lists the 
best fit f3 I together with the associated x2 for each sub-sample. 
Importantly, f3I is found to be independent of the distance range considered. Any deriva-
tion of f3 is expected to be strongly weighted by the very nearby SNia where measurement 
errors are smallest. Hence we have tested the dependency of our calculations on SNia at 
different distances by dividing the data into two distance ranges. The position of this di-
vision is chosen such that the bootstrap errors on each derived f3I are of similar magni-
tude. For a distance range of 0- 30 h-1 M pc we derive a value of f3 I = 0.55 ± 0.07 and for 
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FIGURE 3.2: Comparison ofSNia peculiar velocities to PSCz predicted peculiar veloc-
ities in therangeO h-1 Mpcto 150 h-1 MpcwithAv < 1.0, O'~z = 1502 +a~1 
and f3 = 0.55. The top panel shows comparisons in the LG frame, and 
the bottom panel shows the comparison in the CMB frame (without the 
extra dipole component). The size of the data point is inversely propor-
tional to the total error (a = J a~ + O'~z) on each SNia. The smallest and 
largest circles correspond to values of a= 1290 km s-1 and 170 km s- 1 
respectively. The lines indicate a 1:1 ratio. 
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TABLE 3.3: Dependency of f3 1 on various culls of the SNia dataset 
Sample No. SNia fh Total X~tn 
0 h 1 M pc < distance < 150 h 1 M pc 98 0.55±0.06 98 
0 h-1 Mpc <distance< 30 h-1 Mpc 31 0.55±0.07 26 
30 h-1 Mpc <distance< 150 h-1 Mpc 67 0.54±0.10 74 
20 h-1 Mpc <distance< 150 h-1 Mpc 80 0.55±0.07 84 
40 h-1 Mpc <distance< 150 h-1 Mpc 60 0.49 ± 0.13 67 
0 h-1 Mpc <distance< 100 h-1 Mpc 85 0.58±0.06 78 
0 h-1 Mpc <distance< 125 h-1 Mpc 90 0.56±0.06 84 
No Av cull 107 0.50±0.08 141 
Av <0.5 80 0.57±0.06 79 
Av <0.3 58 0.57±0.08 57 
CMB frame + dipole 98 0.48± 0.09 98 
30-150 h-1 Mpc, fh = 0.54 ± 0.10. Table 3.3 also includes a variety of different distance 
ranges all of which yield similar values of f3 I (0.49 < f3 I < 0.58). 
The determination of f3 I is also revealed to be independent of the cull by host-galaxy ex-
tinction with f3I varying by only ±0.05 for culls down to Av < 0.3. It is found that the re-
duced x~ is- 1 for all culls of host-galaxy extinction< 1.0. Overall, for all the sub-samples 
considered, f3 I is found to range by only 0.1 0. 
Another source of bias which we do not account for in our analysis is inhomogeneous 
Malmquist bias. As described in section 1.3.6, not correcting for this effect enhances the 
observed infall into overdensities, thus requiring a higher value of f3 in the reconstruction. 
However, as Malmquist bias scales with the square of the distance error, the bias for the 
SNia is expected to be considerably smaller ( < 3%) than the random error in f3 I (- 1 0%). 
3. 7 Discussion 
Table 3.1lists a representative set of recent determinations of f3 I from comparisons of pre-
dicted and observed peculiar velocities. Previously, the tightest constraints on f3 I were 
from the merged spiral and elliptical peculiar velocity samples such as Mark III (Willick 
et al. 1997a) and SECat (Zaroubi 2000) as well as the SBF sample ofTonry et al. (1997). This 
work adds a result from local SNia, a fourth independent data source of comparable statis-
tical power. Recent comparisons of predicted and observed peculiar velocities ('velocity-
velocity'), including the result presented here, all yield results consistent with a value of 
fJI = 0.5. 
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Some of the earliest estimates of fJ were obtained by matching the gravity at the LG to the 
measured CMB dipole. While the LG has the most accurate observed CMB-frame velocity, 
a weakness of this method is that one needs to integrate the density field over all space to 
obtain the predicted gravity at the LG. This contrasts with the velocity-velocity comparison 
performed above in which large-scale contributions to the predicted peculiar velocities ei-
ther drop out of the analysis (if the fits are performed in the LG frame) or can be fitted 
independently of fJ (if the fits are performed in the CMB-frame). This degeneracy cannot 
be broken when using the LG alone as one would be attempting to fit 4 parameters (fJ and 
three components of an external dipole) to 3 degrees of freedom (the Cartesian compo-
nents of the LG's CMB-frame motion). Consequently, in order to apply this method one 
needs either a deep, full-sky redshift survey (so that the external dipole is known to be 
zero) or, failing that, accurate estimates of the uncertainties arising from shot noise at large 
distances and from incompleteness in the ZoA. As an example of the latter, Hudson et al. 
(2004) have suggested, based on the "Behind the Plane" extension of the PSCz (Saunders 
et al. 2000a), that additional structure in the ZoA beyond 100 h-1 Mpc may increase the 
PSCz dipole by- (170 ± 85) km s - 1. Until these issues are fully resolved, fJ determinations 
by this method remain subject to larger systematic errors than velocity-velocity compar-
isons. 
An alternative estimate of fJ 1 can be obtained from other independent analyses not directly 
based on peculiar motion studies. One noteworthy route is via the combination of param-
eters: n~6a8 , where a 8 is therms amplitude of mass fluctuations (Om) averaged within a 
top-hat sphere of 8 h-1 M pc radius. This combination may be related to fJI by the depen-
dence of aa,lr the number density fluctuation of IRAS galaxies, on the bias parameter b1. 
Since we are assuming linear biasing, the IRAS density field (OJ) is equal to b18m and it 
follows that aa,1 = b1aa. We can thus write: 
Spergel et al. (2003) have used data from WMAP and other CMB and non-CMB sources 
to derive a value of !l~6aa = 0.38~8:8~· By directly integrating the PSCz power spectrum 
Hamilton & Tegmark (2002) found a8,1 = 0.80 ± 0.05. Combining these two results gives 
fJ 1 = 0.48±0.06. The good agreement of the results from all these methods suggests that fJI 
is now known at the 10% level. 
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3.8 Conclusions 
We have compared the measured peculiar velocities of 98local (< 150 h-1 Mpc) type la 
supernovae with predictions derived from the PSCz survey. There is an excellent agreement 
between the two datasets with a best fit f3r of 0.55 ± 0.06. By analysing further subsets of 
the supernovae dataset this result is found to be robust with respect to culls by distance, 
host -galaxy extinction and to the choice of reference frame in which the analysis is carried 
out. 
This independent determination of f3r is consistent with recent alternate derivations sug-
gesting a canonical value of f3r = 0.5. This would imply that br- 1, suggesting that, for 
the most part, IRAS galaxies faithfully follow the underlying mass distribution. The PSCz is 
thus an important tool for studying large-scale motions in the local Universe. 
In the next chapter we present a new reconstruction of the velocity and density fields from 
the first, all-sky, X-ray selected cluster catalogue. The fields derived from this survey will 
be complimentary to the PSCz fields discussed here. As such, in Chapter 5 we compare the 
reconstructions from the two surveys before combining them to investigate the source of 
the LG motion with respect to the CMB. 
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The X-Ray Gravity Field 
4.1 An Alternate Probe 
To date, the majority of reconstructions of the local density and velocity fields have been 
based on galaxies from the IRASPSC (e.g. Yahil et al. 1991; Davis et al. 1996; Willick & Strauss 
1998; Branchini et al. 1999). This is principally due to the excellent sky coverage and density 
of the catalogue as described in Section 3.3. However, JRASpreferentially samples late-type 
galaxies, which are less clustered than early-type galaxies (Lahav et al. 1990; Saunders et al. 
1992; Strauss et al. 1992a; Peacock & Dodds 1994). Hence fields derived from the PSCz sur-
vey will underestimate contributions from the regions of greatest overdensity. Individual 
galaxy clusters, which trace the peaks of the density field, are therefore an important and 
complementary probe with which to reconstruct the real-space velocity and density fields 
(Bahcall et al. 1994). 
All-sky galaxy cluster surveys are also able to probe much greater depths than galaxy sur-
veys. In the optical, overdensities of galaxies at a given redshift are more readily identifiable 
than individual galaxies to the same statistical completeness. The characteristic depth of 
the combined Ab ell ( 1958) and Abell, Corwin & Olowin ( 1989) catalogues, which were corn-
piled from visual scans of optical plates, is- 200h-1 Mpc (Branchini & Plionis 1996). The 
equivalent depth for the PSCz is- 90h-1 Mpc (Branchini et al. 1999). 
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However, optically identified galaxy clusters are unable to probe the ZoA and are subject to 
significant projection effects. Lucey (1983) estimates that the Abell catalogue misses be-
tween 15 and 30% of rich clusters due to contamination by foreground galaxies; whilst 
the population size of 15 - 25% of clusters in the catalogue are overestimated by more 
than a factor of two. Only with spectroscopic confirmation can some of these issues be 
addressed (e.g. Collins et al. 1995; Muriel et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2004). Fortunately, the 
hot (- 10 7 -108 K), gaseous intracluster medium is very X-ray luminous and is significantly 
more peaked than the projected galaxy distribution. X-ray detected clusters are therefore 
less susceptible to projection effects as they would need to be in almost perfect alignment 
to be mistaken for a single source. Furthermore, the ZoA is far more transparent to X-ray 
wavelengths than the optical or near-IR (Ebeling et al. 2002). 
Previous reconstructions have used various techniques to artificially fill in the ZoA. Typi-
cally these are based on the procedure introduced by Strauss & Davis (1988) and Yahil et al. 
(1991). In this method, the ZoA is split into longitudinal bins that are randomly populated 
with synthetic galaxies until they reproduce the densities of real galaxies observed in sim-
ilar size bins lying immediately above and below the ZoA. However the majority of nearby 
large-scale structure lies in or close to the ZoA (see section 1.2.1). Indeed, six of the ten 
brightest z < 0.06 X-ray clusters reside at lbl < 20° (Edge et al. 1990). Consequently, artifi-
cial reconstructions of the ZoA are likely to underestimate the real local mass distribution. 
Hence, X-ray selected clusters are a far less censored tracer of the local mass distribution. 
Recently, by combining the ROSAT-ESO Flux Limited X-ray sample (REFLEX, Bllhringer 
et al. 2004) from the southern hemisphere, the extended Brightest Cluster Sample (eBCS, 
Ebeling et al. 1998, 2000) from the north, and the Clusters in the Zone of Avoidance survey 
(CIZA, Ebeling et al. 2002, Kocevski et al. 2006) from the Galactic plane, Kocevski, Mullis 
& Ebeling (2006, hereafter K06) have compiled the first all-sky, X-ray selected, flux limited, 
galaxy cluster catalogue: the RBC catalogue. Using this database we here reconstruct the 
local mass distribution as traced by these rich clusters. 
4.2 The RBC Catalogue 
The ROSATX-ray satellite surveyed the entire sky from August 1990 to February 1991 as 
part of the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS, Triimper 1983; Voges 1992; Voges et al. 1999). Over 
100,000 sources were detected in exposures ranging from 400 to 40,000 s taken in the 0.1 -
2.4 keV soft X-ray energy band covering 99.7% of the sky. As the first such survey to be taken 
with an imaging X-ray detector, the RASS is an ideal catalogue for compiling X-ray galaxy 
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FIGURE 4.1: The sky distribution in galactic coordinates of the 755 clusters in the 
combined RBC catalogue with fluxes greater than 3x w- 12 ergs-1 cm-2. 
The three constituent surveys are individually labelled and the ZoA is de-
noted by the solid thick lines at I bl = 20°. 
cluster samples. To date, the X-ray Brightest Abell-type Clusters catalogue (XBACs Ebeling 
et al. 1996) is the only complete, flux-limited cluster survey to be drawn simultaneously 
from the entire database. However as the target clusters were selected from the optically 
based Ab ell catalogues, the survey is susceptible to the problems noted previously. In order 
to construct an all-sky, X-ray selected catalogue from RASS data, three key surveys need to 
be combined. Fig. 4.1 plots the distribution of the REFLEX, eBCS and CIZA samples, which 
together encompass the whole sky. 
4.2.1 REFLEX 
REFLEX consists of the 447 clusters within z = 0.3 that lie in the southern hemisphere 
(8 < 2.5°) and outside the ZoA (i.e. I hi > 20°). The limiting flux is 3 X w- 12 ergs- 1 cm-2 in 
the ROSAT0.1-2.4keVbandpass, significantly deeper than the 5 x w-12 ergs-1 cm-2 1imit 
of the XBACs survey. Extended sources were identified with the Growth Curve Analysis 
method whereby source connts are measured as a function of an increasing circular aper-
ture (Bohringer et al. 2000). Possible clusters without existing redshift measurements were 
targeted in a follow-up ESO programme (Bohringer et al. 1998; Guzzo et al. 1999). With a 
high median connt rate of 79 photons per cluster, REFLEX is expected to be - 90% com-
plete (Bohringer et al. 2001). 
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4.2.2 eBCS 
The original BCS sample surveyed clusters lying in the northern hemisphere (o > 0°), away 
from the galactic plane (I bl > 20°), within z = 0.3 and detected above a flux limit of 4.4 x 
w-12 ergs-1 cm-2 in the 0.1-2.4keV band (Ebeling et al. 1998). Cluster targets were iden-
tified by correlating the RASS with the Abell and Zwicky et al. (1961) catalogues. However 
to ensure that the catalogue was X-ray selected, further candidates were added by search-
ing the RASS for extended objects. These sources were then reprocessed with a Voronoi 
Tessellation and Percolation (VTP) algorithm to measure an accurate count rate. Applying 
the VfP method to the whole survey area would allow for a 'purely' X-ray selected sample; 
unfortunately due to limitations in the database, the VfP procedure could only be used in 
areas immediately surrounding the identified sources (approximately one sixth of the total 
area). From these limited applications, Ebeling et al. (1998) were able to estimate that the 
201 BCS clusters published were - 90% complete. 
Ebeling et al. (2000) successfully extended the BCS to 2.8 x w-12 ergs-1 cm-2 using the 
same detection techniques. The combined eBCS sample contains 310 clusters and is es-
timated to be - 75% complete. 68% of these are known Abell clusters, an extra 14% are 
recorded in the Zwicky catalogue, and 18% are listed in neither (Ebeling et al. 2000). This 
further highlights the importance of not relying on the optical identifications of clusters. 
4.2.3 CIZA 
X-ray based surveys are able to probe further into the ZoA than their optical counterparts 
as they are not attenuated by dust nor subject to foreground stellar confusion. The galactic 
plane is thus effectively transparent to hard X-rays (e.g. 2-10keV); whilst soft X-rays, as 
used by the RASS, suffer from less than 2 mag of extinction due to foreground hydrogen 
(Ebeling et al. 2000). CIZA was thus designed to compliment previous studies by identifying 
X-rayclusters at lbl < 20°. 
Targets for the survey were drawn from the RASS Bright Source Catalogue (BSC, Voges et al. 
1999), which comprises 18,811 sources with count rates greater than 0.05 counts s-1• Can-
didates were selected based on their location in the plane, their flux limit and on a spec-
tral hardness ratio to exclude soft, non-cluster sources. After cross-correlating with ex-
isting catalogues to remove previously known non-cluster sources, the remaining targets 
are optically imaged and all confirmed clusters are followed up with spectroscopic mea-
surements of at least two cluster members. The final count rates for each cluster are mea-
sured in a fixed circular aperture of 1.5 h5J M pc. Following this procedure, the CIZA survey 
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has currently confirmed over 250 galaxy clusters, 130 of which have fluxes greater than 
3 x 10-12 ergs-1 cm-2. Of these, approximately 80% are new identifications, not recorded 
in optical catalogues. Within z = 0.075, Kocevski et al. (2007) estimate that the sample of 
130 clusters is- 65% complete. 
4.2.4 Combining the Samples 
The REFLEX, eBCS and CIZA samples are the most statistically complete galaxy cluster cat-
alogues ever compiled in their respective regions of the sky. Each survey utilised X-ray 
data from the ROSATX-ray observatory for target selection, used similar follow-up observa-
tions for cluster confirmation, and all three cover similar X-ray flux and luminosity ranges. 
However as each survey has employed a different method for determining the flux of each 
source, combining the samples is a non-trivial matter. 
K06 have recalculated the fluxes for each survey by summing the emissions from each 
source within a metric 1 h-1 Mpc aperture located at the cluster redshift. After applying 
a minimum flux limit of 3x1o-12 erg cm-2 s-1, there are 359 REFLEX, 248 eBCS and 151 
CIZA sources left in the final sample (as shown in Fig. 4.1). As previously discussed, the 
VfP method for serendipitously detecting clusters in the eBCS survey was only used in a 
limited area surrounding each pre-identified cluster. K06 estimate that 84 additional clus-
ters would be detected if the VfP method were to be extended to the whole of the northern 
sky. To account for this incompleteness, each eBCS cluster is weighted by an additional fac-
tor of w; = 1.34 so as to match the average comoving cluster density of the REFLEX sample. 
This weighting is applied uniformly to all clusters in the sample as the missing clusters are 
not expected to correlate with distance nor position. Similarly, to account for the missing 
clusters in the very centre of the ZoA Clbl <5°) that are hidden by foreground hydrogen, the 
CIZA sample is weighted by w; = 1.63. K06 repeat their analysis of the RBC dipole without 
these weights and find little variation in their final results. 
Fig. 4.2 plots the luminosity functions from the recalculated datasets with the additional w; 
weights included. All three luminosity functions agree well over the three orders of mag-
nitude covered by the surveys. Using the simplex method, we fit the combined, unbinned 
luminosity function with a Schechter function of the form: 
(4.1) 
The best fit parameters are: A=(5.67 ± 0.68) x 10-7 hf00 Mpc-3 (1044ergs-1 )-1 , L* = (2.64 ± 
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FIGURE 4.2: The separate, binned luminosity functions of the three recomputed 
samples, corrected for completeness. The solid line indicates the best 
Schechter fit to the combined sample. 
0.36) x 1044 hilo ergs s- 1 and a= 1.16 ± 0.10, consistent with the values found by K06. 1-a 
errors are assigned by subsequent fits to bootstrap resamples of the data. The best fit is 
shown in Fig. 4.2 as a solid line. 
4.3 Real-Space Reconstruction of the RBC 
By calculating the velocity of each individual cluster in the survey, the real-space position 
of the source and hence the real-space density and velocity fields can be computed. Fol-
lowing the method first implemented by Yahil et al. (1991). we iteratively solve equation 
3.17 (as given in Section 3.1) for each cluster until the solution converges. In order to do 
so, the cluster sample first needs to be appropriately weighted and smoothed to avoid non-
linear effects. The density field may then be summed over the sources contained within a 
distance Rmax• taken here as 300h-1 M pc, rather than integrating over all space, i.e. : 
_ Hof3RBc (~ [ 71{S(r;,r) r; - r ] 41lT l 
v(r) - £.... - 3 + -4n 1= 1 B(r;) lr; -r I 3B(r) 
(4.2) 
where f3RBc is the redshift distortion parameter for the RBC sample, 71{ is the weight of 
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the ith cluster, S is the applied smoothing and B is an average cluster bias calculated later 
in Section 4.3.2. The second term after the summation accounts for using the absolute 
density field rather than the density contrast. This is calculated by first normalising ]I/; 
to ensure that the average density (p) within Rmax is one such that Og in equation 3.17 
becomes simply 711{-1. The required correction term is then: 
{Rmax -l. S(r,r') r' -r d3r' 
lo B(r') lr' -r 13 (4.3) 
As the smoothing has little effect on this correction, this simplifies to the expression given 
after the summation in equation 4.2. 
4.3.1 Weighting the Clusters 
The RBC catalogue is uniformly complete to a flux limit of Fum = 3 x w-12 erg s-1. To ac-
count for the sources missing from a volume limited subsample, we weight each cluster by 
the reciprocal of the selection function, cp. This is defined as the probability that a cluster 
will be included in the sample given its distance and the distribution of cluster luminosi-
ties: 
t;,o ct>x(L) dL 
J4nr2Fum 




where Lrnm is a lower luminosity limit applied to the survey as the faint end of the lumi-
nosity function is poorly constrained. K06 set this limit to 1.25 x 1042 h-2 ergs s-1, which 
corresponds to a distance rmin = 59h-1 Mpc within which all clusters should be detected. 
Each source in the catalogue may also be weighted by the cluster's relative mass. This is 
inferred from the luminosity of the cluster using the empirical relation defined by Alien 
et al. (2003) for a value of Ho= 50 kms-1 Mpc-1: 
M - 2+l.l x 1014L0·76:g·~~h- 1M 200 - -0.5 . 50 0 (4.5) 
Here, M2oo is defined as the mass contained within the radius r2oo. the distance at which 
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the mean enclosed density is 200 times the critical density of the universe at the redshift of 
the cluster. 
The proximity of the Virgo cluster precludes a reliable estimate of the flux (and so mass) 
of the system that is consistent with the 1 M pc aperture technique used for the other clus-
ters. The Virgo cluster thus has to be added in by hand. Kocevski et al. (2004) used equa-
tion 4.5 to infer a mass of 1.8 x 1014 h-1 M0 from the luminosity assigned to the cluster by 
the eBCS survey, which we place at a redshift of0.0036. For comparison, we also repeat the 
reconstruction with the X-ray luminosity inferred mass estimate of 3.5 x 1014 h-1 M0 from 
Bohringer (1994). 
Inferring mass from luminosity, however, carries a sizable uncertainty. The rms scatter in 
the predicted mass of the 17 clusters used to infer equation 4.5 is log10(M) - 0.22. Ad-
ditionally any cooling flows present in a cluster will significantly boost the luminosity of 
the system (see Fabian et al. 1994). In our analysis, we thus preferentially use a number-
weighted scheme, where M; for each cluster, and so M, is set to one. 
The combined weight for each cluster, including an estimate of the mass M;, is therefore 
taken as: 
(4.6) 
where M is the average cluster mass and the average cluster density, fl, is defined by: 
1 N 1 M· 
- ' I n=- £------
V i=1 cp(r;) M 
(4.7) 
The sum is over theN clusters contained within the volume V. This density does not vary 
much past 50h-1 Mpc but is defined here within a radius of 100h-1 Mpc so as to match 
the PSCz normalisation. Initially, this is found to be 4.82 x 10-5 h3 Mpc-3 for the number-
weighted prescription and (8.44 x 109 / M) M0 h3 Mpc-3 for the mass-weighted case. 
4.3.2 Cluster Biasing 
It has been shown that clusters, or more specifically the dark matter halos within which 
they reside, are biased tracers of mass (Mo & White 1996). Generally, larger clusters tend to 
be more clustered, effectively tracing the underlying mass field more faithfully. As the RBC 
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catalogue is flux limited, the average cluster mass will increase with distance, correspond-
ing to an increase in the average cluster bias parameter. To account for this we include an 
additional weight, B(r), dependent on the distance to the cluster. 
Several analytical approximations to this bias have been derived (e.g. Mo & White 1996; Jing 
1998; Sheth et al. 2001). However by comparing the autocorrelation function of dark matter 
halos to that of the mass from the Millennium Simulation, Gao et al. (2005) have shown that 
the Mandelbaum et al. (2005) expression offers a particularly good fit to the simulations 
for masses (M >1 x 1011 h~1 M0 ). This bias is defined as a function of the dimensionless 
parameter v = Ocritla(M), where Dent is the critical overdensity required for collapse, taken 
here as 1.686 (Eke et al. 1996), and a(M) is the rms mass fluctuation in spheres containing 
an average mass M. Mandelbaum et al. (2005) define this relation as: 
v' -1 2p 
b(v) = 1 + --+ --'---
Dent 6c(1 + v'P) (4.8) 
where v' = av2, a = 0.73 and p = 0.15. As previously stated, the cluster masses in 
the RBC catalogue carry a significant uncertainty. Hence rather than correcting for this 
bias on an individual cluster basis we infer the average bias applied at a given distance. 
This is achieved by integrating b(M) over the mass function of the survey, taken as a 
Schechter function of the form in equation 4.1 with best fit values A = (1.75 ± 0.45) x 
10-21 hioo Mpc-3 M~ 1, M* = (3.24 ± 0.30) x 1014 M0 and a = 1.35 ± 0.10, where errors are 
again assigned from bootstrap resamples of the data set. Specifically the average bias ap-
plied at a given distance is calculated in the number-weighted prescription as: 
J;IJm(r) b(M)<I>(M)dM B(r) = ---=:::;,;,..;....._ __ _ 
.r;:;:lm(r) <I>(M)dM 
(4.9) 
and in the mass-weighted prescription as: 
J:. (rl b(M)<I>(M)M dM B(r) = _.:llm:::.::,.;,....;..._ ____ _ 
.f;IJm(rl <I>(M)M dM 
(4.10) 
These relations are plotted in Fig. 4.3, where the typical correction for the number-
weighted case is between two and three and for the mass-weighted case, from three to 
four. 
A theoretical average for this bias can be calculated by comparing the two-point corre-
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FIGURE 4.3: The average bias applied to the survey as a function of cluster distance. 
The number-weighted case (equation 4.9 is displayed as a red solid line, 
whilst the dashed blue line indicates the mass-weighted solution. The 
minimum cluster mass detectable, given the flux limit of the survey, is 
displayed on the top axis. 
lation function of galaxies and clusters. As discussed in Section 3.2, the bias parameter 
of the IRAS survey has been well defined by several authors by comparing the PSCz ve-
locity field, derived from the IRAS catalogue, to probes of the true velocity field. Typical 
b1 -0.8-1.1, i.e. the IRAS galaxies trace the underlying matter structure fairly faithfully. 
Hamilton & Tegmark (2002) have fitted the PSCz autocorrelation function, defined over the 
range 0.01-20h-1 Mpc, with a powerlawofthe form {(r)::::: (r!r0)-r with correlation length 
r0 = 4.27h-1 Mpc and index y = 1.55. Similarly Collins et al. (2000) have fitted the REFLEX 
sample with r0 = 18.8 and y = 1.83 over the range 4-40h-1 Mpc. The relative bias between 
the samples is the square root of the ratio of these correlation functions. At r = 15h-1 Mpc, 
comparable to the cluster separation nearby where most of the signal arises, this corre-
sponds to a relative bias to underlying field between the RBC X-ray clusters and IRAS galax-
ies of- 3.3. This is equivalent to a bias to underlying field of- 3, comparable to the biases 
seen in Fig. 4.3. 
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4.3.3 Smoothing the Sample 
To apply equation 4.2, the discrete cluster density field needs to be smoothed to avoid 
nonlinear effects. We smooth the field with a Gaussian kernel (S) rather than using the 
traditional top-hat filter so as to further dampen extreme velocities in the vicinity of each 
cluster. 
(4.11) 
The smoothing length, Tsm• is taken as the average of the intercluster separations at r and 
r i. Due to the highly inhomogeneous distribution of the clusters we are unable to use den-
sity estimators to determine cluster spacing such as in Yahil et al. (1991). Instead we vary 
the separation from 10h-1 Mpc (at r = 0) to 35h-1 Mpc (at r = 300h-1 Mpc) so as to follow 
the rise in mean cluster spacing observed in the catalogue. At scales below 10h-1 Mpc, the 
cluster velocity field is known to become non-linear (Croft & Efstathiou 1994). 
4.3.4 The Iterative Procedure 
The gravitational attraction of each cluster in the sample is, of course, dependent on the 
relative distance to that source. As we are updating the position of these sources, the pecu-
liar velocities of the clusters need to be solved iteratively. Even though these velocities will 
scale linearly with tlRBc (as seen from equation 4.2), the best fit value will depend weakly 
on the input tlRBc used in the reconstruction. We thus use a similar technique to Pike & 
Hudson (2005) where the value of tlRBc is increased by 0.01 at each step of the reconstruc-
tion from 0 to 1. At each step, we take the peculiar motion as the average of a further five 
iterations for the given tlRBc to dampen the oscillations that occur in the procedure due to 
the sparse sampling. 
Contributions from sources outside the RBC sample may be modelled by a simple dipole as 
higher order terms will be negligible given the depth of the RBC catalogue relative to the pe-
culiar velocity surveys used to constrain tlRBC· In the LG frame, this extra dipole will cancel 
out as it does not affect relative velocities. Alternatively, in the CMB frame, the LG motion 
may be effectively ignored by including an extra free dipole (U) in the fitting. Due to the 
extra uncertainty in the CMB analysis we use the LG frame for our default reconstruction. 
After initially assigning each cluster zero peculiar velocity, i.e. using the redshift (cz) as 
the real-space distance to each source, the procedure calculates the following steps at each 
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iteration: 
1. The selection function and, if required, the mass of each cluster within the RBC sam-
ple is calculated given the current distance to the source. The limiting depth of the 
survey is taken here as 400h-1 M pc. 
2. The average density of the weighted sample within 100 h-1 M pc, so as to match the 
PSCz normalisation, is computed. 
3. The peculiar velocities of all clusters within 400h-1 Mpc are calculated using the 
sources contained within Rmax (taken here as 300h-1 Mpc) and the current value of 
/3RBC· The peculiar velocity adopted for each cluster is the average of a further five 
iterations for the given value of f.JRBC· 
4. The new distance to each cluster in the sample ( r new) is calculated using the updated 
peculiar velocity: 
r 
Tnew = cz- [v(r) -v(O)]·-lrl 
The final output of the program is the real-space positions and peculiar velocities for each 
cluster within Rmax for a given value of f.JRBc between 0 and 1. 
Fig. 4.4 plots the velocity and density fields for both the number- and mass-weighted pre-
scriptions as constructed from the real-space positions of the clusters calculated using 
a value of f.JRBc = 0.5. Both maps show pronounced contributions from the SSC (-120, 
70)h-1 Mpc, the GA (-40, O)h-1 Mpc and PP (45, -5)h-1 Mpc, all as described in Chapter 2. 
The mass-weighted map shows a much larger overdensity around PP than in the number-
weighted prescription. Abell 426 (Perseus), the largest cluster in the PP complex, is the 
brightest X-ray cluster in the sky. This is due to the significant cooling flow present in the 
system, radiating energy in theX-rayband (Fabianetal.1981; Boehringeretal.1993; Fabian 
et al. 1994, 2000, 2003). As masses in the RBC are computed from luminosities, the clus-
ter is likely biased. These maps will be further analysed, with comparison to the PSCz, in 
Section 5.2. 
The shot noise in the reconstruction is calculated following Hudson (1993). Specifically: 
a;n = (Hof.JRBc)2 f ["lfi~(r;,r) r; -r 3 ]2 4n i=l B(r;) lr; -r I (4.12) 
Assuming that the shot noise along each component of the velocity vector is equal, we may 
take the mean one-dimensional shot noise error as a 1d =a snl v'3. 
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FIGURE 4.4: The velocity and density fields within 180h-1 Mpc for the mass-weighted 
(a) and number-weighted (b) reconstructions using a value of f3RBc = 0.5 
in the Supergalactic plane. Density contours are displayed in steps of 
De= 0.5, whilst velocities are scaled such that lh- 1 Mpc=lOO kms-1• Ve-
locities that are receding from us are coloured red, whilst oncoming mo-
tions are coloured blue. The superimposed outflow, due to the correc-
tion term in equation 4.2, pushes the apparent convergence point of the 
velocity field around superclusters to slightly beyond the density peak. 
This effect increases with distance. 
The shot noise corresponding to the maps in Fig. 4.4, calculated using equation 4.12, are 
shown in Fig. 4.5. The greater mass density contrast around the large superclusters leads to 
a significantly larger shot noise in the mass-weighted field, especially for PP. However, for 
the most part, the shot noise is observed at the level of -100-200 km s-1 in both fields. 
A full list of the reconstructed cluster positions and peculiar velocities is given in Appendix 
C for fJRBc = 0.5. Table 4.1 presents a representative sample derived for important local 
clusters using several values of fJRBc with both the number- and mass-weighted recon-
structions in the LG frame. 
Clearly, the sizable shot noise, which is due to the sparseness of the RBC, represents a sub-
stantial contribution to the predicted velocities. Additionally, differences between the two 
weighting schemes are also apparent. Notably, the peculiar velocity of the Norma cluster, 
which lies at the core of the GA, is negative in the number-weighted prescription ( -299 ± 
221 kms-1) and positive when including the calculated cluster masses (233 ± 320 kms- 1). 
On the opposite side of the sky, the Perseus cluster shows a small negative velocity. This is in 
agreement with Willick (1990) who, using the TF relation, observed a majority of negative 
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FIGURE 4.5: The shot noise within 180h-1 MpcfortheRBCmass-weighted Oeftpanel) 
and number-weighted (right panel) reconstructions in the Supergalactic 
plane. 
200 
galactic peculiar velocities in the core of the PP structure. Similarly Han & Mould (1992) 
claim an average velocity of -400 km s-1, although most of their TF observed galaxies lie 
beyond the cluster. Hudson et al. (1997) find a statistically insignificant velocity for the PP 
system of -60 ± 220 km s - 1, relative to the CMB frame. 
4.4 Determining /3RBC 
To determine f3RBc for the reconstructed fields, we compare the radial motions predicted 
by the RBC to the observed motions of the same SNia dataset discussed in Section 3.4. 
The default sample consists of the 98 SNia within 150h-1 Mpc that reside in galaxies with 
extinctions Av < 1.0. If the bias between the density field as traced by clusters and the 
underlying density field due to all matter has been fully corrected, we would expect a value 
of f3RBC- 0.5 given equation 1.10 and Om = 0.27. 
As in Pike & Hudson (2005), we determine the best fit f3RBc by maximising the likelihood 
that a SNia at position r, will have an observed radial velocity CZobs given a model of the 
peculiar velocity field derived for a particular value of f3RBC· The probability distribution of 
observing this velocity is given by: 
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0 TABLE 4.1: The RBC predicted real-space positions and radial proper motions of selected clusters in the -I ~ ::T CMB frame, together with an estimate of the shot noise in the reconstruction, for various values Cl) 0 X I Cl) of fJRBC· ::D :::J ~ en ~ G> 
I» fJRBc = 0.25 fJRBc = 0.50 fJRBc = 0.75 ~ :::J a. Cluster Name d Vp a1d d Vp a1d d Vp a1d ~ ~ (h-1 Mpc) (kms-1) (kms-1) (h- 1 Mpc) (kms-1) (kms-1) (h-1 Mpc) (kms-1) (kms-1) 11 0 a;· 
0 a: ~ Number-Weighted 
11 
a;· 
Virgo 12.9 115 108 11.8 230 226 10.7 344 361 a: 
en 
Norma (A3627) 49.4 -150 112 50.9 -299 221 52.5 -460 333 
Perseus (A0426) 53.9 -179 157 56.1 -407 305 58.3 -619 450 
Coma 70.3 161 121 68.8 316 246 67.2 472 378 
SSC Core (A3558) 143.7 306 154 140.4 638 306 137.5 925 462 
Mass-Weighted 
Virgo 13.3 79 160 12.7 143 316 13.2 91 552 
Norma (A3627) 46.7 116 166 45.6 233 320 44.8 314 489 
Perseus (A0426) 54.0 -190 207 54.7 -262 347 55.6 -356 472 
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P(czobs) =loo P(cz n r) dr {4.13) 
where the joint probability is: 
P(czn r) = P(czir)P(r) {4.14) 
The first term is modelled by a Gaussian distribution such that: 
P( I ) 1 [ (CZobs- CZRBc)
2 ] 
cz r = exp 2 ~ 2acz y L.lCV(:z 
{4.15) 
In the CMB frame, the RBC predicted velocity czRBc includes a free dipole fitted for each 
value of f3RBC· The error a cz is the quadratic sum of the shot noise asN and a component 
ao that accounts for the intrinsic error in the reconstruction procedure. We set the latter 
component here to 150 kms-1, so as to produce a reasonable x~ value as seen later in 
this section. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the shot noise increases dramatically in the vicinity of 
clusters and superclusters so suppressing the contribution to the determination of fJRBC 
from SNia in these uncertain regions. Hence we do not include the additional error a c1 
around clusters as we did for the PSCz in Section 3.4, as asN already accounts for this extra 
uncertainty. 
As the inhomogeneous Malmquist bias correction for SNia is small {see Section 3.6), the 
P(r) term in equation 4.14 can be taken as a simple Gaussian of mean d (the inferred SNia 
distance) and variance a~ {the distance error assigned by Tonry et al. 2003). 
Finally, the probability P{CZobsl is normalised over all possible velocities (cz). The maxi-
mum likelihood is then found by minimising the quantity.!£ = -2 Li ln P( CZi). As in Willick 
et al. {1997b) and for solutions involving fitting only one free parameter {i.e. f3RBcJ, esti-
mated la errors are assigned where .!£ = .!£0 + 1. In the CMB frame, where the dipole is 
also fitted as a free parameter, an accurate error assessment of the maximum likelihood 
method is more complex. However, as shown later in this section, by repeating the CMB-
frame analysis with the dipole fixed to zero we find little variation in neither f3RBc nor the 
uncertainty as assigned in both cases through .!£ = .!£0 + 1. We thus use this confidence level 
to assign errors for all our determinations of f3RBc from the maximum likelihood method. 
For comparison, we also perform a x2 minimisation: 
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FIGURE 4.6: The value of:£ (a) and x~ (b) as a function of fJRBC· The default sample of 
98 SNia has been used with the number-weighted RBC reconstruction in 
the LG frame. The best fit value is found to be 0.39~gj~ for the maximum 
likelihood approach and 0.48 ± 0.21 using x2 minimisation. 
l = f [ (V i,RBC; f i - ~i,SNia)2 1 
i a. +a. d l,CZ I, 
(4.16) 
where v i,RBC is the peculiar velocity of the ith SNia as predicted from the RBC reconstruc-
tion, which includes the fitted dipole U in the CMB frame, a cz is the redshift error used in 
equation 4.15 and Vi,SNia and a i,d are respectively the peculiar velocity and distance error 
of the ith SNia, as listed in Appendix B, from Tonry et al. (2000). A downhill simplex method 
is implemented to find the best fit dipole for each value of fJRBc in the reconstruction. la 
errors are estimated from lOO bootstrap resamples of the 98local SNia. 
Fig. 4.6 shows the likelihood and x~ as a function of fJRBc for the default SNia sample and 
the RBC velocity field computed in the LG frame using the number-weighted prescrip-
tion. The log likelihood is minimised at fJRBc = 0.39~8:~~. consistent with the x2 result of 
fJRBc = 0.48 ± 0.21 for which the minimum x~ = 1.07. In the CMB frame, the log likelihood 
is minimised at 0.51~8J~ with an extra free dipole of 444 kms-1 towards (l,b)=(249.5°,-
0.3°). Repeating the maximum likelihood analysis of the CMB-frame data with the dipole 
set to zero, yields fJRBc = 0.51~8:~~. essentially identical to the free dipole result. However 
as the x2 solution becomes unstable, oscillating between extremes, a corresponding fJRBc 
cannot be determined for either CMB-frame comparison. This unstable behaviour in x2 is 
due to the errors of the RBC reconstruction (the shot noise) scaling with fJRBC· As fJRBc is 
increased, the errors in equation 4.16 swamp the signal. The maximum likelihood method 
is not susceptible to this problem due to the term in front of the exponent in equation 4.15, 
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which divides by the reconstruction error, as well as the prior on the true distance r as im-
posed in equation 4.14. Overall, the LG- and CMB-frame results are fully consistent with 
each other and comparison between the observed and predicted radial motions, as seen 
in Fig. 4. 7, shows remarkably good agreement given the relatively large uncertainties in the 
RBC reconstruction. 
The peculiar velocities of the 98 SNia as predicted from the LG- and CMB-frame, number-
weighted reconstructions of the RBC are listed in full in table B.1 of Appendix B. The ap-
propriate best-fit value of fJRBc and the extra free dipole for the CMB-frame reconstruction 
are used for these predictions. 
4.5 Robustness 
Table 4.2 lists the best fit fJRBc for various weighting prescriptions and culls of the SNia 
dataset using the maximum likelihood method detailed in Section 4.4. As described above, 
the x2 minimisation technique is particularly susceptible to the large errors assigned to 
each measurement. It was therefore only successfully applied to the number-weighted LG 
case, with and without the intrinsic bias correction B. For these samples, fJRBc was found to 
be 0.48 ± 0.21 ex~ = 1.07) and 0.31 ± 0.27 ex~ = 1.10) respectively, consistent with the values 
found from minimising !£. 
For the default sample, fJRBc is found to be 0.39~8:~~. consistent with a bias bruJc = 1.2, for 
!lm = 0.27. Without the extra intrinsic bias correction (B) described in Section 4.3.2, fJRBc 
drops to 0.19~8:~~· This is closer to the value of0.24 ± 0.01 quoted by K06 from their com-
parison of the RBC dipole in the LG frame and with 0.24 ± 0.05 from Plionis & Kolokotronis 
(1998) for their analysis of the XBACs dipole. This indicates that B has corrected the bias 
between the density field traced by the RBC clusters and the total mass field. 
The comparison between observed and predicted motions will be strongly dependent on 
the nearby SNia as these carry the smallest errors. However, varying the range of the culls 
by distance leads to only small variations in the value of fJRBc given the size of their uncer-
tainties. This determination of fJRBc can therefore be taken as independent of the distance 
range from which the SNia are drawn. 
Using the mass-weighted reconstruction, a more significant uncertainty in fJRBc is found by 
solely changing the mass of the Virgo cluster. Increasing the mass from 1.8 x 1014 h-1 M0 
as calculated by K06 to 3.5 x 1014 h-1 M0 as derived by Btlhringer (1994) shifts fJRBc from 
0.40~8J~ to 0.11 ~8:~~. further highlighting the uncertainty in the mass-weighted reconstruc-
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FIGURE 4. 7: Comparison of the observed SNia peculiar motions to the predicted RBC 
values. The top panel shows the best fit, f:JRBc = 0.39 in the LG frame, 
whilst the lower is for a value f:JRBc = 0.51 in the CMB frame. The size of 
the datapoint is inversely proportional to the total error (a = J a~ + a~z) 
and is scaled as in Fig. 3.2, whereby the largest and smallest circles rep-
resent errors of ± 170 km s-1 and ± 1290 km s-1 respectively. The line 
indicates a 1:1 ratio. 
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0 TABLE 4.2: The best fit J3RBc for different weighting schemes and dataset culls using the maximum likeli- X I (I) hood method. ::D ::I ~ en ~ (j) 
I» Weighting Scheme Cull N fJRBc Urupole (kms-1) lrupole bdipole !£ .., ::I ~ Q. ;::;: 
~ Number, LG-frame 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 0 39+0.18 - - - 1550.8 '< . -0.15 11 0 Number, CMB-frame 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 0 51 +0.19 444 249.5 -0.3 1552.8 a;· 0 
. -0.14 a: ~ 
Number, CMB-frame, Fixed Dipole 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 0 51 +0.17 0 11 
. -0.14 - - 1551.5 a;· 
Mass, LG-frame 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 0 40+0.17 a: 98 
. -0.20 - - - 1553.9 en 
Mass, CMB-frame 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 >1 >1000 0 
Number, LG-frame 0 < r < 125h-1 Mpc 90 0 37+0.19 
. -0.19 - - - 1422.6 
Number, LG-frame 0 < r < 100h-1 Mpc 85 0 37+0.21 
. -0.19 - - - 1342.8 
Number, LG-frame 20 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 80 0 46+026 
. -0.17 - - - 1275.8 
Number, LG-frame 40 < r < 150h-1 M pc 60 0 57+026 
• -0.25 - - - 956.2 
Number, LG-frame, No B(r) 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 0 19+0.10 
. -0.05 - - - 1551.0 
Number, CMB-frame, No B(r) 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 0 38+0.12 
. -0.09 353 259.3 3.5 1552.4 
Mass. LG-frame, Mvrrgo = 3.5 x 1014 0 < r < 150h-1 Mpc 98 0 11 +0.29 
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tion scheme. The significance of the reliance of the results on the Virgo cluster will be 
further explored in Chapter 5. 
Given the range of values for fJRBc listed in Table 4.2 together with an average for the ran-
dom uncertainties, we adopt a best fit fJRBc = 0.39 (for the number-weighted, LG-frame 
case) with an error of ± 0.20. 
4.6 Conclusions 
Using the RBC, the first all-sky, X-ray selected, galaxy cluster catalogue, we have recon-
structed the real-space density and velocity fields. This reconstruction includes an intrin-
sic correction for the bias between the X-ray cluster density field and the underlying total 
mass density field. 
This new map represents the contributions from the regions of greatest overdensity in the 
local Universe, regions that are undersampled by the PSCz. Additionally, as X-rays are able 
to probe the ZoA and cluster projection effects are negligible with X-ray detection, the re-
sulting fields offer a more reliable mapping of the peaks of the density field in comparison 
to fields derived from optically selected cluster catalogues. 
The sparse sampling of the catalogue leads to large shot noise present throughout the re-
construction. Nevertheless, comparison with the observed peculiar motions of 98 local 
SNia shows good agreement with the velocities predicted from the catalogue. The best fit 
to the preferred dataset is fJRBc = 0.39 ± 0.20. 
In the next chapter we use the RBC reconstruction, together with the complimentary PSCz 
reconstruction described in Chapter 3, to explore the source of the LG motion as well as 
any discrepancies between the dipole convergence depth as determined from galaxy and 
cluster catalogues. 
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of the Local Universe 
5.1 The Cluster and Galaxy Dipoles 
The source of the gravitational acceleration of the LG has been debated for nearly the past 
three decades. In particular, the distance to the farthest structure that significantly con-
tributes to our motion relative to the CMB remains disputed. Various studies of galaxy 
and cluster samples have produced a range of values for this convergence depth. Typically, 
analysis of galaxy surveys have favoured values of - soh- 1 M pc. Using the IRAS 1.2 Jy survey, 
Strauss et al. (1992b) claim that the bulk of the LG motion is in place by 40h- 1 Mpc. Sim-
ilarly, Webster et al. (1997) also using the IRAS 1.2Jy survey, Lynden-Bell et al. (1989) with 
an optical galaxy survey and da Costa et al. (2000) using a sample of early type galaxies, all 
attribute the majority of the LG motion to structures within soh- 1 M pc. Much larger galaxy 
redshift surveys yield similar results. Rowan-Robinson et al. (2000) and Schmoldt et al. 
(1999) find little contribution to the PSCz dipole from structures beyond 140h- 1 Mpc and 
the 2MRS dipole is found to be due to structures within 60h- 1 Mpc (Erdogdu et al. 2006a). 
However, studies of the dipole from rich cluster samples have argued for significant con-
tributions from much larger distances. The convergence depth of the Abell/ ACO cluster 
catalogues is found to be approximately 160h- 1 Mpc (Scaramella et al. 1991; Plionis & Val-
darnini 1991; Branchini & Plionis 1996), the same value as quoted from analysis of the 
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XBACs sample (Plionis & Kolokotronis 1998; Kocevski et al. 2004). Similarly, K06 find the 
RBC convergence depth to be- 200h-1 Mpc. 
If linear biasing holds true and the relative bias of both cluster and galaxy catalogues is 
known, then both types of survey should find similar convergence depths. The differ-
ence has thus been attributed to the limiting depth of the samples, with galaxy surveys 
poorly tracing structure at depths >lOOh-1 Mpc. However, compared to galaxies, clusters 
are highly biased tracers of the total density field with bcluster -4. As described in Chapter 4, 
we have for the first time intrinsically corrected for this bias in our real-space reconstruc-
tion of the RBC catalogue. 
In this chapter we compare the dipole from the bias corrected real-space reconstruction 
of the RBC, with the dipole from the real-space reconstruction of the PSCz. Using these 
reconstructions, we can study the true effect of the limiting distance of cluster and galaxy 
surveys on their apparent convergence depths. 
5.2 Comparison of the RBC and PSCz Reconstructions 
As described in Section 3.3, Branchini et al. (1999) reconstructed the density and velocity 
fields from the PSCz using both an iterative method and a full spherical harmonic decom-
position. Both methods produce similar fields with the bulk of the uncertainty arising from 
the filling-in procedure used for the ZoA (defined for the PSCz as b ~8°). 
As the PSCz undersamples the cores of clusters where early-type galaxies dominate the 
population, the reconstructed density field is expected to differ significantly from that 
traced by the RBC. As the RBC samples only the peaks of the true density field, the re-
sulting map will show a much larger density contrast. To compare the two surveys we 
smooth both the PSCz and RBC with a lSh-1 Mpc Gaussian kernel during the reconstruc-
tions. Fig.S.l plots the resulting fields in arbitrarily thin slices through three Supergalactic 
planes within 180h-1 Mpc, beyond which shot noise dominates the PSCz. With the large 
smoothing length applied, the fields highlight the large-scale structures mapped by each 
reconstruction. 
The marked difference in density contrast expected between the two catalogues is clearly 
evident. Although in the SGX/SGY plane the broad outline of the overdensity contours 
are similar, the large structures seen in common between the fields are significantly more 
peaked in the RBC. These include the GA at (SGX, SGY) - (-45, O)h-1 Mpc, the SSC at 
(130, 75)h-1 Mpc and the PP supercluster at (40, -20)h-1 Mpc. A few distinct differences 
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FIGURE 5.1 : The velocity and density fields within 150h-1 Mpc for the RBC (as de-
tailed in Chapter 4) and PSCz (from Branchini et al. 1999) reconstruc-
tions. Both surveys have been smoothed with a 15h- 1 Mpc Gaussian ker-
nel and plotted in arbitrarily thin slices through the three supergalactic 
planes. The density contrasts are plotted at intervals of 8 = 0.5 and the 
recessional velocities are scaled to 1h- 1 Mpc= 100 km s-1• The velocities 
are coloured red or blue depending on whether they are receding or ad-
vancing. The grey shaded region indicates the approximate location of 
the ZoA, which has been artificially filled in for the PSCz reconstruction. 
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are also apparent elsewhere. Absent from the PSCz is the Pisces supercluster (Einasto et al. 
2001), distinct from PP, lying at (60, -llO)h-1 Mpc. This system is composed of several 
Abell clusters, including the intermediate mass All9 (where the A denotes the Abell cat-
alogue), A168 and A193 systems. The combined populations of these clusters indicate a 
mass comparable to that of PP. Also of note is the slight overdensity in the RBC map at ( -150, 
-35)h-1 Mpc. Although not prominent in the number-weighted reconstruction, this peak 
represents the contributions from the Ara (CIZA Jl653.Q-5943) and Triangulum-Australis 
(CIZA JI638.2-6420) clusters. Kocevski et al. (2005) have argued that these clusters, which 
appear to form an extension to the SSC, are responsible for part of the continuing flow 
beyond the GA. 
In the SGX/SGZ plane, which approximately coincides with the ZoA, the overdensities of 
the GA at (SGX, SGZ) - (-40, -5)h-1 Mpc and PP at (40, -IO)h-1 Mpc are again more pro-
nounced in the RBC. Additionally, the RBC velocity field shows an increased contribution 
from the Ophiuchus cluster at (-50, 60)h-1 Mpc. Lying at (0.56°, 9.27°, 9045 kms-1), close 
to the Galactic bulge, this cluster has recently been studied in depth by Wakamatsu et al. 
(2005). They find a velocity dispersion for the cluster of 1050 ±50 km s-1, similar to that of 
the massive Coma cluster. Furthermore, the distribution of clumps and clusters of galaxies 
in the region indicates that Ophiuchus forms the core of a supercluster. Wakamatsu et al. 
(2005) speculate that this system may be responsible for a similar contribution to the LG 
acceleration as the SSC. The remaining overdensity at (70, 140) h- 1 M pc consists of several 
RBC clusters centred on A2319 (CIZA Jl921.1+4357). The X-ray flux of this large system 
indicates a mass of -1.2 x 1015 h - 1 M0 • 
In the SGY /SGZ plane, the RBC field shows greater contributions from the systems at (SGY, 
SGZ) - (50,70)h- 1 Mpc and (-45, -llO)h-1 Mpc compared to the PSCz. The former is the 
Hercules supercluster, which is composed of a large primary clump centred on A2151 (the 
Hercules cluster) and a secondary smaller clump containing A2197 and A2199. The second 
system in the RBC map is a collection of six intermediate mass clusters centred on A0548, 
listed as supercluster SCL 67 in Einasto et al. (2001). 
Despite the difference in relative contributions from the large-scale structures mentioned 
above, the majority of overdensities traced by the RBC out to 180h-1 Mpc can be seen in 
the PSCz, albeit at a much lower significance. The two surveys thus offer complimentary 
views of the local matter distribution. 
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FIGURE 5.2: The real-space, cumulative RBC dipole amplitude as a function of 
distance for the LG-frame number-weighted (solid red line), LG-frame 
mass-weighted (dotted blue line) and the CMB-frame number-weighted 
(dot-dashed black line) reconstructions. Each dipole uses the best fit 
f3RBc listed in Table 4.2 and the CMB-frame reconstruction includes the 
extra free dipole of 444 kms-1 towards l =250°, b =0°. The shot noise 
for the number-weighted reconstruction in the LG frame is shown as the 
black long dashed line. The right hand panel shows the shift in alignment 
direction for the dipoles plotted every 25h-1 Mpc. The direction of the 
dipole every lOOh- 1 Mpc is labelled with the final dipole direction, us-
ing all sources within 300h-1 M pc, indicated by a large solid symbol. The 
star indicates the direction of the CMB dipole from Kogut et al. (1993). 
5.3 The RBC Dipole 
From the reconstruction of the RBC catalogue we are able to trace the contributions to the 
LG motion from distances beyond the effective depth of the PSCz. As discussed earlier, the 
different dipole convergence depths predicted from galaxy and cluster samples has been 
attributed to the greater effective depth of the cluster catalogues. 
Fig. 5.2 plots the amplitude and direction of the cumulative RBC dipole from the LG- and 
CMB-frame reconstructions detailed in Chapter 4. Rather than matching each dipole to the 
-630 kms-1 motion of the LG, the reconstructions are plotted using the best fit values of 
f3RBc = 0.39 for the LG-frame case and 0.51 for the CMB-frame case as found in Section 4.4 
by comparing the reconstructions with the local SNia dataset. This provides a more reli-
able estimate as the fields are matched to 98 probes of the true velocity field rather than 
just the motion induced at the LG, where the unknown contributions from both very local 
structure and from sources outside the survey area are not included. The extra free dipole 
of 444 kms- 1 towards l =250°, b =0°, as found in Section 4.4, is included in the CMB-
frame reconstructed dipole. This extra component causes the initial444 kms- 1 motion 
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seen in the CMB-frame, number-weighted dipole in Fig. 5.2. In the LG reference frame, 
the peculiar motion of structures that are aligned with the direction of the LG motion will 
be reduced and so their reconstructed position will be greater than their true distance. To 
minimise this inverse 'rocket effect' (Kaiser 1987; Kaiser & Lahav 1988), we transform the 
predicted velocities back into the CMB frame using the predicted LG motion. Additionally, 
due to the large contribution from the Virgo cluster, we fix the distance of this system at 
17 M pc as found by Tully et al. (2007). 
As seen in the left hand panel of Fig. 5.2, the mass-weighted reconstruction differs from the 
number-weighted prescriptions in the relative contribution from sources between 60 and 
200h-1 Mpc. This is attributed to the significant noise introduced by using the luminos-
ity of the clusters to infer mass. Comparatively, the number-weighted schemes in the LG-
and CMB-frame reconstructions show a similar profile with a large increase in amplitude 
up to 40h-1 Mpc, which is then pulled back by PP, followed by a gradual increase in am-
plitude out to 230h-1 Mpc. The final dipole amplitude of the preferred number-weighted, 
LG-frame reconstruction is 550 ± 170 km s - 1. Although slightly lower than the LG motion of 
627 ±22 kms-1 as measured by Kogut et al. (1993), the two are in agreement given the size 
of the uncertainty. Interestingly, in a recent study of the dynamical influence of very local 
( <30h-1 Mpc) structure, Tully et al. (2007) find that 172 ± 15 km s-1, i.e. 30%, of the CMB 
dipole can be attributed to structures within the local Supercluster. The slightly low value 
for the LG motion presented here may be due to these missing contributions. This would 
imply that estimates of f3 taken solely from comparison of the dipole from any cluster cata-
logue with the LG motion may be overestimated. Compensating for this local component, 
Tully et al. (2007) estimate that the value of f3RBc derived by K06 for the RBC would be re-
duced by 11%, from 0.24 for their LG-frame case to 0.21. 
The direction of the dipole, plotted in the right hand panel of Fig. 5.2, shows a more sig-
nificant difference. The CMB-frame reconstruction yields a dipole that shifts by -100° be-
tween 0 and 100h-1 Mpc before being pulled back into alignment by structures lying be-
tween 100 and 300h-1 Mpc. This is due to the extra free dipole of 444 kms-1 towards 
(333.0°, -68. 7°) which, acting at right angles to the LG motion, pulls the dipole out of 
alignment, reducing the apparent contributions to the dipole amplitude between 60 and 
230h- 1 Mpc as compared to the LG-frame reconstruction. The final dipole of the mass-
weighted LG-frame reconstruction is pointed -30° from the equivalent number-weighted 
dipole. As this misalignment is approximately constant from 17 h-1 M pc onwards, it can be 
attributed to the relative mass assigned to the Virgo cluster. 
All three dipoles show poor agreement with the true LG acceleration vector which lies to-
wards (276 ± 3°, 30 ± 3°, Kogut et al. 1993). As suggested by Tully et al. (2007), this is likely 
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due to very local, small-scale structure that is not well sampled by the RBC. The effect of 
this missing component was demonstrated by the analysis of Basilakos & Plionis (2006), 
who find that excluding the local volume (<4h-1 Mpc) from the PSCz decreases the LG 
motion by -200/3[1 kms-1and shifts the alignment of the dipole at 20h-1 Mpc by 10°. 
The Virgo cluster is the closest source in the RBC catalogue and so is expected to have 
a sizable influence on local dynamics. Fig. 5.3 plots the amplitude and direction of the 
number-weighted cumulative dipole with and without Virgo as well as with and without 
the intrirlsic bias correction. As the best fit f3RBc listed in Table 4.2 is used for each re-
construction, the dipoles do not necessarily converge to the -600 kms-1 motion of the 
LG in the CMB frame. In the LG-frame reconstruction, the bias corrected value of f3RBc 
is twice as great as the non-corrected value (0.39 compared to 0.19). This lower value for 
the non-corrected case strongly suppresses the contribution from the Virgo cluster, which 
comprises a significant fraction of the dipole, as seen in panel (a) of Fig. 5.3. 
Removing the Virgo cluster is found to lower the bias corrected dipole amplitude by almost 
a factor of two and shift the dipole direction by -16°. However many cluster surveys, such 
as the Abell and ACO catalogues and so the XBACs sample as well, preclude Virgo due to the 
proximity of the system. Some studies of the cluster dipole have thus fitted the LG motion 
with the Virgo-centric infall removed (e.g. Branchini & Plionis 1996; Plionis & Kolokotro-
nis 1998; Kocevski et al. 2004). As shown in Fig. 5.3, however, Virgo not only affects the 
final amplitude and direction of the dipole but the change in the cumulative amplitude 
and direction as a function of distance. With Virgo, the real-space dipole remains in tighter 
alignment, especially for the bias corrected case. This explains the apparent increase in 
cumulative amplitude beyond 130h-1 Mpc for the reconstruction without Virgo (Fig. 5.3, 
panel b), where structures at the distance of the SSC shift the dipole back to its initial align-
ment. It is therefore important to ensure the correct contribution from the Virgo cluster in 
studies of the LG motion from any cluster survey. 
The intrinsic bias correction B(r) increases with distance in this flux limited survey. Con-
tributions from more distant structures are thus more heavily dampened. This effect is 
shown in Fig. 5.3 (panel c) where the magnitude of the contributions to the LG motion 
have been summed in 10h-1 Mpc bins and plotted as a percentage of the total contribu-
tion to the LG velocity. As distance increases, the fractional contribution decreases quicker 
for the bias corrected case. By 150h-1 Mpc, structures in the uncorrected reconstruction 
contribute twice as much to the total LG acceleration as for the bias corrected case. As 
shown in Fig. 5.3 (panel a), the amplitude of the bias corrected dipole with Virgo, exhibits 
little variation beyond this depth. 
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FIGURE 5.3: The real-space, number-weighted RBC dipole amplitude as a function 
of distance for a fixed value of /3RBc = 0.5, reconstructed in the LG frame. 
The red solid line and blue dashed line show respectively the reconstruc-
tion with and without the intrinsic cluster bias correction B. The middle 
panel (b) shows the same dipole as in the top panel (a) but without the 
contribution from the Virgo cluster (note the shift of scale on the verti-
cal axis). The right hand panels shows the shift in alignment direction 
for the dipoles plotted every 25h- 1 Mpc. The bottom panel (c) shows 
the size of the projected contributions to the LG motion from successive 
lOh- 1 Mpc bins as a percentage of the total LG velocity. 
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In contrast to previous cluster studies (e.g. Scaramella et al. 1991; Branchini & Plionis 1996; 
Plionis & Kolokotronis 1998; Kocevski et al. 2004), the majority of the bias corrected, real-
space RBC dipole is due to sources within 60h-1 Mpc with structures beyond this con-
tributing typically <100 kms-1. This is partly due to a combination of the intrinsically 
corrected cluster bias and the inclusion of the Virgo cluster. These effects help explain the 
apparent difference between convergence depths as traced from galaxy (e.g. IRA.S) based 
surveys and cluster samples (e.g. surveys based on the Abell/ ACO catalogues). 
5.4 Combining the RBC and PSCz Reconstructions 
Here we combine the RBC and PSCz reconstructions of the density and velocity fields. As 
the RBC traces structures in regions of high overdensity, whilst the PSCz maps areas of low 
density, combining the two should produce a more accurate representation of the local 
density field. 
In a dynamical study of the local void and the local supercluster, 1\illy et al. (2007) find that 
the CMB dipole can be decomposed into a large-scale component directed towards the 
Centaurus/SSC region, and a residual from sources within 30h-1 Mpc. This residual can 
be further split into a component towards Virgo and one away from the local void. Com-
parison with the 2MRS dipole calculated by Erdogdu et al. (2006a) suggests that this survey 
traces the local structure as the dipole lies close to the reflex direction of the local void. 
Comparatively, the dipole of the K06 RBC dipole lies closer to the SSC direction, indicating 
this survey preferentially traces the larger-scale component. Although the median distance 
of the PSCz is greater than the 2MRS, the combined PSCz and RBC reconstruction should 
be more reliable over a greater distance range than either of the independent surveys. 
Adopting the best fit values for {3 1 and f3RBc from Chapters 3 and 4, we sum the two fields 
with a variable ratio between the reconstructions. We then use the radial motions of 98 
SNia from the Tonry et al. (2003) compendium, as described in Section 3.4, to determine 
the best fit ratio. Fig. 5.4 plots the predicted radial motion from the combined reconstruc-
tion against the observed SNia peculiar velocities for a range of ratios of the RBC and PSCz 
reconstructions. We use values of the likelihood and x2 (as derived in Section 4.4) as well 
as the rms residual scatter to assess the goodness of each fit. These are given in each panel 
for the different ratios. 
Although the x2 values listed in Fig. 5.4 prefer a more even ratio between the surveys 
compared to the maximum likelihood analysis cx;=0.96, ~=1549.5 at 50%/50%, x;=0.97, 
~=1549.1 at 75%/25%), they are naturally biased towards the larger errors of the RBC cat-
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FIGURE 5.4: The observed SNia peculiar velocities compared to predictions from the 
combined RBC/PSCz reconstructions for several ratios of the two cata-
logues. The Likelihood and reduced X~ value as well as the RMS scatter 
between the observed and predicted peculiar velocities for SNia in the 
range 20- 90h-1 Mpc are also listed for each ratio. As in Fig. 3.2. the size 
of the datapoint is inversely proportional to the error, with the largest 
ans smallest circles corresponding to combined errors of 170 km s-1 and 
1290kms-1 
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FIGURE 5.5: The cumulative amplitude and direction of the real-space LG motion 
from the separate RBC (red solid line) and PSCz (dotted blue line; Bran-
chini et al. 1999) catalogues as well as from the combined sample (dot-
dashed black line; 78% PSCz, 22% RBC). The dipole is sampled every 
5h- 1 M pc. The combined shot noise is also indicated by the long dashed 
black line. The right hand panels shows the shift in alignment direction 
of the dipoles plotted every 25h- 1 Mpc. The pointing error of the com-
bined dipole is calculated from the uncertainty in the reconstruction due 
to shot noise. 
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alogues. This is validated by the rms values which show a slightly better fit of 337 km s- 1 at 
75%/25% compared to 341 kms- 1 at 50%/50%. By varying the contribution from each sur-
vey we find the best fit case to be 78% PSCz and 22% RBC for the LG-frame reconstruction, 
with similar values of 81% PSCz, 19% RBC for the CMB-frame result. The log likelihood 
for the LG-frame case drops from 1549.6 and 1550.8 for the PSCz and RBC respectively to 
1549.1 for the combined case. Similarly, the reduced X~ value decreases from 1.05 and 1.04 
for the PSCz and RBC to 0.98. This corresponds to a decrease in the rms scatter between 
the observed and predicted motions from 342 kms- 1and 371 kms- 1for the PSCz and RBC 
to 337 kms-1. Overall, the velocity field from the combined reconstruction is a better fit 
to the local SNia data than the individual fields of the separate reconstructions. However, 
as indicated by the small decrease in x2, the improvement is not highly significant with 
the independent and combined reconstructions all providing good fits to the SNia peculiar 
velocities. 
A more reliable combination of the density and velocity fields from the two surveys may 
be found by relocating the RBC clusters to their equivalent positions in the PSCz recon-
struction. This would remove the uncertainties in the RBC reconstruction due to the large 
shot noise, whilst including their contribution to the overall density field. A best fit ratio 
between the reconstructions could then be found using the same method above. However 
such an analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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5.4.1 The Combined Dipole 
The amplitude and direction of the cumulative dipole from the best fit combined density 
and velocity fields, as well as from the individual RBC and PSCz reconstructions, is plotted 
in Fig. 5.5. Both the RBC and PSCz dipoles show similar profiles. A pronounced increase 
from 20 to 40h-1 Mpc due to structures in the foreground of the general GA region (de-
fined later as 250< l <350°, -45< b <45°, 2000< cz <6000 km s-1) is followed by a decrease 
between 40--60 h-1 M pc as PP, on the opposite side of the sky, acts to retard the initial contri-
butions. Overall, the RBC shows a larger contribution from these nearby structures than the 
PSCz reconstruction ofBranchini et al. (1999). Conversely, from 60h-1 Mpc onwards, the 
RBC shows an approximately constant amplitude of -650 km s-1, whilst the PSCz shows a 
gradual rise from -500 kms-1 at 60h-1 Mpc to -700 kms-1 at 200h-1 Mpc. This increase 
is due to the steady growth of shot noise with distance in the PSCz catalogue as shown in 
Basilakos & Plionis (2006). As the limiting depth of each dipole increases, the direction of 
the dipoles shift by about 10°. Generally, structures between 0 and 100h-1 Mpc push the 
dipole away from the CMB dipole, whilst structures between 100 and 200h-1 Mpc bring it 
back into alignment. Although the RBC and PSCz dipoles are separated by -30°, the com-
bined dipole lies closer to the CMB dipole than either of the independent dipoles. This 
again lends credence to the work of Tully et al. (2007), who suggest that the LG motion is 
due to a local component, as preferentially traced by galaxy surveys, as well as a large scale 
component traced by cluster surveys. 
5.4.2 The GA/SSC Influence 
The initial discovery of the GA introduced the concept of a nearby, massive overdensity 
dominating local dynamics. However, as detailed in Section 2.1, subsequent studies of the 
region failed to detect any clear sign of backside infall into the overdensity. Several studies 
attribute this observation to a continuing flow towards the SSC in which the GA takes part 
(Scaramella et al. 1989; Alien et al. 1990; Branchini et al. 1999; Hudson et al. 2004). The 
size of the relative contributions to the LG motion from these two large structures remains 
unclear. This is principally due to their close proximity on the sky, which prevents their 
dynamical influence from being easily decoupled. 
An overview of the GA region was presented in Chapter 2, however the precise meaning of 
the GA has varied significantly between authors. Fig 5.6 plots an area of the sky defined by 
225 < l < 375°, -60 < b < 60° and 2000 < cz < 6000 kms- 1, identifying the important struc-
tures in the region. As summarised in Section 1.4, Lynden-Bell et al. (1988) originally de-
fined the GA as a theoretical overdensity centred at (1, b, cz)-(307°, 9°,4350 ±350 kms- 1), 
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FIGURE 5.6: The position of structures in the region 225 < l < 375°, -60 < b < 60°, 
2000 < cz < 6000 km s-1. The left hand panel plots the galactic co-
ordinates of galaxies from the NED database (as of August 2007). The 
right hand panel identifies the key clusters and structures in the region. 
The red circle denotes the core of the extended Norma Supercluster, 
whilst the red rectangle marks the extended GA region (250 < l < 350°, 
-45 < b < 45°,2000 < cz < 6000 kms-1) . The original Lynden-Bell et al. 
(1988) position of the GA is marked by a red cross. 
marked in Fig. 5.6 by a red cross. This location, which is approximately coincident with the 
projected position of the Cen-Crux: feature (yet some -1000 krns-1closer), lies along the 
wall of the extended Norma Supercluster, defined in Section 2.3.3 and outlined in Fig. 5.6. 
The red, 25° radius circle denotes the core of this structure, encompassing the massive 
Norma cluster as well as the Pavo Il, CIZA J1324.7-5736 and Cen-Crux clusters. Alter-
nate delineations of the GA have included the Hydra-Centaurus supercluster (Chincarini 
& Rood 1979), composed of the Centaurus, Hydra and Antlia clusters as well as the IC 4329 
group, which are also all marked in Fig. 5.6. As highlighted in Fig. 2.4 of Chapter 2, these 
clusters lie some 15h-1 Mpc closer to us than the Norma cluster. We here define an ex-
tended GA as the region bounded by 250 < l < 350°, -45 < b < 45°, 2000 < cz < 6000 km s- 1, 
which encompasses all the structures in Fig 5.6 and is denoted by the red projected rectan-
gle. 
Several peculiar velocity studies have surveyed the regions surrounding the GA and the 
SSC. Fig. 5. 7 plots the peculiar velocities of the Tonry et al. (2003) local SNia as well as the 
SMAC (Hudson et al. 2004) and SCI (Giovanelli et al. 1998) cluster surveys in the direc-
tion of the core of the Norma supercluster (defined as within 25° of l = 325°, b =-10°) 
and the SSC (within 10° of 1=310°, b=30°). Also plotted are the amplitudes of the flow 
from the RBC, PSCz and combined reconstructions, averaged over several sight lines in 
the denoted regions. As in Lucey et al. (2005), predicted peculiar motions are shown for 
a simple Faber & Burstein (1988) model representing LG motions due solely to a GA cen-
tred at 43.5h-1 Mpc and for a model with equal contributions from this GA and the SSC at 
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The top panel of Fig. 5.7 shows little effect from the core of the Norma supercluster. Al-
though both reconstructions predict a small amount of backside infall, the amplitudes of 
the velocities are comparable to the uncertainties (±200 km s-1 ). For the number-weighted 
reconstruction of the RBC, as plotted here, this is to be expected as the massive Norma clus-
ter is not assigned any additional weight over any other source in the catalogue. The sim-
ilar lack of amplitude from the PSCz reflects the low sampling of the survey so close to the 
ZoA. The clusters plotted in this region (Pavo and Pavo 11, which was measured by both the 
SMAC and SCI surveys) show slightly positive peculiar velocities. A preliminary study of the 
infrared FP of the Norma cluster by Woudt et al. (2005) also reveals a small positive peculiar 
velocity for this system relative to the CMB. By summing contributions projected onto the 
CMB dipole from a sphere of radius 25h-1 Mpc (-25° at 50h-1 Mpc) centred on the Norma 
cluster, we find that the core of the Norma supercluster is responsible for only 46 km s-1 of 
the 580 kms-1 PSCz dipole, 34 kms~1 of the 640 kms-1 RBC dipole and 45 kms-1 of the 
580 km s - 1 combined dipole. 
A coherent flow pattern, equivalent to that shown for the Norma supercluster core in 
Fig. 5. 7, cannot be found for the extended GA due to the large volume of space which it 
encloses. However the effect of the structures in the region can be seen in the foreground 
of the SSC as shown by the lower panel of Fig. 5. 7. Both the PSCz and RBC show large con-
tributions from structures within 30 h-1 M pc. Beyond this distance, the more peaked signal 
from the number-weighted RBC reconstruction predicts backside infall. This effect is not 
observed in the equivalent PSCz prediction. The total contribution to the CMB dipole from 
the extended GA is found to be 379 kms-1 from the PSCz, 368 kms-1 from the RBC and 
379 kms-1 from the combined reconstruction. 
All the cluster and SNia peculiar velocities along the line-of-sight in the lower panel of 
Fig. 5.7 are positive, suggestive of a continued flow towards the SSC. Summing within a 
sphere of 40h-1 Mpc at (310°, 30°, 145h-1 Mpc) to include the clusters within the SSC, we 
find contributions of61 kms-1, 83 kms-1 and 68 kms-1 for the PSCz, RBC and combined 
reconstructions. Repeating the analysis for the RBC reconstruction without the intrinsic 
bias correction B, using the corresponding value of tJRBc=0.19 and normalising to repro-
duce the same LG motion, finds the relative contribution from the SSC increase by more 
than a factor of2.3 from 83 kms-1 to 193 kms-1. Comparatively, without the bias correc-
tion, the extended GA contribution increases by only 1.4 from 368 kms-1 to 522 kms-1• 
Analysis of the source of the LG motion from cluster surveys uncorrected for cluster bias 
are therefore likely to overestimate the relative contribution from distant structures such 
as theSSC. 
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FIGURE 5.7: The proper motions averaged along several line-of-sights within 25° of 
the core of the Norma supercluster and 10° of the SSC. The solid red, 
blue and green lines are predictions from the RBC, PSCz and combined 
reconstructions respectively. The dashed green lines are the predicted 
limits of the uncertainty inferred from the sum of the shot noise and a 
150 km s- 1 component. The red datapoints are the peculiar velocities 
of the Tonry et al. (2003) SNia with the errorbars indicating the a cz er-
rors detailed in Section 3.5. Similarly, the blue and green datapoints are 
the motions of clusters taken from the SCI and SMAC datasets respec-
tively. The solid black line is a Faber & Burstein (1988) model normalised 
to produce the CMB dipole, projected onto the line of sight, with equal 
contributions from a GA at 43.5h-1 M pc and the SSC at 145h- 1 M pc. The 
dashed line represents a similar model but with the GA solely responsible 
for the dipole. 
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The large Triangulum-Australis (CIZA Jl638.2-6420) and Ara (CIZA Jl653.0-5943), lying at 
(l,b,cz)-(324.5°, -ll.6°, 15060 kms-1) and (329.3°, -9.9°, 14643 kms-1) respectively, may 
form part of an extension of the SSC into the ZoA. Lying so close to the Galactic centre these 
structures are outside the region surveyed by the PSCz. The X-ray fluxes indicate masses 
of approximately 1.0 x 1015 h-1 Me and 5.3 x 1014 h-1 Me for these clusters respectively. As 
these are comparable to the mass of Coma, Koceyski et al. (2005) argue that these clusters 
are in part responsible for the continuing flow beyond the GA. In this number-weighted 
RBC reconstruction, however, they are only responsible for <10 kms-1 of the LG motion. 
In future work, the masses of the RBC clusters may be included by using the PSCz to re con-
struct the real-space RBC positions as discussed in Section 5.4. 
Overall, the interplay between PP and the extended GA, which encompasses the Norma 
supercluster as described in Chapter 2 as well as the Hydra-Centaurus supercluster, has 
a - 5 x greater affect on the CMB dipole than the SSC. The SSC does, however, influence 
dynamics behind the GA. The lower panel of Fig. 5. 7 shows a gradual increase in the size 
of the flow towards the SSC from -5oh-1 Mpc onwards for both the PSCz and RBC. Un-
fortunately, as discussed in Lucey et al. (2005) for the PSCz, both of the reconstructions 
presented here are unable to fully account for the large positive peculiar motions of SNia 
and clusters found between the GA and the SSC (also plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 5. 7). 
This is likely due to PSCz and number-weighted RBC reconstructions used here under-
sampling contributions from the massive structures in the extended GA and SSC. A more 
detailed study of the mass-weighted RBC catalogue, as alluded to previously, would be able 
to verify this assumption. 
5.5 Conclusions 
Using the real-space reconstruction of the RBC catalogue described in Chapter 4, we have 
compared the density field as traced by X-ray clusters to that mapped by IRAS galaxies 
from the PSCz reconstruction of Branchini et al. (1999). Both reconstructions have been 
shown to broadly trace the same structures within 180h-1 Mpc, the limiting depth of the 
PSCz. However the two catalogues offer complementary views of the local matter distri-
bution. IRAS galaxies preferentially trace low density regions whilst the RBC clusters trace 
the peaks of the density fluctuations. Combining reconstructions from the two surveys has 
been shown to provide better estimates of the observed proper radial motions of a sample 
of 98 local SNia. The best fit was found when the catalogues were combined in the ratio 
78% PSCz and 22% RBC. 
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Importantly the separate and combined dipoles from the two reconstructions show sim-
ilar relative contributions from different depths. Unlike previous studies of the cluster 
dipole, which find significant contributions from sources at -150h-1 Mpc (e.g. Scaramella 
et al. 1991; Plionis & Kolokotronis 1998; K06), we find the bulk of the LG motion is due 
to the structures within 60h-1 Mpc. Sources beyond this depth have little contribution 
(<100 kms-1). This difference is partly due to a combination of the inclusion ofthe Virgo 
cluster and the intrinsic correction of the cluster bias as detailed in Chapter 4. 
The separate and combined PSCz and RBC dipoles show 65% of the LG motion is due to 
overdensities in the extended GA region (defined previously as 250 < l < 350°, -45< b <45°, 
2000< cz <6000 km s-1, encompassing the core of the Norma supercluster described in 
Section 2.3.3, as well as the Hydra-Centaurus supercluster). Comparatively, the SSC only 
accounts for 12% of the LG motion. However the separate and combined reconstructions 
fail to account for the large positive peculiar velocities in the region between the GA and 
SSC. A more refined combination of the RBC and PSCz will allow for a more detailed study 
of the dynamical influence of the most massive clusters in the region. Together with an 
accurate mass estimate of the SSC, these systems may explain the apparent continuing 
flow on the farside of the GA. 
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6.1 Thesis Summary 
This thesis uses the Gravitational Instability (GI) framework to investigate the influence of 
large-scale structures on the dynamics of the local Universe and in particular to study the 
source of the Local Group (LG) acceleration. 
In Chapter 1 we have described the historical development of redshift and peculiar velocity 
surveys, which have sought to map the distribution of matter in the nearby Universe. We 
have also introduced the core concepts upon which this thesis is based. 
In Chapter 2 we investigated the structure of the Great Attractor (GA). Originally proposed 
by Lynden-Bell et al. (1988) as a theoretical overdensity to explain the observed motions 
of nearby elliptical galaxies, this feature is believed to be responsible for a significant part 
of the LG motion. To further our understanding of the GA, we measured redshifts for 3053 
galaxies in the region using the 1\vo-degree Field multi-fibre spectrograph (2dF) on the 
Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT). We calculated velocity dispersions for nine clusters in-
cluding CIZA 11324.7-5736, now identified as a separate structure from the Cen-Crux clus-
ter. An analysis of redshifts from this survey, in combination with those from the litera-
ture, revealed the dominant structure in the GA region to be a large filament (the extended 
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Norma supercluster), which appears to extend fromAbell S0639 (1=281°, b=+11°) towards 
a point at l- 5°, b- -50°, encompassing the Cen-Crux, CIZA Jl324.7-5736, Norma and 
Pavo 11 clusters. 
In Chapter 3 we described the reconstruction of the real-space PSCz peculiar velocity field 
made by Branchini et al. (1999) using the GI paradigm. We find this field to be in excellent 
agreement with the observed radial motions of a sample of 98 local type la supernovae 
(SNia), so validating the use of the GI model. The best fit value of fJ 1( = n~6 / b 1) for the PSCz 
reconstruction was found to be 0.55 ± 0.06. This new measurement is robust to subsequent 
culls of the SNia dataset based on distance, host-galaxy extinction and the reference frame 
in which the comparison is carried out. 
As described in Chapter 4, the PSCz survey preferentially traces late-type galaxies, so un-
dersampling the regions of greatest overdensity. Cluster surveys, which trace the peaks of 
the density field, are therefore a complimentary probe of the local mass distribution. X-ray 
selected clusters are especially suited to this task as they are less susceptible to projection 
effects and are able to probe further into the Zone of Avoidance (the region of sky obscured 
by our own galaxy) than their optical counterparts. Hence, in Chapter 4 we reconstructed 
the real-space peculiar velocity and density fields from the recently compiled RBC survey: 
the first all-sky, X-ray selected, galaxy cluster catalogue. Unlike previous studies, this re-
construction incorporated an intrinsic correction for the bias between the cluster density 
field and the underlying total mass density field. Although the shot noise of the resulting 
velocity field was 100-200 kms- 1, the reconstruction was found to be in good agreement 
with the observed peculiar velocities of the same 98 SNia used in Chapter 3. The best fit 
was found for fJRBC = 0.39 ± 0.20. 
In Chapter 5 the complimentary RBC and PSCz real-space reconstructions were compared. 
A combination of the two was found to be a better fit to the local98 SNia sample than either 
reconstruction alone. The best fit combination of the catalogues was found to be 78% PSCz 
and 22% RBC. Importantly, the two surveys were shown to produce similar contributions 
to the LG motion as a function of increasing distance. Previous studies based on clus-
ter surveys have argued for significant contributions from distances of -150h-1 Mpc (e.g. 
Scaramella et al. 1991; Plionis & Kolokotronis 1998; K06), which are not observed in the 
equivalent analysis of galaxy surveys (e.g. Strauss et al. 1992b; Rowan-Robinson et al. 2000; 
Erdogdu et al. 2006a). This dichotomy has in the past been attributed to the greater depths 
that cluster surveys are able to sample. However, in Chapter 5, sources at 150h-1 Mpc and 
beyond have been shown to have little influence on the LG motion in both the cluster-
based RBC and galaxy-based PSCz reconstructions. This has been attributed to the intrin-
sic bias correction in the RBC as well as the inclusion of the Virgo cluster, which is absent 
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from many cluster surveys. 
As found from the combined RBC and PSCz surveys in Chapter 5, the majority (65%) of 
the LG motion is due to the extended GA, defined as the region bound by 250 < l < 350°, 
-45< b <45° and 2000< cz <6000 kms-1• The extended GA encompasses the core of the 
extended Norma Supercluster, as described in Chapter 2, as well as the Hydra-Centaurus 
supercluster which includes the Centaurus, Hydra and Antlia clusters as well as the IC 4329 
group. Comparatively the much larger, but more distant Shapley supercluster (SSC), which 
lies almost directly behind the extended GA, was found to be responsible for only 12% of 
the LG acceleration. 
6.2 Future Directions 
Peculiar velocities are a direct probe of the hidden underlying mass distribution of the lo-
cal Universe. As such they are able to place strong constraints on cosmological models 
which predict the build up of mass. On large scales, where linear theory is most applica-
ble, the rms peculiar velocity of clusters, which as shown in Chapter 5 is due principally to 
superclusters, is proportional to a8.0~6 (Colberg et al. 2000). This same quantity can bees-
timated from the cluster abundancies of cosmological simulations (e.g. White et al. 1993). 
Comparison of the two results thus provides constraints on the cosmology assumed in the 
simulation (e.g. the power spectrum of the initial density field). On smaller scales, models 
of the peculiar velocity field can be used to correct galaxy distances as inferred from red-
shift measurements. This will improve the zero-point of the magnitude-distance relation 
for local SNia and correct the low end of the mass and luminosity functions for galaxies in 
the local volume (e.g. Masters et al. 2004). 
As detailed in this thesis, efforts to map the peculiar velocity field to both a higher degree 
of completeness and a greater level of accuracy are still ongoing. Notably, the 2MASS 1\illy-
Fisher (2MTF, Masters 2007) survey aims to measure TF distances for all bright inclined spi-
rals in the 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS). Using HI rotation widths together with 2MASS 
K-band magnitudes and 2MRS redshifts, the 2MTF promises to directly measure peculiar 
velocities with< 20% uncertainties over the majority of the sky (lbl >5°) and to great depth 
(K5 =11.25 mag, cz <10,000 kms-1). Comparably, the 6dFGS aims to measure peculiar 
velocities for -15,000 early-type galaxies over the whole southern sky using FP distances 
(Jones et al. 2004, 2005). A study of FP distances from the SDSS in the northern sky for 
just 720 early-type galaxies in 36 clusters yields distance errors of- 8% per cluster (Vowles 
2007). The results from this preliminary study are found to be in good agreement with the 
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SMAC and EFAR cluster surveys. Combining the 6dfGS with a more comprehensive study 
of FP distances from the SDSS will thus provide a significantly dense and accurate peculiar 
velocity catalogue for a large fraction of the sky. 
These new surveys will further our understanding of the source of the LG motion. However 
a study of the dynamical effects of the GA and SSC masses in particular will help decouple 
the contributions from these two large structures. Although the masses of the RBC clus-
ters as inferred from their X-ray luminosities carry a large uncertainty, they should at least 
provide better estimates of the relative contributions from the GA and SSC. To include the 
RBC masses in the more accurate PSCz reconstructions, each cluster could be assigned to 
a point in the initial PSCz redshift-space density field. As the real-space PSCz reconstruc-
tion is carried out, the RBC clusters would move with their corresponding PSCz location. 
The result would be positions for the real-space RBC clusters to which masses could be 
assigned and a flow field calculated. Alternately, more reliable cluster masses could be in-
ferred from the summed 2MASS K-band luminosity of each source. Crook et al. (2007) 
have performed a similar analysis for groups in the 2MASS catalogue. By comparing the 
summed K-band luminosities to the projected mass estimates of each group, they were 
able to estimate the mass-to-light ratio and so derive a value of !lm = 0.229~g:g~~ in good 
agreement with WMAP. 
To check the predictions from the RBC reconstructions and provide yet further constraints 
on the relative influence of the GA and SSC, peculiar velocities of objects in and interme-
diate to the two structures need to be measured directly. Woudt et al. (2005) have reported 
early results for the proper distance to the Norma Cluster using FP analysis of member 
galaxies. A more detailed analysis will reveal if this structure itself takes part in a flow to-
wards the SSC. Interestingly, an HST project (PI: J. Blakeslee) is currently underway to mea-
sure the infall onto the SSC. By obtaining SBF distances to 7 elliptical galaxies in 3 clusters 
lying approximately 40 M pc in front of the SSC, this project will determine the infall velocity 
to an accuracy of< 300 kms-1 (< 3% distance errors). The programme will also measure 
the distance to Abell 3558, which lies at the core of the SSC, to ensure that this system it-
self is at rest in the CMB frame. The local SNia sample will be substantially improved by the 
many campaigns that are currently underway or that have been recently commissioned. At 
low redshifts (z < 0.1) notable programmes include: the Nearby Supernova Factory (Alder-
ing et al. 2002), the Carnegie Supernova Project (Hamuy et al. 2006), the SDSS Supernova 
Survey (Sako et al. 2005), which will use the time domain study of the three-year SDSS ex-
tension: the SDSS Il, and observations from the upcoming Pan-STARRS observatory (Kaiser 
et al. 2002). As shown in Fig. 5. 7 of Section 5.4.2, current estimates of the peculiar velocities 
intermediate to the GA and SSC carry a large uncertainty. However, generally they are all 
positive indicating a large streaming motion into the SSC. The surveys described here will 
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place a firm limit on the magnitude of this flow. 
As this thesis demonstrates, peculiar velocity studies are a fundamental tool for analysing 
local dynamics and provide an important independent check of cosmological models. With 
the wealth of new data soon to become available, which promise measurements of greater 
accuracy over larger and deeper areas of the sky, the analysis of peculiar velocities will con-
tinue to produce significant results for the foreseeable future. 
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Appendix A 
A. I GA Redshifts 
Table A.llists the redshifts measured for each galaxy in the 2dF observations taken dur-
ing the 2004 and 2005 runs (see Chapter 2) . Both heliocentric absorption and emis-
sion redshifts are listed where measured. Column 1 lists the galaxy identification. The 
2MASS XSC name is given first and then the equivalent NED identification. J2000 equa-
torial coordinates are listed as either part of the name of the target or after the colon in 
the first column. The 2MASS ]-band magnitude (jm,extl, extrapolated from a fit to the 
radial surface brightness profile, is listed in column 2 where available. Columns 3 and 
4list the heliocentric velocities (cz km s- 1) identified through absorption and emission 
features respectively. The uncertainty on each measurement is ± 85 kms- 1• 
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TABLE A.l: The heliocentric absorption and emission redshifts from the 2004 and 2005 2dF 
observations. 
Galaxy ID 
2MASX 113121225-5644426 12.73 5903 2 fext cz,b c<em Field 2MASXI13122869-5829295 12.61 5700 2 
mag kms- 1 km s-I 2MASX 113123436-5841229 12.81 5696 2 (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 2MASX I 13123816-5703449 12.86 6002 5630 2 
2MASX 113132590-5716339 11.53 5507 2 
2MASX I 13184671-5804502 13 14n4 2MASXII3132929-5653149 12.73 15602 2 
2MASXI13190643-5744311 12.38 5552 5507 2MASX I 13134467-5650370 13.48 15932 
2MASXI13200919-5725561 12.15 4578 2MASXII3134887-5751130 12.39 14953 
2MASXII3203723-5752421 11.57 5469 2MASX 113135030-5703310 12.66 16001 2 
2MASX 113211580-5827584 12.71 6155 2MASXII3140807-5832409 10.17 6070 2 
2MASXI13212199-5718084 14.11 6949 6835 2MASX 113141383-5705024 14.23 15551 2 
2MASX 113220594-5728001 12.15 5706 2MASXII3153032-5744576 13.26 15646 2 
2MASX 113230235-5732041 12.15 5204 2MASXI13153169-5745396 13.91 16099 2 
2MASX 113230489-5740301 12.38 5841 5798 2MASXI13161518-5804189 13.18 7015 2 
2MASX 113231390-5709190 12.28 5763 2MASXI13163978-5721058 14.2 15217 
2MASX 113232993-5744020 13.22 6068 2MASX 113000648-5559106 12.76 4341 4233 
NNSW 71:13233545-5747204 32701 2MASX 113005400-5619006 13.53 28249 3 
2MASXI13233881-5807500 12.19 5444 2MASX I 13013391-5548542 12.82 12727 12558 
2MASX 113234325-5731460 13.2 6433 2MASXII3014454-5628252 13.49 6220 6104 3 
2MASXI13234503-5742550 12.65 4426 2MASX 113022290-5617338 11.95 6106 5957 3 
2MASX113235263-5723200 1229 5967 5870 2MASXI13022796-5557018 1224 6212 6155 
WICK 2178:13235366-5816428 5087 2MASX 113023042-5610258 13.94 6703 
WICK 2182:13240144-5734210 5262 2MASXI13024707-5618083 14.72 40118 
2MASX1132421n-5736490 13.85 5766 2MASXII3030832-5553204 13.98 28309 3 
2MASXII3244117-5732569 12.51 4968 2MASX 113031885-5629193 14.19 28691 3 
2MASX 113244654-5736319 10.44 5585 2MASX 113033457-5626380 13.43 28513 
2MASX113245486-5735398 12.42 4890 WICK 1723:13033485-5627234 13032 13122 3 
2MASX113250459-5736403 12.69 4689 2MASX 113034612-5538011 14.82 28390 3 
2MASX 113250572-5737143 12.51 5834 2MASX 113040292-5832131 14.28 15296 15220 3 
2MASX113250717-5745113 12.73 5789 2MASXI13042657-5552432 14.42 28597 3 
NNSW 50:13252059-5730047 16228 WICKI746:13042964-5445475 6805 3 
2MASX 113252907-5727053 11.86 7073 2MASXII3051416-5459342 13.04 16201 
2MASX 113254906-5743092 13.64 4470 4365 2MASX 113055018-5458363 13.41 15803 
2MASX 113260043-5740003 12.03 5036 2MASX 113060232-5545294 12.9 15367 
2MASX113261497-5806323 12.17 4967 2MASXII3061860-5447035 13.07 14963 
2MASX 113263637-5745282 1326 5732 2MASX I 13061878-5548255 14.35 15535 3 
2MASXI13263819-5705182 11.93 4823 2MASXI13061963-5451005 12.54 15601 3 
2MASXI13264631-5758563 12.3 5982 2MASX 113071466-5546353 12.02 6034 3 
2MASXII3272018-5752081 13.61 5339 2MASX I 13072063-5606592 11.73 6m 
2MASXI132723n-5729221 1o.n 2932 2MASX 113072237-5628572 13.35 6125 
2MASX113272507-5820282 13.94 20638 2MASX 113072246-5454062 13.38 15n8 
2MASX113274196-5726413 12.6 2992 WICK 1641:13075141-5447010 6065 
2MASX113274357-5730323 11.01 5756 5942 2MASXI13075558-5613271 12.05 6941 
2MASX I 13274939-5724013 12.35 5837 2MASX 113081504-5444241 13.81 2650 2470 
2MASXI13283697-5742188 ll.35 5669 2MASX 113082983-5805164 13.66 17961 
2MASX 113264958-5803228 14.02 14836 14933 2MASX 113083()0()-5622294 13.22 12492 
2MASX 113291753-5756032 12.23 54n I WICK 1861:13083669-5525401 4170 3 
2MASX 113295273-5732075 12.89 5705 I WICK 1870:13090166-5452394 15749 15670 3 
2MASX 113310962-5809453 12.41 5612 1 2MASXI13090197-5522365 14.65 35151 3 
2MASX113313318-5750054 11.75 5955 5897 1 2MASX 113092252-5622009 12.93 7040 7015 3 
2MASXII3314368-5753125 11.67 4910 I 2MASXI13095912-5500489 13.44 28319 3 
2MASX113050567-5726451 11.55 5609 2 2MASXII3100554-5625400 14.25 28138 
ESO 173-IG 005 NED01 2MASX 113102285-5535091 14.8 28402 3 
:13061154-5733585 5942 5903 2 2MASXI13102663-5541471 12.81 6071 5996 3 
2MASX 113061289-5733224 11.31 6005 5924 2MASXI13122797-5608355 13.01 15158 3 
2MASX 113065556-5710282 13.11 6559 2 2MASX 112581209-5304007 13.61 6764 6691 
2MASX 113065989-5724502 14.03 6325 2 2MASX 112565064-5329137 13.11 15508 
2MASX 113070255-5714292 11.69 5792 2MASX 112565266-5325237 12.79 8266 8397 4 
2MASX 113070563-5713192 13.26 5390 2 2MASX 112571489-5359011 14.47 10313 10241 4 
2MASX 113071191-5712362 12.66 5465 2 2MASX 112573200-5318264 14.16 8139 
2MASX 113072260-5706182 12.28 6230 6158 2 2MASX112573511-5329084 13.58 22610 
2MASX 113072549-5721072 13.72 13168 2 2MASX112574048-5323324 11.54 6821 6764 
2MASXII3073500-5756199 14.15 6965 2 2MASX 112574464-5333574 13.32 22670 
2MASXI13073640-5704259 11.81 6164 2 2MASXII2574578-5255544 14.54 31145 4 
WICK 1838:13074815-5758548 6428 6574 2 2MASX112575441-5334043 13.12 21n4 
2MASXI13080179-5703331 12.94 6350 6368 2 2MASX 112575465-5300093 13.51 22320 
2MASX113081287-5744181 11.9 5693 2 2MASX112575566-5319073 12.54 8361 
2MASX 113081875-5727300 11.6 6811 6541 2 2MASX 112581003-5343113 14.17 18n9 18731 
2MASX113064186-5735125 11.87 6785 6727 2 2MASX112581717-5323314 14.51 15910 15796 
2MASXI13093047-5728160 12.31 5559 5666 2MASX 112582365-5242084 14.18 35046 4 
2MASX 113094238-5757380 13.5 11497 2MASX I 12582638-5356474 15.15 42531 4 
2MASX 113094664-5753480 12.68 8616 2MASX 112583902-5236413 14.56 36799 4 
2MASX I 13100209-5755579 12.69 5875 2MASX 112585825-5323274 13.72 15569 4 
2MASX113101786-5753551 13.68 8694 2MASX 112590005-5316494 14.56 48354 4 
2MASX 113103369-5800211 10.3 6815 2MASX112590091-5247534 15.25 28ll8 
2MASX113104152-5805140 13.25 7265 2MASX 112590259-5333504 14.58 8619 8292 4 
WICK 1913:13104279-5800259 7064 2MASX 112592373-5304275 13.53 6496 
2MASX 113104702-5746550 11.38 7438 2MASX 112592960-5408226 13.73 9440 4 
2MASXI13104793-5712300 14.19 6991 6919 2MASX 112593882-5304297 13.13 6410 4 
2MASX113105161-5804479 13.55 6746 2MASX 112594080-5333167 13.04 8224 4 
2MASXI13105208-5730499 14.37 20125 20167 2MASX 112594372-5350016 12.31 6857 4 
2MASX 113110442-5816311 12.65 6242 2MASX 112595349-5309386 15.24 22457 4 
2MASX 113112359-5755471 13.82 7120 2MASX I 12595823-5357296 14.63 26417 
2MASX 113113052-5829380 13 6034 2 2MASX 112595875-5314326 13.79 8328 
2MASX 113113584-5749580 14.04 21909 2MASX I 12595882-5308406 14.28 21929 
2MASX113114089-5822589 1321 5645 2 WICK 1647:13001193-5405586 9542 
2MASX113114206-5756209 13.85 72ll 7066 2 WICK 1656:13003749-5403580 7986 
2MASXI13115832-5831276 11.39 5969 WICK 1658:13003919-5351529 7030 6820 
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2MASXJI3003966-5229495 14.48 23534 4 2MASXJ10402884-4608494 14.05 6380 6218 6 
WKK 1663:13004478-5352332 34386 2MASX 110402999-4737514 14.24 29197 29008 6 
WKK 1664:13005184-5357486 47340 2MASX I 10403318-4611274 10.61 6818 6664 6 
2MASXII3010923-5354273 14.82 34509 2MASXJI0403327-4610394 13.09 6392 6 
2MASX I 13010950-5321372 13.58 5372 4 2MASX )l0403606-4609123 14.39 15316 6 
WKK 1672:130110112-5315022 28295 4 2MASX Jl0403861-4619003 11.47 6901 6835 6 
2MASXI13013373-5316277 12.44 6892 6838 4 2MASX Jl0403900-4557543 15.07 23720 23675 6 
WKK 1684:13014279-5327238 5103 4947 2MASXII0404206-4710253 14.88 14618 14432 6 
2MASXJI3014757-5405321 12.79 8106 7930 2MASX 110405189-4649454 13.86 14196 13958 6 
2MASX I 13015369-5335048 13.94 30196 2MASX 110405300-4605334 12.18 6725 6 
2MASX I 13015425-5322428 14.82 15955 15901 2MASX Jl0405347-4621034 14.84 25681 6 
2MASXI13021353-5316137 14.81 30372 2MASX110405619-4724364 14.87 70676 6 
2MASX I 13021496-5340067 13.64 6874 6823 2MASXI10405925-4606084 14.4 5942 5948 6 
2MASX I 13022273-5258475 15.02 54059 4 2MASXI10405955-4735474 14.16 17418 6 
2MASX Ji3023757 -5228586 14.56 14795 14666 4 2MASXJ10410458-4822083 12.47 6586 6511 6 
2MASX 113024671-5246235 14.62 38538 38415 4 2MASX 110410483-4641293 14.09 6215 6158 6 
2MASX I 13025812-5240255 14.34 6338 6269 2MASX Jl0410803-4730503 14 13610 6 
2MASX I 13030084-5344460 14.56 30249 2MASXJ10410981-4708133 14.19 34017 6 
2MASX I 13030653-5354054 13.77 21117 20908 2MASXI1041!593-4612483 12.65 15242 6 
WKK 1717:13032059-5411550 6031 2MASX Jl0411708-4656463 14.85 5657 5594 6 
2MASX I 13033034-5417419 14.83 34506 4 2MASX Jl0412347-4624371 13.84 8000 5807 6 
2MASXII3033047-5247151 13.26 6220 8109 4 2MASXII0412507-4612351 14.4 16972 6 
WKK 1720:13033161-5401019 30168 4 2MASXJI0412669-4617141 12.17 6818 6 
2MASX ll3033543-5305280 11.36 6959 4 2MASX Jl0412828-4734402 14.54 34791 6 
2MASXJI3035274-5259072 12.93 5334 4 2MASX 110412886-4633542 14.87 30953 6 
2MASXJI3040197-5341132 15.11 41015 2MASXJI0413662-4612162 13.71 7345 7267 6 
WKK 1738:13040218-5253506 5267 2MASXJI04i3886-4735522 13.01 14743 6 
WKK 1740:13040409-5302431 6793 6697 2MASX Jl0414301-4736542 14.01 13665 6 
2MASXI13041650.5245252 13.95 30848 2MASX )l0414953-4707541 14.52 48521 6 
2MASXII3042289-5403331 14.42 15734 2MASX Jl0415251-4608421 13.63 6140 6071 6 
2MASX I 13042309-5334222 1521 30204 2MASX Jl0420407-4600169 13.94 6215 6188 6 
2MASX I 13042393-5325152 15.01 32986 2MASX )l0420451-4735469 13.82 14325 6 
2MASX I 13043555-5352562 14.69 29955 2MASXJ10420567-4742429 14.33 14469 6 
WKK 1753:13044176-5259532 8874 8688 2MASXJ10420637-4602119 14.29 7234 7201 6 
2MASXJI3044754-5405243 13.78 14917 2MASX Jl0421122-4743369 14.58 13654 6 
WKK 1756:13045861-5334199 6323 6284 2MASX 110421647-4740079 14.08 14562 6 
2MASX ll3050206-5300473 1424 26154 2MASXJ10423070.4734209 14.28 13925 6 
2MASXJI3051021-5415442 13.11 6868 6850 2MASX )l0423363-4602254 14.65 15379 15400 6 
2MASX I 13052075-5327332 14.37 20913 2MASXJ10423402-4630334 15.21 36030 6 
2MASXII3052414-5413403 14.75 9405 9366 2MASXJ10423443-4738584 13.86 15335 6 
2MASXI 13054189-5236271 14.53 41734 2MASX Jl0423775-4547564 12.98 6497 6437 6 
2MASXI13054239-5247492 14.98 28496 2MASX Jl0424010.4732434 14.31 14217 6 
2MASX I 13062873-5326202 14.52 30211 2MASX Jl0424170.4605004 12.93 6622 6 
2MASX Jl3063657-5312541 14.97 36598 2MASXJI0424726-4716495 13.37 14406 6 
2MASXJ13063667 -5337121 14.99 30132 2MASX Jl0424891-4725585 14.61 44793 6 
2MASXJI3065084-5304525 12.73 8662 2MASX110425136-4731445 13.89 13617 13452 6 
WKK !815:13065903-5307059 8803 2MASXJ10425171-4551025 12.6 6725 6 
2MASXI13071779-5407352 12.11 7849 7777 4 DJRS )l0425493-4644593 6272 6200 6 
2MASXJI3072254-5312184 15.03 33525 2MASXJ10425937-4744495 13.42 12996 12924 6 
2MASXJI3074605-5328091 12.78 7924 2MASX Jl0430767 -4612444 10.68 6284 6299 6 
2MASX Jl3080154-5332360 15 39290 2MASXJI0430949-4746265 13.81 14423 6 
2MASX ll3082592-5313044 14.86 20911 2MASX Jl0431062-4602324 14.68 39389 6 
2MASX Jl3084897-5314063 14.49 20703 2MASXJI0431466-4606320 12.82 16465 6 
2MASXI13084929-5315173 14.04 11980 11977 4 2MASXJ10431781-4738480 14.3 13796 6 
KKDWA22:13442581-5911539 11707 5 2MASXJI0431991-4614360 14.98 33489 6 
KKDWA 23:13442949-5949458 12402 2MASXJI0432155-4859521 15.57 49118 6 
PICS 1343-801:13464902-6024299 4065 2MASX Jl0432231-4730000 14.62 13352 6 
NWN2004 45:1347360Q.6037041 3861 2MASX)l0432525-4601261 14.39 16860 6 
NWN2004 51:13482741-8011481 3571 5 2MASX110432628-4720441 12.86 9027 8907 6 
2MASX Jl0375981-4654084 13.64 14885 6 2MASX)l0432870.4652501 14.97 14480 14483 6 
2MASXJ10380212-4701321 14.02 14546 6 2MASX Jl0433217 -4732381 14.32 13608 6 
2MASX Jl00a1748-4656501 14.68 14723 6 2MASXII0433916-4551241 15.12 39513 6 
2MASX Jl0382421-4655121 12.59 14583 6 2MASXJI0434768-4733551 13.29 13530 6 
2MASXJI0362630.4621432 13.89 28855 6 2MASXI10434774-4748551 12.88 13192 13029 6 
2MASX ll0364623-4712365 13.55 1m1 17613 6 2MASXJill435309-4iH9286 15.03 31397 6 
2MASX ll0365205-4616165 14.99 6628 6532 6 2MASXI10435759-4548377 14 17110 6 
2MASX I 10365263-4702245 14.47 36195 6 2MASXJ10440053-4618177 14.65 17184 6 
2MASX ll0365456-4614375 14.89 23195 22976 6 2MASXJ10440117-4626147 14.72 39300 6 
2MASXJI039024Q-4640225 14.5 12295 12115 6 2MASXJ10440163-4606267 14.22 16894 6 
2MASXI10390858'4630195 11.27 5760 6 2MASX 110440231-4858337 152 34879 6 
2MASX Jl0391121-4608275 10.56 6122 6 2MASXJ1044039o-4720077 13.57 16363 6 
2MASXJI0392152-4658445 14.62 25521 25371 6 2MASX I 10440807-4606247 14.6 16855 6 
2MASXII0393158-4705066 13.85 23969 23834 6 2MASXJI0441016-4749158 14.04 14429 6 
2MASXJI0394007-4617296 12.16 6623 6511 6 2MASXJI0441076-4743568 14.31 13207 6 
2MASX Jl0394057-4652586 12.16 6584 6491 6 2MASXJI0441126-4559087 14.95 48399 6 
2MASXJI0394256-4604446 13.54 17509 6 2MASX Jl0441188-4709398 15.34 33343 6 
2MASX I 10394257-4612106 1222 7076 6 2MASXJI0441304-4737348 14.21 17518 6 
2MASXJI0394297-4620186 11.57 6458 6 2MASX )10441413-4600308 15.28 48432 6 
2MASX I 10394493-4632546 13.57 6733 6577 6 2MASXI10441750-4741518 15.36 13305 13278 6 
2MASXJI0394671-4608396 14.08 6485 6 2MASX 110442057-4650147 14.5 13755 6 
2MASX I 10394697-4712376 14.08 33856 33790 6 2MASXJI0442102-4547517 14.4 33675 6 
2MASXII0095413-4631346 1428 6899 6 2MASX 110442131-4634497 14.63 15041 14891 6 
2MASXJloo!i5899-4611263 11.39 6734 6 2MASX Jl0443273-4748528 14.86 29317 6 
2MASXJI0400161-4609063 12.08 5835 6 2MASX Jl0443487-4732016 14.62 17799 6 
2MASX Jl0400162-4623053 12.62 5966 6 2MASX 110443591-4548568 14.06 12274 6 
2MASXJI0400307-4605033 14.36 23396 6 2MASX Jl0444384-4552118 14.18 18624 6 
2MASXJI0400604-4606564 11.11 6683 6526 6 2MASXJI0444676-4736039 12.96 6179 6149 6 
2MASXI10401088-4706274 13.3 3097 6 2MASX 110444679-4843229 14.34 14103 6 
LEDA 101362:10401200-4620341 6014 6 2MASX Jl0445096-4654009 12-22 14196 6 
2MASXI1040148o-4602504 13.95 23624 23594 6 2MASX Jl0445119-4613489 12-23 6476 6341 6 
2MASXJI0401706-4657344 14.12 24134 23980 6 2MASXI10445165-4637069 14.42 14091 14042 6 
2MASX I 10402231-4625264 11.44 7301 7237 6 2MASX 110445408-4653169 14.58 14336 6 
2MASX I 10402435-4634264 13.95 7186 6 2MASXI10445475-4543449 15.34 42031 41956 6 
2MASXII0402524-4737554 12.36 14159 6 2MASXI10445969-4626149 11.96 12004 11926 6 
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2MASX 110450913-4555448 13.74 15470 6 2MASX 116361692-6405341 13.38 12094 
2MASX 110451424-4653035 14.15 4872 4785 6 2MASXII6361882-6356354 13.32 16249 7 
2MASX I 10451434-4635505 15.07 33260 6 2MASXII6362331-6432595 13.41 11944 
2MASXI10452432-4644056 14.84 16615 6 2MASX 116362516-6415446 14.6 46081 
2MASXJI0453365-4642446 13.21 16765 6 2MASX 116363054-6426036 12.24 11935 11947 
2MAsx 110453647-4840496 13.7 16450 16459 6 2MASX 116363287-6448446 13.85 14003 
2MASXI10454123-4841396 12.62 16633 6 2MASX 116363633-6351146 13.9 13056 
2MASXI10454215-4657016 14.35 21115 6 2MASX 116364538-6424157 14.25 18605 18500 7 
2MASX 110454298-4740196 12.44 14535 6 2MASX11&364851-6456277 13.68 15541 15379 7 
2MASXII0454301-4618596 14.09 15194 6 2MASX 116365019-6415357 15.04 46297 7 
2MASX 110454416-4654446 14.5 21062 6 2MASXI16370506-6435597 14.22 12004 11917 7 
2MASXII0454638-4639585 14.21 25399 6 2MASX 116370547-6426277 13.33 11551 
2MASXI10455219-4703301 14.77 16510 16567 6 2MASXI16370674-6432047 14.06 13386 7 
2MASXII0455638-4628132 14.78 54401 6 2MASXII6370677-6355037 14.62 13596 
2MASXI10455981-4705542 14.09 14094 6 2MASX 116371115-6408407 12.44 12891 7 
2MASX 110460229-4723162 13.91 14274 6 2MASX I 16371406-6422036 13.04 13206 7 
2MASX 110460882-4554453 14.87 33256 6 2MASX 116371456-6347156 14.25 14249 
2MASX 110461088-4701233 14.77 12265 12139 6 2MASX )16371511-6420056 13.65 15388 
2MASXIHI461195-4717413 13.27 14015 13931 6 2MASX )16371532-6436466 14.44 13566 
2MASXIHI461391-4719273 14.9 13877 13880 6 2MASXJI6372963-6434236 12.94 14177 
2MASXJI0461893-4624373 14.84 32959 6 2MASX )16373215-6408046 14.01 16123 
2MASXI10462726-4658552 15.02 31106 6 2MASX )16374098-6426126 14.83 45943 
2MASXJ10463291-4715148 15.24 36572 6 2MASX )16374299-6425396 14.15 14762 
2MASX )10463983-4705598 14.63 16489 16357 6 2MASX 116374315-6422136 14.19 14312 
2MASX )10464079-4709039 13.75 13959 6 2MASX 116374838-6421006 13.32 14994 
2MASX )10465601-4726289 14.79 52668 6 2MASX )16375253-6448486 11.62 4716 4668 
2MASX )10465869-4736599 13.29 6517 6458 6 2MASXI16375434-6412536 14.23 15727 
2MASXJ10470054-4612279 14.6 32500 6 2MASX I 16375503-6425046 14.99 13724 7 
2MASXJ10470875-4734371 14.62 14447 6 2MASX 116375521-6342106 14.14 17889 17886 
2MASXII0471092-4730528 14.98 14649 14450 6 2MASXII6375713-6337406 14.02 12996 13065 
2MASX 110471253-4603232 14.28 18695 6 2MASXII6375749-6424096 14.68 15475 
2MASX 110472080-4738092 14.74 11779 6 2MASX I 16375844-6426366 14.47 16965 
2MASX 110472663-4616522 14.84 32254 6 2MASXJI6375871-6513526 14.39 55439 
2MASX 110473000-4728393 13.94 12210 6 2MASXJI6380125-6429415 12.65 15208 
2MASX 110473277-4731243 13.02 12061 6 2MASXI16380531-6419515 13.48 16680 
2MASX 110475444-4605016 14.11 18629 18593 6 2MASX )16380631-6402475 13.78 16348 16225 7 
2MASX )10480377-4722467 14.7 12654 6 2MASX 116380771-6354025 14.07 18239 7 
2MASXJI0481587-4720547 13.63 12151 6 2MASX )16381375-6443246 14.43 16999 7 
2MASXII0482162-4703247 14.56 49280 6 2MASX )16381464-6441454 14.59 50743 
2MASX JI0462915-4718035 14.06 11044 11011 6 2MASX )16381571-6432484 14.46 16812 
2MASX )10483742-4715536 14.37 12040 6 2MASXI16381816-6421367 10.29 14820 
2MASXJI0483836-4718086 11.78 12019 6 2MASX 116362152-6355023 13.77 17778 
2MASX )10484213-4 715266 13.5 11800 6 2MASXI16362154-6419147 14.4 17166 7 
2MASXJI0484331-4717196 12.36 12010 6 2MASXJI6362418-6436218 14.11 16947 16983 7 
2MASXJI0485137-4715146 14.26 12229 6 2MASX116362652-6425308 13.1 15553 7 
2MASXI16302242-6432135 13.55 14255 2MASX I 16362622-6447078 14.13 16762 
2MASX 116305184-6428445 13.32 15117 2MASX 116362903-6422448 14.21 14664 
2MASX 116312636-6404344 12.84 4929 2MASX116382986-6434128 13.91 15512 7 
2MASX 116312799-6424454 12.77 14975 2MASX )16383141-6404128 13.79 15586 
2MASXI16321187-6427406 13.2 15628 2MASXJI6383302-6423548 13.96 15565 
2MASX 116321925-6454336 13.43 15146 2MASX 116383563-6441318 12.98 14357 
2MASX I 16322073-6431446 13.36 14928 2MASXJI6383739-6418569 13.56 17583 
2MASX 116322393-6415446 13.84 15343 2MASX )16383836-6450419 14.12 16190 
2MASXJI6322669-6447265 12.21 4560 4482 2MASXJI6383898-6350579 13.54 18503 
2MASXI16324205-6449586 12.1 4321 2MASX I 18384004-6414029 14.19 13683 
2MASXI16324222-6421365 13.74 13847 2MASX116384034-6436089 12.55 15292 
2MASXJI6324386-6432046 14.36 55689 2MASX 116384051-6348399 13.45 18755 7 
2MASXI16324676-6430516 14.53 14724 2MASXJI6384228-6424159 14.33 14351 7 
2MASX 116330009-6423056 13.57 14532 7 2MASXJI6384815-6420049 13.97 14510 
2MASX )16330846-6419456 13.29 14846 7 2MASX )16385096-6507389 13.51 14726 7 
2MASX 116332028-6422465 12.62 14808 7 2MASX )16385109-6334469 12.62 14895 7 
2MASX 116332341•6404035 11.87 15452 2MASX )16385138-6426269 13.55 11932 
2MASX 116340379-6358362 12.29 14417 2MASX 116385307-6416599 13.02 17514 7 
2MASX 116341346-6410212 13.16 14574 2MASX )16385385-6422269 12.18 17823 7 
2MASX 116343636-6401505 11.69 14276 2MASXJI6385560:ii#4o&g 14.28 42469 7 
2MASX 116344621-6504005 12.85 12354 12294 2MASX116385771-6424009 13.63 13844 7 
2MASX 1163449iis-6402135 14.19 42548 2MASX 116385626-6432039 14.42 14031 
2MASX 116345116-6443555 14.56 50965 2MASXJI6385933-8407389 13.52 16579 
2MASX I 16345277-6418165 14.03 15045 2MASX116390135-6414129 12.31 18755 
2MASXJI6345486-6447345 14.64 16779 16749 2MASX )16390186-8357069 14.07 15066 
2MASX 116345588-6507585 13.43 17025 2MASX )16390277-6505079 11.96 14642 
2MASX )16345747-6509465 14.38 15002 2MASXI16390599-6401109 13.39 15277 15259 
2MASX 116345826-6408075 14.56 15560 2MASXI163907!14-6428488 13.02 15220 
2MASX 116345629-6444505 14.41 18602 18527 2MASX I 16390811-6430379 13.44 15181 
2MASX 116350287-6450505 12.87 11548 2MASX 116391143-6436018 13.57 14783 
2MASX I 16351168-6343304 12.66 14937 2MASX 116391499-6424232 13.44 17559 
2MASic JI6352244-6S12023 14.65 17073 2MASXI16391842-6422393 13.94 15820 
2MASXI16352688-6437292 13.61 14069 2MASX 116392187-6515453 12.78 14285 
2MASX 116352740-6413062 14.07 14559 2MASXI16392192-6405533 12.6 14552 7 
2MASX 116352824-6425561 14.15 14189 2MASXJI6392237-6426003 13.24 15724 7 
2MASX 116353032-6359261 12.64 15089 2MASX )16392426-6351453 14.12 15622 7 
2MASXI16353186-6455021 13.53 12744 2MASX )16392626-6429044 13.89 13311 7 
2MASX 116353256-6402561 13.03 15806 2MASX 116393023-6427384 14.11 17055 7 
2MASX 116354868-6410032 14.08 13023 7 2MASX iJ6393117 -6342184 13.61 15074 
2MASXII6354875-6436022 13.86 13491 2MASX )16300262-6415464 13.78 16063 
2MASX 116355127-6415062 14.43 16180 2MASXII6393323-6420514 13.86 12768 7 
2MASXII6355265-M20412 13.61 14832 2MASX 116393402-6419174 14.96 14693 7 
2MASXI16355326-6422022 13.81 13997 2MASX116393773-6526364 14.74 35176 7 
2MASXI16355955-6500012 14.5 15773 2MASX·Il6394036-6424015 13.74 14501 7 
2MASXII6360409-6403032 13.4 15077 2MASX116394068-6410064 14.62 16066 7 
2MASXII6360517•6427532 14.36 14400 2MASX116394428-6334325 13.56 14864 7 
2MASXII6360648-6417322 14.45 15008 2MASX 116394908-6324055 13.69 18028 
2MASX 116360711-6418392 13.69 12747 12612 7 2MASX116395239-6448565 13 14456 
2MASX I 16361138-6345372 14.45 14000 7 2MASXII6395779-6433284 12.34 15634 
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2MASXJI6395822-6426295 12.34 15886 2MASXJI6471156-6433423 14.02 15245 
2MASX I 16395878-6507344 14.24 13282 2MASXI16472145-6411593 14.4 16342 
2MASXJI6400078-6356544 13.53 18458 18437 2MASX ll6412259-6431003 13.98 15781 15838 1 
2MASX ll6400522-6346254 14.23 16234 2MASXI16472312-6415523 13.89 16728 1 
2MASX 116400671-6426074 13.64 18404 18359 2MASX ii6473095-6423283 14.24 15991 
2MASXJI6400953-6429194 13.67 16025 1 2MASXI16474214-6413573 14.65 16226 
2MASX ll6401 045-6411274 14.32 14327 1 2MASXJI6475085-6447163 14.44 16462 
ESO 101-G006:16401075-6442029 4818 4869 1 2MASX ll6480144-6359404 13.56 27641 
2MASXI16401123-6423124 15.21 12833 2MASX ll6480964-6415525 14.06 27563 
2MASXI16401312-6512215 12.63 15215 2MASXJI6481432-6448245 14.63 14753 14693 
2MASXI16401501-6510515 14.14 14430 2MASXJI6484077-6410355 14.61 16755 16791 
2MASXJ164o1685-6504185 14.69 42283 2MASX 116485767-6409143 15.04 14516 
2MASXJI6401931-6456555 15.06 61700 2MASX ll6491562-6423124 12.77 14631 
2MASXJ16402063-6438025 14.77 13288 2MASXJ16492348-6426515 13.03 15757 
2MASX ll6402107 -6426115 12.8 14368 1 2MASXJI6493504-6421185 14.29 22228 
2MASX ll6402226-6430505 13.85 13308 7 WKK 7356:16440046-5923240 25578 25401 8 
2MASX 116402364-6358025 13.99 18254 7 2MASX ll6440307-6018411 14.15 22023 8 
2MASX ll6402378-6416455 12.65 13644 7 2MASX ll6440985-5919112 14.23 15982 8 
2MASXJI6402611-6353496 14.45 50530 7 2MASX ll6441346-5938432 14.77 15949 15760 8 
2MASX 116402891-6523236 14.98 54910 2MASX ll6441583-6022062 13.69 20994 8 
2MASXJI6403359'6422586 13.93 15742 WKK 7368:16442141-5943221 15826 15868 8 
2MASXJI6404316-6426056 14.27 14246 WKK 7373:16442755-5921119 16540 16588 8 
2MASX ll6404330-6418506 14.22 16237 2MASX ll6444082-5931401 14.46 15947 15955 8 
2MASXJI&4o4347-6329206 13.92 16862 WKK 1380:16444468-6018551 46165 8 
2MASX ll6405032,6432586 13.96 16892 16719 2MASXJI6450199-5915211 13.27 15961 8 
2MASX ll6405179-6502226 14.14 13970 2MASXJ16450562-5923011 14.09 28930 8 
2MASXJI6405379-6331326 14.13 15211 WKK 7398:16451181-5905082 14375 14528 8 
2MASX ll6405624-6406485 14.49 14525 2MASX I 16452304-5904251 14.06 28753 8 
2MASXJI6410127-6451025 14.06 15056 15143 2MASX ll6454092-5922287 13.94 16886 8 
2MASX 116410800-6441304 13.85 13695 WKK 7410:16454551-6032211 15400 15337 
2MASX ll6410954-6334024 14.4 17406 2MASX l!6454899-6028462 14.68 45428 8 
2MASX ll6411277-6446375 14.81 14879 2MASX ll6455009-5958561 14.28 26828 8 
2MASXJI6411512-8336175 14.96 16372 WKK 7415:16455448-5915065 16369 8 
2MASXJI6411625-6420403 14.98 12789 2MASX ll6461423-5914338 14.12 15913 8 
2MASX ll6412547-6336068 13.51 15502 2MASX ll6462062-6021281 15.05 43506 8 
2MASXJI6412812-6423056 13.89 15907 15814 WKK 7437:16464087-5915245 15604 8 
2MASX ll6413313-6407146 15.04 26757 26700 2MASX ll6464764-6021260 15.4 45347 8 
2MASX ll6413684-6454426 13.53 14369 14339 2MASX ll6411814-6001383 14.98 30817 30720 8 
2MASX 116413875-6439156 13.24 15442 WKK 7495:16484206-5910312 36245 8 
2MASXI16414092-6423526 14.72 14774 WKK 7526:16492809-5844071 13916 
2MASX I 16414967-6509526 12.87 15217 WKK 7532:16494999-5959161 15589 
2MASXJI6415896-6517176 14.57 55103 2MASX 116500868-5915398 14.75 34950 8 
2MASXJI6421127-6454096 14.4 13512 2MASX ll8501298-5913438 14.71 28678 8 
2MASX I 16421263-6337406 14.09 15742 WKK 7546:16502100-5847398 13859 8 
2MASXI16421696-6451286 14.12 30225 2MASXJI6502941-5915087 14.33 31370 8 
2MASX ll6422130-6419137 14.23 12612 12567 WKK 7555:16503804-5958473 13416 8 
2MASXJI6422149-6453427 12.76 13311 13200 2MASXJI8505812-6023452 15.53 14045 8 
2MASXJI6423019-6435247 14.87 32021 WKK 7568:16510142-6003410 14368 14300 8 
2MASXJI6423123-6340207 13.58 14088 WKK7584:16511723-5954284 12552 8 
2MASXJI6423454-6336047 13.98 27479 7 WKK 7594:16513109-5915292 2713 8 
2MASXJ16423718-6440187 14.12 13932 7 2MASXJ16520500-5843522 13.68 20791 8 
2MASX ll6423121-6455187 13.85 30000 2MASX ll6520512-5921141 14.15 13922 
2MASX ll6424223-6419437 13.71 13922 WKK 7636:16523396-6006306 15347 8 
2MASXI16424238-6452447 12.74 13901 2MASX 116524102-5922041 14.68 14684 8 
2MASXJI6424389-6508437 14.68 30207 30045 2MASXI16530327-5944150 13.56 13781 8 
2MASX ll6424551-6450297 13.1 14282 2MASX ll6530885-5903050 13.35 17853 17784 
2MASX ll6425047-6412407 14.19 13224 2MASX 116531557-5946041 13.02 14126 8 
2MASX 116425061-6458347 13.88 14906 WKK 7676:16532686-5923002 48111 8 
2MASX 116430569-6520305 14.76 32360 32312 2MASXJI6551886-6033585 15.65 62171 8 
2MASX ll6430963-6439215 14.99 13985 13847 WKK 7745:16555148-5923092 26960 26906 8 
2MASX ll6431008-6449435 13.94 15053 2MASXJI6591630-5953080 14.72 28107 28010 8 
2MASX ll6431193-6451525 14.85 15334 15376 2MASX ll3511382-4725138 14.48 21288 9 
2MASXJI6432908-6442446 14.02 15214 14996 2MASX ll3512051-4126269 14.01 11203 9 
2MASX ll6433125-6448176 13.22 14363 2MASX ll3513858-4128579 14.42 21450 21357 9 
2MASX ll6433871-6417046 13.39 14199 2MASxJf3513977-4741539 14.63 49553 49334 9 
2MASX ll6454951-6458566 14.04 15180 2MASXI13514976-4121349 15.19 47349 47187 9 
2MASXJI6440342-6452085 14.71 15159 2MASX ll3520456-4801457 13.92 10070 9968 9 
2MASXJI6440903-6405012 14.18 15280 2MASXJI3520615-4731179 15.03 36656 36449 9 
2MASXJI6440927-6454422 11.73 14903 2MASX l!3521761-4758399 14.09 28933 9 
2MASX ll6441142-6343242 14.63 35148 2MASX ll3522054-4709559 14.71 21330 21288 9 
2MASX ll6441506-6457302 13.15 14793 2MASX u3522862-4121119 14.96 29137 9 
2MASX 116441969-6427552 13.76 15976 2MASX l!3525793-4751401 13.56 14570 9 
2MASX ll6443025-6338313 13.39 14633 7 2MASX j 13530963-4708200 14.67 21948 21951 9 
2MASX ll6443091-6450403 14.54 14957 2MASX ll3532853-4802098 14.45 27177 9 
2MASXJI6443616-6456522 14.46 14594 2MASX I 13533327-4652043 15.82 33004 9 
2MASXJI6443714-6419492 14.1 15356 7 2MASXJ13533825-4703413 14.99 29023 9 
2MASXJI6443748-6429403 14.95 12846 7 2MASX ll3534137 -4658532 12.8 14555 9 
2MASXJI6444315-6504382 15.6 28183 7 2MASX l!3534631-4646322 15.88 42113 42007 9 
2MASX ll6444523-6411062 14.3 13812 2MASX l!3534899-4657112 15.18 21396 9 
2MASX·ll6444633-6506322 13.2 15244 15169 2MASX l!3535105-4706066 16.34 35835 35783 9 
2MASX·ll6450187-6425371 14.52 12993 2MASX ll3540335-4722027 13.15 14735 9 
2MASX 116450708-6422431 13.19 15904 2MASX l!3540619'48541 11 14.47 14993 14939 9 
2MAsxll6450855-6346291 14.59 16330 2MASX ll3541059-4756387 14.79 48515 9 
2MASX·J16450942-6442081 14.48 17868 17847 7 2MASX ll3541064-4716437 14.93 9890 9863 9 
2MASX ll6453329-6503392 14.93 13892 13829 2MASXJI3541079-4647157 14.94 42715 42651 9 
2MASX ll6454941-6503242 13.67 15147 7 2MASX 113541949-4120257 12.94 14482 9 
2MASX ll6460075-6432481 13.18 12968 7 2MASX ll3542648-4653357 14.31 20386 20329 9 
2MASX·Jl8461193-6503510 13.68 15080 7 2MASX ll3543019-4734176 14.14 21927 21891 9 
2MASXI18461487-6433050 13.81 13044 7 2MASX ll3543975-4734019 14.35 21750 9 
2MASX ll6462943-6410571 13.09 16794 2MASXI13544147-4122219 14.13 20365 9 
2MASX ll6464768-6413460 14.8 15976 15967 2MASX I 13544754-4815134 14.55 22053 21984 9 
2MASXJ16470700,6415322 14.74 14942 14968 2MASX ll3550076-4646119 14.4 20522 9 
2MASXJI6470756-6406402 14.24 14816 2MASXJ13550183-4802464 13.25 6850 6876 9 
2MASX ll6471 075-6449232 13.51 14786 2MASX ll3550625-4715238 14.35 21864 21894 9 
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2MASX 113550640-4706198 14.63 28687 28585 9 2MASX 113582501-4741103 14.28 20617 9 
2MASXI13550960-4736038 14.52 21507 9 2MASXI13582552-4724503 15.1 37337 37204 9 
2MASXI13551386-4715098 14.59 22107 9 2MASXI13582972-4718181 15.17 42454 9 
2MASXI13551712-4748518 13.92 21876 21912 9 2MASX I 13582979-4817060 14.81 21408 9 
2MASX 113551728-4738088 14.8 45616 9 2MASX 113582979-4730482 13.84 21816 9 
2MASXI13552148-4700078 14.81 35891 9 2MASXI13583199-4801390 14.4 24199 24001 9 
2MASX 113552243-4640469 14.14 20847 9 2MASXI13583349-4736342 13.67 21666 9 
2MASX 113552248-4721429 15.05 20083 9 2MASX 113583401).4831300 11.38 2581 2545 9 
2MASX I 13552259-4824489 14.5 31292 9 2MASX I 13583466-4735402 14.71 19915 9 
2MASXI13552749-4638509 15.05 20606 20542 9 2MASX 113583527-4731472 14.96 42499 9 
2MASX 113552867-4725039 14.36 20536 20494 9 2MASXI13583615-4735022 14.97 22571 9 
2MASXI13553340-4734199 14.65 21762 9 2MASX 113583807-4752552 14.54 23117 9 
2MASX 113553765-4757310 14.06 22317 9 2MASX 113583839-4637282 14.4 27738 9 
2MASX 113553953-4736479 14.22 19987 9 2MASXI13583908-4747232 13.87 19529 9 
2MASX 113553953-4735509 14.51 20899 9 2MASX113584085-4709242 14.87 51819 9 
2MASX 113554178-4828190 13.05 23264 9 2MASXI13584106-4802399 14.57 24409 24241 
2MASX I 13554613-4729219 14.23 21456 9 2MASXI13584125-4706192 15 30702 
2MASXII3554662-4704178 14.04 21681 21645 9 2MASXI13584264-4758162 14.77 21759 
2MASX 113555029-4732408 13.43 21015 9 2MASX 113584294-4756242 14.95 38619 38652 
2MASX I 13555289-4738538 14.41 20890 9 2MASX 113584525-4729212 15.72 100362 
2MASX 113555439-4725478 15.04 22784 22697 9 2MASX 113584534-4739472 14.85 20077 9 
2MASXI13555600-4731339 13.7 19666 9 2MASXI13584594-4717582 14.65 20803 20827 9 
2MASX 113555601-4727559 14.02 21369 9 2MASXI13584702-4725572 14.22 20548 9 
2MASX 113555803-4741199 15.33 21997 21897 9 2MASX I 13584865-4804529 14.72 37606 9 
2MASXI13555889-4723069 14.72 42319 9 2MASX 113584919-4727162 14.15 20788 9 
2MASX 113555979-4718459 13.49 19894 9 2MASX 113584949-4731032 15.63 37375 9 
2MASX 113560005-4730249 14.52 22508 22409 9 2MASX 113585308-4752092 14.43 22149 9 
2MASX 113560262-4849049 15.15 42262 9 2MASXI13585544-4742002 15.04 21270 21126 9 
2MASX 113560419-4731119 13.45 22227 9 2MASX 113585706-4848322 15.38 55827 9 
2MASX I 13560499-4632439 14.6 43629 9 2MASXI13585809-4734492 15.45 21594 9 
2MASXII3560578-4727179 14.79 21078 9 2MASX I 13590256-4718122 14.88 45491 9 
2MASX 113560609-4716039 14.18 11053 11089 2MASX113590734-4744311 13.7 20077 9 
2MASX 113560885-4655209 13.8 21789 2MASX 113590742-4724501 14.69 20719 9 
2MASX 113561315-4656009 14.39 21789 21m 2MASX113590806-4747531 14.81 19997 9 
2MASX 113561921-4804229 14.39 22320 9 2MASX 113590655-4802203 14.56 11104 9 
2MASXI13562387-4739219 14.98 21402 21330 9 2MASX113590858-4736571 14.19 22167 9 
2MASX 113562884.4726560 14.85 21219 9 2MASX 113590932-4743051 14.4 20083 9 
2MASX 113562982-4707348 13.88 20575 20524 9 2MASX 113590933-4716361 13.63 20926 9 
2MASX 113563050-4651178 14.74 28880 28834 9 2MASX 113591028-4739281 14.11 20026 9 
2MASX 113583363-4714330 14.52 20515 9 2MASXI13591330-4742282 14.36 19609 9 
DBNIS 1135635.5-472127 21753 21606 9 2MASXI13591461-4734422 14.57 37528 9 
2MASX 113564496-4756381 1324 22583 9 2MASXI13591806-4738293 13.4 20611 9 
2MASX 113564496-4828501 12.82 2842 2845 9 2MASX 113591841-4840293 14.03 28699 9 
2MASX 113584622-4654131 14.65 42753 9 2MASX I 13591961-4752293 14.47 22523 9 
2MASX I 13564654-4835042 14.9 31748 9 2MASXI13592419-4750253 13.74 21756 9 
2MASX 113565037-4814422 14.44 45086 9 2MASX 113592459-4741553 14.76 20686 9 
DBNIS 1135850.4-472112 20737 9 2MASX I 13592518-4749333 14.69 22802 9 
2MASX 113565832-4729231 13.12 22565 9 2MASX 113592519-4720263 1423 21513 21393 9 
2MASX 113565932-4732581 14.64 20569 9 2MASXI13592687-4755403 14.5 22194 9 
2MASXI13570098-4727191 14.73 22353 9 2MASXI13592976-4757043 13.13 23258 9 
2MASXI13570447-4735400 13.93 22858 9 2MASX 113592979-4657033 14.8 42544 9 
DEN IS 1135705.6-4 71502 20560 20847 9 2MASX 113593381-4744533 14.66 22038 9 
2MASXI13570682-4732210 13.8 22598 9 2MASXI13593815-4739473 14.47 20191 9 
2MASXI13570691-4636490 13.94 21603 9 2MASXII3593870-4753472 13.7 22478 9 
2MASXI13570862-4846270 14.71 28931 28858 9 2MASXI13594246-4748582 14.02 20224 9 
2MASX 113570940-4822143 15.44 45065 9 2MASX 113594612-4715342 14.48 20470 20560 9 
2MASX 113570985-4841330 15.06 27974 27947 9 2MASX 113594797-4712552 15.16 20623 9 
2MASXI13571353-4751449 14.7 26996 9 2MASX I 13594822-4710249 14.79 20911 20857 9 
2MASX I 13572049-4715200 14.68 14678 14447 9 2MASX113595922-4805486 14.15 15775 15667 9 
2MASXI13572077-4719190 13.42 14585 9 2MASXI13595984-4752350 14.94 19391 19376 9 
2MASX 113572096-4721220 14.29 14388 9 2MASXI13595983-4809036 14.14 21204 9 
2MASXI13572215-4759180 14.41 21774 9 2MASX 114000383-4746160 14.95 20065 9 
2MASX I 13572273-4837290 14.32 38340 9 2MASXI14000620-4803446 14.1 23630 23567 9 
2MASX I 13572616-4736570 14.65 21549 9 2MASXI14000978-4800375 14.11 22535 9 
2MASX I 13572736-4724550 14.8 20759 9 2MASX 114001166-4816115 1124 2890 9 
2MASXI13572774-4740570 13.98 20581 9 2MASX114001246-4749190 14.35 20902 20975 9 
2MASX I 13572824-4730440 14.43 21003 9 2MASXI14001325-4736270 14.73 20716 20656 9 
2MASXI13572883-4735360 14.44 23129 9 2MASX 114001356-4753440 14.16 23938 9 
2MASXI13573050-4654430 14.66 21537 9 2MASXI14001563-4739190 14.37 20415 20428 9 
2MASXI13573208-4830543 14.06 8332 8247 9 2MASX 114001628-4804415 12.9 21513 9 
E50 271-G 007:13573307-4716366 1361 1424 9 2MASXII4001692-4812053 14.4 21360 21267 9 
2MASX 113573527-4740360 14.77 21753 9 2MASX 114002381-4707110 14.76 36246 36035 9 
2MASXI13574114-4748549 14.11 23138 9 2MASX 114002814-4808374 14.14 21471 9 
2MASXI13574328-4809563 13.89 22053 9 2MASX114002823-4812124 14.88 21552 9 
2MASXI13574734-4721379 14.45 20416 20362 9 2MASXI14003203-4811114 1425 22877 9 
2MASXI13574749-4739052 15.12 22553 9 2MASX 114003364-4712418 14.38 51504 9 
2MASXI13575210-4708453 14.79 27674 9 2MASXI14003648-4755338 15.09 21367 9 
2MASX I 13575339-4726243 14.44 20707 9 2MASXI14004272-4804474 13.02 21615 9 
2MASXI13575367-4751093 14.42 22113 9 2MASXI14004414-4722498 14.49 21285 9 
2MASX 113575381-4743113 14.45 20110 9 SUMSSI140050-473147 49661 49571 9 
2MASXI13575383-4737543 12.23 8376 8226 9 2MASX 114010360-4749058 14.7 22709 9 
2MASXI13575662-4732163 15.05 38481 9 2MASXI14010383-4759110 14.15 22218 9 
2MASX 113575953-4755093 15.18 22667 9 2MASX 114011047-4718570 13.51 21582 9 
2MASXI13575916-4743063 13.49 21042 9 2MASX114011708-4744310 14.61 20167 20143 9 
2MASX 113580047-4735273 14.7 19999 9 2MASX 114012205-4738491 14.73 21573 9 
2MASX I 13580659-4737383 15.01 23054 9 2MASX 114012817-4724331 14.16 22014 21921 9 
2MASXI13580789-4648193 15.3 52662 9 2MASX 114013200-4714081 14.17 42607 9 
2MASXI13580947-4745213 14.39 22463 9 2MASX 114013280-4722351 13.37 21882 9 
2MASXI13581085-4741243 13.48 21267 2MASX 114013303-4845581 14.54 18281 18491 9 
2MASX 113581294-4748183 14.86 20026 2MASX 114013861-4748420 14.33 18203 18101 9 
2MASXI13581342-4740223 14.1 20281 2MASX I 14015200-4720140 15.26 21030 20923 9 
2MASX 113581945-4737263 15.15 22913 2MASX 114015260-4811589 15.05 21525 21466 9 
2MASX 113582304-4828339 12.11 2803 2MASXJ14020666-4726250 13.97 22038 21990 9 
2MASX 113582312-4739073 14.9 20776 2MASXI14021992-4715160 1424 22014 21939 9 
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2MASXI14022719-4737150 14.19 21597 9 2MASXI15133001-4502092 14.81 34062 10 
2MASX 114025072-4727261 14.64 20983 9 2MASXII5133017-4615002 13.08 17619 10 
2MASXI14025747-4740390 14.32 21558 9 2MASXI15133069-4641222 13.71 17004 10 
2MASXI14030895-4716596 14.15 21636 9 2MASX 115133183-4559432 13.91 17580 10 
2MASXI15092922-4511561 13.5 18018 18003 10 2MASXI15133357-4529472 14.29 34305 10 
2MASXI15094610-4611474 14.43 36491 10 2MASXI15133452-4647452 15.31 28845 28510 10 
2MASX 115095136-4523214 13.62 16942 10 2MASXI15134242-4616345 14.29 16923 16836 10 
2MASXI15095307-4507444 14.35 17107 10 2MASXI15134739-4455265 13.46 16273 10 
2MASXI15100336-4538404 13.78 20062 20017 10 2MASX115134913-4515405 14.24 16896 10 
2MASXI15100752-4556574 14.65 23129 23129 10 2MASX 115135104-4505555 14.19 33796 10 
2MASXI15101142-4512324 13.03 10367 10 2MASXJ15135219-4559335 14.23 17433 10 
2MASXI15101697-4534493 14.88 16932 10 2MASX Jl5135680-4549075 14.77 16761 10 
2MASXI15101819-4532343 13.6 16313 10 2MASX115135794-4546315 12.93 16336 10 
2MASX I 15101824-4526343 13.38 16806 10 2MASXJI5135939-4606405 13.62 17271 10 
2MASX Jl5102166-4514426 13.69 10367 10 2MASXI15135957-4550155 13.8 16647 10 
2MASX 115102888-4505436 14.34 10283 10 2MASXI15140150-4557205 14.62 15856 10 
2MASX 115102965-4624316 1426 20812 10 2MASX Jl5140257-4506065 14.53 33412 10 
2MASX 115103402-4601166 14.19 16681 10 2MASXJI5140338-4636515 13.72 16549 16480 10 
2MASXJI5104016-4551086 15.36 34533 10 2MASXI15140478-4607565 13.83 17235 10 
2MASXI15104065-4559386 12.95 15295 10 2MASXI15140918-4534465 13.54 10250 10 
2MASXJI5104087-4624546 14.44 20629 20638 10 2MASX I 15140949-4540125 13.22 16315 10 
2MASX I 15104366-4616456 13.72 20755 10 2MASXJI5141131-4604495 14.3 16336 10 
2MASXJI5104553-4515586 14.18 10577 10 2MASXJ15141156-4511365 14.53 33910 10 
2MASXI15104966-4505226 12.72 10538 10472 10 2MASX JJ5141342-4649331 8.93 566 519 10 
2MASXI15105537-4515286 14.83 16830 16896 10 2MASX Jl5141588-4557144 14.38 17187 10 
2MASXJI5110577-4508335 14.31 16740 10 2MASX Jl5141780-4548215 14.77 16010 10 
2MASXJ15110637-4618205 14.65 20665 20692 10 2MASXI15142193-4610576 13.43 17211 10 
2MASXI15110812-4518515 13.43 16989 10 2MASX 115142405-4608506 13.65 16893 10 
2MASXJI5110829-4530355 14.95 9701 9635 10 2MASX 115142439-4624486 14.83 16972 10 
2MASX 115111086-4522555 13.43 16695 16695 10 2MASX 115142823-4549116 14.55 17695 10 
2MASXJI5111305-4518045 12.89 9833 9770 10 2MASX Jl5143080-4603586 14.44 16135 10 
2MASXJ15111314-4540275 15.32 17001 16938 10 2MASX 115143560-4558396 11.52 17082 10 
2MASXI15111821-4548315 14.58 54 m 10 2MASXI15143655-4551076 14.13 15096 10 
2MASXJI5112124-4534105 14.36 16867 10 2MASXJI5143659-4650036 13.64 17208 10 
2MASX Jl5112713-4508405 13.13 10421 10 2MASX )J5143683-4548416 13.94 17505 10 
2MASXJI5112811-4600294 13.79 17355 10 2MASX 115143889-4622436 14.09 16903 10 
2MASX Jl5112969-4530244 14.62 34258 10 2MASX Jl5144039-4554506 12.96 18566 10 
2MASX 115113091-4623304 14.38 28471 10 2MASXI15144137-4604396 14.63 17340 10 
2MASX Jl5113207-4529344 13.17 16878 16782 10 2MASXI15144155-4559016 14.56 18740 10 
2MASXI15113294-4606434 14.52 17349 10 2MASX )J5144176-4528346 13.3 16617 10 
2MASXI15113538-4457004 14.43 15769 10 2MASX Jl5144250-4516546 13.89 16713 10 
2MASX Jl5113867-4455333 14.92 16288 10 2MASX Jl5144568-4532386 12.94 16186 10 
2MASX Jl5114286-4536574 14 15772 10 2MASX I 15144620-4519475 14.76 18519 10 
2MASX Jl5114396-4550204 14.2 10007 9956 10 2MASX 115144633-4621416 14.54 28528 10 
2MASXJI5114564-4603064 15.12 34215 10 2MASXI15144644-4558565 15.05 17194 10 
2MASX Jl5114680-4601074 14.07 17466 10 2MASXJI5144705-4607455 1223 16617 16579 10 
2MASX 115114715-4610094 13.59 17763 17643 10 2MASXI15144720-4531575 13.54 18396 10 
2MASX 115114718-4526084 14.53 16788 16851 10 2MASX Jl5144959-4556285 14.34 16117 10 
2MASX Jl5115115-4537434 14.01 15784 10 2MASXJ15145143-4618195 14.94 20560 20365 10 
2MASXJI5115211-4535414 13.79 16884 10 2MASXI15145148-4532425 13.72 16507 10 
2MASX Jl5115358-4456274 14.46 24812 10 2MASX JJ5145585-4535289 14.69 16453 10 
2MASX 115115678-4558264 13.31 17139 10 2MASXI15150039-4629569 13.45 15787 15730 10 
2MASX Jl5115755-4609034 14.21 20014 20008 10 2MASX Jl5150166-4509439 14.69 16171 16225 10 
2MASXI15115801-4521434 14.65 15974 10 2MASX Jl5150226-4554219 12.79 10013 10 
2MASXI15115811-4537474 15 16309 10 2MASXI15150342-4549499 14.51 16555 10 
2MASXI15115839-4519124 12.74 16755 16620 10 2MASXJI5150471-4609409 14.19 17661 17577 10 
2MASX Jl5115954-4534004 13.66 17322 10 2MASXJI5150929-4631170 14.91 38940 38775 10 
2MASX Jl5120726-4507044 14.91 16073 10 2MASXJ15151108-4549550 14.4 17512 10 
2MASXJI5120787-4519474 1425 28208 26193 10 2MASXI15151414-4510320 13.6 16315 10 
2MASX I 15120823-4608194 13.21 17652 10 2MASX Jl5151452-4538000 13.27 10322 10 
2MASX Jl5121004-4517224 14.55 33946 10 2MASX 115151846-4604340 14.45 18851 18806 10 
2MASX Jl5121433-4522053 15.39 30861 10 2MASX 115151900-4538470 14.76 17391 10 
2MASXJI5122627-4517542 15.09 33811 10 2MASXJI5152170-4550470 14.21 16953 10 
2MASX Jl5122843-4528112 13.85 33942 10 2MASX 115152444-4639579 14.64 52677 10 
2MASX I 15122915-4555432 14.55 23810 23768 10 2MASXI15152664-4607479 13.29 18012 17823 10 
2MASX Jl5123084-4456132 13.36 16342 16243 10 2MASXJI5152759-4540349 13.4 18138 10 
2MASX Jl5123137-4532312 13.7 16228 10 2MASX Jl5152793-4551529 13.63 17937 10 
2MASXII5123212-4551352 14.73 26076 10 2MASXJI5152800-4545289 14.33 16950 10 
2MASXJI5123908-4535022 12.72 18492 10 2MASX 115153287-4602159 13.32 17304 10 
2MASX Jl5123910-4546492 13.83 17469 10 2MASX 115154003-4559107 13.86 16992 10 
2MASXJI5123922-4558242 13.78 15424 10 2MASX 115154053-4500138 14.68 36615 10 
2MASX I 15124019-4808552 14.56 16980 10 2MASXJI5154127-4531348 14.22 10109 10058 10 
2MASX I 15124426-4617532 14.06 16752 10 2MASX Jl5154204-4600018 13.99 16820 10 
2MASX Jl5124487 -4526182 14.02 34572 10 2MASXJ15154335-4538488 13.6 16375 10 
2MASX I 15124528-4534272 13.61 16510 10 2MASXJI5154673-4604588 14.35 17241 10 
2MASX 115124602-4558032 14.09 15119 10 2MASXJ15154827-4459158 13 11071 10 
2MASX I 15124703-4544522 13.25 16998 10 2MASX 115155716-4523478 14.11 17831 10 
2MASX Jl5125074-4621031 14.18 17598 10 2MASXI15155897-4824598 14.26 17290 10 
2MASXI15125403-4606091 14.48 15898 15781 10 2MASX 115180414-4541448 13.25 9719 9650 10 
2MASX )J5130135-4522463 15.16 16747 18668 10 2MASX Jl5160583-4531128 14 16342 10 
2MASXII5130338-4610453 12.74 10442 10 2MASX 115160766-4621068 14.79 59503 10 
2MASX 115130903-4632283 14.1 10637 10586 10 2MASXJI5160832-4639147 15.02 21015 20896 10 
2MASXI15130988-4534173 14.06 16567 10 2MASXI15160840-4613577 14.43 19885 10 
2MASX 115130989-4520063 14.86 33718 10 2MASXJI5160885-4628497 12.22 10163 10100 10 
2MASX 115130989-4640513 14.68 59026 10 2MASXI15161271-4610257 13.67 19849 10 
2MASX 115131093-4524393 14.52 17217 17094 10 2MASXJI5161442-4551327 13.96 33703 10 
2MASXJI5131197-4540513 15.19 33217 10 2MASX 115161727-4641203 13.01 16944 10 
2MASX I 15131235-4529203 13.86 16207 10 2MASX 115161956-4602593 15.37 33778 10 
2MASXJI5131417-4643163 14.98 15295 15193 10 2MASXJ15182063-4624273 14.27 17400 10 
2MASXJI5131512-4538183 14.69 33256 10 2MASX 115162292-4636423 14.93 26731 26685 10 
2MASXJI5131892-4535213 14.56 17362 10 2MASX 115182553-4558554 13.08 17238 10 
2MASXJI5132080-4607113 13.81 19936 19918 10 2MASX 115162820-4558024 13.2 17154 10 
2MASX Jl5132226-4611443 13.86 16382 10 2MASX Jl5162850-4554134 14.52 34125 10 
2MASXI15132907-4545242 13.59 11536 10 2MASX Jl5163378-4557364 13.61 16924 10 
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2MASXJI5163446-4610444 14.9 15985 10 2MASX )14075584-4251276 14.85 34296 34371 11 
2MASXJI51&4267·4547093 14.48 16165 15958 10 2MASXJ14080203-4302366 14.61 15862 11 
2MASXJI5164471-4557123 14.66 17610 10 2MASXJ14080637-4239516 1326 15559 11 
2MAsxllS165201-4632463 1323 16552 16405 10 2MASXJI4080776-4255016 15.14 44924 11 
2MASXJ15165324·4456595 13.53 14324 10 2MASX J 14060922-4254136 14.81 15733 15715 11 
2MASX )15165749-4559156 14.32 17029 10 2MASXJI4081140-4322536 14.84 39691 39642 11 
2MASX Jl5170169-4604456 13.87 15820 10 2MASXJ14081226-42311546 14.2 16396 11 
2MASX J 15170425-4616566 14.68 34026 10 2MASXJI4081263-4307086 14.86 15542 11 
2MASX )15170696-4610446 13.8 23642 10 2MASX )14081537 -4246015 1329 20242 11 
2MASX )15171109-4641007 14.63 17799 10 2MASXJI4081717-4221385 14.73 15647 11 
2MASX )15171454-4525596 14.81 16254 10 2MASX )14081981-4333308 14.75 21414 21435 11 
2MASX )15171817-4633116 14.08 16333 16297 10 2MASXJI4082503-4zS7429 14.35 15616 11 
2MASX )15171827-4631406 13.99 16606 10 2MASX )14083198~4208199 14.71 9570 11 
2MASX )15171966-4602286 14.41 15679 10 2MASXJ14083262-4243069 14.92 15616 11 
2MASX J 151720011-4535326 13.68 15541 10 2MASX Jl4084538'4212299 13.59 20803 11 
2MASX )15172252-4629276 14.63 17604 17535 10 2MASX )14084840-4152539 15.5 15515 11 
2MASXJI5172556-4547546 13.81 16066 15943 10 2MASX Jl4084922-4243009 14.86 16216 11 
2MASX )15172664-4641106 12.34 15967 10 2MASX Jl4085238-4234539 13.35 11005 10927 11 
2MASX Jl5172950-4629306 14.47 16528 10 2MASXJI4085330-4241399 14.56 15709 11 
2MASXJI5173738-4525046 14.93 50605 10 2MASXJ14085720-4301U9 14.15 36874 ll 
2MASX )15174025-4520456 15.37 32135 10 2MASX )14085995-4325578 15.06 60399 11 
2MASXJI5174197·4615476 13.4 16042 10 2MASX J 14090558-4222489 13.9 16330 11 
2MASX )15174679-4619016 13.81 16534 10 2MASX )14090619-4257189 13.9 15866 11 
2MASX )15175229-4621456 13.39 16875 16941 10 2MASX )14090753-4234599 14.88 23192 11 
2MASXJI5180851-4619146 14.09 16862 10 2MASX J 14091268-4347249 14.6 60438 11 
2MASXJ15181654-4630222 14.06 16432 10 2MASX )14091323-4239219 14.96 15403 11 
2MASX )15182748:4632243 14.8 16324 10 SUMSS )140915-422855 101345 11 
2MASX )15182768-4631083 13.84 16378 10 2MASXJ14091649-4246569 14.5 15538 ll 
2MAsxJI5182847-4607443 12.13 15649 10 2MASX )14091668-4208169 14.68 14795 14678 ll 
2MASXJI5183242-4615423 14.19 16641 10 2MASX 114091754-4148357 15.31 26054 11 
2MASX )15183377-4623433 14.6 16120 10 2MASX )14091858-4249129 13.82 14495 11 
2MASX Jl5183544-4532063 14.82 32411 10 2MASXJI4091975-4225339 14.78 16417 11 
2MASX )15183559-4613312 1429 17100 17031 10 2MASXJI4092431-4159317 15.08 58472 11 
2MASXJI5184588-4630032 14.55 16435 10 2MASX )14092750-4256129 14.35 14823 11 
2MASXJ15184683-4524562 14.74 21580 21714 10 2MASX )14092890-4148568 14.93 35918 11 
2MASX)15185047-4618312 14.9 15806 10 2MASX )14093255-4243188 13.69 15598 11 
2MASX )15185555-4620092 13.64 16795 10 2MASXJI4093694-4244315 1528 15481 11 
2MASXJ15185893-4622033 14.33 17079 10 2MASXJI4094341-4213266 13.93 15580 ll 
2MASX )15190696-4612583 13.32 17007 10 2MASXJI4094566-4310236 14.6 16312 11 
2MASX l 15191453-4526563 14.5 20575 20494 10 2MASX J 14094599-4319146 14.56 22173 22101 11 
2MASXJ15191688-4614563 14.01 15694 10 2MASX )14094734-4330056 15.33 68011 11 
2MASX J 15194125-4528273 1522 39265 10 2MASXJI4094764-4248426 14.58 15421 11 
2MASX l 14035950-4303054 14.65 21828 11 2MASXJ14095004-4312016 14.46 25917 11 
2MASXJI4040397-4238524 14.31 20080 ll 2MASXJ14095061·4304286 14.45 15349 15307 11 
2MASXJI4043743-4236408 14.49 26793 11 2MASX )14095066-4235006 12.56 16387 11 
2MASXJ14045073-4313368 14.37 20098 11 2MASX )14095318-4246026 13.52 15167 ll 
2MASX )14045473-4236558 13.64 26553 11 2MASXJ14095518-4244106 1326 6826 ll 
2MASX !14045900.4239307 14.13 20165 11 2MASX JI4095644-4321556 1425 28861 28753 11 
2MASXJ14050041-4249297 13.45 20110 11 2MASXJI4095791-4245126 14.17 15739 11 
2MASXJI4050191H257317 14.42 26094 11 2MASX Jl4095809-4246336 13.42 15119 11 
2MASXJ14050318-4210437 14.84 20248 11 2MASXJI4100171-4231346 13.57 16402 16390 11 
2MASX )14050882-4231483 14.27 21099 11 2MASXJ14100336-4250156 1421 14861 11 
2MASXJI4053073-4243343 14.41 20569 11 2MASXJ14100624·4235306 13.19 15487 11 
2MASXJ14053295-4221373 14.05 20440 11 2MASXJI4101183-4253276 14.79 16240 11 
2MASX !14054165-4229403 14.07 15494 11 2MASXJ14101212-4210516 14.64 24214 11 
2MASX !14054180-4301083 14.32 15950 11 2MASXJI4101301-4208516 14.46 24637 11 
2MASX )14054182-4247213 14.45 26259 11 2MASX !14101589·4246525 14.8 36686 11 
2MASXJ14054703-4200046 13.18 20290 20137 11 2MASXJ14102007-4224545 15.16 14600 14507 11 
2MASXJI4055260-4235016 13.85 20674 11 2MASXJI4102201-4256355 14.57 10316 11 
2MASXJI4055339-4246526 13.38 27035 26918 11 2MASXJ14102256-4211035 14.54 15764 11 
2MASXJI4055673-4304117 14.41 15805 15814 11 2MASX ll4102305-4247485 14.15 14312 11 
2MASX ll4055713-4158292 15.41 97469 11 2MASX !14102362-4328135 15.33 69393 11 
2MASXJI4060682-4239447 14.48 20273 11 2MASXJI4102503-4319285 9.37 1741 1718 11 
2MASXJ14060786-4258297 14.87 21009 11 2~ )14102653-4237395 14.91 15442 15436 11 
2MASXJI4060990-4236396 1429 20847 20575 11 2MASXJ14102887-4246555 11.9 15322 11 
2MASXJI4061169-4300276 13.92 20209 20167 11 2MASic ll4103050-4245465 14.15 14426 11 
2MASXJ14061255-4242386 13.1 20497 11 2MASXJI4103371-4218415 15.42 14987 14999 11 
2MASXJI4061390-4241056 15.09 34914 11 2MASX )14103464-4157015 14.95 20638 20683 11 
2MASXJI4062385-4221363 1423 20350 11 2MASX ll4100sos-4236325 13.93 15262 11 
2MASXJI4083195-4227484 14.46 16612 11 2MASX )14103514-4242215 13.45 16426 11 
2MASX !14083255-4239244 12.38 20506 11 2MASX ll4103711-4345345 14.52 22209 11 
2MASX ll4063502-4154048 13.89 26334 11 2MASXJI4103887-4148250 13.49 20212 11 
2MASX ll4063528-4236384 13.34 21099 11 2MASX ll4103895-4258036 1521 15838 15742 11 
2MASX )14063999-4239334 14.29 20350 11 2MASXJ14104313-4247315 13.56 15490 11 
2MASXJI4064216-4224594 15.18 19783 19672 11 2MASXJ14104347-4231535 13.66 15406 11 
2MASX )14064353-4306004 14.67 19870 11 2MASXJ14104379-4147090 14.7 20293 11 
2MASXJI4064388-4217334 13.15 15113 15044 11 2MASX ll4104482-4228325 13.39 10220 10133 11 
2MASXJ14064699-4303134 14.9 20038 11 2MASXJ14104519-4230515 15.66 34848 34734 11 
2MASXJI4064945-4209474 15.4 39995 11 2MASXJ14104730-4245185 14.95 16021 16072 11 
2MASXJI4065067-4235484 15.06 26637 11 2MASXJI4105700-4229566 13.95 20155 20008 11 
2MASXJI4065362-4221224 14.54 21333 11 2MASXJ14105802-4243206 13.66 15652 11 
2MASXJI4085508-4254154 14.48 20518 11 2MASXJI4110249-4323537 14.4 38727 38628 11 
2MASX )14065760-4308194 14.86 36809 11 2MASXJ14110302-4329247 14.4 26388 26292 11 
2MASXJI4070614-4255411 14.68 15949 11 2MASX )14110629-4341377 14.22 25887 11 
2MASXJ14071521-4207431 14.8 20275 11 2MASX )14110726-4323027 14.84 43182 43116 11 
2MASXJ14072079.4214041 142 20988 11 2MASX ll4110817-4248207 14.09 15313 11 
2MASX )14073021-4236261 15.54 34855 34803 11 2MASX !14111020-4320347 14 26211 11 
2MASXJI4073067-4152455 14.38 15054 11 2MASX )14111339-4340257 14.8 38571 11 
2MASXJI4073202-4304081 14 16147 11 2MASX )14111458-4346067 14.47 14630 14594 11 
2MASXJI4073299-4200561 13.63 21027 20869 11 2MASX Jl4111563-4236327 15.12 15391 11 
2MASX Jl4074049-4305125 14.53 16144 16093 11 2MASXJ14111938-4341197 14.86 38925 11 
2MASX 114074122-4341575 15.35 37696 11 2MASX )14111944-4306037 13.14 14834 11 
2MASXl14074272-4236215 14.13 35714 11 2MASXJI4112089-4249207 14.85 15619 11 
2MASX J 14074600-4231266 13.52 15727 11 2MASX )14112654-4254347 15.54 54149 11 
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2MASX 114112871-4250527 12.77 15853 11 2MASXI12062168-5329394 13.92 20308 20239 12 
2MASX 114113119-4344267 15.05 26229 26145 11 2MASX 112063041-5351337 12.4 8295 12 
2MASXI14114384-4157081 14.62 20374 20317 11 2MASX 112063262-5326597 13.71 11560 12 
2MASX)14114444-4301211 13.72 15313 15238 11 WKK 0632:12063516-5335517 20734 20689 12 
2MASX J 14114827-4300571 14.45 16129 16147 11 2MASX 112064636-5232058 13.58 18518 12 
2MASX 114115484-4248402 13.78 15652 11 2MASX 112064850-5346068 1427 33121 12 
2MASX 114120300-4233232 14.37 20344 11 2MASX 112064943-5213148 12.96 4290 4296 12 
2MASX )14120904-4201281 13.49 20584 11 2MASXI12065076-5337348 14.57 21330 12 
2MASX)14121338-4327251 15.35 26350 11 2MASXI12065435-5333288 1426 20689 12 
2MASXI14121588-4201545 14.58 20854 20878 11 2MASX 112065528-5352158 14.74 48776 12 
2MASX)14122426-4330155 16.11 26223 11 2MASX 112070162-5352548 14.32 17403 12 
2MASXI14123019-4258136 14.81 10793 10775 11 2MASX 112070518-5324027 14.48 11740 11569 12 
2MASXI14124034-4229046 12.93 20338 11 2MASX 112072025-5337302 13.49 8298 12 
2MASXI14125711-4159018 1523 35906 11 2MASX 112072416-5313232 12.57 11587 12 
2MASXJ14125715-4227098 14.99 20215 11 2MASX 112075324-5324592 14.63 35164 12 
2MASX 114130836-4220568 14.66 20830 20815 11 2MASX )12080796-5336124 14.82 22505 22320 12 
2MASXI14130939-4203238 1529 35727 11 2MASX 112082788-5345524 14.62 33772 12 
2MASXI14130980-4319438 15.18 34066 34059 11 2MASXJ12083203-5341553 15.36 33721 12 
2MASXI14131379-4204299 13.81 36185 11 2MASXI12083498-5343513 15.18 33697 12 
2MASX 114131774-4205249 14.17 33942 11 2MASXI12083522-5405583 13.57 5624 5630 12 
2MASXI14132021-4244039 14.35 13287 13266 11 2MASX J 12083646-5330276 13.72 22368 22206 12 
2MASX 114132552-4230048 1527 20392 11 2MASX 112064248-5348206 15.85 32719 12 
2MASX )14133161-4237288 14.98 35780 35741 11 WKK 0664:12084421-5328210 8196 12 
2MASX)l4133477-4304115 15.08 25731 25755 11 2MASXJ12064781-5235217 15.06 25072 24946 12 
2MASXI14133592-4331025 11.69 6661 11 2MASX J 12085086-5340377 1426 33430 12 
2MASXI14134295-4241245 14.71 7447 7420 11 WKK0871:12085904-5353272 15035 15032 12 
2MASXI14134558-4240335 14.64 20068 19927 11 2MASX 112091935-5328128 14.97 14891 12 
2MASX 114134908-4321085 15.1 74984 11 2MASX 112092226-5239526 14.58 18647 12 
2MASX 114135485-4320105 15.41 53973 11 2MASX 112093022-5405489 14.95 33661 12 
2MASXI14135595-4319135 15.04 33990 11 WKK 0681:12093811-5403317 25869 25701 12 
2MASX )14135743-4220065 15.61 20498 11 2MASX 112093949-5251158 132 14872 12 
2MASX114135750-4210535 15.04 35948 11 2MASX 112094755-5251008 12.83 14591 12 
2MASXII4140071-4315045 15.55 54355 11 2MASX 112094800-5257328 14.05 19259 19166 12 
2MASX)l4140958-4313364 14.62 43263 11 2MASX 112094855-5250208 12.79 14663 12 
2MASXJ14145484-4228102 15.04 37000 11 2MASX 112095969-5227477 14.13 11818 12 
2MASX )14151029-4239383 15.02 20032 20326 11 2MASX 112100179-5231587 13.74 11752 11731 12 
2MASX )12002164-5324460 14.52 33184 12 2MASXI12100392-5328568 14.58 21244 20955 12 
PAIRALL0448:12002381-5317071 4853 12 2MASXJ12100394-5241497 1522 14645 12 
2MASX 112003049-5328299 14.02 32881 12 2MASX 112100575-5222358 14.09 19271 19166 12 
2MASX 112003500-5332469 13.74 32816 12 2MASXI12100591-5332159 14.72 20833 20767 12 
2MASXII2005321-5341125 14.12 33577 12 2MASX 112100611-5404071 14.83 32489 12 
2MASX 112010008-5324155 14.1 32414 12 2MASXI12100684-5328259 14.1 20809 12 
2MASX 112010288-5320405 14.12 20327 20380 12 2MASX)I2101519-5233319 14.57 14747 14809 12 
2MASX 112010299-5313545 13.45 20686 12 2MASX 112102872-5223110 14.35 22670 12 
2MASX)l2011597-5325215 11.51 4575 12 2MASX 112102746-5404080 14.92 32503 12 
2MASX )12012005-5347555 12.33 7651 12 2MASX 112102879-5242570 14.35 19031 18977 12 
WKK0540:12012052-5302053 14861 12 2MASX 112102990-5221480 12.75 11563 11377 12 
2MASX)12013617-5321275 12.02 4371 12 2MASX 112103006-5401360 13.93 32686 12 
2MASX 112014264-5329505 14.68 32075 12 2MASX 112103403-5223080 12.92 11830 12 
2MASX I 12014632-5256065 12.77 11113 12 WKK0705:12103818-5249242 18884 12 
WKK 0545:12015179-5237271 11207 11155 12 2MASX 112103918-5253090 1427 14570 12 
2MASX 112015440-5255284 12.66 8157 8100 12 2MASXJ12103962-5225370 1225 11176 12 
WKK0549:12015705-5253380 19478 12 2MASX 112104380-5231589 12.44 11476 12 
2MASX 112015713-5313064 14.39 23654 23459 12 2MASX 112105232-5406424 14.06 34173 12 
2MASX )12020229-5334454 13.78 11297 12 2MASX 112105729-5250001 1526 47719 12 
2MASX 112020333-5339504 15.01 32881 12 2MASX 112105923-5259381 1428 14996 14900 12 
2MASX 112021135-5342352 13.98 22865 12 2MASX 112110210-5405484 12.32 32935 12 
2MASX )12022125-5344193 1422 33616 12 2MASX 112110364-5335042 15.02 68554 12 
2MASX 112022356-5321283 1426 4380 4416 12 2MASX 112110822-5402244 14.61 32659 12 
2MASX112023677-5330163 15.13 48944 12 2MASX 112113163-5238073 14.37 14615 14429 12 
2MASX)l2023883-5312263 13.91 16755 16612 12 2MASX 112114074-5256484 13.07 14852 12 
2MASXII2024767-5350082 11.48 8313 12 2MASX 112114194-5300284 15.01 22230 22113 12 
WKK 0581:12024805-5331005 12070 12019 12 2MASX 112115489-5351125 14.52 32941 33001 12 
WKK 0567:12030701-5334390 11740 11449 12 2MASX 112120168-5306355 12.6 19109 12 
2MASXJI2031936-5251592 12.84 12052 12058 12 2MASX 112120502-5237044 14.3 23585 23468 12 
2MASX )12034684-5338164 14.14 4389 12 2MASX 112121695-5348180 13.43 21150 12 
2MASXI12035905-5241544 1427 8061 12 2MASX 112122242-5300331 14.42 19283 19241 12 
2MASX )12040505-5226514 14.35 18299 12 2MASX 112122980-5312571 14.46 21150 21036 12 
2MASXI12041698-5237559 12.97 4775 4707 12 2MASX112124286-5336071 13.37 21066 12 
2MASX )12042167-5331180 15.16 33470 12 2MASX 112125434-5319441 14.54 19448 19373 12 
2MASX)l2042527-5350430 14.49 32734 12 2MASX 112130128-5309000 14.5 23693 12 
2MASXJI2042821-5356076 13.1 8112 12 2MASX 112130520-5339074 14.84 21210 12 
2MASX I 12043027-5405336 12.53 4537 4482 12 2MASXI12133249-5251485 14.8 36285 12 
2MASX )12043774-5236490 13.15 7992 7897 12 2MASX)12133525-5252265 14.27 36266 12 
2MASX I 12044388-5228490 12.68 8040 7936 12 2MASX 112134622-5258378 14.78 20944 20952 12 
2MASX I 12044940-5240370 13.09 8280 12 WKK 0778:12140655-5308384 17082 12 
2MASXJI2045878-5314109 12.92 4995 4842 12 2MASX )12140848-5309089 13.7 17016 16932 12 
2MASX )12050052-5349569 14.61 32632 12 2MASX)09325692-6103091 14.19 16421 13 
WKK 0595:12050103-5340451 17133 17112 12 2MASX 109334623-6126040 13.1 16324 13 
2MASX )12050602-5347225 13.13 33442 12 2MASX 109340924-6050079 13.66 18549 13 
2MASX )12051015-5251585 14.87 14516 12 2MASX)09341407-6116541 11.82 2614 13 
2MASX )12051113-5340066 14.18 17196 17052 12 2MASX 109342965-6042063 14.13 22652 13 
2MASXJI2051707-5349466 152 32626 12 2MASX 109342980-6039392 14.83 29452 13 
2MASX)l2051879-5333246 13.91 17430 12 RICK 1485:09343051-6116030 2482 13 
WKK 0607:12052305-5321360 4799 4767 12 2MASX )09343962-6035473 14.31 21274 13 
WKK 0613:12054181-5309382 4542 4548 12 2MASX)09343973-6042013 14.7 21882 13 
2MASX )12054996-5218354 14.81 11923 12 2MASXJ09344668-6037123 11.76 21519 13 
2MASX J 12055628-5219304 1423 15406 12 2MASX 109352154-6037295 14.59 24976 24931 13 
2MASX )12060442-5331374 1529 23546 23477 12 2MASX 109352978-6042436 14.52 21636 13 
2MASX )12060454-5315064 14.44 66645 12 2MASX 109360258-6021556 14.96 36317 13 
WKK0619:12060901-5259280 4806 12 2MASX 109361494-6135145 14.67 28960 13 
2MASX )12081173-5343084 15.08 17205 12 2MASXJ09361668-6041175 13.98 20976 13 
2MASX )12081821-5331324 13.66 20893 12 2MASX 109363107-6110076 16.19 48192 13 
2MASX )12062099-5326434 15.69 47565 12 RKJ( 1487:09364099-6146390 4479 13 
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2MASX 109370080-6055596 11.63 2818 13 2MASX109190869·6117021 14.98 37714 14 
2MASX 109370565-6111225 14.5 37204 13 2MASXI09191018-6145281 13.32 26630 14 
2MASXI09371197-6136317 14.04 10283 10175 13 2MASX 109191969-6126541 13.49 17077 14 
2MASX 109371266-6026437 13.18 16031 13 2MASX 109193039-6039541 13.91 16552 16576 14 
RKK 1499:09373006-6018490 3058 13 2MASXI09194674-6145411 15.25 26445 14 
2MASX 109374130-6053439 14.8 29027 13 2MASXI09195904-6141212 13.72 26498 14 
2MASXI09374213-6027589 13.36 16174 13 2MASXI09200035-6129322 15.16 36754 14 
2MASX 109375292-6137099 14.15 26820 26810 13 RKK 1239:09201089-6214089 17139 17157 14 
2MASX 109375313-6012589 14.78 29635 13 2MASX 109201106-6103392 14.94 37238 14 
2MASXI09375869-6108189 13.31 24136 13 2MASX 109201968-6138192 14.68 26517 14 
2MASXI09375979-6021509 14.74 31445 13 2MASX 109204325-6159219 14.77 30729 30543 14 
2MASX 109375988-6032179 12.51 16489 13 RKK 1244:09205407-6125448 11197 11002 14 
2MASX 109380530-6031588 14.82 17280 13 2MASX 109205527·6131109 14.31 27213 14 
2MASX 109380702-6132438 13.89 24166 13 2MASX 109211746-6025590 14.41 22056 14 
2MASX 109382697-6039444 15.3 47613 13 RKK 1247:09212659-6120449 10916 10939 14 
2MASX 109382912-6149464 10.77 2878 13 2MASX 109212782·6128579 14.74 30040 14 
2MASX 109383352-6144185 10.41 2728 13 2MASX 109212843-6107529 13.42 35384 14 
2MASX 109383394-6108575 15.23 51190 13 2MASX 109212899·6055539 14.58 27111 14 
2MASX 109383818-6148455 15.06 22580 22386 13 2MASX 109212972-6035429 14.86 27609 14 
2MASXI09383843-6151005 13.77 22434 22314 13 RKK 1252:09213702-6201559 24588 14 
2MASXI09384085-6101195 14.81 24031 13 2MASXI09214043-6123291 14.74 36458 36503 14 
2MASXI09385371-6152374 15.46 34332 13 2MASX 109222315-6120462 15.11 30016 14 
2MASX 109385729-6126004 15.16 33271 13 2MASX 109222490-6102582 9.97 2198 2132 14 
2MASX 109385775-6042354 14.12 22035 13 2MASX 109222600-6139362 13.9 24487 14 
2MASXI09385900-6115024 13.3 21471 21339 13 2MASX 109222668·6025252 14.54 21679 14 
2MASX 109392020-6154542 15.17 43230 13 2MASX 109222883·6035391 13.55 16900 14 
2MASX 109393438-6155493 14.04 22485 22478 13 2MASX109222959-6135251 12.67 10856 14 
2MASXI09395434-6155533 16.29 21853 13 2MASX 109223968-6120190 14.93 30243 30195 14 
2MASX 109400473-6153398 14.47 21675 21654 13 2MASXI09233345-6032123 15.15 38146 14 
2MASX 109403344-6200401 14.9 46429 13 2MASX 109233838-6113534 14.68 30099 14 
2MASXI0940352D-6104011 14.89 37396 13 2MASX 10923410D-6115024 14.68 30169 14 
2MASX 109403936-6116401 15.43 62992 13 2MASXI09240626-6035195 13.77 21870 14 
2MASX 109405494-6122270 14.87 47121 13 2MASX 109241325·6025055 14.53 19631 19561 14 
2MASXI09405517-6159500 14.77 44598 44621 13 2MASX 109241428-6037245 13.65 22232 22170 14 
2MASXI09412525-6125390 14.72 11146 13 2MASX 109241453-6033414 13.98 21798 14 
2MASX 109413877-6126310 14.77 11203 13 2MASX 109241725·6035344 13.81 21867 14 
2MASX 109414364-6047560 12 3072 3076 13 2MASX 109242119-6114094 15.26 29340 14 
2MASX 109414387-6131190 13.28 10157 13 2MASXI09242945·6110493 14.48 37300 14 
2MASX 109422294-6106423 13.35 12414 13 2MASXI09244727·6029599 14.79 21924 14 
2MASXI09422797-6006574 13.6 10673 10502 13 2MASX 109245658·6039370 15.08 19580 14 
2MASXI09424053-6127304 14.72 43506 13 2MASX 109250032·6142210 14.09 22880 14 
2MASXI09425815·6046222 14 29086 28927 13 2MASX 109251286-6030230 14.23 22008 14 
2MASX 109431144-6047553 14.52 21783 13 2MASX 109252066-6039089 14.12 19837 14 
2MASXI09431469-6006273 14.1 27683 13 RKK 1318:09253007·6038341 19900 14 
2MASXI09432471-6042213 14.9 20976 13 2MASX10925350D-6219312 14.16 18180 14 
2MASXI09432629-6101213 14.93 28786 28594 13 2MASX109254087·6207472 15.72 45071 14 
2MASX 109432973-6102094 13.98 28918 13 2MASX109255262-6038293 15.24 79149 14 
2MASX 109434354-6045583 13.8 21153 13 2MASX 109260066-6107583 14.62 16704 14 
2MASX 109434845-6051093 13.3 21690 13 2MASXI09260892-6119203 14.92 35552 14 
2MASX 109440420-6051496 14.05 21753 13 2MASXI09261440-6041093 14.49 16501 16525 14 
2MASXI09442487-6053157 14.33 21651 13 RKK 1327:09261705-6036371 2212 14 
2MASX 109442646-6121387 14.59 32890 13 2MASXI09261936-6059592 15.42 16615 14 
2MASX 109443511-6039057 14.03 21846 13 ESO 126-G 011:09262431-6036540 2129 2102 14 
2MASX 109451544-6058471 13.94 21351 13 2MASX 109262586-6052282 13.67 16801 14 
2MASX 109452053-6126551 14.27 12417 12324 13 2MASXI09263025-6040141 13.23 16954 16863 14 
2MASX 109452115-6042261 13.82 22278 22206 13 2MASX10926321D-6053431 14.91 16947 16926 14 
2MASXI09454033-6036191 14.28 29038 13 2MASX109263567-6041412 14.44 16552 14 
2MASX 109454237-6056501 13.57 22050 21918 13 2MASXI09263769-6108362 14.94 29862 14 
2MASX 109455670-6059401 13.6 22200 22161 13 2MASXI09264089·6120212 14.25 2290 2132 14 
2MASXI09461775-6031453 14.62 28723 13 2MASXI09264978·6215113 15.72 74555 14 
2MASX 109462574-6040313 14.08 22179 13 2MASX 109265003·6058223 14.44 26974 14 
2MASX 109482846-6056073 13.12 21699 13 2MASX 109265052·6111403 14.86 37054 14 
2MASXI09464625-6105152 14.56 22625 22424 13 2MASX10926527D-6042083 13.76 16591 14 
2MASX 109464786-6034212 12.97 6365 13 2MASX 109270224-6212003 14.62 25072 24991 14 
2MASX 109464835-6028492 14.04 11707 13 2MASX 10927il32D-6045033 14.18 24340 14 
2MASX 109465055-6107172 14.89 30411 13 2MASX109270381-6116153 14.28 28823 14 
2MASX 109465478-6104484 14.02 22044 13 2MASXI09270604·6039473 14.97 21492 21519 14 
2MASX 109470596-6104035 13.73 21615 13 2MASXI09270872·6113113 14.66 29661 14 
2MASXI09471827·6052516 13.24 21393 13 2MASX 109270990-6138293 14.28 28663 14 
2MASXI09471868-6052186 14.69 21300 13 RKK 1344:09271037-6051234 27041 14 
2MASXI09472135-6030506 14.83 29023 29023 13 2MASX 109271123-6043073 13.06 21597 14 
2MASXI09474287-6046138 14.23 21081 13 2MASX 109271274-6043473 14.25 21859 14 
2MASX 109474647-6037505 14.88 37839 13 RKK 1346:09271307·6046509 27926 27932 14 
2MASX 109480294-6124528 14.07 16588 16477 13 2MASX 109272028-6125062 14.26 10850 14 
2MASX 109165943-6152271 13.97 27002 14 2MASX 109272168-6212162 14.91 18585 18446 14 
2MASX 109171442-6056301 14.14 16953 16992 14 2MASX 109272307·6041052 13.28 16570 14 
2MASXI09171796-6153551 14.89 26017 14 2MASXI09273156-6136388 14.48 32272 14 
2MASX 109173941-6128220 14.73 30183 30234 14 2MASX 109273264·6046148 10.9 2168 2159 14 
2MASX 109173983-6047110 14.85 27778 14 2MASXI09273367·6102119 14.77 30315 30153 14 
2MASX 109174122-6048530 15.5 21448 21396 14 RKK 1362:09275779-6043412 27272 27218 14 
2MASX 109174685-6203084 14.32 30307 30138 14 2MASX109280063·6045190 15.08 27294 14 
2MASXI09174803-6159494 14.47 27171 14 2MASX 109280409-6058350 14.46 28921 28849 14 
2MASX 109175441-6201165 14.85 30246 14 2MASX 109280775-6204580 13.73 25188 14 
2MASX 109175725-6127045 15.06 30324 14 2MASX109282046-6lll039 14.55 37237 37288 14 
2MASX 109175852-6047015 15.44 34609 14 RKK 1372:09282802-6041150 10200 14 
2MASX 109180028-6049515 14.33 27830 27806 14 2MASX 109282841·6135444 15.42 35111 14 
IRAS09168-6141 3184 3115 14 2MASX109283548-6116455 14.9 10055 9911 14 
2MASX 109182013-6200595 14.94 26945 26816 14 2MASX 109284409-6051196 11.62 2138 2132 14 
2MASXI09182562-6113475 14.51 30003 29940 14 2MASX 109285504-6116456 14.41 10082 9935 14 
RKK 1211:09182671-6201599 3175 14 2MASX 109285830-6157196 14.42 10387 14 
2MASXI09183769-6115314 14.06 30468 14 2MASX109290647·6211376 14.9 24523 14 
2MASX 10918412()-6154363 14 27155 14 2MASX 109291137-6055415 14.8 27734 14 
2MASXI09185993-6119111 14.43 17202 17046 14 2MASX 109291941-6040284 14.68 16435 14 
2MASX 10919030D-6145081 15.37 27113 14 2MASX 109292954·6131488 15.14 29440 14 
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RKK 1393:09294908-6206270 3199 14 2MASXJI2412760-5351320 14.01 43230 15 
2MASX 109295994-6105589 13.64 10317 14 2MASXJ12225258-5625247 13.72 22133 16 
2MASXI09300232-6212369 14.85 34404 14 2MASX JI22311 77-5627397 14.27 22112 16 
2MASX 109304536-6109353 15.07 10966 10661 14 2MASXJ12232126-5541307 14.42 26774 16 
2MASXI09305059-6126023 12.64 12252 12220 14 2MASXJI2232157-5616197 13.42 20640 20590 16 
RKK 1416.119305469-6057410 29567 14 2MASX Jl2232326-5603347 14.65 47709 16 
2MASXI09310988-6130563 15.18 42463 14 2MASX Jl2240063-5552506 14.8 26751 16 
2MASXI09311757-6100152 14.76 21588 21543 14 2MASX JI2240681-5556218 13.8 27002 26771 16 
2MASX 109314183-6135385 12.48 10206 14 2MASX Jl2241553-5609238 13.92 15187 16 
2MASX 109314925-6138315 14.71 26951 14 2MASX Jl2242398-5622398 13.05 7455 16 
2MASXI09315258-6055525 13.48 10158 14 2MASX JI2244318-5623337 13.59 19286 16 
2MASX 109322320-6148490 14.42 37387 14 2MASXJI2244801-5515397 13.98 30306 16 
2MASXJI2282497-5405249 14.53 47824 15 2MASX Jl2245747-5519358 15.02 34494 16 
2MASX Jl2285774-5405496 13.82 19717 19885 15 2MASX Jl2251579-5526358 13.76 30157 16 
WKK 1073:12293228-5400164 30591 30528 15 2MASX Jl2251786-5642018 13.59 14262 16 
WKK 1074:12293306-5412076 19991 19888 15 2MASX Jl2255352-5501120 14.18 29782 29703 16 
2MASX Jl2294797 -5421487 11.75 6050 6008 15 2MASXJ12260591-5513090 14.1 19724 19418 16 
2MASX Jl2295589-5413127 14.64 19889 19882 15 2MASX Jl2261496-5543458 14.95 30021 16 
2MASX Jl2301649-5352069 14.46 34360 15 WKK 1017:12262105-5546440 11386 11419 16 
2MASX Jl2302215-5311338 14.6 34362 15 2MASX 112262749-5546099 14.45 29202 16 
2MASX 112302980-5435560 14.91 29018 15 2MASXI12263131-5541509 14.65 26699 16 
2MASX 112302988-5439420 14.86 29191 15 2MASX Jl2263220-5503419 13.77 29143 16 
2MASX Jl2303112-5351009 14.65 34344 15 2MASXJ12263615-5544019 1329 29995 16 
2MASX 112305646-5436441 13.82 28940 15 2MASX Jl2265013-5504389 14.93 29925 29985 16 
WKK 1101:12314001-5302514 30441 15 2MASXII2265748-5607109 15.06 41995 16 
2MASX 112314273-5437307 14.68 19777 15 2MASXJI2265798-5454279 14.41 29075 16 
2MASX Jl2314716-5406387 14.44 38596 36653 15 2MASXJI2265963-5458069 14.17 29864 16 
WKK 1107:12321399-5350578 5528 5327 15 2MASX Jl2270077 -5543049 13.81 29887 16 
2MASXII2323076-5257248 15.01 4m6 15 2MASX Jl2270488-5525538 15.36 29532 16 
2MASXII2323535-5434273 13.77 19459 IS 2MASX Jl2270553-5520538 15.28 30160 16 
2MASX Jl2323624-5424163 14.6 16588 16528 IS 2MASX 112271312-5529004 14.49 29785 16 
2MASX Jl2323880-5400122 14.91 24535 24493 15 2MASX 112272397-5628104 12.19 7503 16 
2MASXJI2324387-5354272 15.48 34262 34131 IS 2MASXII2272789-5457525 14.92 29109 16 
2MASX Jl2324878-5358307 14.21 3072S IS 2MASXJI2273300-5507505 14.43 30112 16 
2MASX 112330691-5356577 14.74 30626 IS 2MASX 112274717-5458044 14.02 30157 16 
2MASX Jl2330892-5302326 15.06 47563 15 2MASX 112275180-5456404 14.53 29997 16 
2MASX Jl2331624-5337366 13.94 12831 12861 15 2MASX 112275195-5529164 14.12 29713 16 
2MASX Jl2335015-5356011 IS.27 30501 30480 15 2MASXII2260665-5456049 14.33 30541 30381 16 
2MASX I 12341839-5445212 14.49 27293 15 WKK 1055:12282382-5626373 14819 16 
WKK 1149:12341644-5356427 34144 34125 15 2MASX J12282489-5451139 14.2 29641 16 
WKK 1150:12342633-5347596 15778 15 2MASX 112264090-5639518 14.64 25938 16 
2MASXI12342640-5246545 14.38 31261 15 WKK 1067:12310034-5459564 15490 16 
2MASXJI2345488-531120S 13.18 31169 15 2MASXJI2311094-5527450 14 29544 16 
2MASXJI2351087-5259265 15.12 30551 15 2MASXJ12313149-5453587 15.57 15464 15526 16 
WKK 1157:12351646-5322023 17206 15 2MASX Jl2321491-5537332 14.64 9896 10037 16 
2MASX Jl23521 03-5310464 14.53 32743 15 2MASXJI2324225-5638512 14.S7 28799 16 
2MASX Jl2353111-5316563 14.81 31577 15 2MASXJI2331406-5555536 14.69 10235 10097 16 
2MASXII2353649-5319470 14.28 47317 IS 2MASX I 12332027-5554596 13.66 29469 16 
2MASXII2355619-5423261 14.94 38S83 15 2MASX Jl2334160-5502545 1422 29739 16 
WKK 1166:12360007-5343458 9138 9279 15 2MASX 112352069-5607544 13.94 29199 29122 16 
WKK 1167:12360233-5353337 28139 28025 15 2MASX 112352189-5520204 15.31 44651 16 
2MASX I 12361401-5327068 14.06 18315 15 2MASXJ13542866-5630118 13.7 11686 17 
2MASX Jl2362074-5348189 14.41 15809 15 2MASXI13544127-5834147 14.32 14046 17 
2MASX Jl2362213-544 7310 14.61 26748 26825 15 2MASX Jl3555530-5555174 13.18 16417 17 
2MASX Jl2362634-5318049 13.93 11377 11332 15 WKK 2696:13580511-5553510 16620 17 
2MASXI 12362761-5255549 14.37 31415 15 2MASXJ13563264-5603463 14.41 16312 1631S 17 
WKK 1176:12363194-5315335 52550 15 WKK2719:13571183-5645187 16309 17 
2MASX Jl2363889-5415531 15.5 74733 15 2MASX Jl3571679-5711557 13.6 11141 17 
2MASX Jl2364311-5258328 14.03 18117 18059 15 WKK 2725:13572909-5609061 15899 15829 17 
2MASX Jl238547S-5315217 15.18 3034S 15 WKK 2732:13574089-5609500 7681 17 
2MASX Jl2365819-5330578 14.07 17233 17142 IS WKK 2731:13574212-5649005 22077 21960 17 
WKK 1189:12370684-5412292 27495 27374 15 WKK2754:13583364-5541460 20947 20668 17 
WKK 1190:12370621-5319181 11422 15 2MASX 113583630-S712088 13.31 12114 12079 17 
2MASX 112371538-5406553 14.55 39206 15 2MASX 113585646-5651034 13.56 14704 17 
2MASXII2371826-5322489 14.9 48646 48599 15 2MASX Jl3590915-5545565 14.82 30824 17 
2MASX 112373666-5332588 14.57 18237 18143 IS 2MASX Jl3590942-5834225 13.48 13683 17 
2MASXII2374121-5301597 14.73 27435 27293 15 WKK 2771 :13591882-5633079 21685 17 
2MASXII2374918-5358501 14.74 27579 IS WKK 2773:13592407-5622505 14882 14819 17 
WKK 1202:12374903-5317406 17260 IS 2MASX Jl3592492-S700344 1322 21462 17 
2MASX Jl2375948-5312407 14.07 31043 IS 2MASXJI3S92811-5545164 14.02 14234 17 
WKK 1204:12380007-5304451 17265 17157 15 WKK 2778:13594145-5659283 14164 17 
WKK 1207:12380334-5259013 27683 27614 15 WKK2782:13595239-5556510 13778 17 
2MASX Jl2381605-5418388 14.71 39257 15 2MASX JI3595499-5645360 12.81 13626 17 
2MASXI12362120-5421178 14.72 23449 15 2MASX 114000170-5618250 14.05 21244 17 
2MASX Jl2382254-532651S 14.S7 39096 38931 15 2MASX Jl4001083-5616400 14.19 29631 29643 17 
2MASX 112383327-5327463 14.94 39410 15 WKK2791:14001164-5631026 21908 17 
2MASX 112363918-5423126 14.73 42786 42957 IS 2MASX 114001389-5630290 13.41 21522 17 
2MASX 112384066-5409046 IS.OI 42736 15 2MASX 114001462-5720020 12.26 11602 17 
WKK 1225:12390831-5326541 28148 26222 IS 2MASX 114001882-5720060 12.69 11504 17 
WKK 1226:12390967-5407268 9456 9428 15 WKK 2795:14002019-57044SI 11722 11645 17 
2MASX 112391712-5422031 14.91 9360 15 2MASX 114002453-5710309 13.27 16890 16968 17 
2MASXII2391790-5419431 14.86 9518 9455 15 2MASX 114004104-5647419 13.14 15056 17 
WKK 1229:12392529-5317150 22041 22002 15 2MASXII4005321-5839249 13.49 14064 17 
2MASX 112393151-5427370 14.2 43485 15 2MASXII4005870-5650569 13.86 13457 17 
2MASXII2394587-5319022 14.95 44183 15 WKK2817:14010096-5543520 2m 17 
2MASX 112394669-5315269 14.91 26448 15 2MASX 114010454-5649409 14.3 13493 17 
2MASX 112395853-5330233 14.78 46600 15 2MASX 114011068-5649249 12.21 14046 17 
2MASX 112395916-5339423 15.05 27681 15 2MASXII4011416-5648206 13.64 13217 17 
2MASX 112400450-5319424 13.9 17011 16959 15 WKK2826:14011817-5626553 29461 17 
2MASX Jl2401203-5405059 15.05 30444 30474 IS 2MASX 114012230-5721338 13.38 11458 17 
2MASX 112401487-5326144 14.89 43922 15 2MASX 114013262-5842279 14.5 13752 17 
2MASXII24017S7-5324154 14.42 27639 IS 2MASXI14015295-5651449 12.36 14228 17 
2MASX 112402713-5400017 14.89 30714 15 2MASX 114015457-5658379 13.53 7998 17 
2MASX 112404109-5321102 14.14 27657 15 2MASX 114020430-5653028 14.34 13769 17 
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2MASX )14021880-5651188 12.63 14306 17 2MASX)l3520564-5254507 14.28 27446 19 
WKK 2871:14023739-5648317 15137 15196 17 2MASX )13521447 -5217206 14.34 14945 14936 19 
2MASX )14024769-5633178 13.03 14235 17 2MASX )13521594-5225246 14.73 16010 15949 19 
2MASX )14025668-5608450 13.75 19118 17 2MASX 113523286-5216342 13.72 28879 19 
WKK 2882:14025808-5702179 21123 17 2MASX 113523580-5215393 14.23 29154 19 
2MASX 114043253-5649349 13.83 14253 17 2MASXI13524103-5215113 14.25 16055 19 
2MASX 114043360-5712169 12.76 11720 17 2MASX 113524114-5213433 14.16 16216 19 
2MASXI14043603-5642120 12.61 13968 17 2MASX I 13524788-5209223 14.74 29313 28987 19 
2MASX 114043842-5722310 14.1 16759 17 WKK 3793:13525275-5211272 29111 19 
WKK 2922:14044639-5650586 14279 17 2MASX 113525767-5152022 13.11 14840 19 
2MASXI14052360-5628217 12.92 13746 17 2MASX 113525797-5304232 14.02 27122 19 
WKK2955:14061118-5820038 28330 28222 17 2MASX 113530428-5302127 14.96 28468 19 
WKK 2979:14075177-5624475 11615 11671 17 2MASX 113530942-5221107 13.94 27615 19 
2MASX 114081215-5707363 12.97 11606 17 2MASX 113531528-5202298 13.79 15140 19 
2MASX 114083030-5659023 12.02 11699 17 WKK3800:13532239-5204073 28676 19 
2MASX 114083925-5615432 13.01 5264 17 WJ([( 2837:13533026-5306346 40385 19 
2MASXI14084752-5659054 13.51 11594 17 WJ([( 2640:13533809-5255030 3574 19 
2MASX 114155196-5223115 14.65 35222 18 2MASX 113534054-5304227 15.05 39587 19 
2MASX I 14155392-5200405 11.25 4425 4371 18 2MASX I 13534370-5255577 12.21 5840 19 
2MASXI14160447-5236315 10.31 3202 18 WJ([( 2643:13534541-5249041 9339 9297 19 
2MASX I 14160763-5212245 14.24 28322 18 WJ([( 2644:13534709-5250578 9447 9276 19 
2MASX 114160981-5304595 14.89 28870 18 2MASX 113534640-5231303 14.79 27770 19 
2MASX 114161521-5238322 14.8 29781 18 WJ([( 2645:13534841-5253269 3589 3627 19 
2MASX 114161682-5243032 14.61 21672 21753 18 WJ([( 2646:13535105-5255131 9461 9225 19 
2MASX 114165165-5249233 14.08 14812 18 2MASX I 13535660-5213194 13.99 27267 19 
2MASXI14170180-5139086 14.49 26757 26885 18 2MASX )13541 098-5239064 13.68 14864 14654 19 
2MASXI14173356-5241456 14.35 28657 18 2MASXI13541454-5259484 14.52 40187 19 
2MASXI14173823-5305386 14.62 29172 18 2MASX 113541877-5305004 14.91 36173 19 
2MASXI14173908-5245036 14.73 28387 18 2MASX 113542950-5153003 14.34 14930 14777 19 
2MASXI14174973-5256494 14.57 21738 21711 18 2MASX 113543348-5318403 11.66 3795 3798 19 
2MASX 114175254-5248214 14.75 27820 18 WJ([( 3808:13544284-5147139 28817 19 
2MASXI14175891-5301454 14.12 29199 18 WJ([( 3807:13544898-5157346 28954 19 
2MASX 114180213-5258394 14.14 28969 18 WJ([( 2677:13545182-5313250 9204 9177 19 
WJ([( 3115:14180701-5233112 3355 3217 18 2MASX I 13545602-5316374 14.71 31229 19 
2MASX 114181023-5305394 14.93 28673 18 2MASXJI3551197-5325328 14.65 40660 19 
2MASXI14181255-5304114 14.45 28340 18 2MASXI13551459-5214303 15.1 51475 19 
2MASXI14181871-5313274 13.96 4509 4431 18 2MASXI13551851-5213199 14.52 28259 19 
2MASXI14181942-5302034 14.81 28966 18 2MASX 113551992-5323449 15.16 41734 19 
2MASX 114183873-5303332 14.57 31466 18 WJ([( 3810:13552083-5147226 21855 21828 19 
2MASX 114184672-5258392 14.71 30489 18 2MASX)l3552368-5224189 14.81 21165 21276 19 
2MASXI14185961-5312012 14 30590 18 2MASX I 13552462-5209099 14.43 27824 19 
2MASXI14185991-5142452 13.14 17948 18 2MASX )13552729-5222080 15.16 27869 19 
2MASX )14192710-5302446 14.68 14840 18 WJ([( 3813:13553102-5206047 27621 19 
2MASX 114193582-5239426 13.56 14939 18 2MASXI13553625-5215030 12.8 27474 19 
2MASXJI4194401-5141146 14.65 14072 14123 18 2MASXI13553657-5210160 14.23 26801 19 
2MASXI14195697-5205424 14.3 47485 18 2MASX)l3553775-5146260 14.75 22017 21828 19 
2MASX I 14201805-5243155 14.83 50233 18 2MASXJI3553880-5301400 13.63 14855 14558 19 
WJ([( 3936:14203199-5221130 4434 4248 18 2MASX )13553958-5303410 14.04 21483 19 
WJ([( 3146:14204449-5306331 11113 18 2MASXI13554259-5139580 13.73 28240 19 
2MASXI14205460-5237492 14.89 31172 18 2MASX )13554296-5201480 14.34 24568 19 
2MASXJI4211227-5153311 14.34 9899 18 WKK2692:13554332-5234239 27450 27320 19 
2MASX )14211879-5233449 15.33 41125 18 2MASX 113554528-5215489 14.79 28522 19 
WJ([( 3148:14212431-5234509 4374 18 2MASX 113555244-5209139 14.89 28046 19 
2MASX 114221383-5205259 14.25 22317 22116 18 2MASX 113560893-5208088 15.73 28436 28216 19 
2MASX 114221766-5228189 14,13 22217 18 WJ([( 3818:13561375-5145378 20129 19810 19 
2MASX 114222208-5305310 14.23 28408 18 2MASX I 13561686-5206549 13.81 27986 19 
2MASX I 14222599-5203140 15.57 60327 18 2MASX )13581771-5219428 14.91 28018 27866 19 
WJ([( 3955:14223509-5203220 28733 28609 18 2MASXI13562297-5304149 13.35 27273 19 
2MASXI14223791-5227219 15.35 27814 18 2MASX 113563099-5213188 15.22 28270 19 
2MASXII4225568-5201005 15.33 35090 18 WJ([( 2709:13563151-5245472 19589 19549 19 
2MASXI14225768-5123266 13.18 10919 10990 18 2MASXJI3563511-5209308 14.76 26343 19 
2MASXI14230691-5241116 14.49 27749 18 2MASXJI3564312-5243021 13.5 8913 8775 19 
2MASX )14232868-521 0255 14.97 60340 18 2MASX 113564654-5257412 13.45 9555 9342 19 
2MASXJI4233485-5322528 14.23 18030 17952 18 2MASX )13585882-5300282 14.62 36400 19 
2MASX )14235517 -5239169 14.31 31370 18 2MASx 113570184-5221362 14.42 27854 27872 19 
2MASXJI4241010-5235389 14.1 27630 18 2MASX )13570725-5308322 15.04 27099 19 
2MASXJI4241589-5201153 14.72 27862 18 2MASX )13572645-5219392 14.83 27994 19 
2MASXJ14241742-5319444 14.77 29388 18 WJ([( 2727:13573199-5301041 21640 19 
2MASX )14243973-5313104 14.34 2m1 18 2MASX I 13573318-5206443 14.3 27483 19 
2MASX )14244371-5219534 14.69 17636 18 2MASX 113573484-5246183 11.61 4056 4002 19 
2MASX 114244807-5220483 13.06 1m4 18 2MASX 113574469-5200563 14.89 27302 19 
2MASX )14250228-5222554 14.44 17736 18 WJ([( 3825:13575589-5219451 28070 28025 19 
2MASX )14250486-5212235 15.68 48348 18 WKK2739:13575741-5247121 4071 3924 19 
2MASX )14251293-5243085 12.16 10182 18 2MASX 113580203-5242033 13.5 4580 4811 19 
2MASX )14251810-5242575 13.22 10181 10100 18 WJ([( 2746:13581703-5322221 4847 19 
2MASX )14254200-5228235 14.92 21765 18 WKK2758:13583305-5246059 4506 4434 19 
2MASX 114255412-5304196 14.55 40807 18 WJ([( 3829:13585969-5218331 4089 4017 19 
2MASXJI4260866-5212377 15.15 27615 18 2MASX 113594626-5259046 15.06 24640 24685 19 
WJ([( 3976:14261807-5237188 21902 21669 18 2MASX 114000084-5158476 13.57 14918 19 
2MASXJI4262385-5223426 14.83 4626 4596 18 2MASX114001350-5328035 14.24 3819 3723 19 
2MASXI14262479-5228187 14.03 21487 18 2MASXI14001898-5304094 14.32 24695 19 
2MASX 114262642-5229527 12.79 21938 18 2MASX114002365-5303434 14.39 25023 24898 19 
2MASX 114263555-5244028 11.84 10143 10094 18 WJ([( 2807:14003461-5243192 14148 13967 19 
2MASXI14272417-5205552 14.09 16971 17091 18 2MASX 114010288-5148063 15.15 27974 19 
2MASX 114273079-5207152 13.66 16848 16968 18 WJ([( 2839:14013203-5301192 9488 9425 19 
2MASX )14274936-5240171 14.48 10385 18 2MASX 114014809-5248338 14.17 41380 19 
2MASX 114281356-5220375 13.86 10936 18 2MASX 114014839-5252158 12.89 11413 11395 19 
2MASX )13500076-5247434 14.46 27294 19 2MASX 114020496-5222069 14.98 44244 19 
2MASX 113501013-5252154 14.25 18792 19 2MASX 114020684-5256379 14.43 24557 19 
2MASXJI3502826-5239385 10.65 3833 3574 19 2MASX 114021332-5241579 14.43 36628 19 
2MASX 113502912-5258475 11.49 3936 3876 19 2MASXJI4023029-5220153 14.63 19520 19 
2MASX 113512342-5254508 12.44 3894 3873 19 2MASX114023637-5305513 12.8 6006 5819 19 
2MASX 113513072-5255237 11.57 4011 3954 19 2MASX 114024828-5234054 14.02 13976 13922 19 
2MASX 113520368-5213277 14.32 27350 19 2MASXI14031852-5255545 13.6 13844 19 
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2MASX 113433822-4937573 1428 2ti2n 20 2MASX J 13523598-4903363 14.78 31788 20 
2MASX 113434576-4910094 14.12 25861 20 2MASXI13523781-4955193 13.35 14441 14390 20 
2MASX I 13440653-4858464 14.67 29361 20 2MASXJ13525304-4924272 14.67 29559 20 
2MASXI13441739-4913474 12.97 16037 20 2MASX !13525371-4942592 13.54 26831 20 
2MASX 113442373-4855359 14.67 29995 20 2MASXJ13525475-4852462 14.79 3598 20 
2MASX113442469-4849169 14.18 29239 20 2MASX !13530024-5005332 14.5 26049 26010 20 
2MASX 113442468-4850109 14.58 29532 20 2MASXJ13530605-4854267 14.25 25884 25890 20 
2MASX 113442910.4858569 13.99 29850 20 2MASXJ13531659-4958488 14.13 28546 20 
2MASX 113445066-4951329 13.88 28061 279n 20 2MASXJ13534055-4857007 14.1 29045 20 
2MASX !13445759-4952439 14.77 28264 20 2MASXJ13534158-4859537 14.92 26272 20 
2MASX !13445866-4958519 13.33 3580 3535 20 2MASX !13534346-4851557 12.1 12196 20 
2MASX I 13450433-5004417 14.94 7992 7915 20 2MASXJ13534534-4900347 14.82 25863 25824 20 
2MASX 113450480.4920048 14.36 12151 20 2MASXII3541640.4924344 14.55 27054 20 
2MASX 113453244-4858108 14.46 32035 20 2MASXI13542325-4942494 15.08 50513 20 
2MASX113454115-4912418 14.02 26167 20 2MASXJ13542514-4930084 14.78 24412 24472 20 
2MASXI13455741-4912198 15.03 28870 20 2MASXJ13545817-4949114 15.06 24662 24601 20 
2MASX 113460370.5009338 14.82 25672 20 2MASXJ13552285-4941039 14.01 30908 20 
2MASX 113461097-4902098 14.57 28838 20 2MASXJ18053110.4637373 14.6 19535 21 
2MASX 113461099-5010388 13.55 26588 20 2MASXI18055978-4604063 13.95 17856 21 
2MASX 113461764-5005138 14.36 27901 27884 20 2MASX 119060064-4602432 14.32 17973 21 
2MASX 113481979-4923478 14.22 28414 29336 20 2MASX I 19062734-4556095 14.96 24982 25114 21 
2MASX113462681-5009148 14.03 2n21 20 2MASXJ19063086-4855414 15.16 29470 29407 21 
2MASX 113463308-4935551 13.98 42373 20 2MASXJ19063088-4553514 15.04 30794 21 
2MASX 113463859-5004552 14.64 26471 20 2MASXJ19064098-4633584 14.96 5809 5639 21 
2MASX 113464216-4926322 14.5 22763 22781 20 2MASX Jl9071Dn-4808035 15.01 26406 262n 21 
2MASX 113464274-5005532 14.95 27570 20 2MASXI18072103-4704224 14.49 29407 21 
2MASX 113464759-4931152 14.56 42202 20 2MASXJ19072307-4842104 15.2 32336 32420 21 
2MASX113470198-5009482 14.27 21279 21249 20 2MASXJ19072743-4638353 15.18 26088 21 
2MASX 113470447-4915342 14.65 25945 25920 20 2MASX 119073811-4637023 14.04 25968 21 
2MASX 113471370-4805541 14.57 28380 28402 20 2MASXJ19074093-4657573 12.75 25765 21 
2MASXI13471504-4943232 15.12 26727 26607 20 2MASX !19074122-4631443 15.2 66237 21 
2MASX 113471616-4915442 14.84 29596 20 2MASXJ19074470.4627083 13.11 26056 21 
2MASX 113472059-4832232 14.3 14879 20 2MASXJ19075726-4701043 14.14 25843 21 
2MASX I 13472434-4937592 14.2 29241 20 2MASX 119075734-4543333 13.29 22722 21 
2MASX I 13473232-4907383 14.44 25960 20 2MASX 119080728-4844403 15.45 51225 21 
2MASX 113473385-4900003 14.76 25339 20 2MASX 1190801148-4810013 15.2 62756 62636 21 
2MASXI13473484-4938003 14.67 28973 20 2MASXI19081667-4719154 13.83 24029 23825 21 
2MASX 113473628-4920023 13.45 26137 26142 20 2MASX 1190112263-4816584 15.49 55143 21 
2MASX )13473802-4847253 14.98 25558 25491 20 2MASX119083010.4559553 15.16 36437 36404 21 
2MASXJ13473894-4909593 14.67 25834 20 2MASXI19083128-4635513 15.27 25153 25186 21 
2MASX 113474324-4921233 15.17 25960 20 2MASX 11908355(}.4542273 15.56 48144 45928 21 
2MASX )13474387-4926173 13.82 29266 20 2MASXJ19083574-4718203 14.36 24316 23950 21 
2MASX I 13480576-4928310 14.26 42079 20 2MASX119083684-4701493 14.57 25960 21 
2MASXI13480873-5016100 14.03 26976 20 2MASX 119083741-4658283 14.64 25528 21 
2MASX113481873-5025330 12.45 8145 8196 20 2MASX 119083908-4859523 15.1 24728 24703 21 
2MASX 113481952-4903251 14.53 29967 20 2MASX119085014-4708542 14.1 24874 21 
2MASX113482125-5014191 14.67 26699 20 2MASXI19085014-4632452 15.17 37378 37264 21 
2MASX )13482379-4858561 11.5 9693 20 2MASX 119085220.4820212 14.98 30617 30567 21 
2MASXJ13482637-4925580 13.78 29184 20 2MASX !19085321-4652513 14.49 25513 21 
2MASX )13482737 -4958590 13.53 16129 16114 20 2MASX 1190115333-4546553 15.12 48064 21 
2MASX )13482912-4916140 14.74 26301 20 2MASX )19085359-4659342 13.09 25384 21 
2MASX I 13482996-4924460 14.74 82657 20 2MASXI19085437-4700462 15.06 25116 21 
2MASX I 13483670-4958530 13.26 15737 20 2MASX !190115482-4811212 14.59 45749 21 
2MASX )13483896-4830220 14.9 31524 20 2MASX !19085563-4705102 14.5 26616 26490 21 
2MASX113484134-5010130 13.45 8157 8172 20 2MASX 119085674-4638242 15.28 37421 21 
2MASX11348550(}.4957003 14.43 42859 20 2MASX 119090483-4859213 13.79 24448 24298 21 
2MASX 113490465-5018513 13.79 15905 20 2MASX 119090511-4657242 14.64 37255 21 
F.SO 221-G 002:13490809-4837480 2956 2962 20 2MASX 119090677-4651542 14.59 25744 21 
2MASX 113491040-4853383 13.92 24910 20 2MASX I 19091007-4822062 15.07 21738 21 
2MASX113491049-4932445 14.51 26061 20 2MASX 119091401-4700022 13.84 25800 21 
2MASX113491300-4947313 14.65 23770 20 2MASX 119091547-4658132 13.77 24992 24814 21 
2MASX 113492856-4851543 11.17 3861 20 2MASXJI9091791-4623222 14.59 23755 21 
2MASX )13493265-4845453 14.16 24332 24208 20 2MASXI19092052-4838531 14.92 25368 21 
2MASX !13494276-4846574 13.07 3912 3903 20 2MASX 119092178-4859132 14.26 25288 25078 21 
2MASX )13494347-4943164 14.23 16504 20 2MASX119092373-4701342 13.87 25521 21 
2MASXJ13494680-4845094 11.93 2854 2866 20 2MASXJ19092541-4655452 14.45 25141 21 
2MASX 113494872-4835104 14.5 32462 20 2MASX !19092666-4702172 15.1 37367 21 
2MASXII3495592-4931334 14.63 29481 20 2MASX 119092894-4721252 14.51 24254 21 
2MASX )13500208-5015154 13.93 27023 20 2MASXI19093190.4840442 14.38 21402 21 
2MASX 113501812-4838335 14.02 32125 20 2MASXJ19093240.4630372 15.43 45677 21 
F.SO 221-IG 005:13501865-4854194 3040 20 2MASX !19093262-4700082 14.81 25368 21 
2MASX J 13502029-4947205 14.78 29206 20 2MASXJ19093383-4845092 15.24 24865 24754 21 
2MASX113502812-4958445 14.06 14243 20 2MASX 119093868-4719193 13.73 24157 21 
2MASX113503000.4946465 13.48 28754 20 2MASXI19093918-4650393 14.77 25417 21 
2MASX I 13503124-4849095 14.29 29042 20 2MASXI19094015-4843153 14.71 25485 21 
2MASX113503245-4835225 10.4 3822 20 2MASX 119094317-4848423 14.77 24862 21 
2MASX 113503484-4940465 12.45 9813 20 2MASX 119094338-4101582 14.91 25471 21 
2MASX I 13503850-4948565 14.22 28880 20 2MASXI19095121-4701262 14.98 26005 25902 21 
2MASX !13503802-4846295 14.64 31671 20 2MASX 119095478-4547232 14.42 31760 31658 21 
2MASX !13504251-4858145 13.7 29334 20 2MASXJ19100048-4108471 15.3 40451 21 
2MASX 113504638-4859205 14.59 28948 20 2MASX 119100095-4656021 15.59 45704 21 
2MASX 113505332-4836284 14.61 14343 20 2MASXI19101297-4635241 14.8 25441 25255 21 
2MASXI13505649-4955117 14.72 29268 20 2MASXI19101997-4102481 14.98 25117 21 
2MASX 113505692-4903197 10.18 3178 3145 20 2MASX !19102142-4850021 15.41 25843 25701 21 
2MASX )13505739-4909037 13.69 29406 20 2MASXI19102897-4702121 13.45 25267 21 
2MASX 113511341-4840058 14.48 29087 20 2MASXI19103233-4848501 13.76 19447 21 
2MASX 113513415-5022427 11.61 8260 20 2MASXI19103870.4725020 13.29 5112 21 
2MASX I 13514060-4857156 14.76 28960 20 2MASX 119104027-4653314 14.83 25429 21 
2MASX )13514587-5009366 13.89 16141 20 2MASX 119104498-4602055 14.92 25222 25138 21 
2MASX)l3520701-4900007 14.41 31551 20 2MASXI19105515-4604205 13.59 5597 5630 21 
2MASX)l3521030-4911217 14.75 39673 20 2MASXI19111058-4712185 14.09 38391 21 
2MASX)l3521321-5002326 14.76 27056 27035 20 2MASX I 19111999-4622282 14.73 55552 21 
2MASX 113521532-4914236 13.88 3133 3127 20 2MASX 119112666-4621543 15.33 55561 21 
2MASX )13522529-4903442 13.52 31388 20 2MASXI19112945-4548493 14.42 19655 21 
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2MASXJ19113026-4610393 14.92 59210 21 2MASX120111745·4515163 15.03 41491 22 
2MASXJI9113877-4703203 13.23 5553 21 2MASX 120111784-4434252 15.52 36958 22 
2MASXI19113972-4637513 15.91 81456 21 2MASX 120113123-4535357 9.87 5238 5132 22 
2MASX Jl9115833-4722589 11.75 5055 21 2MASXI20113440-4436178 15.78 35051 22 
2MASX 119120596-4536120 14.26 25234 25114 21 2MASXI20114339-4438208 15.14 37815 22 
2MASX 119122633-4601030 14.34 24853 24883 21 2MASXI20114375-4416078 14.78 5960 5978 22 
2MASXJI9122698-4555580 15.32 60693 60630 21 2MASXI20114431-4410218 14.49 23340 22 
2MASX Jl9123841-4558035 13.6 21838 21 2MASX 120114494-4353408 14.35 17994 18128 22 
2MASXI19124311-4557475 13.57 5309 5222 21 2MASX 120120185-4350426 15.18 54374 22 
2MASX 119124362-4840375 15.35 44973 45056 21 2MASX 120120521-4510160 15.34 55801 22 
2MASX 119124876-4 702415 14.32 5769 21 2MASXI20120728-4428430 15.13 35870 35498 22 
2MASXJI91247n-4533585 14.45 29242 21 2MASX 12012lll9-4402480 15.43 72952 22 
2MASX Jl9124780-4600415 11.02 5364 21 2MASX 120121174-4408480 11.04 5850 22 
2MASXJI9125683-4853445 14.63 29692 21 2MASX120122223-4534541 15.3 48764 22 
2MASXJI9125839-4844455 12.95 5085 21 2MASX 120122957-4538171 13.58 48989 22 
FSO 282-G 022:19130019-4545540 5531 5555 21 2MASX 120123159-4544030 15.04 38083 38026 22 
2MASXI19131295-4709221 14.46 29500 29440 21 2MASXI20123559-4426140 15.53 59797 22 
2MASX 119131398-4725505 14.41 15881 21 2MASX120123857-4545330 12.22 9378 22 
2MASXI19131708-4707461 13.39 5146 5192 21 2MASX 120124201-4440517 15.55 42412 22 
2MASX119132146-4618061 14.81 25093 25039 21 2MASX 120124279-4435137 1421 18534 22 
2MASX119132344-4639412 14.76 56455 21 2MASX 120124778-4539087 14.95 18390 18275 22 
2MASX 119133052-4533132 1523 58046 21 2MASX 120124939-4515437 15.41 31125 22 
2MASX J191331 01-4644122 13.99 36566 21 2MASXI20125271-4514108 1428 31259 22 
2MASX J191331 77-4703412 10.1 5466 21 2MASX 120125716-4512418 14.5 34731 22 
2MASXI19133295-4702312 14.65 24100 24076 21 2MASXI20125880-4453238 15.55 78743 22 
2MASXI19133949-4648572 15.29 5330 21 2MASX 120130427-4527428 15.36 84100 22 
2MASX 119134196-4704272 14.78 14267 14276 21 2MASX 120130626-4415068 13.62 16537 22 
2MASXI19134434-4643252 14.72 25096 21 2MASXI20132094-4518580 14.86 22826 22745 22 
2MASX 119134885-4610361 15.4 36574 21 2MASX 120132359-4446460 13.17 5184 5216 22 
2MASXJI9135279-4714561 14.52 36419 21 2MASXI20132844-4458360 15.11 61755 22 
2MASXJ19135332-4705311 14.74 59815 21 2MASXI20133109-4448141 15.46 27872 27659 22 
2MASX )19135397-4659301 14.76 5166 21 2MASX 120133371-4458261 1428 5139 5147 22 
2MASX )19135674-4650501 15.13 25030 21 2MASX 120133474-4540231 14.3 40846 22 
2MASX )19140415-4621401 16.06 82161 21 2MASXI20133514-4449091 12.69 5414 5312 22 
2MASXI19140471-4533487 14.78 61128 21 2MASX 120133672-4352161 15.49 87819 22 
2MASX)l9140550-4630347 14.47 5300 21 2MASX 120133808-4420281 13.49 5834 5813 22 
2MASX )19141248-4624297 12.55 5786 5780 21 2MASX 120133926-4503561 15.34 57968 58019 22 
2MASX119141322-4709577 15.08 29371 21 2MASX 120134181-4356381 14.91 31161 22 
2MASX119141431-4615227 1126 5202 21 2MASX 120134246-4430011 15.36 72865 22 
2MASX )1914253D-4614247 12.7 14400 21 DIRS 120134796-4502414 16839 16812 22 
2MASX119143113-4644127 1222 5394 5402 21 2MASX120135083-4409571 15.47 37769 22 
2MASXJI9143142-4710293 1523 23834 23929 21 2MASXI20135321-4431361 10.77 5825 22 
2MASX )19143218-4551563 15.3 61053 21 2MASX120135692-4445020 15.18 55150 22 
2MASX )19143468-4635454 10.46 5217 5228 21 2MASX 120140547-4445281 14.76 25747 22 
2MASX 119143659-4657274 12.51 5291 5213 21 2MASX120141139-4441341 14.91 25849 22 
2MASX )19143681-4619284 15.31 28238 21 2MASX 120141234-4432411 14.95 40266 40151 22 
2MASXI19144132-4540164 1521 77943 77919 21 2MASX 120141253-4437231 11.67 5847 22 
2MASXJI9144275-4633304 12.75 5282 21 2MASXI20142202-4345541 15.14 42298 22 
2MASX )19145231-4659255 13.37 5262 21 2MASX 120142455-4540181 15 40756 22 
2MASXJI9151042-4622424 12.58 5682 21 2MASX 120142993-4431571 15.22 48270 22 
2MASXJ19151212-4634194 13.4 5379 21 2MASX 120143498-4450500 1428 10724 10763 22 
2MASXJI9153555-4555381 14.61 12660 12723 21 2MASX 120143896-4426231 152 49598 22 
2MASX)l9153689-4702411 15.65 48882 21 2MASX 120143998-4532082 14.91 3262 3163 22 
2MASXJI9153749-4710101 15.4 34473 34392 21 2MASX 120144499-4519072 14.43 30864 22 
2MASX )19153750-4606581 15.39 59018 21 2MASXI20144516-4439272 15.56 60978 22 
2MASX )19154052-4545380 11.63 5481 21 2MASX120144654-4447042 13.65 6218 6164 22 
2MASX 119154486-4647300 14.5 21199 21126 21 2MASX 120144966-4439072 15.16 61755 22 
2MASXJI9154954-4611510 13.68 21675 21 2MASXI20144989-4422492 13.5 9278 22 
2MASX119155458-4547573 15.41 33492 21 2MASXI20145791-4429073 13.65 9294 22 
2MASXJI9160811-4626423 15.05 16633 21 2MASX 120145948-4538383 14.87 49107 22 
2MASXI19162111-4601523 14.62 21630 21672 21 2MASX120145958-4535463 15.95 56310 22 
ACSRG 0108:19163401-4630310 5318 5351 21 2MASX120150588-4540113 14.04 49005 22 
2MASX )19163529-4641285 12.49 5352 5300 21 2MASX 120150835-4417522 14.82 23133 22 
2MASX )19164211-4636036 12.79 5229 21 2MASXI20151163-4518492 15.86 62161 22 
2MASX )1917104o-4645125 14.57 24682 24715 21 2MASX 120151188-4441402 14.69 49173 22 
2MASX )19171409-4641192 11.96 5355 5270 21 2MASXI20151754-4527370 15.89 40958 22 
2MASXJI9172034-4631392 13.42 29164 21 2MASX120152019-4512280 15.73 74616 22 
2MASXJI9172528-4636213 13.9 29021 29023 21 2MASX 120152134-4431490 14.81 15185 15083 22 
2MASXJI9172527-4637003 14.31 29646 21 2MASX 120152208-4354400 14.82 42568 22 
2MASX 120082452-4440095 14.74 17670 17412 22 2MASXI20152504-4532270 13.49 9234 9255 22 
2MASXI20085057-4446507 1527 40892 22 2MASX 120152715-4524081 15.07 30861 22 
ACSRG 0114:20085551-4417510 5792 5639 22 2MASX 120153158-4541071 14.8 46357 22 
2MASX 120090739-4451247 14.26 15682 15769 22 2MASX 120153619-4456321 15.33 63554 22 
2MASXI20090739-4449157 15.22 52869 22 2MASX 120153877-4430381 14.92 57843 22 
2MASXI20094373-4514342 14.16 30629 22 2MASX 120153855-4520561 15.76 89932 22 
2MASX 120094403-4409132 12.11 5744 5732 22 2MASXI20154082-4443311 15.65 64309 22 
2MASX 12009461D-4520482 15.02 57036 57071 22 2MASXJ20154994-4356421 15.35 49673 49778 22 
2MASX )20095113-4519212 14.67 32942 22 2MASX 120155152-4426150 13.38 9809 22 
2MASX 120095919-4457432 14.95 31308 31050 22 2MASXI20155444-4430130 14.37 9257 22 
2MASXI20100024-4521021 15.17 30205 22 FSO 284-G 038:20155482-4429395 9282 22 
2MASX120101168-4358310 11.98 5718 22 2MASX 120155569-4418490 12.7 9294 22 
2MASX120101908-4402260 14.37 5726 5573 22 2MASXI2015583D-4443167 14.99 23090 22 
2MASX 120102693-4524360 14.64 30006 22 2MASX 120160207-4541547 15.07 48501 22 
2MASX 120103533-4410330 14.76 26744 26876 22 2MASX 120160547-4433117 14.91 9169 22 
2MASX120103673-4434390 15.19 42324 22 2MASXI20160572-4412337 15.71 71987 22 
2MASX 120103979-4408590 1522 5582 22 2MASX 120160577-4358217 14.05 23252 22 
2MASXI20104355-4417190 14.61 34763 22 2MASXI20160651-4425177 11.92 5417 5399 22 
2MASX 120104437-4356392 13.81 5906 5795 22 2MASX 1201618Go-4417598 10.57 5334 22 
2MASXI20104595-4508222 14.56 15864 22 2MASX 120161942-4501217 15.46 63779 22 
2MASXI20104962-4533193 14.46 31502 22 2MASX120162058-4529557 14.83 27746 22 
2MASXI20105223-4357173 14.39 5903 5687 22 2MASX 120162312-4512367 15.39 60007 22 
2MASX12010523D-4401263 14.83 48390 22 2MASXI20162637-4412007 1528 73144 22 
2MASX 12010542o-4456143 12.96 9372 9303 22 2MASX 120162682-4440497 15.7 73371 22 
2MASX 1201059Go-4353273 15.2 13580 22 DIRSI20162915-4431031 30921 30657 22 
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2MASX 120162947-4422187 14.52 23182 23084 22 2MASX 118294701-7710433 15.07 21711 23 
2MASX 120163659-4440318 14.95 42189 22 2MASXI18300178-7709254 13.91 12312 12190 23 
2MASXI20164523-4408359 14.2 23456 22 2MASX 118300392-7716094 15.35 43105 43011 23 
2MASXI20164554-4456349 15.17 73443 22 2MASXI18300597-7636464 14.02 13275 13221 23 
2MASX 120164624-4441419 13 5927 5885 22 2MASXI18305154-7626185 14.99 5597 5594 23 
2MASX 120164784-4438179 13.49 5822 5792 22 2MASX 118305851-m9555 14.57 33142 23 
2MASX 120164792-4409319 14.72 31031 22 2MASX 118310003-7634315 14.39 21156 21057 23 
2MASX 120164893-4415519 15.58 42304 42348 22 2MASXI18310747-7640594 15.33 27110 27161 23 
2MASXI20165058-4428319 15.82 30867 30774 22 2MASX I 18310888-7705216 15.24 12594 23 
2MASXI20165236-4533569 15.43 42379 42436 22 2MASXI18311708-7546353 13.67 5747 5660 23 
2MASXI20165327-4449209 15.52 54296 22 2MASX 118312945-7716539 14.45 12175 12118 23 
2MASX 120165332-4538429 14.96 41179 22 2MASXI18314502-7712530 15.22 35114 23 
2MASX 120165369-4535249 15.67 61569 22 2MASX118315351-7619491 14.07 31772 23 
2MASX 120165452-4401089 15.35 42388 42559 22 2MASXI18315424-m2051 14.64 32500 23 
2MASX 120165647-4351209 15.07 29314 29401 22 2MASXI18315777-no8071 14.34 21825 21759 23 
2MASX 120165713-4538409 15.31 49082 22 2MASXI18320279-7713241 15.34 42664 23 
2MASXI20165769-4448489 13.81 16624 22 2MASXI18321244-7711411 13.86 12694 12537 23 
2MASX 120170023-4454089 15.25 36138 22 2MASXI18321535-7649171 14.9 21883 23 
2MASXI20170182-4448409 14,19 64219 22 2MASX 118322065-7652211 14.45 15197 15196 23 
2MASXI20170394-4513289 15.03 40849 22 2MASXI18323541-7645190 13.75 21580 23 
2MASX 120170422-4428449 15.06 41975 22 2MASX 118332656-7659522 12.74 5517 23 
2MASXI20171195-4526489 14.59 40626 22 2MASXI18333049-7711372 15.15 13113 23 
2MASX 120171363-4442509 15.72 5843 5813 22 2MASXI18335940-7657152 13.13 5898 5769 23 
2MASX 120171543-4416522 15.6 73156 22 2MASX 118340625-7552182 14.77 12591 12576 23 
2MASXI20171708-4514322 14.45 41141 41135 22 2MASX 118351195-7606032 14.91 18783 23 
2MASX 120171875-4504482 14.89 41579 22 2MASX 118351694-7548222 13.99 20572 23 
2MASXI20172049-4430552 13.11 2770 2575 22 2MASX 118353191-7550062 12.49 11215 23 
2MASXI20172577-4523043 14.38 24052 22 2MASXI18353580-m4042 12.54 12679 23 
2MASXI20173197-4452093 14.98 40349 40325 22 2MASX118354864-m2311 14.61 32615 23 
2MASXI20173376-4458023 14.62 6026 5996 22 2MASXI18355260-7549501 13.39 11467 11404 23 
2MASX 120173563-4406073 13.81 42319 22 2MASX 118360848-no2155 13.98 12862 23 
2MASXI20173938-4435213 15.2 41815 22 2MASXI18361522-7845416 13.99 15167 15196 23 
2MASXI20173973-4412063 14.73 40250 22 2MASX118361959-7637528 14.96 21054 21003 23 
2MASXI20174140-4409573 15.48 40476 22 2MASX 118362612-7633107 14.83 35912 23 
2MASX 120174412-4454523 14.14 41650 22 2MASXI18363942-7717167 11.94 5552 23 
2MASX 120174697-4533083 15.49 41213 41120 22 2MASX 118370473-7646497 14.54 21645 23 
2MASX 120175085-4526222 15.61 73860 22 2MASXI18370918-7636317 14.97 19882 19870 23 
2MASX 120175488-4528331 15.23 41431 22 2MASX 118371645-7648482 15.3 22242 23 
2MASX 120180323-4531092 11.83 5217 22 2MASX 118373384-7648055 14.73 22154 23 
2MASX 120180334-4414022 15.13 41935 22 2MASX I 18373860-7646426 13.99 21618 23 
2MASXI20180902-4456002 15.19 54422 22 2MASX 118374404-m7095 14.95 37000 36985 23 
2MASX 120181086-4429402 14.7 40332 22 2MASX 118375734-7644508 14.24 20872 20878 23 
2MASXI20181181-4415172 15.4 42064 22 2MASXI18381754-m1469 12.03 5340 5258 23 
2MASX 120181815-4448252 9.99 2512 2416 22 2MASX118382157-7635599 13.99 20985 23 
2MASXI20183041-4432382 14.55 41801 22 2MASX118382631-7708269 15.2 31943 23 
2MASX 120183245-4408312 14.62 42111 22 2MASX118383550-7610359 14.67 21207 23 
2MASX 120183373-4522271 15.6 62615 22 2MASX 118384135-7712509 13 5388 23 
2MASXI20183390-4406291 14.22 42382 22 2MASX 118384210-n22189 13.55 5687 23 
2MASXI20183543-4451241 13.6 16690 16719 22 2MASX 118384364-7556379 13.97 12069 23 
2MASXI20184502-4414042 15.73 42322 42184 22 2MASX 118385174-7623448 14.37 21180 23 
2MASX 120185622-4504482 13.14 6227 5996 22 2MASXI18385496-7711261 14.72 31946 23 
2MASXI20191131-4423402 15.3 38274 22 2MASXI18380002-7633552 15.32 20716 23 
2MASXI20192544-4443533 15.54 62936 22 2MASX 118390050-7552118 14.88 12552 23 
2MASX 120193811-4447384 14.08 17095 22 2MASX 118390191-7645208 14.38 21865 23 
2MASX 120194431-4448083 12.67 16663 22 2MASX 118390968-7631093 15.25 20983 23 
2MASXI20194661-4431133 15.29 19127 22 2MASX 118391447-7607114 14.88 24224 23 
2MASX 118185988-7647409 13.86 21516 21474 23 2MASXI18391688-7640214 13.85 15230 15229 23 
2MASX 118201407-7616219 14.45 5690 5627 23 2MASXI18392756-7633575 14.91 20860 20605 23 
2MASX 118202490-7615585 13.99 21162 23 2MASXI18393158-7736475 12.59 12717 23 
2MASX 118210765-7641418 12.11 5558 23 2MASXI18393505-7708416 14.49 4620 23 
2MASX I 18212468-7834598 10.28 5589 23 2MASXI18394678-7618386 14.04 12345 12354 23 
2MASXI18225774-7641452 11.88 5493 5369 23 2MASX 118394935-7539006 14.36 12751 23 
2MASX 118243261-7715031 14.03 21465 21456 23 2MASX 118395164-7700326 12.66 5585 23 
2MASX 118251504-7704318 12.41 5657 5579 23 2MASX 118395297-7740446 14 21553 21480 23 
2MASX 118253843-7730049 14.87 29290 29350 23 2MASXI18395596-7555447 14.49 11728 23 
2MASX 118254557-7723129 13.15 12600 12639 23 2MASXI18395892-7737346 13.24 12592 23 
2MASX 118254872-7704079 13.97 11881 23 2MASX118400514-m6307 15.05 32447 32423 23 
2MASX 118254969-7711019 15.13 43635 23 2MASXJ18401812-7650126 14.88 11344 23 
2MASX 118261682-7703490 14.96 39169 39222 23 2MASXI18402280-7554216 14.91 12804 23 
2MASX 118261845-7653008 14.69 21917 23 2MASX 118402360-7708586 14.75 5534 23 
2MASX 118264398-7708153 14.76 21703 21627 23 2MASX 118402928-7708005 11.98 5072 23 
2MASX 118265622-7709274 13.61 13502 13506 23 2MASX118403957-7556025 14.23 12289 23 
2MASXI18265m-7651544 14.35 21258 21174 23 2MASX 118404428-7545432 14.63 43138 23 
2MASX 118272441-7704385 12.4 12881 23 2MASX118405544-7555373 11.53 12475 23 
2MASXI18274180-7709105 14.94 12015 23 2MASX 118410692-7556194 14.01 13631 23 
2MASXI18274659-7719545 14.63 13147 13188 23 2MASXI18412248-7656435 14.79 30225 23 
2MASX 118275646-7700474 13.31 11677 11881 23 2MASXI18412836-7658246 12.55 5686 23 
2MASXI18275699-7714084 14.75 29485 23 2MASXI18412967-7822386 14.72 35980 23 
2MASXI18280030-7557469 15.96 67616 23 2MASXI18414819-7559176 14.34 12378 23 
PKS 1820-774 NED01 36758 23 2MASX 118414927-7603156 14.9 35726 55 m 23 
:18280461-m7sso 2MASX 118420100-7713035 12.77 5196 23 
2MASXI18281764-7709311 11.28 12523 23 2MASXI18420526-7552375 14.11 12039 11872 23 
2MASX 118282563-7729442 13.36 16840 23 2MASX 118422359-7540540 13.74 10332 10259 23 
2MASX 118283464-7730402 13.19 5957 5900 23 2MASXI18422554-7555130 14.85 12004 23 
2MASX 118283655-7656243 11.85 5688 23 2MASXI18422845-7630201 13.08 15515 15364 23 
2MASX 118284039-7707543 14.55 13251 13275 23 2MASX 118431484-7550023 14.92 12025 12064 23 
2MASXI18284969-7706233 14.74 11956 23 2MASXI18431555-7822243 14.01 12481 23 
2MASXI18285721-7553363 14.79 26921 27044 23 2MASX 118433277-7558522 14.13 12709 23 
2MASX 118290135-7729363 15.27 29560 29392 23 2MASX 118433833-7618062 14.23 12490 12279 23 
2MASX 1182924 75-7700073 12.72 12174 23 2MASXI18441415-7731044 14.27 32839 23 
2MASXI18293901-7719202 14.87 29128 23 2MASX 118441577-7600214 14.7 12585 23 
2MASX 118293963-7655141 14.95 21759 21825 23 2MASX 118442093-7608235 14.73 42059 23 
2MASXI18294221-7706043 11.68 12709 23 2MASXI18442238-7600494 12.44 12580 23 
2MASXI18294544-7702103 14.51 30469 30519 23 2MASXI18444454-7723534 15.06 51957 23 
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2MASX Jl8444583-7658274 14.5 21232 23 WKK3889:14100994-5054209 21391 21408 24 
2MASX Jl11444843-7618394 13.61 12465 23 2MASX Jl4102783-5056598 14.46 29042 24 
2MASXJI8450340-ml583 15.09 42104 41869 23 2MASXJI4102933-5053269 14.16 30012 24 
2MASXJI8450991-7621569 14.74 20684 23 2MASXII41042n-5037239 14.76 59575 24 
2MASXII8451762-7611320 14.7 52314 23 2MASXII4110786-5100298 14.43 29015 24 
2MASXII8453854-7659162 15.4 77220 23 2MASX 114110965-5101226 14.5 27710 24 
2MASXII8454255-7600143 15.08 46612 23 2MASXII4111536-5047076 14.69 27501 24 
2MASXII8461357-7625084 14.42 26831 23 DEN IS 1141121.3-504629 27434 27332 24 
2MASX 118483576-7600383 14.24 10721 10754 23 2MASX 114112213-5043517 15.01 28523 24 
2MASX118464114-7549192 14.94 21627 21555 23 WKK3899:14112772-5117596 14990 14936 24 
2MASX 118470798-7634422 15.12 42062 23 2MASX 114113087-5042007 14.4 27323 27149 24 
2MASX 118471528-n00472 14.51 20219 23 2MASXII4113118-5051107 14.72 29919 24 
2MASX 118472611-7553283 13.89 12415 23 2MASX 114113725-5133007 14.87 14195 24 
2MASX 118475332-7648103 15.3 22034 23 2MASX 114114047-5052407 14.44 27995 24 
2MASX 118475539-7607523 14.74 48997 23 2MASXII4114291-5055057 15.38 29412 24 
2MASX l18480995-m9082 15.13 32672 23 2MASX 114120530-5106552 14.56 27479 24 
2MASX )18481442-7658301 15.66 51652 23 WKK3903:14122101-5121248 21600 21747 24 
2MASXII6482173-7633340 15.31 41636 23 2MASX 114122533-5055031 14.22 18090 18158 24 
2MASXII8483996-7648315 15.35 41329 23 2MASXJJ4123581-5057121 14.87 28504 24 
2MASX 118490659-7648186 13.66 21004 20872 23 2MASX 114125956-5042140 15.14 28466 24 
2MASX 118492234-7650466 14.65 22065 23 2MASX )14130503-5040290 14.97 28094 27953 24 
2MASX Jl8493494-7619555 14.45 21432 23 2MASX I 14131699-5034379 13.43 28720 24 
2MASXJJ8494530-non55 13.98 35627 23 2MASX Jl4345915-4535305 14.69 23540 23696 25 
2MASX Jl6502225-7629001 14.45 50944 23 2MASXII4365201-4526547 13 15326 15337 25 
2MASXJI6515903-7626023 14.95 21246 21222 23 2MASX 114365489-4438366 14.83 31637 25 
2MASXII4013301-5045480 14.23 27095 27176 24 2MASX 114365739-4520406 14.4 31349 25 
2MASX l 14022899-5057138 12.64 28156 24 2MASX 114370036-4524526 14.15 23589 25 
2MASX 114025101-5014594 14.35 27530 27422 24 2MASXII4370190-4545456 15.45 71766 25 
2MASX 114031138-5103454 15.08 26291 24 2MASXII4370314-4527390 14.08 15176 25 
2MASX 114033104-5006515 13.18 21603 24 2MASX Jl4370383-4425551 14.51 34105 25 
2MASX Jl4033566-5118105 15.01 16893 24 2MASX 114370406-4533571 14.71 23720 25 
2MASX 114035080-5114255 1429 7612 7504 24 2MASX 114371254-4533381 14.23 10891 10823 25 
WKJ( 3858:14035529-5115410 16525 24 2MASX 114371368-4535341 14.36 23461 25 
2MASX 114035980-4959520 14.3 21511 21471 24 2MASX !14371626-4531051 14.27 23935 25 
2MASXII4042594-5104521 15.18 27910 24 2MASX 114372859-4552261 15.07 35399 25 
2MASX 114043514-4956340 14.63 52885 24 2MASX !14373015-4531451 15.02 24801 25 
2MASXII4044212-5128466 14.36 4230 4215 24 2MASXI14373487-4521431 14.98 34170 25 
2MASX Jl4044752-5114328 14.24 9n6 9761 24 2MASX Jl4373979-4535080 14.87 24659 25 
2MASXJ14050092-5059009 14.16 27593 24 2MASXJJ4374188-4524294 13.4 34128 25 
2MASX Jl4051936-5034183 13.6 27503 24 2MASXJI4374194-4532194 14.66 23090 25 
2MASXJ14053062-5050544 14.38 31562 24 2MASX 114374307-4533244 14.01 21798 25 
2MASX Jl4053278-5038524 14.67 39159 24 2MASXJL4374646-4605574 14.88 23654 23660 25 
2MASXII4054149-5102414 15.49 29227 24 2MASXJ14375763-4542165 14.8 22859 22769 25 
2MASX Jl4054383-5105215 14.22 29629 24 2MASXJL4375793-4533485 14.5 23174 25 
2MASX Jl4055642-5057574 14.18 29206 24 2MASX J 14375832-4512405 15.45 35166 35109 25 
2MASX 114055812-5059564 14.91 29123 24 2MASX ll4380191-4457485 15.51 45934 45913 25 
2MASX ll4060358-5106163 14.79 27552 24 2MASXJL4380241-4551465 14.54 23368 25 
2MASX ll4060484-5103005 14.33 29423 24 2MASX ll4380314-4501465 14.86 22347 25 
2MASXI14060610-5103413 14.69 28567 24 2MASXII4380374-4537085 14.13 23069 25 
2MASX ll4060732-5112375 14.71 29718 24 2MASXII43806ll-4535024 13.87 22004 25 
2MASXII4061071-5055575 14.48 27393 24 2MASXJI4381059-4534514 14.64 23061 25 
2MASX 114061133-5059485 14.65 27156 24 2MASX ll4381 062-4444134 14.24 21947 21846 25 
2MASXII4062065-4954416 14.37 18776 24 2MASX ll4381163-4531524 14.93 22410 22317 25 
2MASX 114062626-5109446 15.31 21513 21603 24 2MASX 114381258-4556524 14.25 33681 25 
2MASX 114063062-5101596 14.76 28604 24 2MASXJI4381271-4516384 14.67 23698 25 
2MASXll4064078-5100405 14.79 27906 24 2MASX ll4381389-4525464 13.96 23959 25 
2MASX ll4064108-5057035 15.11 26736 24 2MASX I 14381502-4606374 14.67 23681 23732 25 
2MASXJI4064356-5000125 14.25 22676 24 2MASX ll4381769-4523084 14.74 22706 22793 25 
2MASX 114065608-5100409 14.85 27291 24 2MASXll4381845-4601254 14.58 31037 25 
2MASX Jl4070339-5101060 15.17 28040 24 2MASXJL4382352-4437365 14.97 24316 24253 25 
WKJ( 3868:14070511-5104188 31455 24 2MASXJI4382433-4504435 14.93 23530 25 
2MASX Jl4070900-5101200 13.21 27467 24 2MASXJL4382761-4535175 12.93 24337 25 
2MASX ll4070975-5049570 14.2 28807 24 2MASXll4383237-4537515 14.78 3ll01 25 
2MASX Jl4071401-5010280 14.13 21064 21027 24 2MASXll4383410-4443185 15.01 44538 25 
2MASX Jl4071621-5056080 13.41 28295 24 2MASXJ14383832-4452145 14.97 23408 23393 25 
2MASX Jl4072378-5006269 14.36 27654 24 2MASXll4383849-4506265 15.3 23196 25 
2MASX ll4072674-5016099 14.8 21685 217ll 24 2MASX ll4384048-4454425 13.31 10415 10319 25 
2MASX ll4072789-5104049 14.8 26715 24 2MASXJL4384086-4531275 14.86 23381 23339 25 
2MASX ll4072804-5127349 15.01 23256 24 2MASXJL4384599-4530195 14.64 15412 15220 25 
2MASX J 14073358-5105438 13.55 28213 24 2MASX)14384943-4534455 13.63 23195 25 
2MASX 114073722-5100429 14.86 28854 24 2MASX JL4365093-4455415 14.78 23447 23315 25 
2MASX ll4074186-5039559 14.98 24ll2 24001 24 2MASX)l4390132-4437392 14.4 21966 22089 25 
2MASX ll4074580-5059489 14.2 292n 24 2MASX)l4390255-4532562 15.03 22952 25 
2MASX !14075280-5101359 14.7 28193 24 2MASX ll4390447 -4446222 14.67 36394 25 
2MASXJ14075447-5013109 14.06 21496 24 2MASXJL4390470-4457463 14.64 71945 25 
2MASX 114075523-5059509 13.02 29133 24 2MASX ll4390548-4452543 14.64 23863 25 
2MASX 114080859-5101059 13.91 14160 24 2MASX ll4390663-4803123 15.25 32467 25 
2MASXll4080990-5106589 15.22 27845 24 2MASX ll4390841-4516493 14.32 23563 23516 25 
2MASXJ14081794-5116218 15.43 59914 24 2MASX )14391323-4523053 14.41 23696 23486 25 
2MASX Jl4081933-5043142 14.3 30139 24 2MASX)l4391528-4433033 14.93 30842 25 
2MASXJL4084295-5059293 14.81 29553 24 2MASXII4391671-4604293 14.94 33049 25 
2MASX)l4085023-5029362 14.74 24175 24085 24 2MASXJL4392380-4432113 14.n 43966 25 
2MASX ll4085151-5034312 14.82 27642 24 2MASX)l4393065-4508413 14.91 46046 25 
2MASX ll4085476-5106202 14.71 31883 24 2MASX l 14393334-4519373 14.64 26224 25 
2MASX ll4090220-5110078 12.51 4572 24 2MASX Jl4393346-4439073 15.17 44376 25 
2MASX Jl4090223-5015059 13.97 21612 24 2MASX 114393388-4531073 14.52 23638 25 
2MASX J 14090788-5100169 15.46 29568 24 2MASX ll4393382-4604003 13.88 35357 25 
2MASX ll4090856-5ll5039 13.61 14076 24 2MASX )14393407 -4555333 14.09 33037 25 
2MASX Jl4091413-5059349 13.5 304n 24 2MASXJ14393515-4501062 9.21 2818 25 
WKJ( 3882:14091579-5133439 4251 24 2MASX ll4393522-4517052 15.18 17506 17385 25 
2MASX ll4093619-501 0179 14.25 2869 2902 24 2MASXJL4394636-4547156 14.89 26634 25 
2MASXJ14094159-5116418 15.33 31769 24 2MASX !14395190-4549356 14.93 26766 25 
2MASX ll4094697 -5110304 14.1 21540 21480 24 2MASXJL4395414-4507536 14.74 23837 25 
2MASX Jl4100178-5049305 14.14 28849 24 2MASXJL4395879-4547256 14.05 26625 25 
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2MASXI14395924-4509106 13.84 23521 23435 25 2MASX116472619-5943233 13.59 21399 26 
2MASXI14395934-4501256 14.14 26095 25 2MASX 116474073-6008563 IJ.2 3304 3283 26 
2MASXI14400016-4432276 14.88 31020 30915 25 2MASX 116475728-5858212 13.95 14891 26 
2MASX 114400241-4435388 15.15 31919 25 WJ(J( 7480:18481819-5949494 14133 26 
2MASX 114401087-4418526 10.36 2815 25 WJ(J( 7482:16481891-5945410 30600 26 
2MASXI14401107-4534586 14.87 31371 25 2MASX116483097-5943293 14.69 48170 26 
2MASXI14401390-4430215 14.89 31841 31589 25 WJ(J( 7498:18484501-5935341 15592 26 
2MASX 114401450-4537543 14.91 31098 30996 25 WJ(J( 7509:16490505-5909464 17943 26 
2MASX 114401521-4602325 14.98 23525 23636 25 2MASXI16491749-6033435 13.26 16049 26 
2MASX I 14401565-4536383 15.39 32251 25 WJ(J( 7517:16491798-5906072 21303 26 
2MASXI14401580-4436275 14.72 36011 25 WJ(J( 7527:16493754-5905017 34854 26 
2MASX 114401645-4526275 14.9 25432 25 WJ(J( 7530:16493805-5909482 14595 14555 26 
2MASX 114401668-4607563 14.59 25440 25 2MASXI16495126-5925228 13.71 15059 26 
2MASXI14401757-4604273 15.07 26991 25 2MASX116495328-5938298 14.03 20991 26 
2MASX 114402256-4603584 13.88 26598 25 2MASX116495638-5950488 14.3 13656 26 
2MASX 114402478-4602464 14.85 26273 25 2MASX116500329-5942198 13.9 13953 26 
2MASX 114402938-4432064 14.07 32225 25 2MASX 116501832-5954224 13.47 14288 26 
2MASX 114402852-4553074 13.4 23631 25 2MASX 116502809-6020324 14.03 13731 26 
2MASX 114403365-4449054 14.6 24274 25 WJ(J( 7550:16502969-5910304 15116 26 
2MASXI14403471-4536094 14.56 26730 25 2MASX 116504726-6035333 14.69 28840 26 
2MASXI14403641-4551584 12.32 23572 25 2MASX116505265-6005023 12.91 12448 26 
2MASX I 14403644-4522104 14.59 25902 25920 25 2MASX 116510156-5953166 12.65 13623 26 
2MASX 114404120-4553004 15.33 23684 25 2MASXI16510249-5921376 12.87 13437 26 
2MASX 114404137-4519194 13.43 31346 25 2MASX 116510272-6048313 9.51 3068 26 
2MASX 114404164-4502274 14.18 26064 25 2MASX 116510360-6001053 12.99 5852 5822 26 
2MASX 114404735-4523054 14 25822 25 WJ(J( 7578:16510521-5922199 13859 13829 26 
2MASXI14404756-4409514 14.14 25255 25 2MASXI16510681-5859364 9.21 1646 1562 26 
2MASXI14405262-4535154 14.64 31512 31541 25 2MASX 116510768-6008063 13.36 14339 14240 26 
2MASX 114405280-4555124 14.8 23681 25 2MASXI16510801-5944116 14.87 37403 37396 26 
2MASX 114405324-4523354 14.99 31688 25 2MASX 116510933-6001203 14.65 14094 26 
2MASX 114405408-4520044 15.15 30890 25 2MASX 116511114-6035204 14.3 24442 24349 26 
2MASX 114405562-4422318 15.05 53021 25 WJ(J( 7580:16511428-6008362 15086 15134 26 
2MASX I 14405649-4540228 14.83 23789 25 2MASX 116511520-6001494 12.96 1531J 26 
2MASX 114405719-4444378 14.7 24265 25 2MASX 1165ll 947-6006464 13.43 14334 14303 26 
2MASXI14405785-4426438 14.71 31829 31790 25 2MASX 116512022-5914041 11.05 2542 2701 26 
2MASX 114405627-4510468 15.01 311J5 25 2MASX116512454-5953224 14.91 13976 26 
2MASX 114410110-4554398 15.02 23873 25 ESO 137-IG047 NBD02 3316 26 
2MASXI14410191-4414379 14.33 25579 25 :16513151-6035161 
2MASXI14410383-4543259 14.75 31538 25 2MASX 116513733-5958023 14.17 15365 26 
2MASXI14411329-4530519 14.12 17350 25 2MASX 116514226-5900242 13.65 14861 26 
2MASX 114411438-4412249 15.38 24868 25 2MASXI16514431-6015133 14.81 14132 26 
2MASX 114411653-4431329 14.58 36382 25 2MASX 116514446-5903262 14.87 61358 26 
2MASXI14412226-4543569 14.4 31649 25 2MASX 116514469-6037173 13.87 14379 26 
2MASX 114412390-4425389 14.26 21729 25 2MASX 116514472-5912192 13.67 14882 26 
2MASXI14412804-4502419 14.88 25750 25 2MASX 116514472-5925372 12.27 14301 26 
2MASXI14412822-4554349 15.09 23477 25 2MASX116514511-5928512 13.98 14493 26 
2MASX 114412831-4459509 15.17 31970 25 2MASXI16514521-5959503 14.42 14067 26 
2MASXI14413261-4512048 15.16 25768 25581 25 WKK7606:16514721-5922278 13737 13805 26 
2MASX 114413433-4456348 15.48 70695 25 2MASX116514817-5947503 14.54 15170 26 
2MASX 114413438-4447468 14.06 25723 25 WKK7610:16515189-5928098 14312 14372 26 
2MASX 114413769-4537051 14.64 30836 25 2MASX I 16515328-5936032 14.34 13887 13680 26 
2MASXI14413886-4532542 15.36 57918 25 2MASX 116515376-6039082 14.53 14175 26 
2MASXI14414257-4427032 15.32 15748 15898 25 2MASX116515387-5949042 13.77 13377 26 
2MASX 114414285-4427552 14.98 25629 25 2MASX 116515442-60201J2 14.28 14481 26 
2MASXI14414615-4514562 14.89 25537 25 2MASX 116515765-5939022 14.43 14271 26 
2MASX 114414908-4517282 14.93 31796 25 2MASXI16515883-5958462 13.15 15344 15199 26 
2MASX 114420531-4443192 14.27 35622 25 WJ(J( 7618:16515981-5916070 15263 15128 26 
2MASXI14421152-4426102 14.19 25363 25 2MASX 116520132-5936032 13.77 13210 26 
2MASXI14422275-4533340 15.21 54544 25 2MASX I 16520477-5925251 13.44 13428 26 
2MASXI14422427-4505570 14.5 17170 25 2MASX 116520540-5953243 12.68 14409 14282 26 
2MASXI14422513-4502270 15.88 34212 25 2MASXI16521135-5959413 14.28 15125 26 
2MASXI14423306-4454051 14.87 24943 24796 25 2MASX 116521198-5948480 13.17 16174 26 
2MASXI14423730-450831J 14.69 24916 25 2MASX116521414-6048123 13.43 14532 26 
2MASX 114424578-4458591 16.49 24928 24964 25 2MASX 116521458-5940101 13.01 14322 26 
2MASX 114424709-4522540 14.83 57882 25 2MASX 116521598-5928421 12.8 13251 26 
2MASX 114425201-4420540 15.15 37543 25 2MASX 116522228-5930441 13.62 12397 26 
2MASX 114425252-4545518 14.91 39728 25 2MASX 116522423-5934131 14.1 16591 16543 26 
2MASX I 14425392-4434378 14.75 23198 25 2MASXI16522498-5906341 13.73 14825 26 
2MASXI14425861-4530189 15.48 55444 55453 25 2MASXI16522655-5958523 13.56 15224 26 
2MASX 114430227-4520359 15.01 20823 25 2MASXI16522685-6008363 13.45 15608 26 
2MASX 114430528-4530139 13.98 10469 25 2MASX 116523004-5900181 14.05 17712 17682 26 
2MASX 114430698-4452109 15.09 70920 25 2MASX 116523108-5854181 12.31 14804 26 
2MASX 114430719-4522239 14.94 51345 25 2MASX116523134-5939091 14.74 12519 26 
2MASX 114432185-4452539 13.95 24955 25 2MASX 116523251-5917511 14.16 13884 26 
2MASX 114433478-4442453 14.89 35684 25 2MASXI16523266-5938231 12.91 13779 26 
2MASX 114433526-4440393 14.79 22268 25 2MASXI16523562-5959263 13.69 15358 26 
2MASXI14434722-4500433 15.03 25012 25 2MASX 116523635-5934121 14.08 13470 26 
2MASXI14435355-4436504 13.65 22019 25 2MASX116523673-5929131 13.41 13872 26 
2MASX 114435734-4544324 14.6 55516 25 2MASXI16523827-5957271 13.35 14403 26 
2MASX 114440248-4451483 14.95 22769 22766 25 2MASXI16523953-5940321 13.75 15071 26 
2MASX 114440358-4442463 14.71 24247 25 2MASXI16524632-5913009 8.1 1340 26 
2MASX 114444244-4537474 15.06 31637 31574 25 WJ(J( 7650:16524795-6001314 14328 14276 26 
2MASXI14451883-4524304 14.33 23741 25 2MASX 116524840-5856461 ll.38 2900 2905 26 
2MASX I 16440862-5930182 12.86 16046 26 2MASX 116524916-6023322 14.53 25240 26 
2MASXI16444512-5919180 12.31 16243 26 2MASXI16525085-6008183 14.18 1551J 26 
2MASX 119445860-5938321 13.51 21351 26 2MASX 116525287-5940580 13.37 13680 26 
2MASX 116450581-5951301 14.04 18497 18662 26 2MASX Jl6525317-5954453 14.92 15383 26 
2MASX 116452293-5955252 11.48 5292 5204 26 2MASX Jl6525488-5920330 14.07 14975 26 
2MASX Jl6454935-5908318 13.16 16034 26 2MASXJ16525563-5951000 14.84 15170 26 
2MASX JJ6460938-5935048 12.86 15491 26 2MASX 116525894-5941420 11.57 14310 26 
2MASX Jl6463770-6013150 13.11 16067 26 2MASX Jl6530043-5950130 13.73 13344 26 
2MASXI16464491-6024210 13.3 43860 26 2MASX 116530416-6034344 14.02 24578 26 
WJ(J( 7442:16465208-6016599 16204 26 2MASX Jl6530494-5944189 12.97 14454 26 
2MASX I 16465404-5914288 14.05 18167 26 2MASX116530501-5942240 13.38 14343 26 
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2MASXI16530555-5941228 14.59 14738 26 
2MASXI16530647-5853000 13.59 15451 15388 26 
WKK7662:16530727-6001214 15122 26 
2MASXI16531101-5933581 14.03 13644 26 
2MASXI16531220-5932471 14 13530 26 
WKK7673:16531337-5916541 13272 26 
2MASXI16531742-5945441 14.3 15527 26 
2MASXJ16531748-6017145 14.66 26943 26 
2MASX 116531868-6037265 12.9 14031 26 
2MASXI16532485-6004175 14.34 26769 26 
2MASX 116532530-6021345 13.85 25225 26 
WKK7680:18532801-5850038 13584 13611 26 
2MASX 116532834-6009075 14.61 14438 14159 26 
2MASXJ16533213-6014184 15.57 16576 26 
2MASXI16533499-6020214 13.39 37807 26 
2MASXI16533508-5954451 14.52 14214 26 
2MASXI16534095-6010304 14.58 13932 26 
2MASXJ16534313-5855370 13.23 15530 26 
2MASXI16534541-6044433 14.58 14031 26 
2MASXJ16534789-5902577 12.97 13899 26 
2MASX J 16535337-5846408 9.23 2669 26 
2MASX J 16535367-594 7008 13.99 14082 26 
2MASXI16535436-5944228 14 14175 26 
2MASXI16540337-5941299 13.61 13530 26 
2MASXI16540625-5948019 14.24 13746 26 
2MASX 116540963-6024084 14.26 15395 26 
2MASX 116541486-5931119 14.21 13806 26 
2MASXI16541500-5950509 13.15 15815 26 
2MASXI16541827-6029564 14.64 16642 26 
2MASX 116542058-6037254 14.86 13956 26 
WKK 7707:16542352-5926323 2599 26 
2MASX 116542755-6017194 14.45 14415 26 
WKK7709:16543079-5941463 14882 26 
2MASXJ16543129-5900408 14.78 26631 26 
2MASX 116543422-5922368 14.69 15577 15619 26 
2MASX J 16543716-5956543 13.36 15361 15307 26 
2MASX 116544904-6014473 13.72 15383 26 
WKK7719:16545169-5933569 14777 26 
2MASX J 16545978-5942043 14.76 14741 26 
2MASX 116550124-5935343 14.13 21603 21384 26 
2MASXI16550431-5959324 13.93 14684 26 
WKK7731:16551951-5926139 4938 4932 26 
WKK 7732:16552101-5905481 14753 26 
WKK 7747:16555508-5920190 14265 26 
2MASX 116555846-5944538 14.2 26759 26 
2MASXI16555951-5943338 13.56 13656 26 
2MASX 116555971-5924378 12.96 4791 4725 26 
2MASX 116560654-6029485 12.95 15014 26 
2MASXI16561000·5955305 14.04 21712 26 
2MASX 116561269-5926057 14.81 44238 26 
2MASXJI6563134-5950047 13.21 14334 14186 26 
2MASX 116563558-5955507 13.56 13446 13314 26 
2MASXJ16564246-5925547 14.65 26784 26837 26 
2MASX 116565456-5912086 13.99 25717 25584 26 
2MASXJI6570559-5951145 13.14 14681 26 
2MASXI16571044-5928405 13.39 14720 26 
2MASXI16571839-5916546 13.57 26751 26 
2MASXI16572087-6017565 13.56 15011 26 
2MASX 116573013-5959415 14.26 14457 26 
2MASX 116575895-6001323 14.21 15353 26 
2MASXI16580639-6013444 14.98 25120 25234 26 
2MASXI16581938-5933123 13.73 21423 26 
2MASXJ16582767-5934183 14.44 14783 26 
2MASX 116585305-6008300 13.25 14138 26 
2MASX 116590295-6012576 9.08 1046 1037 26 
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AppendixB 
B. I SNia predictions 
Table B.1 lists the observed peculiar velocities of the SNia sample described in sec-
tion 3.4 as well as the velocities predicted from the PSCz, RBC and combined recon-
structions. Column 1 is the SNia identifier whilst columns 2 and 3 list the galactic co-
ordinates of the source. The distance as calculated by Tonry et al. (2003) is given in 
column 4, whilst the Tonry et al. (2003) LG-frame peculiar velocity and error are given 
in columns 5 and 6. Columns 7 to 12 list the peculiar velocities and uncertainties pre-
dicted for the SNia from the PSCz, RBC and combined reconstructions using the best 
fit values of fJ I = 0.55 and fJRBc = 0.39 and the best fit combination of the catalogues 
(78% PSCz, 22% RBC). As detailed in Section 2.5, the velocity uncertainty of the PSCz 
includes a 150 km s-1 estimate of the shot noise and reconstruction errors as well as 
an extra component to account for the greater uncertainties near galaxy clusters. The 
equivalent error for the RBC is the quadratic sum of the measured shot noise and an ex-
tra 150 kms- 1 to account for additional errors in the reconstruction. Columns 13 to 20 
list the equivalent values in the CMB reference frame, using the best fit values fJ I = 0.48 
and fJRBc = 0.51 with the extra free dipoles of 206 kms- 1 towards l = 290°, b = 0° and 
444 kms- 1 towards l = 250°, b = 0° for the PSCz and RBC respectively. The CMB frame 
fields are again combined in the ratio 78% PSCz, 22% RBC. 
































































































































TABLE B.l: The observed peculiar velocities of the SNia sample described in section 3.4 together with the 
velocities predicted from the PSCz, RBC and combined reconstructions. 
b d LGFrame(allin kms-1) CMBFrame(allln kms-1) 
(0) (h-I Mpc) VsNJa usNia VPSCz UPSCz VRBC URBC Veomb. ueomb. VsNJa usNJa Vpsez UPSCz Vm!c URBC Veomb. 
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 
30.08 2.5 -51 19 16 196 54 264 28 213 437 19 544 174 593 308 394 
-56.69 13.9 266 138 -179 306 78 227 -162 291 285 138 -47 302 109 262 -122 
64.74 12.1 463 114 -49 469 ·168 288 ·86 435 9S2 114 374 377 480 341 299 
-56.69 11.2 542 142 -147 306 66 231 -132 292 561 142 ·11 302 94 267 -98 
19.40 2.8 29 22 4 184 53 264 16 204 531 22 576 167 602 307 393 
64.40 7.1 ·Ill 49 -18 341 7 276 ·16 328 374 49 381 269 531 323 326 
75.99 16.2 ·710 130 ·235 673 ·383 277 -319 608 -297 130 59 635 16 330 ·5 
28.36 95.8 -207 552 149 !53 -159 249 114 179 ·372 552 ·69 153 ·436 301 ·33 
·31.53 127.4 ·734 1234 314 158 390 215 400 172 -746 1234 480 !58 530 253 408 
·53.85 97.5 1916 877 -54 156 178 200 ·14 167 1941 877 89 !56 249 228 18 
·42.24 142.3 772 852 !56 !54 261 213 213 169 767 852 328 154 356 249 233 
45.90 25.2 ·251 174 ·259 191 ·268 223 ·318 198 ·238 174 ·365 171 ·241 262 ·265 
65.19 9.2 689 60 -49 480 100 284 ·27 445 1176 60 370 388 735 335 353 
36.21 87.5 668 646 ·106 160 -104 222 ·129 176 1177 646 411 160 482 262 270 
·31.64 42.7 ·20 246 13 154 ·48 231 2 174 ·41 246 133 !53 ·30 276 18 
74.46 11.7 ·348 94 ·140 705 ·390 281 -225 637 89 94 191 694 513 333 198 
·54.06 13.4 361 71 ·179 420 77 228 -162 386 394 71 ·38 420 119 264 -liS 
59.85 19.5 ·379 135 ·363 220 ·474 239 -468 225 ·93 135 -253 188 ·280 281 ·258 
23.55 126.8 491 965 ·413 151 ·460 189 ·515 160 1121 965 205 151 166 213 ·22 
16.31 27.3 115 227 ·112 328 316 329 ·42 329 627 227 466 292 1107 398 408 
73.11 87.7 ·1263 546 -683 168 ·458 218 ·784 180 ·831 546 ·416 166 ·63 256 ·404 
38.39 73.8 ·35 527 ·218 174 ·378 222 ·301 186 470 527 276 171 129 265 93 
·38.49 43.7 ·44 262 IS !51 35 222 23 169 ·140 262 61 !51 ·24 264 ·15 
·59.63 60.4 ·472 292 -168 154 253 210 ·113 168 ·470 292 -46 155 313 243 ·75 
·18.35 109.7 ·616 758 ·215 171 ·108 226 -238 185 -180 758 334 170 418 266 122 
·63.92 125.7 522 637 220 !53 376 201 302 165 316 637 189 !53 253 232 165 
·80.35 56.1 -78 272 ·44 164 336 214 30 176 ·280 272 -114 165 178 250 -90 
30.34 70.7 ·18 423 ·98 235 ·406 234 -187 235 450 423 394 226 69 282 170 
·63.22 48.8 928 270 198 154 618 265 334 184 518 270 ·127 !54 194 324 14 
·76.77 86.5 266 638 18 516 408 209 108 466 ·83 638 ·206 526 ·41 243 ·IS! 
29.92 139.1 1258 1154 ·110 152 ·42 207 ·119 166 1370 1154 ·134 152 24 240 ·61 
70.14 10.2 ·667 61 ·51 628 13 283 ·48 570 -208 61 326 563 684 335 325 
63.03 69.1 ·95 414 ·534 206 ·504 224 ·645 210 406 414 ·153 198 -19 265 ·228 
39.68 91.0 ·213 545 212 210 33 289 219 229 ·414 545 ·92 211 ·349 355 13 
85.14 49.8 ·454 275 ·255 163 91 240 ·235 183 ·149 275 ·107 161 502 286 26 
59.84 104.3 ·82 601 ·437 !54 ·305 204 ·504 166 361 601 ·94 154 158 235 ·128 
54.77 14.2 ·238 98 ·116 291 I 295 ·116 292 256 98 331 233 626 351 279 
59.67 19.9 ·836 128 ·402 265 ·501 256 ·512 263 ·374 128 ·78 216 ·98 301 ·162 
39.66 23.8 -603 132 ·446 204 ·515 246 ·559 214 ·77 132 -21 178 ·40 285 -158 
·55.05 145.9 616 942 361 !53 531 205 478 166 94 942 ·49 !53 58 239 87 
·48.98 59.7 874 454 238 241 559 273 361 248 588 454 22 246 312 332 127 
50.83 21.5 ·662 129 ·383 205 ·455 232 ·483 211 ·350 129 ·236 179 ·241 270 ·256 
·21.66 44.9 109 300 126 153 130 240 155 176 71 300 104 !53 20 289 77 
65.04 98.4 ·1604 590 ·174 154 ·254 212 ·230 168 ·1565 590 ·314 !54 ·279 246 ·204 
57.54 75.0 ·551 987 ·440 175 ·482 217 -546 185 ·3 987 ·3 171' 32 254 ·119 
35.65 18.6 -41 103 ·11 198 323 313 60 229 476 103 529 185 1057 373 484 
22.56 24.6 ·469 204 ·319 186 -423 276 ·412 209 145 204 283 176 289 321 71 
54.88 20.1 206 190 ·213 191 ·337 224 ·287 198 152 190 ·460 171 -471 264 ·328 
·51.30 108.9 72 778 494 181 735 273 656 205 ·471 778 32 183 180 339 205 
·48.96 45.4 836 335 331 !57 655 291 475 19S 402 335 ·43 !58 165 361 106 






















































































































































































































































VSNia usNia VPSCz UPSCz VRBC URBC 
-108 235 59 171 -114 216 
-499 488 -185 153 -98 210 
-311 152 ·290 165 -264 300 
-96 163 -90 178 -194 209 
-41 116 -65 181 276 311 
734 1102 172 672 379 267 
-420 325 -92 156 25 229 
-1365 728 435 502 413 263 
-479 228 -15 173 -75 216 
57 237 335 151 707 233 
-250 649 -160 239 -44 215 
509 316 179 168 32 205 
574 437 -190 161 -140 248 
-503 81 -175 202 -410 241 
368 201 40 170 -101 205 
197 574 198 !51 382 215 
838 778 186 356 53 286 
-119 298 193 165 141 311 
311 200 306 151 658 228 
356 243 361 !52 748 246 
-3n 574 19 162 -15 245 
1122 291 430 181 664 337 
-344 772 351 !52 422 247 
516 198 350 152 939 254 
-340 665 -279 !52 -314 234 
-513 360 -291 182 -201 209 
-110 161 -204 187 -219 219 
-492 464 -172 186 -333 247 
-128 649 -72 187 -218 275 
-641 203 -333 243 -352 261 
867 233 311 152 708 231 
-297 430 -37 173 -35 205 
-201 441 259 !58 467 294 
884 189 443 163 928 295 
-2244 ton 404 163 46 253 
-554 348 299 221 304 337 
305 498 n 152 27 225 
-274 121 -289 193 -347 281 
-446 558 372 200 265 273 
230 499 74 168 62 238 
-779 569 -593 171 -437 203 
-2071 964 166 !59 3 186 
183 376 117 !53 153 224 
458 112 283 !52 878 241 
654 254 359 186 447 335 
-626 416 -144 !52 -123 217 
-152 246 -301 207 -12 234 
Veomb. ueomb. VsNia USNia Vpsez 
34 182 -294 235 -275 
-206 167 -445 488 -317 
-348 203 220 !52 184 
-133 185 ·200 163 -371 
-4 216 466 116 443 
256 607 1238 1102 722 
-87 175 -174 325 43 
526 460 -1982 728 -155 
-31 183 -423 228 -81 
491 172 -566 237 -247 
·170 234 -113 649 -179 
186 1n 193 316 -169 
-220 184 748 437 -188 
-265 211 -423 81 -279 
18 179 104 201 -286 
282 168 -281 574 -186 
197 342 671 na -93 
224 206 -675 298 -367 
451 171 -274 200 -206 
526 tn -163 243 -58 
15 183 ·388 574 -Ill 
576 225 583 291 -97 
444 tn -951 772 -194 
557 180 83 198 -3 
-348 173 -93 665 -181 
-335 188 -168 360 -58 
-252 195 -70 161 -250 
-246 201 -369 464 -214 
-120 209 -225 649 -308 
-411 247 -263 203 -34 
467 173 384 233 -63 
-45 180 -608 430 -503 
362 196 -673 441 -169 
647 200 508 189 110 
414 186 -2762 ton -48 
366 251 -1067 348 -221 
83 170 361 498 117 
-365 216 344 121 321 
431 218 -855 558 -55 
87 186 232 499 -40 
-690 178 -246 569 -165 
166 165 -2278 964 -186 
ISO 171 -117 376 -259 
476 175 -11 112 -124 
458 227 121 254 -171 
-171 169 -406 416 -6 
-304 213 216 246 -85 
CMBFrame(allin kms-1) 
UPSCz Vm!c URBC 
160 -432 253 
153 -64 245 
161 375 361 
164 -408 244 
172 995 371 
669 1109 323 
156 383 274 
518 -265 322 
162 -105 251 
151 253 294 
199 157 253 
159 ·289 243 
160 21 298 
In -408 286 
160 -366 240 
152 -70 258 
360 -331 352 
168 -603 380 
151 204 282 
!53 314 306 
162 -64 291 
187 -22 422 
153 -235 300 
152 693 319 
152 -115 280 
166 97 238 
169 -139 257 
169 ·285 290 
188 -464 335 
202 91 314 
!52 346 285 
161 -393 242 
160 -103 361 
165 613 373 
164 -609 304 
233 -327 417 
!52 12 263 
182 340 326 
208 -174 334 
168 25 281 
168 78 234 
!59 -219 209 
153 -157 273 
152 630 300 
192 -178 416 
!52 63 249 






























































































































C. I Reconstructed RBC cluster positions and velocities 
Table C.1 lists the reconstructed real-space positions and peculiar velocities for the 
number-weighted RBC catalogue in the LG frame as detailed in Section 4.3. If the bias 
between the density field, as traced by the RBC clusters, and the total underlying den-
sity field is fully corrected, f3RBc should be- 0.5. This value has been adopted for the 
reconstructed values presented here. 
Column 1 of table C.1 lists the name of the catalogue from which the cluster was taken 
followed by the J2000 equatorial coordinates. The common name or identifier for the 
cluster is given in column 2. Columns 3 through 5 list the galactic coordinates and mea-
sured redshift of the source. Column 6 is the reconstructed distance to the source whilst 
the supergalactic Cartesian components of the associated peculiar velocity are listed 
in columns 7 to 9. The predicted radial peculiar velocity and uncertainty are given in 
columns 10 and 11. Finally, columns 12, 13 and 14 respectively list the flux, luminosity 
and luminosity-inferred mass recorded for the RBC sources. 
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:s:: TABLE C .1: The reconstructed real-space positions and peculiar velocities of the RBC clusters. Values are :s:: 
I» for the default reconstruction in the LG reference frame and with number-weighted sources. I» "0 "0 




CD ID Alt I b z d vx vy Vz 
=-I 
av fx lx M CD 
r (0) (0) h-i Mpc km s-I kms- 1 kms-1 kms-1 x 10-12 ergscm-2 8-1 x1o42 hsJergss- 1 Me r ~ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (!I) (12) (13) (14) 0 0 CIZAI1712.4-2321 OPHIUCHUS CLUSTER 0.58 9.29 0.0280 87.5 525 -55 -24 ·399 139 307.575 10.291 1.117E+15 !!!. 
0 REFLl!X )1516.2+0005 ABELL2050 1.12 45.96 0.1181 325.3 252 ·128 123 -142 91 5.108 3.037 3.585E+14 0 REFLl!X )2218.6-3854 2.74 ·56.17 0.1411 383.1 17 ·846 201 790 37 8.526 7.174 6.477E+14 CD REFLEX )1548. 7-0300 ABELL2128 4.85 37.72 0.1010 281.6 252 ·15 81 ·91 107 4.126 1.802 2.524E+l4 CD ::J ::J 
m REFLEXJ1931.6-3355 5.15 ·22.55 0.0972 289.3 151 ·552 126 238 69 6.504 2.624 3.377E+14 m 
~ BCS )1510.9+0544 ABELL2029 6.47 50.55 0.0766 227.5 365 262 229 164 167 61.945 15.400 1.338E+IS ~ 
I» REFLl!X )2034.7 ·3549 ABELL3695 6.69 ·35.55 0.0894 265.2 157 ·547 109 330 99 12.197 4.152 4.854E+14 BCS )1511.4+0620 ABELL2033 7.35 50.80 0.0817 247.0 417 ·131 11 ·257 166 9.138 2.608 3.489E+14 I» ::J ::J 
a. REFLl!X )2034.3·3429 ABELL3693 8.28 ·35.21 0.1240 340.7 61 ·596 212 472 57 4.997 3.272 3.740E+14 a. 
~ REFLEX 11633.9-0739 8.38 25.94 0.0974 291.7 176 ·80 183 8 94 3.508 1.427 2.138E+14 ~ REFLEX )2217 .8·3543 ABELL38S4 8.45 ·56.35 0.1486 401.6 14 ·939 265 906 30 6.783 6.334 5.799E+14 
0 BCS )1509.4+0734 ABELL2028 8.49 51.91 o.om 232.4 168 ·IS 146 7 170 4.210 1.093 1.835E+14 g 0 REFLEX )2034. 7 ·3404 ABELL3694 8.80 ·35.21 0.0936 279.2 165 -451 ·16 197 91 10.572 3.945 4.624E+14 
;:::;: BCS)l518.7+0613 ABELL2055 8.86 49.25 0.1021 284.5 381 ·217 ·22 ·319 122 9.993 4.430 4.943E+14 ~ '< BCS )1512.8+0725 ABELL2040 9.08 51.15 0.0451 138.9 n4 ·201 50 ·416 197 5.824 0.510 1.123E+14 
.., 
BCS )1516.7+0700 ABELL2052 9.41 50.12 0.0353 105.5 675 7 436 ·6 223 49.430 2.636 3.946E+14 .., a;· CIZA )1915.8-2656 10.82 -16.91 0.1360 370.7 ·102 -570 469 629 36 3.803 2.998 3.406E+14 a;· 
a: REFLEX 11958.2-3011 10.95 -26.n 0.1171 323.4 72 -538 181 366 70 11.154 6.480 6.345E+14 a: 
m BCS )1521.8+0741 MKW03S 11.38 49.45 0.0453 140.8 740 -67 -327 -528 193 29.588 2.599 3.807E+14 m 
CIZA 11839.8-2108 12.75 ·7.05 0.0680 204.3 283 -393 100 3 101 5.588 1.111 1.902E+14 
BCS 11523.1 +0836 ABELL2063 12.83 49.68 0.0355 107.3 535 -14 141 -120 232 42.290 2.282 3.539E+14 
REFLEX )2336.2·3136 ABELLS1136 13.15 -73.03 0.0643 190.8 369 -317 169 272 126 6.491 1.153 1.974E+14 
CIZAJ1910.1-2239 14.39 -14.04 0.0563 168.8 217 -405 54 62 109 5.292 0.722 1.417E+14 
BCS )1451.0+1436 14.81 59.48 0.1460 395.1 105 209 369 332 42 3.801 3.449 3.697E+l4 
CIZAI1759.0-1333 14.86 5.12 0.0450 137.6 316 ·235 -66 -224 97 17.129 1.487 2.506E+14 
REFLI!X)2149.1·3041 ABELL3814 16.60 -50.21 0.1184 326.8 220 ·586 156 483 60 7.002 4.172 4.546E+14 
REFLEX )1657.7·0149 17.34 24.13 0.0313 99.2 570 -48 -276 ·505 183 9.209 0.388 9.476E+13 
CIZA )1735. 7-0721 17.41 13.16 0.0239 72.0 172 60 106 16 174 13.141 0.323 8.410E+13 
REFLl!X )2101.8-2804 ABELL3733 17.73 -39.61 0.0382 114.0 495 -455 23 147 161 8.026 0.504 1.132E+l4 
REFLEX )2227.8·3034 ABELL3880 18.00 ·58.50 0.0579 170.9 320 -459 91 362 127 14.071 2.021 3.055E+14 
REFLl!X )2043.6-2626 ABELL50894 18.43 ·35.29 0.0408 123.8 470 -498 -288 -47 145 3.573 0.257 6.780E+13 
BCS )1454.4+1622 18.62 59.58 0.0454 140.2 269 -511 89 -431 205 5.949 0.528 1.151E+14 
REFLl!X 11706.3-0131 ZwO 1703.8-0129 18.81 22.43 0.0912 273.6 172 -239 192 17 125 6.062 2.157 2.957E+l4 
BCS )1452.9+1642 ABELL1983 18.91 60.05 0.0444 134.3 140 ·344 324 ·141 211 5.140 0.436 !.OOOE+14 
REFLl!X )2035.7 ·2513 ABELL3698 19.25 ·33.24 0.0200 59.0 269 -433 39 191 147 3.044 0.053 2.187E+13 
REFLl!X )0011.3-2851 19.57 -80.98 0.0620 183.9 326 ·292 315 276 134 13.829 2.275 3.30SE+14 
C1ZA )1726.9-0317 19.92 17.09 0.0880 263.4 220 -101 240 93 117 5.638 1.870 2.678E+14 
CIZA )1720.6-0110 UGCI424 21.05 19.51 0.0284 88.4 271 70 -196 -268 176 13.395 0.464 1.092E+l4 
REFLEX 12107.1-2527 ABBLL3744 21.42 -40-13 0.0381 114.2 238 -372 -122 112 163 7.750 0.484 1.099E+14 
BCS )1454.5+1838 ABBLL1991 22.80 60.49 0.0586 176.9 321 -137 75 -137 158 11.814 1.739 2.725B+l4 
REFLEX )2022.8-2056 ABELLS0868 22.87 -29.07 0.0564 169.3 284 -496 -115 95 104 8.761 1.197 2.070E+l4 
C1ZA )1930.0-1509 23.44 ·15.26 0.0829 247.2 196 ·360 225 243 106 7.897 2.322 3.188E+l4 
BCS )1715.2+0309 24.42 22.79 0.1317 360.5 67 -75 481 380 48 4.091 3.024 3.463B+14 
REFLl!X 12111.7 ·2309 24.69 -40.50 0.0333 97.8 281 -561 6 327 170 6.m 0.323 8.221E+13 
REFLEX )2347. 7 ·2808 25.13 -75.86 0.0300 87.5 410 -364 136 338 122 59.136 2.279 3.586E+14 ):. 
C1ZA )1757.7-0108 25.69 11.39 0.0728 217.0 134 -125 305 222 115 9.n5 2.218 3.157E+14 :g 
BCS )1525.9+1814 ABELL2072 27.18 53.42 0.1270 348.4 260 -76 195 16 79 6.675 4.570 4.n1B+14 
C1ZA )1804.1 +0042 28.12 10.83 0.0882 264.6 lOS -102 134 84 106 11.934 3.956 4.695E+l4 § 
~ REFLEX 12139.11-2228 ABELL50963 28.12 -46.53 0.0328 96.3 154 ·348 173 339 160 4.162 0.193 5.593E+13 Q. C1ZA )1918.5-0842 28.18 -9.95 0.0900 269.2 125 -401 138 194 92 3.885 1.351 2.088E+14 )(• BCS )1442.2+2218 28.19 64.42 0.0970 293.7 312 ·368 119 -298 121 6.609 2.655 3.408E+14 () 
s: ..• conttnu$d s: Q) lD All. l b z d vx vy Vz 
=-1 
uv fx lx M Q) 
"0 (.) (.) h-i Mpc ltms- 1 ltms-1 ltms-1 ltms-1 xlo-12 ergsan-2 .-1 xto42 h5Jergss-l "0 
"0 Me "0 
:;· 




REFLEX)2048.2-1749 ABEIL2328 28.75 ·33.56 0.1475 399.6 73 ·814 552 898 28 3.949 3.654 3.848E+14 
-~ BCSI1602.3+1557 ABELL2147 28.89 44.51 0.0353 107.7 372 127 -196 ·151 242 57.185 3.048 4.400E+14 ~ 
CD REFLEX 12201.7-2225 30.34 -51.38 0.0691 205.1 562 ·480 91 347 131 4.250 0.874 1.585E+14 CD 
r BCS 11604.5+ 1743 HERCULES CWSTER 31.48 44.66 0.0370 ll6.2 252 ·56 -522 -480 228 16.394 0.964 1.847E+I4 r 
0 BCSI1806.7+1746 ABEIL2151E 31.81 44.19 0.0321 93.7 241 315 200 300 240 4.933 0.219 6.160E+l3 ~ s BCS 11341.8+2623 ABELL 1775 32.02 78.72 0.0724 218.8 162 ·323 340 -216 167 12.083 2.708 3.671E+14 
- REFLEX 12158.2-2006 33.44 ·49.91 0.0570 167.1 417 -638 111 524 142 4.857 0.680 1.352E+14 
CJ REFLEXJ2152.4·1937 ABELL2384 33.46 -48.45 0.0963 287.9 570 -363 40 227 106 13.421 5.289 5.724E+14 CJ 
CD BCS 11348.9+2635 ABEIL 1795 33.81 n.ta 0.0622 185.8 ll2 -92 393 33 176 69.098 ll.363 l.l04E+15 CD 
:::I CIZA 11947.6-0542 34.22 -15.09 0.0280 66.5 244 ·418 -2ll ·93 120 3.878 0.131 4.242E+I3 :::I en en 
~ BCS 11539.6+2147 ABELL2107 34.39 51.53 0.04ll 127.8 -58 -314 -295 -419 209 12.899 0.936 1.788E+l4 ~ BCS 11431.1 +2538 ABELL 1927 34.81 67.67 0.0908 274.2 145 -352 253 -202 137 5.228 1.846 2.634E+I4 
Q) REFLEXJ2101.4-1315 35.33 ·34.75 0.0282 83.6 175 -543 -90 259 159 11.351 0.388 9.553E+l3 Q) 
:::I BCS 11423.2+2615 35.75 69.51 0.0375 113.8 -91 -352 365 ·146 174 4.991 0.302 7.735E+I3 :::I a. REFLEX )2151.9·1543 ABELL2382 38.81 -46.94 0.0614 181.2 422 -653 ·46 452 148 4.588 0.745 1.433E+l4 a. 
~ REFLEX )2321.4-2312 ABELL2580 38.86 -69.28 0.0890 265.7 372 -200 252 236 125 5.268 1.788 2.583E+l4 ~ REFLEX )2134.1-1328 39.24 -42.10 0.0897 268.6 589 -581 -258 203 134 12.803 4.386 5.054E+l4 0 REFLEXJ2243.0·2010 ABELL2474 39.29 ·59.88 0.1359 371.0 241 ·766 256 786 44 3.607 2.841 3.272E+l4 0 () () 
~ BCS )1604.9+2355 39.95 46.49 0.0318 93.9 -109 39 236 214 238 10.085 0.439 1.037E+l4 ~ REFLEXJ2216.9-1725 39.97 -53.13 0.1301 356.8 275 -632 230 638 58 6.603 4.742 4.870E+l4 
"T1 BCS 11359.2+2758 ABELL1831 40.10 74.95 0.0612 181.9 ·20 61 213 134 173 11.580 1.859 2.846E+l4 "T1 a;· BCS 11349.3+2806 40.63 n.I4 0.0748 227.6 58 -438 161 -363 160 10.565 2.528 3.467E+l4 a;· 
0:: REFLEX )2058.0-0746 ABEIL2331 40.81 -31.63 0.0793 236.4 331 -761 -138 328 lOO 3.042 0.824 1.480E+l4 0:: 
en REFLEXJ2313.0·2138 ABEIL2556 41.32 -66.97 0.0871 259.5 368 ·303 96 303 133 10.142 3.283 4.092E+I4 en 
REFLEXJ2312.3·2130 41.52 -66.78 O.ll08 307.7 280 -317 108 323 92 5.122 2.683 3.324E+l4 
BCS )1602.7+2520 41.79 47.31 0.0888 266.2 468 119 39 n 179 6.089 2.055 2.868E+l4 
BCS )1716.2+2021 42.03 29.68 0.1306 358.3 267 6 437 381 53 3.192 2.326 2.851E+l4 
REFLEX )0020. 7 ·2543 42.78 -82.98 0.1410 383.1 238 ·961 95 960 34 5.146 4.343 4.446E+I4 
BCS 11522.4+2742 ABEIL2065 42.84 56.62 0.0723 216.4 312 ·37 201 87 180 21.297 4.745 5.592E+l4 
BCS )1558.3+2713 ABEIL2142 44.23 48.68 0.0894 268.7 194 -117 123 5 183 53.418 18.040 1.461E+l5 
REFLEXJ23!6.!-2027 ABEIL2566 44.83 -67.25 0.0822 242.5 315 -487 250 532 142 5.987 1.734 2.566E+l4 
REFLEXJ2145.9-1005 ABELL23n 45.10 -43.19 0.0808 238.8 526 -938 -244 540 173 5.026 1.408 2.203E+l4 
REFLEX )2210.3-1210 ABELL2420 46.49 -49.46 0.0846 252.2 568 -302 !52 329 182 13.978 4.262 5.008E+l4 
8CS 11524.1+2952 ABEIL2069 46.83 56.49 0.1145 317.2 169 -403 124 ·231 132 9.525 5.300 5.490E+l4 
REFLEXJ2158.5-0948 ABEIL2402 47.53 -45.78 0.0809 238.1 4ll ·862 -73 635 185 6.480 1.818 2.666E+l4 
REFLEX )2250.8-1623 ABEIL2496 47.72 -60.11 0.1221 336.7 272 -498 190 533 68 4.947 3.142 3.644E+l4 
8CS 11521.2+3037 ABEIL2061 48.11 57.17 o.01n 234.3 49 -237 160 -82 176 12.246 3.157 4.066E+l4 
REFLEX 12202.3-0950 ABELL2410 48.15 -46.61 0.0809 237.2 314 -793 159 732 186 5.232 1.469 2.273E+l4 
BCS )1539.8+3042 ABEIL2110 48.78 53.19 0.0980 296.9 80 -418 106 -232 141 9.131 3.735 4.392E+l4 
8CS)I657.9+2751 NGC 6269 GROUP 49.02 35.94 0.0347 108.2 104 93 -374 -zn 196 8.150 0.422 l.OOIE+l4 
BCS )1620.5+2953 ABEIL2175 49.32 44.37 0.0972 294.0 202 -167 -71 -154 155 6.647 2.681 3.432E+14 
BCS )1533.3+3109 ABEIL2092 49.36 54.61 0.0670 199.3 137 117 207 228 178 4.021 0.778 1.459E+l4 
REFLEX 12214.5-1022 ABEIL2426 49.69 -49.49 0.0980 295.1 348 -136 -93 70 133 12.137 4.955 5.428E+l4 
REFLEX )2157.4·0747 ABEIL2399 49.81 -44.54 0.0579 170.2 297 -748 -71 545 149 7.101 1.023 l.834E+l4 
BCS )1432.5+3138 50.60 67.57 0.1313 359.2 196 30 295 172 61 4.130 3.035 3.475E+l4 
REFLEX 12216.2-0919 ABEIL2428 51.40 -49.33 0.0825 243.0 166 -548 312 636 188 7.864 2.290 3.159E+l4 
REFLEXJOOI5.2-2351 ABEIL0014 52.69 ·81.20 0.0645 192.0 171 -227 283 241 128 3.093 0.555 l.l40E+I4 
8CS )2113.8+0233 53.51 -29.83 0.0483 144.8 268 -618 ·186 240 105 18.923 1.891 2.977E+I4 
BCS 11510.2+3331 ABELL2034 53.59 59.53 O.ll30 313.4 66 ·333 186 -152 119 12.488 6.756 6.610E+I4 
REFLEXJ2307.2-1513 ABEIL2533 53.79 -63.03 O.ll!O 308.5 233 -300 140 341 92 3.590 1.893 2.558E+I4 ~ REFLEX )2205.6-0535 ABEIL2415 53.98 -45.10 0.0582 171.5 106 -678 -37 515 147 16.123 2.337 3.405E+l4 
8CS 11659.7+3236 ABEIL2241 54.87 36.65 0.1013 284.0 287 17 92 ll7 !51 4.082 1.794 2.514E+l4 ~ REFLEX 12135.3+0125 ABEIL2355 55.97 ·34.90 0.1244 343.2 302 -6n 243 662 54 3.In 2.103 2.682E+l4 
~ BCS )1702.6+3403 ABEIL2244 56.79 36.32 0.0970 293.2 56 ·98 -44 -79 138 19.261 7.684 7.562E+l4 Q. REFLEX )2225.8-0635 ABEIL2442 56.93 -49.81 0.0897 268.3 ll6 -193 189 276 173 4.839 1.669 2.448E+l4 s:c· BCS 11259.7+2755 COMACWSTER 56.99 88.00 0.0231 69.0 147 ·63 170 -37 192 294.276 6.702 8.197E+l4 () 
s:: ... conrtnued s:: 
I» ID Alt. I b z d vx vy Vz 
=-I 
uv fx lx M I» 
"0 (0) (0) h-i Mpc kms-1 kms- 1 kms- 1 kms-1 • 10-12 ergscm-2 8-1 xlo42 h;ierss·-1 Me "0 "0 "0 
:;- REPlJlX 12306.5-1319 ABEU.2529 57.12 -61.89 0.0659 193.6 232 -512 221 574 132 6.025 1.125 1.930E+l4 :;-cc cc 
-
CIZAI2017.4+1603 57.39 -10.81 0.1350 370.0 406 -486 641 815 39 3.800 2.952 3.375E+l4 
-::::r BCS Ji709. 7 +3427 ABEU.2249 57.60 34.95 0.0802 240.3 230 -64 201 1n 155 12.346 3.390 4263E+l4 ::::r CD BCS J1545.0+3606 ABEU.2124 s1.n 52.29 0.0654 195.0 -91 108 202 206 162 9.942 1.823 2.n5E+l4 CD 
r BCS Jl744.2+3259 ZwCI 1742.1 +3306 57.91 27.65 0.0757 227.7 369 -80 95 117 159 17.125 4.185 5.048E+l4 [ 0 CIZA Jl824.1+3029 5826 18.81 0.0720 217.1 479 5 I 88 160 5.267 1.174 1.963E+l4 £ CIZA Jl825.3+3026 58.31 18.55 0.0650 193.6 535 37 247 342 166 17292 3.122 4.160E+l4 
- REP!JlXI2218.2-0349 58.65 -46.67 0.0901 269.4 93 -465 -146 297 169 7.813 2.709 3.518E+l4 
0 REFLEXJ2218.8-0258 59.75 -4628 0.0902 269.7 -124 -543 -194 297 165 4.135 1.443 2.193E+l4 0 
CD BCS Jl740.5+3538 60.60 29.06 0.0430 131.4 208 -75 -78 -58 148 7.439 0.592 1262E+l4 CD 
:::l REFLEX 12223.8-0137 ABE!l.2440 62.41 -46.43 0.0906 271.1 -319 -469 -55 283 156 9.679 3.388 4.155E+l4 :::l en en 
~ BCS Jl628.6+3932 ABE!l.2199 62.93 43.70 0.0299 88.9 -22 ·104 369 216 223 100210 3.831 5295E+l4 ~ BCSJI711.0+3941 ABEU.2250 63.98 35.57 0.0647 193.5 170 -120 293 226 141 3.367 0.608 1220E+l4 
I» BCS Jl629.6+4048 ABEU.2197E 64.68 43.53 0.0301 93.6 -258 -357 115 ·185 218 5.502 0215 6.101E+l3 I» 
:::l REFLEX 12325.3-1207 ABEU.2597 65.32 -64.85 0.0852 254.0 100 -275 173 325 131 24.336 7.503 7.642E+l4 :::l a. REFLEX 10028.6-2338 65.81 -83.n 0.1120 310.4 258 -528 208 535 76 5.009 2.682 3.313E+l4 a. 
~ CIZA Jl857 .5+3540 66.02 1427 0.1070 299.4 441 -116 145 257 96 3.050 1.498 2.166E+l4 ~ 
0 CIZA Jl9042+3626 6729 13.35 0.0780 233.9 332 24 142 246 142 3.626 0.950 1.650E+l4 0 (') CIZA 12042.1 +2426 67.76 -10.81 0.1019 286.4 451 -340 251 4n n 13.795 6.079 6270E+l4 (') 
~ CIZAJ1857.6+3800 6824 15.17 0.0567 169.5 399 -80 193 302 173 12.811 1.766 2.769E+l4 ~ REPlJlX 12235.6+0128 ABEU.2457 68.64 -46.58 0.0594 176.1 112 -565 -52 446 132 13.012 1.967 2.982E+l4 
., BCS Jl7142+4341 68.95 35.43 0.0276 81.1 -73 263 303 355 207 16.113 0.527 1204E+l4 ., 
(j)" CIZA 12048.6+2515 ZwC12046.8+2506 69.34 -11.51 0.0482 145.4 297 -319 -8 197 100 11.144 1.112 1.999E+l4 a;· 
a: BCS Jl733.0+4345 69.51 32.07 0.0330 102.3 -222 14 -83 ·134 188 16.031 0.750 1.546E+l4 a: 
en REPlJlX 10013.6-1930 ABEU.0013 n26 -78.46 0.0940 278.9 215 -380 288 417 87 5.957 2250 3.032E+l4 en 
BCS Jl423.8+4015 73.36 66.83 0.0822 247.9 45 -221 193 -98 143 3.877 1.126 1.857E+l4 
BCS JIB44.0+4533 74.70 2022 0.0910 2n.1 369 -311 213 265 144 4.493 1.595 2.359E+l4 
BCS Jl334.4+3442 75.01 78.08 0.0240 72.6 -101 -79 29 -76 179 s.6n 0.141 4.520E+l3 
BCSI2214.8+1350 75.16 -34.13 0.0263 78.8 421 -535 -326 287 161 7.687 0-229 6.464E+l3 
CIZAJ1921.1+4357 ABELL2319 75.70 13.51 0.0557 166.5 96 ·170 345 323 171 91.412 12.063 1.173E+l5 
REPlJlX 12315.7-0222 76.07 -56.28 0.0267 n.6 568 -366 -9 470 166 4.735 0.146 4.601E+l3 
CIZAI1959.5+4044 CYGNUS A Cluster 76.19 5.75 0.0561 168.2 163 66 239 288 !52 52.826 7.085 7.862E+l4 
BCS Jl810.9+4955 n.73 26.71 0.0473 142.4 9 -226 314 178 140 10.924 1.050 1.919E+l4 
BCS 12200.8+2058 ABEU.2409 n.89 -26.62 0.1470 399.7 597 -726 560 1057 34 6.619 6.052 5.624E+l4 
BCS Jl3202+3308 78.69 81.35 0.0362 111.5 -8 -373 169 -322 152 6.944 0.392 9.421E+l3 
CIZA 121062+3426 79.00 -8.60 0.0866 258.3 334 -328 231 442 102 4.042 1.302 2.047E+l4 
BCS Jl520.8+4840 ABE!l.2064 79.88 54.05 0.1076 300.1 151 -102 161 65 94 5.834 2.881 3.533E+l4 
CIZA Jl926.1 +4833 80.37 14.64 0.0980 294.3 272 -146 133 230 121 6.624 2.716 3.458E+l4 
BCS 12226.0+ 1722 ABE!l.2443 80.40 -3323 o.1on 300.0 324 -565 147 593 62 6.149 3.013 3.657E+l4 
BCSI225o.3+1054 ABE!l.2495 8121 -41.94 0.0768 228.6 140 -559 -46 443 106 12.156 3.063 3.983E+l4 
REFLEXI23542-1024 ABE!l.2670 81.33 -68.53 0.0765 226.3 188 -388 354 481 131 9.120 2284 3.199E+l4 
BCS Jl413.7+4339 ABE!l.l885 83.17 66.58 0.0890 269.3 -I -319 209 -192 118 6.408 2.1n 2.988E+l4 
BCS Jl601.5+5355 ABELL2149 84.01 4626 0.0675 202.9 54 -118 255 106 113 3.6n 0.722 1.379E+l4 
BCS 12310.5+0735 PEGASUS 11 CWSTER 84.18 -47.55 0.0400 118.0 804 -361 -338 457 216 11.169 0.768 1.546E+l4 
BCS Jl626.9+5528 ABE!l.2201 84.69 42.30 0.1300 3572 434 27 414 484 48 3.992 2.877 3.348E+l4 
CIZAI2138.3+3557 84.75 -1221 0.1110 310.0 378 -383 314 573 78 3.149 1.663 2.321E+l4 
REPlJlX 12344.3-0422 84.85 -62.18 0.0786 233.4 94 -393 157 431 130 13.013 3.432 4.319E+l4 
BCSJ1718.1+5640 84.87 35.07 0.1135 315.9 361 -208 289 281 75 5.838 3205 3.n4E+l4 
BCS Jl715.3+Sn4 NGC 6338 GROUP 85.80 35.40 0.0280 86.3 -379 -128 338 -21 164 9.482 0.320 8267E+l3 
CIZAJ2156.4+3318 85.82 -16.67 0.0780 232.3 293 -389 218 473 97 13.434 3.489 4.379E+14 
BCS Jl852.1 +5711 87.03 22.45 0.1084 303.1 289 -361 153 176 132 3.816 1.919 2.600E+l4 ):,. 
REPlJlX 12347.3-0218 88.50 -60.82 0.0223 63.6 556 -373 83 540 169 8.339 0.179 5.419E+l3 :g BCS Jl629.7 +5831 ABEU.2208 88.52 41.17 0.1329 364.5 493 45 432 546 44 3.644 2.746 3212E+l4 
CIZA 12015.3+5609 90.87 11.62 0.0820 244.6 243 86 330 414 178 4.885 1.410 2.198E+l4 ~ 
~ CIZAJ2012.7+5631 91.00 12.11 0.0810 238.2 4n -11 613 762 178 3.376 0.954 1.643E+l4 Q. CIZA 11957 .2+5751 ZwCI1956.0+5746 91.11 14.60 0.0884 266.0 127 -in 185 188 167 5.609 1.877 2.683E+l4 )(" BCS 11421.6+4932 ABE!l.l907 91.30 61.68 0.0710 2132 -18 -65 256 51 131 6.619 1.432 2.284E+l4 C) 
s::: ... continued s::: 
Ill ID Alt. I b z d Vx vy Vz 
=-I 
uv fx lx M Ill 
"0 (0) (0) h-I Mpc km s-I kms- 1 km s-I km s-I xlo-12 ergscm-2 .-1 xlo42 h;lergss-1 "C "0 M0 "C 
:r ClZA 12215.6+3718 91.61 -15.92 0.0190 57.6 472 -603 -403 263 247 10.332 0.161 5.044E+13 s· (Q (Q 
-
CIZA 11931.2-HiOOO 91.64 18.55 0.1080 302.2 187 -256 136 158 141 3.924 1.959 2.643E+I4 
-~ ClZA )2212.6+3840 91.93 -14.45 0.0190 62.7 -5 -600 -663 -245 231 7.577 (l-118 4.002E+I3 ~ (I) BCS )2324.4+ 1439 ABEll2593 93.47 -43.18 0.0428 131.3 57 -142 -355 -17 227 17.428 1.369 2.369E+I4 (J) 
b BCS )1836.5+6344 93.58 25.76 0.0834 248.1 441 -278 387 444 160 4.629 1.382 2.158E+I4 r BCSJ2317.1+1842 ABEll2572A 93.87 -38.79 0.0422 128.4 ·174 -682 -565 104 222 15.022 1.148 2.079E+I4 0 £ BCS )1712.8+6404 ABEU.2255 93.94 34.92 0.0809 242.2 346 -347 357 252 120 15.990 4.459 5.227E+I4 g_ 
- BCS 12318.4+ 1842 ABEU.2572 94.22 -38.92 0.0389 112.2 206 -1044 -220 729 232 13.022 0.846 1.668E+I4 
c BCS )2323.9+ 1646 ABEU.2589 94.62 -41.24 0.0416 123.6 54 ·639 -212 392 238 27.841 2.063 3.2328+14 c (J) BCS )2344.9+0911 ABEU.26S7 96.71 ·50.26 0.0400 117.6 457 -300 75 489 238 25.246 1.731 2.845E+14 (J) 
:::::1 BCS )2350.8+0009 ABEU.2665 96.94 -53.63 0.0562 167.9 220 -215 62 299 146 14.206 1.922 2.955E+I4 :::::1 rJ) rJ) 
~ CIZAJ2237.9+4101 97.47 -15.16 0.0530 159.3 109 -577 20 282 98 7.588 0.916 1.709E+14 ~ BCS 11853.9+6822 ABEll2312 98.98 24.85 0.0928 277.9 310 -296 285 288 144 5.608 2.066 2.852E+I4 
Ill BCS )1428.5+5652 ABEU.I925 99.49 55.60 0.1074 299.5 217 -55 242 159 65 3.249 1.606 2.2818+14 Ill 
:::::1 BCS )0003.8+0203 ABEU.2700 99.61 -58.63 0.0994 295.0 259 ·431 161 523 72 4.168 1.763 2.4938+14 :::::1 a. BCS 12336.4+2108 ABEU.2826 100.45 -38.43 0.0565 169.1 71 -474 -109 318 157 11.500 1.574 2.5428+14 a. 
~ BCS 11000.5+6958 ABEU.2315 100.82 24.60 0.0936 280.9 89 -286 451 227 135 5.027 1.886 2.658E+I4 ~ g BCSJ2355.7+1121 ABEU.2675 101.75 -49.21 0.0720 213.2 289 -440 60 521 146 6.697 1.490 2.347E+14 0 BCS 12336.6+2355 ABEll2627 101.75 -35.85 0.1245 343.9 525 -576 138 767 70 5.358 3.534 3.9588+14 () 
:::+ 8CS)0000.1+0816 101.79 -52.48 0.0396 115.3 417 -354 323 585 230 9.396 0.634 1.340E+14 ~ '< BCS 12334.9+2722 ABEU.2622 102.77 -32.49 0.0613 183.5 27 -620 -131 328 137 5.902 0.954 1.725E+I4 , BCS 12338.3+2659 ABEU.2634 103.46 -33.09 0.0309 91.2 -11 -804 -55 448 182 19.313 0.792 1.619E+I4 , (D" BCS)0004.9+1142 105.22 -49.58 0.0761 227.0 188 -283 149 367 139 3.640 0.908 1.603E+I4 (D" 
a: CIZA )2320.2+4146 105.25 -17.94 0.1400 382.7 825 -597 363 1051 35 4.472 3.728 3.974E+I4 a: 
rJ) CIZA )2318.6+4257 105.42 ·16.73 0.0174 55.2 -151 -652 -173 18 264 19.701 0.256 7.185E+I3 rJ) 
BCS)l311.1+3913 105.44 77.22 0.0720 217.4 -55 -235 369 -153 123 5.649 1.258 2.068E+I4 
CIZA )2319.7+4251 105.58 -16.91 0.0173 48.5 454 -849 -9 658 269 14.266 0.183 5.599E+I3 
BCS Jl425.3+6311 ABELL1918 106.40 50.82 0.1394 380.2 573 214 354 612 41 5.646 4.655 4.7018+14 
BCS)0005.4+1613 107.15 -45.23 0.1164 323.1 448 -450 102 636 87 4.822 2.787 3.375E+I4 
BCS )235o.5+2930 ZwCI2348.4+2908 107.38 ·31.52 0.0950 282.2 401 -611 -223 561 130 4.546 1.757 2.513E+I4 
BCS I 1905.7+ 7805 109.70 25.77 0.1405 383.6 799 -17 411 821 37 5.188 4.347 4.454E+I4 
BCS )1718.2+ 7801 ABEU.2271 110.04 31.27 0.0584 176.2 126 -130 187 118 121 4.905 0.720 1.408E+14 
BCS 11703. 7+ 7838 ABEll2256 111.01 31.77 0.0581 173.3 246 -144 446 311 122 47.615 6.849 7.627E+I4 
BCS)l336.1+5912 ABEU.1767 112.45 57.00 0.0701 210.9 38 -92 268 30 105 13.258 2.786 3.771E+I4 
REFLEXJ0034.1·0207 112.78 -64.66 0.0812 241.0 183 -363 376 434 104 5.091 1.441 2.238E+14 
BCSJ0011.7+3225 ABEU.0007 113.29 -29.71 0.1073 300.2 130 -639 -58 425 146 9.670 4.731 5.129E+I4 
CIZAJ2302.7+7137 114.51 10.55 0.1450 394.8 968 -176 374 1002 32 5.810 5.177 5.026E+I4 
BCS )0020.5+2839 ABEU.0021 114.79 -33.72 0.0955 285.5 109 -498 -19 371 156 7.042 2.742 3.504E+14 
BCS )0021.6+2802 IVZw015 114.96 -34.36 0.0943 279.2 375 -553 96 639 164 4.015 1.531 2.270E+I4 
REFLEXJ0041.8-0918 115.22 -72.03 0.0555 166.3 146 -125 157 164 140 72.695 9.533 9.837E+I4 
BCS )0039.6+0651 ABEU.0076 117.69 -55.90 0.0395 114.2 320 -524 305 641 210 17.982 1.204 2.1698+14 
BCS )0041.7+2123 ABEU.0084 119.93 -41.42 0.1014' 284.6 363 -197 299 439 136 5.419 2.380 3.107E+I4 
BCS )0040-4+2933 ABEU.0077 120.08 -33.26 0.0712 209.1 310 -m 129 714 145 8.479 1.842 2.7588+14 
BCS 10043.8+2424 ZwCI 0040.8+2404 120.72 -38.44 0.0830 245.5 380 -444 205 602 173 11.255 3.309 4.158E+I4 
BCS )0049.8+2426 ABEU.Ol04 122.46 -38.43 0.0815 239.3 449 -574 427 764 169 5.358 1.527 2.3368+14 
CIZA )0055.4+5229 123.55 -10.37 0.1080 302.0 626 -340 23 672 122 9.650 4.782 5.162E+I4 
ClZA )0108.0+7558 123.96 13.14 0.0960 284.5 611 -196 205 591 52 7.760 3.051 3.791E+14 
BCS 10058.9+2656 NGC0326GROUP 125.00 -35.90 0.0470 141.7 -199 -552 75 183 148 5.106 0.485 1.077E+I4 
CIZA)0107.7+5408 125.35 -8.65 0.1066 298.4 630 ·459 135 714 53 11.233 5.419 5.688E+14 
REFLEX )0056.2·0114 ABEll0119 125.70 ·64.09 0.0442 130.8 501 ·161 152 358 202 32.418 2.710 3.939E+I4 
BCS 10107 .3+3223 PISCESCWUD 126.82 -30.36 0.0170 52.9 -I -170 -73 80 263 34.271 0.424 1.051E+14 ):,. 
BCS 11155.9+7324 ABElll412 128.31 43.14 0.0833 249.2 321 -89 157 202 67 3.634 1.085 1.800E+14 :g BCS )0113.0+ 1529 ABEU.0160 130.59 -47.05 0.0442 132.4 ·164 -478 288 241 184 3.324 0.280 7.180E+13 
BCS )0123.6+3315 130.64 ·29.14 0.0164 43.7 650 -508 ·22 814 280 25.981 0.300 8.105E+13 ~ 
~ BCS )0108.2+0210 ABEll0147 131.45 ·60.42 0.0447 133.4 100 -249 299 252 199 5.483 0.471 1.060E+14 Q. BCS )1144. 7+6724 ABEU.1366 132.50 48.46 0.1159 321.1 525 52 142 405 51 6.315 3.611 4.104E+l4 )(• BCS Jll33.2+6622 ABEI.l.l302 134.71 48.92 0.1160 321.3 528 58 127 405 50 5.016 2.878 3.461E+l4 C) 
s:: ... conttnUBd s:: 
s:u ID Alt I b z d ... vy Vz 
=-1 "" 
fx lx M s:u 
"C (0) (0) h-I Mpc kms-1 kms- 1 kms-1 kms-1 x 10-12 ergscm-2 .-1 x1o42 hsJergss-1 "C "C M0 "C 
:r RBFI.Jll( 10115.0+0021 ABELLOI68 135.55 -61.94 0.0450 135.2 197 -ll1 566 144 202 ll.3ll 0.984 1.839E+14 ::;-CO CIZA/0214.2+5144 ZwCI 0210.2+5130 135.74 -9.05 0.0489 148.2 -3 ·600 -65 92 107 ll.617 2.103E+14 CO 
-
1.192 
-~ CIZAJ0157.1+4120 ABELL0276 135.98 -19.86 0.0811 239.4 398 ·738 ll1 623 ll4 5.152 1.454 2.255E+14 ~ Cl) BCS/0152.7+3608 ABELL0262 136.57 -25.09 0.0163 44.3 434 ·736 202 697 283 92.489 1.050 2.076E+I4 Cl) 
r BCS 10125.0+0841 ABELL0193 136.92 -53.26 0.0491 149.6 -188 -137 458 -42 164 16.070 1.661 2.696E+I4 [ 0 BCS 10150.8+3304 137.03 -28.17 0.0363 liO.O -105 -452 -82 124 180 13.521 0.765 1.557E+l4 £ BCS 10155.0+3354 ABELL0272 137.73 -27.13 0.0872 257.7 402 -589 185 614 136 10.397 3.373 4.175E+14 
- BCS 10157 .3+3213 ABELL0278 136.80 -28.60 0.0894 266-1 318 -367 315 430 125 4.543 1.557 2.326E+l4 
0 REFLEX 10125.4+0146 NGC 0533 GROUP 140.12 -59.96 0.0174 46-9 697 -418 55 701 209 12.109 0.158 4.997E+l3 0 Cl) REFLEX 10125.9-0121 142.19 -62.93 0.0180 51.5 644 -146 109 406 199 13.466 0.188 5.682E+l3 Cl) 
::J REFLEX/0108.8-1524 ABELLOI51 142.85 -77.61 0.0533 159.1 251 -179 339 183 149 10.928 1.332 2.260E+14 ::J en en 
~ REFLEXJOI08.8-1537 ABELLOISIS 143.21 -77.81 0.0970 286.2 249 -563 191 573 59 4.159 1.677 2.414E+l4 ~ BCS/0708.1+7151 143.33 26.96 0.1053 294.2 587 -64 -ll9 496 85 3.674 1.745 2.439E+14 
s:u BCS 11132.3+5559 ABELLI291 143.76 57.83 0.0527 159.2 46 -ll3 28 -71 106 5.394 0.645 1.314E+14 s:u 
::J CIZA/0300.7+4427 145.95 -12.55 0.0300 91.9 -142 -809 16 22 179 56.552 2.179 3.468E+l4 ::J Q_ 
CIZA 10254.4+4134 146.35 -15.64 0.0172 50.0 201 -830 168 370 259 159.112 2.008 3.370E+l4 Q_ 
~ BCS/0244.1+3731 146.45 -20.14 0.0320 97.3 -86 -561 144 76 203 3.701 0.164 4.949E+13 ~ BCS 10209.5+ 1946 ABELL03ll 146.96 ·39.43 0.0657 195.1 234 -398 215 361 109 6.707 1.243 2.082E+14 0 BCS 10246.0+3653 ABELL0376 147.12 -20.54 0.0488 148.8 -152 -360 134 ·41 155 13.389 1.367 2.331E+14 0 0 BCS 10228.1 +28ll 147.57 -30.02 0.0350 106.1 17 -295 329 88 187 7.966 0.420 9.956E+13 0 ;:::;: ~ '< BCS 11058.4+5647 ABELL1132 149.22 54.18 0.1363 371.8 644 292 27 607 32 7.365 5.796 5.580E+l4 
., REFI.Jll( 10102.7-2152 149.56 -84.16 0.0569 169.9 293 -183 376 160 133 23.876 3.304 4.428E+14 ., 
(i;- CJZAJ0319.7+4130 150.57 ·13.26 0.0179 55.6 -80 -772 347 -4 242 1000.800 13.637 1.415E+15 a;-
0:: CIZA/0301.7+3549 ABELL0407 150.61 ·19.94 0.0470 141.9 31 -502 353 98 147 7.837 0.745 1.484E+l4 0:: 
en BCS 11134.7+4905 ABELL1314 151.76 63.53 0.0336 103.7 -228 -138 44 -223 146 ll-734 0.429 1.015E+14 en 
RBFLEX/0120.9-1351 151.81 -75.05 0.0519 154.5 183 ·272 510 218 149 13.965 1.613 2.618E+14 
CIZA 10515.3+5845 151.85 11.65 0.1203 332.4 752 -67 ·83 716 54 7.266 4.466 4.763E+14 
REFLEX 10132.7-0804 151.99 -68.59 0.1489 402.7 538 -1067 -88 ll84 24 4.380 4.124 4.200E+l4 
BCSII053.7+5451 152.47 55.00 0.0704 2ll.7 80 -74 23 ·19 104 4.511 0.962 1.698E+l4 
BCS 10819.4+6337 152.67 33.82 0.1190 328.8 629 -129 -88 443 88 3.373 2.043 2.658E+l4 
BCS 10704.3+6318 ABELL0566 152.71 25.47 0.0980 290.3 540 -24 -108 480 ll2 7.291 2.987 3.714E+l4 
BCS Jll43.5+4623 ABELLI361 153.29 66.53 O.ll67 322.3 360 103 55 232 52 9.001 5.202 5.387E+14 
REFLEX 10137 .2-09ll 156.17 -69.06 0.0409 ll9.4 523 -400 487 436 161 7.609 0.547 1.197E+l4 
BCS 11205.2+3920 158.23 74.45 0.0370 ll4.6 -45 -395 66 -393 159 6.858 0.404 9.625E+l3 
RBFI.Jll( 10202.3-0107 ABELL0295 159.06 -5S.93 0.0427 127.6 149 -35S 679 176 157 4.225 0.332 ll-186E+l3 
CIZA 10602.0+5315 160.07 14.57 0.0510 152.S 149 ·197 ·143 124 ll4 6.107 0.684 1.378E+l4 
CIZA 10450.0+4501 160.52 0.27 o.o22o 68.5 -6 -70S 212 -122 180 91.313 1.890 3.181E+l4 
BCS 10721.4+5547 ABELL0576 161.37 26.26 0.0381 ll7.0 -59 -332 -40 ·195 143 28.582 1.654 2.762E+14 
BCS 10740.9+5525 162.22 28.93 0.0341 103.7 95 ·337 -107 -67 154 2Q.249 l.Oll 1.928E+14 
REFLEXJ0157.2-0551 162.25 -63.58 0.1289 353.3 487 -868 -88 976 32 3.130 2.223 2.767E+14 
BCS 10714.3+5440 ABELL0572 162.36 25.05 0.1043 291.0 510 -31 -10 408 ll7 3.558 1.659 2.353E+l4 
BCS 10716.6+5323 ZwCI 0712.9+5334 163.82 25-ll 0.0644 192.5 271 ·316 -174 134 liS 3.232 0.57S 1.176E+l4 
BCS 10759.6+5400 ZwCI 0755.8+5408 164.14 31.49 0.1038 289.5 646 -235 -53 378 106 3.668 1.693 2.393E+14 
BCS 10258.9+ 1334 ABELL0401 184.1S -36.87 0.0739 220.4 199 -341 206 252 ll2 36.21S ll-869 ll-905E+14 
BCS 10257.8+ 1302 ABELL0399 164.31 -39.47 0.0722 212.S 428 ·432 liS 502 ll7 23.236 5.161 5.957E+14 
BCS 11023. 7+4908 ABELL0990 165.06 54.12 0.1440 390.4 653 369 -98 665 29 7.687 6.739 6.139E+14 
CJZA 10612.6+4836 ABELL0553 165.15 14.05 0.0670 200.1 165 -124 -139 164 ll4 9.S77 1.900 2.852E+l4 
REFLEX 10231.9+0115 167.43 -52.71 0.0221 63.6 470 -243 127 361 207 5.107 0.108 3.712E+l3 
BCS 10751.4+5012 168.39 29.85 0.0220 66.9 167 -341 ·48 -42 158 11.777 0.245 6.876E+13 
CIZA/0629.1+4606 ZwO 0625.6+4808 168.69 15.59 0.1290 353.5 734 -46 -215 690 54 3.736 2.654 3.159E+14 
CJZA 10604.6+4257 169.69 10.29 0.1180 325.S 617 -87 ·190 588 65 6.626 3.924 4.346E+14 ):,. 
BCS 10257.6+0600 ABELL0400 170.26 -44.95 0.0236 70.9 147 -331 323 157 195 24.507 0.596 1.332E+l4 :g BCS 10352.9+ 1940 171.04 -25.7S 0.1090 302.9 509 -470 -226 681 58 6.963 3.523 4.095E+14 
BCS 10913.6+4742 ABELL0757 171.70 43.27 0.0514 155-4 56 -203 14 -119 liS 5_210 0.593 1.237E+l4 Q) 
~ BCS 11109.2+4133 ABELLll73 171.72 84.61 0.0770 230.3 253 -77 -9 20 141 5.162 1.315 2.1liE+I4 ::::s Q. BCS 10341.2+1524 172.1S -30.79 0.0290 S7.7 12 -466 363 23 179 21.557 0.778 1.606E+I4 se-BCS/0822.1+4706 ABELL0646 172.65 34.58 0.1303 356.5 701 59 -178 581 51 6.952 5.007 5.070E+I4 () 
s: ... continued s: 
Ill ID All. I b z d vx vy Vz 
=-1 
uv fx lx M Ill 
"C (0) (0) h- 1 Mpc kms-1 km s-I kms- 1 kms- 1 x1o-12 ergscm-2 .-1 x1o42 "5J ergss-1 "C 
"C Me "C 
:;- BCS 10825.6+4708 ABELL0655 172.65 35.17 0.1267 347.5 676 27 -151 529 56 6.636 4.522 4.737E+14 :r CO CO 
-
BCS 11111.6+4050 ABELL 1190 172.78 65.32 0.0794 240.1 254 -342 30 ·236 132 6.418 1.735 2.584E+14 
-
-:::T CIZAI0643.4+4214 173.42 16.47 0.0910 270.3 403 -145 -60 294 86 20.104 7.068 7206E+14 -:::T (I) BCS 10828.0+4445 ABELL0667 175.60 35.43 0.1450 392.7 784 208 ·298 764 32 5.087 4.538 4.553E+l4 CD 
r CIZAI0516.9+2925 zwa 0513.7+2922 176.17 -4.97 0.1300 355.8 768 -298 -408 859 34 5.939 4263 4.497E+l4 r 
0 BCS 10338.6+0958 176.26 -35.05 0.0349 107.4 -96 ·242 441 -190 ISO 85.612 4.456 5.856E+14 0 (') REFLEX 10252.8-0116 176.44 -51.07 0.0235 69.7 496 -151 390 165 198 14.443 0.343 8.808E+l3 g Ill 
- BCS 10726.1+4123 ABELL0580 177.03 23.71 0.1118 309.6 575 ·157 -61 366 87 3.354 1.795 2.453E+I4 -
0 BCS )0747.0+4131 177.97 27.54 0.0294 90.1 173 -368 220 ·191 !55 7.159 0267 7.183E+13 0 (I) CIZA 10522. 7+2806 177.98 -4.68 0.0580 171.7 177 -69 -195 262 125 14.850 2.139 3.187E+l4 (I) 
:::1 BCS )1020.0+4100 ABELL0971 178.95 56.04 0.0926 277.2 248 -88 96 1 79 3.007 l.l09 !.789E+14 
:::1 
en en 
~ BCS )1040. 7+3957 ABELL1068 179.10 60.13 0.1386 376.7 501 352 -111 528 34 9.183 7.454 6.704E+14 ~ BCS )10322+4015 ABELL1035 179.33 58.47 0.0733 219.3 217 -18 249 5 134 4.518 1.044 1.793E+14 
Ill CIZA 10603.8+2939 181.37 3.79 0.0300 91.9 93 -396 268 -172 132 16.791 0.649 1.398E+14 Ill 
:::1 BCS 10413.4+1027 ABELL0478 1112.44 -2828 0.0882 259.8 347 -337 -241 514 82 38.070 12.539 l.l15E+15 :::1 a. BCS )1022.1+3831 18324 56.90 0.0534 162.1 92 -289 106 -250 140 3.979 0.489 1.065E+14 
a. 
~ CIZAJ0711.7+3219 18525 18.09 0.0672 201.4 140 -526 -153 -12 170 10.509 2.033 2.999E+14 ~ 
8 CIZAJ0516.3+1712 186.27 -11.99 0.1150 317.5 463 
-419 -327 597 71 12.872 7208 6.907E+I4 0 
CIZA 10602.1 +2309 186.85 027 0.0654 193.4 223 ll2 -141 262 179 16.795 3.070 4.104E+I4 (') 
~ CIZA 10632.0+2519 188.16 7.30 0.0750 224.7 141 -241 64 -10 183 7.038 1.698 2.570E+14 ~ CIZAI0631.3+2500 188.37 7.02 0.0810 244.1 109 -271 221 -154 143 12.363 3.462 4.322E+14 
, REFLEX 10340.7-0239 18922 -42.73 0.0352 106.9 82 -103 321 -108 153 10.876 0.579 l.267E+14 , 
a;· BCS )1031.7+3503 ABELL1033 18929 5924 0.1259 344.9 404 201 -87 334 49 8.049 5.409 5.428E+14 a;· 
c:: CIZA )0707 .0+2706 189.88 15.17 0.0620 1112.0 469 -318 -246 346 193 6.827 l.l28 l.952E+14 c:: 
en BCS 10419.6+0224 190.98 -31.85 0.0123 33.6 560 -585 283 336 159 55.995 0.362 9.445E+l3 en 
CIZAJ0635.0+2231 191.00 6.66 0.0680 202.1 372 -145 60 143 207 30.869 6.079 6.806E+14 
BCSI0919.7+3345 ABELL0779 191.09 44.39 0.0230 70.4 195 -253 203 -2ll 144 10.750 0245 6.848E+13 
BCS 10459.1+0846 ABELL0523 19l.l9 -20.15 0.1000 295.2 346 -402 -202 455 85 3.409 1.462 2.163E+14 
BCS )0753.3+2921 ABELL0602 191.46 25.51 0.0621 185.7 396 -543 -81 -12 152 6.2ll 1.030 l.823E+14 
BCS )1016.3+3338 ABELL0981 19222 56.13 0.1241 340.3 406 182 -101 326 50 4.485 2.944 3.454E+l4 
BCS )0828.6+3025 ABELL0671 192.74 33.15 0.0503 150.3 331 -272 13 -19 123 6.672 0.726 l.445E+14 
REFLEX )0359.1-0319 193.37 -39.30 0.1220 335.1 488 -584 -379 806 42 3.148 2.005 2.602E+14 
BCSJ1002.6+3242 193.75 5324 0.0500 151.2 204 -192 290 -214 142 7.023 0.755 l.489E+14 
BCS)0503.1+0608 194.12 -20.73 0.0880 258.6 416 -411 -221 503 113 6.623 2.194 3.019E+14 
CIZAJ0524.4+0819 195.08 -15.08 0.0680 200.8 354 -2ll -65 273 101 10.774 2.133 3.103E+14 
C1ZA )0516.6+0026 ABELL0539 195.71 -17.72 0.0284 85.3 141 -552 279 -46 138 35.018 12ll 2.241E+14 
CIZAJ0649.3+1801 196.57 7.67 0.0640 188.8 686 -ISO 92 238 185 13.578 2.380 3.402E+14 
BCS )1034.9+3041 ABELL1045 197.89 60.04 0.1381 375.0 407 358 -171 483 34 4275 3.470 3.782E+14 
REFLEXJ0501.9+0109 198.55 -23.58 0.1248 341.8 503 -443 -385 683 62 9.577 6.317 6.ll4E+14 
REFLEX )0236.5-1922 ABELL0367 200.71 -64.69 0.0907 267.5 168 -494 -26 468 60 3.388 l.l97 !.904E+l4 
BCS lll16.5+2923 201.15 69.01 0.0471 144.0 195 -394 109 -373 142 7.535 0.719 l.446E+14 
BCSJll10.6+2842 ABELL1185 202.96 67.72 0.0314 96.0 -6 -222 322 -291 184 6.091 0.259 6.989E+13 
REFLEX 10501.3-0332 ABELL0531 202.98 -26.02 0.0913 268.9 432 -332 -175 426 91 3.ll1 1.115 1.802E+14 
REFLEX 10425.8-0834 203.31 -36.17 0.0397 121.1 -126 -176 369 -247 137 25.090 1.695 2.802E+14 
BCS)l206.5+2811 NGC4104GROUP 20426 80.02 0.0283 86.7 179 -278 157 -273 192 3.497 0.121 3.987E+13 
BCS )1006.6+2555 ABELL0923 20520 5328 O.ll62 319.9 321 112 -102 216 53 3.079 1.781 2.413E+14 
REFLEX )0433.6-1314 ABELL0496 209.57 -36.48 0.0326 95.0 69 -344 -20 208 172 82.178 3.734 5.159E+14 
CIZAI0742.6+0922 ABELL0592 21024 15.59 0.0624 185.6 395 -273 9 3 117 6.366 1.066 l.869E+14 
BCS )0907 .3+ 1639 ABELL0744 212.15 37.40 0.0733 218.2 261 ·181 -98 -2 103 4.493 1.039 1.785E+I4 
BCSJ0912.5+1556 ABELL0763 213.58 3827 0.0851 254.3 243 -226 -51 -78 85 7.476 2.316 3.165E+14 
REFLEX )0445.1-1552 213.89 -34.95 0.0360 108.4 -37 -225 267 -127 168 10.124 0.564 1239E+14 ):,. 
BCSJ1048.7+2213 ABELL1100 216.13 61.77 0.0458 139.6 302 -297 339 -370 138 4.146 0.375 8.894E+l3 :g 
BCSJ0924.0+1410 ABELL0795 217.08 40.15 0.1357 368.4 339 224 -427 498 32 7.541 5.881 5.650E+I4 
REFLEX 10454.8-1807 217.45 -33.63 0.0335 97.0 163 -470 -2 242 175 6.117 0296 7.684E+13 ~ 
~ CIZA )07212-0220 218.43 5.54 0.0360 108.3 115 -383 155 
-210 ll4 5.422 0.303 7.771E+l3 Q. 
REFLEXJ0345.9-2416 ABELL0458 218.84 -50.78 0.1057 292.9 227 -533 -160 508 48 5.007 2.389 3.084E+14 )(• 
REFLEX 104482·2029 219.51 -35.90 0.0720 213.7 63 -358 86 110 99 8.056 1.790 2.694E+14 C) 
3:: ... continlll!d 3:: 
I» ID Alt. I b z d Vx vy Vz 
=-I 
av fx lx M I» 
"0 (.) (.) h-! Mpc kms-1 kms- 1 kms-1 kms- 1 , 10-12ergscm-2 5-1 x!o42 h5J ergs s-I "0 
"0 Me "C 
:;- BCS 10823.3+0421 219.75 22.39 0.0293 88.5 180 -367 118 -257 122 13.150 0.485 1.126E+l4 ::;· cc cc 
-
BCS 11109.7+2145 ABEllll77 220.45 66.29 0.0319 98.0 338 ·275 443 -377 173 8.568 0.375 9.223E+l3 
-::r REFLEX 10438.8-2206 ABEllOSOO 220.57 -38.49 0.0670 198.2 27 -361 26 173 108 6.076 1.172 1.985E+l4 ::r 
CD REFLEX 10311.3-2654 ABEIL3094 220.67 ·58.93 0.0685 203.1 -102 -336 109 195 109 3.347 0.677 1.311E+l4 CD 
r CIZAI0818.2~122 221.94 19.87 0.0879 262.2 188 -250 -34 -63 95 5.287 1.751 2.549E+l4 r 
0 REFLEX 10821.8~113 ABEIL0653 222.54 20.59 0.0822 243.3 235 -221 -218 113 140 4.080 1.185 1.928E+l4 0 g CIZAI0640.1-1253 223.21 -8.31 0.1350 366.2 297 -335 -653 684 35 14.317 10.994 9.047E+l4 0 
- REFLEX 10538.2-2037 ABEll3358 224.36 ·24.97 0.0915 268.7 147 -331 -310 407 106 5.675 2.033 2.827E+l4 
!!!.. 
c REFLEXI0225.1-2928 224.95 ·69.28 0.0604 178.1 46 -323 -7 291 110 6.371 0.999 1.790E+l4 c 
CD CIZAI0717.4-1119 225.97 0.53 0.0750 222.6 164 -214 -40 18 103 18.108 4.343 5.199E+l4 CD 
:::J REFLEX 10552.8-2103 ABEll0550 226.16 -21.95 0.0989 292.5 265 -436 -liS 233 92 10.052 4.184 4.771E+l4 :::J (/) (/) 
~ BCS 11155.2+2324 ABElll413 226.20 76.78 0.1427 386.3 224 408 -21 409 34 12.199 10.463 8.564E+l4 ;::;: REFLEX 10548.7-2154 226.64 -23.16 0.0928 272.9 329 -458 ·242 368 107 4.482 1.654 2.414E+l4 '< 
I» BCS 11053.8+1650 ABE!Lll26 227.52 60.95 0.0856 255.6 174 -8 129 -57 89 5.474 1.719 2.528E+l4 I» 
:::J BCS 11025.8+1241 ZwCI1023.3+1257 228.63 53.05 0.1434 387.3 231 378 -323 487 29 4.802 4.193 4.307E+l4 :::J a. BCS 11123.2+1936 228.65 68.44 0.1042 289.0 165 -73 48 -84 75 5.258 2.439 3.143E+l4 a. (!; REFLEX 10249.6-3111 IC 1860 GROUP 229.02 -63.96 0.0230 66.7 437 ·323 141 192 131 7.309 0.167 5.135E+l3 (!; 
CIZAI0817.4-0730 ABEll0644 229.93 15.29 0.0704 208.6 296 ·237 ·126 17 117 29.302 6.183 6.853E+l4 0 REFLEX 10408.3-3054 ABEIL3223 230.17 -47.13 0.0600 178.0 -133 -323 170 87 130 9.280 1.433 2.349E+l4 0 0 0 
~ REFLEX 10548.6-2527 ABEll0548A 230.26 -24.42 0.0420 125.3 -165 -609 323 -110 177 14.827 1.123 2.045E+l4 ~ REFLEX 10542.1-2607 ABEIL0548-2 230.41 -26.02 0.0390 113.5 -Ill -599 41 169 186 6.439 0.421 9.885E+l3 
"T1 REFLEX 10545.4-2556 ABEIL0548B 230.49 -25.25 0.0424 128.6 -143 ·388 477 -318 174 5.420 0.419 9.764E+l3 "T1 
eo· CIZA 10702.6-2240 234.46 -7.80 0.0650 193.5 235 -325 74 -94 107 4.757 0.865 1.589E+l4 (6" 
a: REFLEX 10230.7-3305 234.53 ·67.76 0.0760 224.9 90 ·285 -39 264 114 3.645 0.907 1.602E+l4 a: 
(/) BCSI1144.6+1945 ABE!L 1367 235.08 73.02 0.0214 64.0 !58 -54 349 -123 177 93.561 1.832 3.112E+l4 (/) 
REFLEXI0525.6-3135 ABEIL3341 235.17 -31.08 0.0380 109.5 55 -324 -158 272 188 14.764 0.916 LmE+l4 
BCS Jll27 .0+ 1707 ABE!L 1264 235.70 68.09 0.1267 346.2 198 163 -28 154 61 3.615 2.477 3.016E+l4 
REFLEX 10229.3-3332 235.81 ·67.98 0.0792 236.2 161 -142 42 97 104 3.940 1.063 1.791E+l4 
CIZA 10747.5-1917 PKS0745-190uster 236.44 3.03 0.1028 284.1 232 -176 -183 114 82 45.729 20.365 1.549E+l5 
REFLEXI0547.6-3152 ABE!L3364 236.93 -26.64 0.1483 398.8 149 -592 -734 863 26 7.407 6.884 6.176E+l4 
CIZA 10802.1-1926 238.34 5.92 0.1400 378.1 136 -139 ·664 581 39 3.075 2.573 3.009E+l4 
REFLEX 10909.1-0940 ABE!L0754 239.34 24.81 0.0542 162.6 131 -272 131 -275 124 55.281 6.922 7.762E+l4 
CIZA 10757.9-2157 239.99 3.77 0.0490 147.2 229 -424 180 -296 124 19.219 1.977 3.072E+l4 
REFLEXI0910.5-1034 ABE!L0761 240.37 24.54 0.0916 272.1 277 -209 ·180 -13 79 5.237 1.882 2.667E+l4 
REFLEX 10413.9-3805 240.79 -46.52 0.0501 146.6 -120 -281 -40 230 IS! 11.531 1.242 2.162E+l4 
CIZA 10805.9·2251 241.72 4.86 0.1210 330.6 223 -198 -389 277 76 4.908 3.062 3.584E+l4 
REFLEX 10605.8-3518 ABEll3378 241.79 -24.02 0.1392 376.3 115 -534 -642 732 30 9.132 7.476 6.709E+l4 
REFLEXJ1013.7~ ABEll0954 242.07 43.37 0.0927 276.1 166 -74 -44 -59 63 4.086 1.506 2.251E+14 
CIZAI0826.7·2007 ABEll50611 242.10 10.41 0.0876 259.4 358 ·236 -226 52 98 5.652 1.858 2.667E+14 
REFLEX 10500.7-3840 ABEll3301 242.42 -37.41 0.0536 160.3 -2 -266 326 -132 !55 8.860 1.093 1.948E+l4 
REFLEX 11013.6+0055 ABEll0957 242.91 42.84 0.0445 134.0 112 -235 169 -305 121 9.012 0.767 1.528E+l4 
REFLEX 10918.1-1205 242.92 25.10 0.0539 161.8 344 ·246 98 -291 124 48.167 5.968 6.951E+l4 
CIZA 10627.().3529 ABEll3392 243.46 -19.97 0.0554 167.2 165 -529 451 -338 135 13.362 1.758 2.769E+l4 
REFLEX 10557.2-3728 ABEILS0555 243.55 -26.30 0.0442 129.9 81 ·538 123 ss 191 7.921 0.666 1.374E+l4 
REFLEX 10521.4-4048 ABEll3336 245.68 -33.76 0.0756 224.6 185 ·393 142 14 106 4.386 1.078 1.826E+l4 
REFLEX 10345.7-4112 ABEILS0384 246.01 -51.76 0.0603 177.4 ·68 -376 86 225 163 9.908 1.545 2.483E+l4 
REFLEX 10540.1·4050 ABEILS0540 246.42 -30.29 0.0358 101.2 186 -474 -302 404 178 17.690 0.973 1.867E+l4 
REFLEX 10601.7-3959 246.52 -26.09 0.0468 139.0 141 -521 247 -83 192 24.782 2.323 3.487E+l4 
REFLEX 10322.3-4120 ABEIL3122 247.56 -56.07 0.0643 189.9 -71 -207 -30 191 162 7.857 1.394 2.276E+l4 
CIZA 10826.4-2721 ABEILS0610 248.07 6.25 0.0410 122.8 322 -468 72 -277 134 11.902 0.860 1.678E+l4 
CIZAI0717.1-3621 248.34 -10.95 0.0320 92.5 164 -637 -84 77 144 19.750 0.868 1.730E+l4 ::t.. 
REFLEXI0540.1-4322 ABEIL3360 249.32 -30.74 0.0850 252.3 269 -463 81 39 93 4.061 1.260 2.006E+l4 :g 
REFLEXJ1020.4·0631 ABEll0978 250.01 40.35 0.0540 161.9 113 -239 99 -268 125 4.449 0.559 1.176E+l4 
REFLEX11058.~134 ABEllll39 251.49 52.78 0.0398 120.6 237 -262 171 -360 119 6.762 0.461 1.055E+l4 Q) 
~ REFLEX 11027.9·0648 ABEIL1023 252.01 41.47 0.1176 322.2 126 48 -148 86 56 4.337 2.560 3.158E+l4 
:::J 
~ 
REFLEX 10953.2-1558 252.50 28.96 0.0302 90.6 189 -296 83 -299 128 7.083 0.278 7.403E+l3 s:c· 
REFLEXI0317.9·4414 ABEll3112 252.94 -56.08 0.0752 226.0 173 ·IS 226 -164 139 36.270 8.715 8.760E+l4 () 
s: ... a>ntinued s: fl) ID Alt. I b z d Vx vy Vz 
=-I 
uv fx lx M fl) 
"C (0) (0) h- 1 Mpc kms-1 kms- 1 kms- 1 kms- 1 • 10-12 ergscm-2 5-! •Io"2 hsJ! ergss-1 "C "C Me "C 
:r REFLEXI1017.3-!040 ABEll0970 253.04 36.85 0.0586 176.5 239 -176 234 -355 121 12.047 1.773 2.765E+14 :r CQ CQ 
-
REFLEX )0938.().2020 ABELL50617 253.20 23.33 0.0344 104.3 301 ·328 170 -412 130 6.805 0.347 8.637E+l3 
-~ REFLEX )0340.8-4542 253.41 -51.78 0.0698 208.6 232 ·301 329 ·57 !59 4.515 0.947 1.680E+14 ~ CD REFLEX )0547.8-4724 ABEllS0547 254.17 -30.04 0.0515 153.8 166 ·250 238 -158 191 3.442 0.393 9.096E+13 CD 
r REFLEX )0545.4-4756 ABEll3363 254.73 ·30.52 0.1254 341.8 74 ·559 -393 527 40 5.809 3.884 4.239E+14 r 0 REFLEXJ03!4.3-4525 ABELL3!04 255.33 -56.28 0.0718 214.1 219 ·79 -9 10 !54 11.568 2.551 3.516E+l4 0 () 
REFLEX !0514.6-4903 ABELL3330 255.54 -35.69 0.0912 270.5 307 -384 -15 87 78 3.309 1.183 1.884E+l4 () fl) !!. 
- REFLEXJ0616.8-4748 255.66 -25.31 0.1164 318.9 123 -50! ·305 372 48 4.281 2.476 3.089E+l4 
0 REFLEX 11044.5-0704 ABELL1084 256.39 44.04 0.1342 364.0 24 216 ·263 300 36 9.171 6.986 6.450E+l4 0 CD REFLEX 11039.7-0840 ABElll069 256.60 42.04 0.0650 195.7 142 -257 198 ·353 Ill 7.906 1.433 2.320E+14 CD 
:::l REFLEX )0606.9-4928 ABEll3380 257.11 -27.27 0.0553 168.7 431 -275 535 ·525 177 4.435 0.584 1.212E+l4 :::l (/) (/) 
~ CIZA )0944.5·2634 259.08 19.99 0.1421 383.0 ·119 64 -550 503 25 6.430 5.500 5.294E+l4 ~ REFLEX 11041.5-1123 259.35 40.24 0.0839 251.0 171 -107 141 -226 80 3.316 1.004 1.697E+l4 
fl) REFLEX )0621.7-5242 261.16 -25.62 0.0511 151.0 314 -515 58 -24 197 6.826 0.767 1.502E+14 fl) 
:::l REFLEX )0626.3·5341 ABEll3391 262.38 ·25.15 0.0514 154.0 608 -504 128 -244 194 18.788 2.125 3.224E+14 :::l a. REFLEX !0429.1-5350 ABEll50463 262.45 -42.35 0.0400 114.2 185 -394 ·342 390 161 8.988 0.618 1.314E+14 a. 
~ REFLEX !0627 .2-5429 ABEll3395 263.26 ·25.19 0.0506 147.7 510 -608 -272 148 194 22.856 2.504 3.654E+14 ~ REFLEX )0330.2-5233 ABEll3128 264.73 ·51.10 0.0624 186.1 379 -95 -46 -49 172 13.837 2.306 3.335E+14 0 REFLEX )0342.8-5337 ABEll3158 265.04 -48.95 0.0590 173.3 312 -387 -103 204 176 30.731 4.564 5.613E+14 g () 
~ REFLEXJ0631.4-5609 265.21 -24.96 0.0540 163.8 794 -348 163 -447 180 4.687 0.589 1.223E+14 ~ REFLEX )0334.8-5342 265.90 -49.99 0.0619 184.3 554 -246 -40 -25 171 3.298 0.545 1.132E+l4 
.., REFLEX )0352.3-5453 266.01 -47.19 0.0447 128.7 213 -372 -343 368 161 4.484 0.386 9.119E+13 .., 
a;· REFLEX)0322.2·5311 266.49 -51.91 0.0797 237.8 420 -229 57 -29 122 3.319 0.908 1.589E+14 a;· 
a: CIZAJ0745.1·5404 266.84 -14.36 0.0740 222.5 378 -366 228 ·348 102 10.889 2.551 3.496E+l4 a: (/) CIZA)0757.7-5315 ABEll50606 267.00 -12.33 0.0390 115.5 458 -660 ·60 -154 140 11.728 0.767 !.548E+l4 (/) 
REFLEX )0600.9·5834 ABELL50560 267.20 -29.37 0.0369 106.3 386 -428 -320 192 165 6.835 0.400 9.564E+l3 
REFLEX !0340.1·5504 ABEll50377 267.29 ·48.72 0.0464 135.2 270 -224 -337 238 159 4.160 0.386 9.079E+l3 
REFLEX11038.4-2454 268.31 28.88 0.1230 335.5 ·48 62 ·209 188 41 4.956 3.194 3.681E+l4 
REFLEX )0346.2·5656 ABEll3164 269.29 ·47.15 0.0570 167.2 512 -427 -248 200 170 8.765 1.223 2.!00E+l4 
REFLEX )0328.6-5542 ABELL3126 269.31 -49.88 0.0853 254.6 452 -290 90 -40 96 10.019 3.112 3.949E+14 
REFLEX11036.6-2731 HYDRA CLUSTER 269.60 26.48 0.0126 41.9 137 -414 700 ·723 188 122.740 0.831 1.760E+l4 
REFLEXJ0712.().6029 271.25 ·20.95 0.0322 92.5 348 ·494 ·308 132 154 5.816 0.260 6.998E+l3 
CIZAJ0812.5-5714 271.60 -12.51 0.0620 187.1 483 ·390 193 -414 157 24.220 3.975 5.023E+l4 
CIZA )0820.9-5704 272.09 -11.45 0.0610 181.2 357 ·611 -61 ·129 158 9.746 1.556 2.491E+l4 
REFLEXJ0431.4-6126 ABEll3266 272.11 -40.13 0.0589 176.5 730 -391 41 -191 145 45.791 6.769 7.545E+l4 
CIZAJI029.7-35!9 ANTLIA GROUP 272.90 19.16 0.0087 25.3 ·189 -38 568 -241 213 39.443 0.128 4.371E+l3 
8CS 11200.3+0320 ABELL1437 273.57 63.26 0.1339 363.8 52 215 0 182 43 8.387 6.365 6.020E+l4 
REFLEX Jll07 .3-2300 ABEllS0651 273.82 33.92 0.0639 191.7 163 -55 363 ·315 109 4.300 0.756 1.440E+l4 
REFLEXJI130.3·1434 ABElll285 275.21 43.89 0.1068 294.5 127 -62 103 -156 63 9.262 4.490 4.938E+14 
REFLEX Jll35.4-1328 ABELL1317 276.14 45.40 0.0722 217.1 83 -205 364 ·338 122 3.319 0.746 1.397E+l4 
8CS 11210.3-+G522 ZwO 1207.5+0542 276.87 66.15 0.0770 231.2 -78 -191 468 -231 145 4.968 1.265 2.052E+14 
REFLEX 11204.4+0153 ZwO 1201.5+0205 276.90 62.36 0.0199 61.7 318 -257 332 -414 158 28.460 0.483 1.150E+l4 
REFLEXJ1141.4·1216 277.36 47.09 0.1195 327.1 72 -16 17 -56 70 5.946 3.614 4.072E+l4 
8CS 11226.5+ 1243 VIRGO CLUSTER 279.68 74.46 0.0036 10.6 ·250 -191 -22 ·132 185 892.258 1.000 1.800E+14 
CIZA 11024.5-5328 282.04 3.33 0.0720 215.9 259 ·323 122 -319 76 3.744 0.836 1.522E+14 
REFLEX J 1202.9-0649 ABELL1448 282.11 54.07 0.1268 345.7 38 78 38 38 54 4.026 2.761 3.271E+l4 
8CS 11217.6+0340 ZwO 1215.1+0400 282.50 65.19 0.0750 223.1 16 34 346 -22 151 20.574 4.930 5.718E+14 
REFLEX )1114.2-3811 282.68 20.83 0.1306 354.4 -205 17 -201 263 41 5.459 3.958 4.247E+14 
REFLEX !1151.5-1619 282.72 44.19 0.0722 217.6 259 -179 310 -387 127 4.371 0.981 1.715E+l4 
8CS 11227.4+0849 ABEll1541 284.62 70.84 0.0896 270.8 2 ·385 274 -389 116 3.166 1.093 1.783E+l4 
REFLEX )0145.().5300 ABELL2941 285.50 -62.26 0.1168 321.1 63 -648 -10 531 47 7.132 4.136 4.534E+14 )::,. 
REFLEX Jll39.4-3327 286.12 27.05 0.1076 296.2 61 ·48 44 -89 53 4.960 2.452 3.131E+14 :g REFLEX )0738.1-7506 287.04 -23.23 0.1110 305.1 -57 -488 -99 261 42 3.235 1.708 2.368E+14 
8CS 11241.3+1833 287.18 81.13 0.0718 216.4 -43 -251 335 ·232 132 8.754 1.934 2.856E+14 ~ ~ REFLEX)ll45.2-3425 ABEll3490 287.73 26.49 0.0697 210-4 316 -37 474 -450 116 7.928 1.652 2.551E+l4 Q. REFLEXI1200.().3124 ABEll3497 290.24 30.19 0.0685 206.9 298 -179 377 -453 130 6.534 1.317 2.158E+14 )(• REFLEX 11219.3-1315 ABElll520 291.01 48.87 0.0688 206.4 163 -166 227 ·273 133 3.178 0.649 1.269E+l4 () 
s:: ... rontinued s:: Ill ID AIL l b z d vx vy vz 
=-1 
uv fx lx M Ill 
"'0 (0) (0) h-1 Mpc kms-1 kms-1 kms-1 kms-1 x1o-12ergscm-2 .-1 x10"2 h56ergss-1 "'0 "'0 M0 "'0 
:;- CIZA 11040.7-7047 292.52 -10.61 0.0610 182.7 316 -346 90 -273 96 10.559 1.685 2.64SE+14 :;· CO CO 
-
REFLEX/0110.0-4554 ABELL2877 293.04 -70.86 0.0238 68.7 352 -391 93 234 130 12.490 0.304 8.048E+13 
-
=r CIZA )1201.0-4623 293.95 15.60 0.1180 322.8 -128 -83 -43 103 49 3.953 2.351 2.960E+14 =r CD REFLEX 11215.5-3901 295.35 23.31 0.1190 325.4 -57 -38 -37 43 57 5.132 3.097 3.631E+14 CD 
r CIZAI1210.7-4644 ABELLS0689 295.71 15.56 0.0320 95.7 141 -68 429 -286 127 9.559 0.421 1.005E+14 r 0 REFLEX /0351.7-8213 ABELLS0405 296.42 -32.47 0.0613 182.5 283 -392 156 -83 99 16.717 2.687 3.751E+14 0 £ CIZAJ1211.0-5405 296.96 8.31 0.1100 302.4 -87 -174 40 36 56 7.373 3.797 4.321E+14 0 
- REFLEX 11236.6-3354 ABELL50700 299.44 28.86 0.0796 240.6 431 -167 205 -488 103 5.183 1.410 2.211E+14 !!!.. 
0 REFLEX 11244.6-1159 ABELL1606 300.30 50.84 0.0963 290.3 429 -132 295 -393 102 6.382 2.528 3.290E+14 0 CD REFLEX /0058.0-6648 ABELL50112 301.92 -50.31 0.0661 195.9 224 -375 174 98 93 5.106 0.960 1.713E+14 CD 
:::1 REFLEX11248.8-4118 CE~URUSCLUSTER 302.40 21.57 0.0114 35.5 314 -79 566 -425 276 255.265 1.412 2.627E+14 :::1 CJ) CJ) 
~ REFLEX/0052.8-8015 ABELL2837 302.86 -36.87 0.1141 313.6 22 -566 165 264 76 8.664 4.790 5.094E+14 ~ REFLEX /1252.5-3116 303.22 31.60 0.0535 160.8 141 -175 690 -314 218 12.421 1.525 2.500E+14 
Ill REFLEX /1252.8-1522 ABELL1631 303.45 47.50 0.0462 136.9 ·379 -417 228 -83 160 8.886 0.815 1.592E+14 Ill 
:::1 REFLEX 11254.5-2908 ABELL3528 303.75 33.72 0.0542 165.3 121 -705 411 -557 210 24.317 3.054 4.202E+14 :::1 Q. 
REFLEX /1255.5-3019 ABELL3530 303.99 32.54 0.0541 165.0 323 -415 446 -556 213 6.905 0.869 1.638E+14 Q. 
~ REFLEX /1257.0-3118 304.33 31.55 0.0561 175.8 858 -487 412 -1031 195 6.977 0.944 1.734E+14 ~ REFLEX 11257.2-3023 ABELL3532 304.43 32.47 0.0554 172.2 621 -600 333 -886 202 20.876 2.741 3.863E+14 0 REFLEX 11255.6-1239 304.54 50.20 0.0585 176.1 63 -332 102 -304 136 6.002 0.884 1.640E+14 0 0 0 ~ REFLEXI1257.1-1723 ABELL1644 304.89 45.45 0.0473 141.6 -197 -485 168 -228 172 36.571 3.498 4.733E+14 ~ REFLEX /1258.7-2640 ABELL1648 304.97 36.18 0.0767 232.4 438 -262 75 -512 109 5.635 1.423 2.242E+I4 , REFLEX 11305.9-3738 ABELL50721 306.11 25.14 0.0497 148.9 305 224 746 -268 228 8.714 0.925 1.735E+14 , 
a;· REFLEX Jl304.1·3030 306.17 32.29 0.0117 35.9 -23 -627 233 -349 271 19.421 0.114 3.983E+13 a;· 
a: REFLEX /0040.0-5607 ABELL2806 306.21 -60.93 0.0277 81.3 417 -370 92 101 119 8.529 0.282 7.522E+13 a: CJ) REFLEXJ1303.7-2414 ABELL3541 306.51 38.54 0.1288 350.6 ·64 83 42 99 44 9.654 s.m 6.385E+14 CJ) 
REFLEX /1258.6-0145 ABELL1650 306.67 61.06 0.0845 253.3 ·3 -220 434 -189 186 24.285 7.366 7.550E+14 
REFLEX/1259.3-0411 ABELL1651 306.74 58.62 0.0845 252.9 400 60 468 ·154 183 26.128 7.922 7.973E+14 
CIZA Jl324. 7-5736 307.39 4.97 0.0190 59.9 527 -48 319 -574 168 63.275 0.977 1.954E+14 
REFLEX Jl301.5-0649 RXC 11301.6-0650 307.42 55.95 0.0898 272.6 641 -228 286 -545 156 3.078 1.068 1.751E+14 
REFLEX/1539.8-8335 RXC 11539.5-8335 307.57 -22.30 0.0728 217.0 213 -474 378 -99 130 16.624 3.761 4.692E+14 
CIZA/1321.2-4342 308.61 18.84 0.0114 30.4 ·22 274 54 107 259 49.487 0.275 7.703E+13 
REFLEX I 1302.8-0230 ABELL1663 308.67 60.24 0.0847 254.3 237 ·132 230 ·227 188 5.299 1.630 2.435E+14 
REFLEX11320.6-4102 ABELL50727 308.85 21.49 0.0495 148.8 466 437 512 ·313 222 4.170 0.440 9.940E+13 
REFLEX/2105.0-8243 ABELL3728 310.02 -30.96 0.0969 287.3 118 -518 161 132 85 3.612 1.454 2.171E+14 
REFLEX/1705.7-8210 ABELL50792 310.56 -23.44 0.0737 220.2 267 -360 212 -137 137 7.369 1.716 2.600E+14 
REFLEX 11315.3-1623 311.22 46.10 0.0087 23.7 ·394 -358 ·162 12 250 41.183 0.134 4.514E+13 
REFLEX/2319.7-7314 311.67 -42.30 0.0984 291.7 187 ·560 297 189 98 4.975 2.060 2.808E+14 
REFLEX 11328.0-3130 ABELL3558 312.00 30.72 0.0480 140.1 -209 -101 -67 128 241 60.283 5.927 7.017E+14 
REFLEX 11309.2-0137 312.12 60.94 0.0880 268.5 368 ·543 62 ·650 176 4.720 1.568 2.346E+14 
REFLEXI1337.4-4119 312.15 20.72 0.0519 160.2 824 147 179 -723 210 6.346 0.735 1.453E+14 
REFLEX 11329.8-3136 312.42 30.55 0.0488 146.8 156 -348 -196 -309 240 17.195 1.755 2.812E+14 
REFLEX11326.9-2710 ABELL1736 312.58 35.04 0.0458 133.2 -464 -375 -170 163 223 29.041 2.607 3.811E+14 
REFLEX/0027.3-5015 ABELL2777 312.59 -66.42 0.1448 391.4 -42 -938 -5 868 32 3.552 3.173 3.483E+14 
REFLEX /1332.4-3307 ABELL3560 312.73 28.96 0.0487 145.4 272 68 -200 -200 242 16.198 1.647 2.681E+14 
REFLEXJ1331.4-3148 312.78 30.30 0.0448 127.8 -381 133 -40 396 230 11.346 0.978 1.831E+14 
REFLEXJI333.6-3140 ABELL3562 313.33 30.34 0.0490 150.7 493 -419 ·424 -635 235 26.024 2.674 3.853E+14 
REFLEX/0049.3-2931 313.51 -87.56 0.1084 300.8 221 -577 187 542 66 5.293 2.655 3.316E+14 
REFLEX Jl336.6-3357 313.54 27.98 0.0123 38.4 266 -357 -87 ·403 268 9.102 0.060 2.439E+13 
REFLEX /2358.7 ·6038 ABELL4067 314.25 ·55.31 0.0989 293.1 30 -391 348 259 97 5.531 2.312 3.058E+14 
CIZAJ1358.6-4746 314.46 13.58 0.0740 222.6 293 -186 210 ·333 129 25.870 6.031 6.668E+14 
REFLEX Jl346.6-3753 ABELL3570 314.80 23.70 0.0377 108.2 -130 275 61 230 193 5.527 0.366 8.921E+13 ):,. 
CIZAJ1407.8-5100 315.01 10.06 0.0966 289.2 179 ·198 176 ·215 113 19.320 7.645 7.540E+14 :g REFLEX Jl333. 7-2316 ABELL1757 315.39 38.57 0.1264 344.8 ·29 60 97 64 46 6.595 4.473 4.702E+14 
CIZA/1631.6-7507 ABELL3628 315.72 -18.05 o.toso 29o.1 76 -477 41 71 63 15.889 7.423 7.229E+14 ~ ~ REFLEXJ1347.4-3251 ABELL3571 316.32 28.56 0.0391 112.0 ·292 78 -149 280 199 104.801 6.838 7.988E+14 R. REFLEX /1350.7-3343 316.83 27.54 0.1142 313.8 6 -125 83 -60 61 3.375 1.885 2.530E+14 )(• REFLEX Jl347 .2-3025 ABELL3574W 316.95 3Q.93 0.0145 48.7 518 ·611 -42 -759 224 6.473 0.059 2.405E+13 C) 
s: ... rontinued. s: 
I» ID Alt. I b z d Vx vy vz 
=-I 
uv fx lx M I» 
"0 (0) (0) h-I Mpc kms-1 km s-I kms-1 kms-1 • 10-12 ergscm-2 5-1 x1o42 hsJetgSS-1 
"0 
"0 Ms "0 
:;· 




CIZA 11645.4-7334 317.59 -17.82 0.0690 206.3 298 ·462 39 ·144 129 9.120 1.861 2.794E+l4 
-~ REFLEX )2124.0· 7446 317.68 ·35.76 0.0586 172.9 176 ·482 259 122 119 3.363 0.498 !.066E+14 ~ 
Cl) CIZAI1410.4-4246 318.04 17.76 0.0490 147.1 361 290 ·166 ·263 193 9.355 0.965 !.794E+14 Cl) 
r- REFLEX 11348.9-2525 ABELL1791 318.95 35.65 0.1269 346.1 ·71 43 116 93 45 3.688 2.535 3.067E+14 r-
0 REFLEX )1912.6-7517 ABELLSOBIO 319.49 ·27.51 0.0726 216.7 264 ·350 12 ·72 130 12.384 2.791 3.753E+14 0 
£ REFLEXJ1403.5-3358 ABELLS0753 319.60 26.55 0.0132 42.8 460 ·282 ·319 ·562 248 20.834 0.156 5.007E+13 £ 
- CIZA 11432.8-4419 ABELL3602 321.41 14.87 0.1180 323.5 ·24 ·228 14 -32 91 3.400 2.026 2.647E+l4 -
0 REFLEX )!326.2+0013 321.63 61.82 0.0826 247.6 146 ·101 ·55 ·164 190 5.326 1.559 2.367E+14 0 
Cl) REFLEX )2249.9-6425 ABELL3921 321.95 -47.97 0.0940 278.7 186 ·467 379 212 143 11.960 4.497 5.096E+14 Cl) 
:::::1 CIZA 11500.9-5134 322.50 6.31 0.0350 104.2 163 77 -20 ·156 136 7.722 0.407 9.727E+l3 
:::::1 
en en 
~ REFLEX 11330.8·0151 ABELL1750 322.61 59.49 0.0852 258.2 512 ·186 ·201 ·446 177 7.514 2.333 3.182E+l4 ~ REFLEX )!407.4-2700 ABELL3581 323.15 32.86 0.0230 70.7 297 ·271 12 ·390 156 34.038 o.m 1.621E+l4 
I» BCS 11303.7+1916 ABELL1668 323.42 81.65 0.0634 189.2 99 -48 392 -13 147 9.889 1.705 2.652E+14 I» 
:::::1 CIZA 11614.1·6307 323.65 ·8.73 0.0620 187.2 385 ·316 ·23 ·329 136 6.320 1.044 !.843E+14 
:::::1 
a. REFLEX )2218.0-6511 324.53 ·44.97 0.0951 282.9 426 ·584 177 119 139 7.819 3.017 3.768E+l4 
a. 
~ CIZA )1638.2-6420 324.60 ·11.51 0.0508 151.7 204 ·235 154 -133 161 91.045 10.008 !.032E+15 ~ 
0 CIZAJ1614.3·6052 NORMA CWSTER 325.26 ·7.13 0.0157 49.6 439 64 
-45 ·446 176 220.170 2.313 3.762E+l4 0 
0 CIZA 11454.9-4312 325.62 
14.16 0.0660 200.9 455 ·235 -164 ·517 151 5.800 1.086 !.880E+14 0 
~ CIZA 11514.6-4558 327.30 10.01 0.0580 176.3 410 -92 ·222 ·454 178 23.125 3.325 4.437E+l4 ~ CIZA )!518.3-4632 327.56 9.18 0.0560 167.3 112 33 ·197 ·142 179 7.079 0.954 1.749E+l4 
"TI CIZA )1501.6-4037 328.05 15.80 0.1240 338.9 ·143 ·147 116 122 60 7.215 4.708 4.914E+14 "TI (D" CIZA 11456.2-3826 328.21 18.23 0.1150 316.1 -12 ·171 97 ·18 75 4.882 2.755 3.357E+14 (D" 
0:: CIZA )1646.6-6023 328.32 ·9.72 0.1480 398.4 -504 -456 160 600 28 5.700 5.290 5.073E+14 0:: 
en REFLEX 12228.8-6053 328.32 -48.61 0.0423 123.8 213 ·460 315 224 124 7.723 0.594 !.269E+l4 en 
REFLEXJ1435.0·2823 ABELL3605 329.05 29.16 0.0689 208.9 336 ·240 -151 -434 108 3.198 0.655 1.277E+14 
REFLEX 11401.6-1107 ABELL1837 329.24 48.12 0.0698 209.3 345 64 4 -178 120 5.953 1.246 2.064E+14 
CIZA 11653.0-5943 329.35 ·9.92 0.0480 142.2 33 ·300 ·137 1 157 40.924 4.028 5.253E+14 
CIZA Jl752.0-6348 329.58 ·17.98 0.1330 361.6 -289 -539 112 464 40 7.083 5.312 5.267E+14 
BCS J1323.5+ 1118 ABELL1728 329.95 72.47 0.0911 276.0 36 ·436 31 -416 116 4.439 1.580 2.342E+14 
REFLEXJ1421.9-2009 330.17 37.88 0.1208 331.1 93 12 170 ·23 62 3.470 2.165 2.764E+l4 
REFLEX 11455.2-3325 330.65 22.70 0.1158 318.3 I ·148 152 ·16 69 4.422 2.532 3.145E+14 
BCS )1342.1+0213 ABELL1773 331.07 62.30 0.0776 230.7 113 116 ·11 47 172 5.412 1.399 2.209E+14 
REFLEX )2158.3-6025 ABELL3825 331.95 ·45.76 0.0750 219.4 218 ·789 419 470 170 7.762 1.871 2.765E+14 
REFLEXJ2201.9·5957 ABELL3827 332.22 ·46.38 0.0980 292.9 419 ·406 ·48 16 135 18.082 7.364 7.307E+14 
REFLEX Jl847 .2-6320 ABELL50805 332.25 -23.59 0.0146 44.5 216 50 36 ·206 176 8.788 0.081 3.051E+13 
REFLEX 11408.1-0904 332.76 49.31 0.0354 107.4 234 ·233 102 ·292 140 7.147 0.385 9.329E+13 
CIZA )!813.3·6127 332.88 ·19.28 0.1470 396.2 ·429 ·603 189 645 29 8.753 7.982 6.922E+14 
REFLEXJ1416.8-1158 333.63 45.75 0.0982 295.3 341 -91 128 ·256 86 4.014 1.658 2.388E+14 
REFLEX )2224.6-5632 334.28 ·50.70 0.0860 255.2 90 ·311 162 206 169 3.451 1.500 2.280E+14 
REFLEXJ2154.1·5751 ABELL3822 335.57 -46.46 0.0760 222.8 103 -654 171 442 177 14.281 3.521 4.431E+14 
REFLEX )2116.8-5930 ABELL50927 335.91 ·41.35 0.0602 177.6 222 ·498 218 218 152 4.032 0.630 1.267E+14 
REFLEXJ2224.4-5515 336.03 ·51.37 0.0791 232.7 ·166 ·347 221 400 171 5.969 1.602 2.436E+14 
REFLEX !2246.3-5243 ABELL3911 336.59 -55.43 0.0965 287.4 32 ·203 109 163 130 11.189 4.433 5.012E+14 
REFLEXJ2146.3-5716 ABELL 3806 NED01 336.97 -45.74 0.0760 223.2 181 -735 -105 407 176 8.746 2.163 3.075E+14 
REFLEX )1524.1·3154 337.05 20.67 0.1028 285.1 97 ·157 134 ·88 71 11.228 5.041 5.436E+14 
REFLEXJ2144.0-5637 338.00 ·45.69 0.0824 245.6 402 ·522 ·173 94 170 11.875 3.441 4.288E+14 
REFLEXJ2151.3·5521 ABELL3816 339.16 ·47.12 0.0385 111.4 148 ·565 !52 359 130 6.661 0.425 9.957E+l3 
BCS 11353.0+0509 339.39 63.57 0.0790 237.6 92 ·132 ·186 ·203 159 4.919 1.319 2.106E+l4 
REFLEX )240o.0-3928 340.58 ·73.68 0.1024 285.1 139 -431 318 382 93 4.828 2.164 2.886E+14 
CIZA )1802.4-5236 340.71 ·14.34 0.1250 342.0 ·202 ·498 210 398 39 5.948 3.951 4.298E+14 ):,. 
REFI..EX)2012.5-5650 ABELL3667 340.85 -33.40 0.0556 165.4 345 ·529 58 60 166 61.541 8.101 8.704E+l4 :g 
REFLEXJ2032.1-5626 ABELL3685 341.19 -36.11 0.1380 374.6 ·134 -712 !56 582 43 3.381 2.747 3.175E+14 
REFLEXJ1436.8-0900 341.86 45.74 0.0842 252.7 346 32 90 ·165 118 6.092 1.850 2.681E+14 ~ 
~ REFLEXJ2209.3-5149 ABELL3836 342.54 ·50.96 0.1065 295.4 180 ·295 ·194 
98 120 6.236 3.016 3.666E+l4 Q. 
REFI..EX)l952.1-5503 ABELL3651 342.82 ·30.49 0.0600 181.1 510 -488 -202 ·194 146 7.969 1.232 2.097E+14 s:c· 
REFLEX )2009.1-5422 ABELL50849 343.79 ·32.89 0.0516 151.5 200 -715 ·26 257 167 4.851 0.556 !.179E+l4 C) 
~ 
I» ID Alt. I b z d vx vy 
"0 (0) (0) h-I Mpc kms-1 kms- 1 
"0 
:r REFLEX 11927.0-5342 343.80 -26.68 0.0570 170.8 421 -719 CO 
-
REFLEX 10025.5-3302 ABELLSOMI 344.81 -81.85 0.0491 144.0 240 -422 
:::T REFLEX 12305.5-4512 ABELL3970 345.32 -62.24 0.1253 343.5 81 -572 
CD REFLEX 12021.9-5258 ABELL3675 345.52 -34.77 0.1383 375.5 -143 -709 
r REFLEX 12018.8-5242 ABELLS0861 345.84 -34.29 0.0505 147.2 5 -677 
0 CIZA 11626.3-3329 346.13 10.81 0.1098 303.5 125 -174 £ REFLEX 11953.0-5202 ABELL3653 346.33 -30.32 0.1069 296.3 170 -583 
- REFLEX 12104.9-5149 346.40 -41.38 0.0491 143.2 -11 -490 
0 REFLEX 12129.6-5048 ABELL3771 346.84 -45.36 0.0796 236.6 137 -500 
CD REFLEX 11928.1-5056 ABELL3639 346.89 -26.33 0.1496 403.2 -329 -715 
::::J REFLEX 11458-9-0843 348.17 42.67 0.1043 289.5 321 -68 en 
~ REFLEX 12314.0-4243 ABELLS1101 348.32 -64.82 0.0564 166-5 305 -391 REFLEXI2321.5-4153 ABELL3998 348.33 -66.45 0.0894 264.2 164 -480 
I» CIZA 11640.4-3212 349.10 9.46 0.0870 259.2 81 -127 
::::J REFLEX 10003-l -3555 349.33 -76.49 0.0490 144.1 418 -413 c. REFLEX 10006.0-3443 352.19 -77.66 0.1147 316.9 135 -492 
~ REFLEX 12147.9-4600 ABELLS0974 352.84 -49.32 0.0593 174.5 104 -483 
0 REFLEX 1!925.4-4257 ABELL3638 355.35 -24.02 0.0774 231.0 251 ·563 
0 BCS 1!440.6+0328 355.49 54.78 0.0276 81.7 287 -43 
~ CIZA 11655.0-2625 355.70 10.64 0.0940 281.0 61 -146 REFLEX 12146.9-4355 ABELL3809 356.04 -49.53 0.0620 184.4 140 ·361 
"T1 BCS 11354.0+1455 ABELL1814 356.10 71.00 0.1251 342-9 154 -33 a;· REFLEX 12356.9-3445 356.41 -76.o7 0.0475 137.4 304 -621 
0:: REFLEX 11558.3-1409 356.52 28.67 0.0970 290.3 203 -54 
en REFLEX 12103.4-4320 ABELL3736 357.73 -41.73 0.1430 387.5 -107 -797 
REFLEX 10042.1-2832 358.03 -87.50 0.1082 300.4 227 -556 
REFLEX 12331.1-3630 ABELL4010 359.06 -70.60 0.0957 284.1 170 -384 
REFLEX 12012-0-4128 ABELL3668 359.08 -32.12 0.1496 403.7 -212 -779 





kms-1 kms-1 xlo-12ergscm-2 .-1 
-250 -71 146 5.504 
367 372 143 11.002 
87 494 66 4.020 
194 599 42 3.235 
-99 372 164 15.971 
224 ·21 102 16.376 
50 209 64 6.308 
73 370 156 12-529 
-411 180 148 5.322 
320 731 29 3JI86 
66 -207 98 4.372 
227 276 124 30-409 
136 406 112 8.926 
265 60 104 6.379 
229 325 145 8.503 
194 464 82 5.801 
14 333 141 9.538 
-5 80 66 6.902 
410 18 169 24.521 
121 12 93 6.781 
-157 168 134 11.181 
180 -14 65 3.108 
88 557 144 33.823 
223 -26 88 14.511 
268 740 35 5.877 
209 529 71 10.837 
89 337 103 9.957 
394 792 29 3.655 
87 -18 141 4.573 
... contlmu<d 
lx M 
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